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PREFACE.
a

MY former work was published for the purpose of introducing to the English reader scenes in a remote part of the
globe, of which no other descriptions were available, and I
attempted nothing beyond a narrative of incidents and
observations as they were noted down from day to day, such
as I considered would suflice to explain and illustrate my
pictorial representations. In the present work the higher.
interest of the subject has induced me to attempt to produce information of a more elevated character, intended
to satisfy, in some respects at least, the wishes of the Geologist, Botanist,, Ethnologist, and other scientific scholars,
who invariably expect to find in an account of a new country
materials likely to extend the circle of their favourite study,
o r strengthen the truths on which it is founded.
There were other demands to satisfy, to which, it will be
found, I have tried to pay the same deference. Our commerce,
prodigious as are its operations, is, it is well known, capable
of infinite expansion, and I have laid open a field of almost
incalculable extent, where enterprise, skill, and industry are
sure to find a profitable investment. Having suggested the
establishment of a Fair on the Indian frontier, I may be permitted to say that this was not made without a knowledge of
what is passing in another part of Asia. The " Yermak" at
Irbit, on the frontier of Siberia, has within the past ten years
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risen from one of comparative insignificance to great importance. Its commercial transactions in February last
amounted to more than 12,000,0001.
For those of' my compatriots who have been alarmed by
the approaches of Russia to our Indian Empire, I have
faithfully stated every step that hss recently been made in
this direction, and afforded them an opportunity of learning
her present position on the north of the Himalaya. Her
existing relations with China, now that we are engaged in
a war with its Government, will doubtless give increased
interest to the facts I have been enabled to collect respecting the several advances she has skilfully made into Chinese
territory, and the consequent extraordinary development of
her own.
I am indebted to several of the Russian officers who
were employed in the great expedition into Manjouria for
facilities in acquiring information during my travels, and I
beg them, and numerous Asiatic friends, to whom I am
under similar obligations, to accept my grateful thanks.
With regard to the Illustrations, it is here necessary to
state that to the numerous landscape series, engraved from
my own drawings, I have added a few characteristic portraits, copied from a work recently published by the Russian
Government.
I have only to express an earnest hope that the efforts
F have made to render this second production more valuable than the first, will be accepted as a proof that I am
not insensible of the indulgence I have received from my
critice.
Brompton, July, 1W.
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. THE UPPER AND LOWER

CHAPTER I.
FLIGHT OF CIRCASSIAN PRISONER8.

INTELLIGENCEhas reached England from time to time, for
the last ten or a dozen years, of Russian acquisitions in
central Asia, stretching out far towards the Himalaya ; and
in 1857 of that vast tract of country, the valley of the Amoor,
said to have been ceded by the Emperor of China to the
Emperor of Russia. Letters and paragraphs on the subject
have frequently appeared in the public prints, some of them
having an apparent air of truth from the details set forth :
but they had evidently been written without a proper knowledge of the country, and had no foundation in fact. Up to
the latest advices no modern geograpier has published any
reliable description of these regions ; and no recent traveller,
it was believed, had penetrated its alleged interminable
steppes and Cyclopean mountain chains. In short it was
regarded as a terra incognita quite as much by the scientific
as by less learned readers.
As I had passed several years exploring this remote portion of the globe, and was the only European who had been
permitted to enter the new Russian territory, it suggested
itself to me, that a detail of my wanderings in these enormous tracts of mountain, valley, and plain, which Russia
B
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has added to her empire and colonised with a warlike race,
might be considered of some interest to my countrymen.
I t must be understood, in the first place, that this additional
Russian territory extends over more than two-thirds of her
southern Siberian frontier, which is about 6500 miles in
length, commencing on the Caspian in 44" lat. N. and 51"
long. E., and'ending in 53" lat. N. and 142" long. E: Ita
most southern point is in 42" lat. N. and 80" long E. The
breadth of these acquisitions varies very much at different
points, and will be best understood by a reference to the
map.
The importance of such an increase of power to a state,
previously one of the most considerable of the European
monarchies, cannot be understood without knowing the
sources of material prosperity which exist within these new
provinces. Mineral wealth of incalculable amount and
agricultural produce in prodigious abundance, form but
two items in their resources. The various tribes that inhabit distinct portions will also be found to claim attentive
consideration.
I a m far from being an alarmist, and, with the opportunities I have enjoyed of knowing the state of feeling in
Russian society, I ought to be the last person to suggest a p
prehension of evil from the accumulation of the elements of
a predominating influ,ence in the hands of an absolute sovereign : but the English statesman will not, I am sure, shut
his eyes to the fact, that Russian territory has now very
nearly approached the p o r n i o n s of Great Britain in India,
and whatever my opinions may be, he may not unreasonably
expect that a government which advances in the East at
this rate of progress, may desire sooner or later, to expand
her territorial limits to the southward. To him the contingency may seem inevitable, of a further stride across the
Himalayas to Calcutta : but even if such intentions were
entertained, of which there is no proof, ample employment

for many years to come will be found for the present enlightened ruler of this colossal empire, in the development
of the resources of Russia on the vast steppes of central
Asia, in the region of the Amoor, and on the island of
Karapta or Saghalien with its commodious harbours and extensive coaEelds, and in the establishment throughout these
regions of that civil and military system which will bring
it in perfect harmony with Russia on the Dwina, Don, Oural,
and the Volga.
Unwilling to detain the reader by merely prefatory
matter, I commence my explorations fmm the Siberian
frontier.
Semipatinsk, or Seven Palaces, stands on the frontier
between Siberia and the Kirghis Steppe, in lat. 50" 30' N.
and long. 80" E., and at above 775 feet above the level of
the sea. It is so named from seven mounds lying near the
town, traditionally the remains of royal residences; but if
this be the case they were erected when the a& of building

palaces w& in its infancy. Unless a great change has taken
place in this district;, it is difficult to account for such edifices
B
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being raised here, for the country around is a barren plain,
with several stagnant lakes, occasional patches of grass, and
numerous hillocks formed by the wind whirling the sandy
soil into heaps.
The town, consisting principally of wooden buildings,
stands on the eastern bank of the Irtisch. It is a long line
of houses set back about 150 yards from the river, facing the
south-west, with a view over the Kirghis Steppe, which
stretches out in that direction for more than a thousand
miles. A wide road separates the houses from gardens that
extend along the river bank. Here melons and water
melons are grown of a large size, and of a most delicious
flavour, without the aid of glass. They are sold at a very
cheap rate -five or six for tenpence.
The buildings are scattered over a considerable space
forming several streets; each house, great and small, has its
court-yard enclosed by a wooden fence ten to twelve feet
high, with large gates in the centre. The government
offices, and other edifices connected with the military department, are a t the northern end of the town. These, and
the custom-house, are mostly built of brick, and have an
imposing appearance when seen at a distance. A numerous
body of Cossacks is always stationed here with a strong force
of artillery; so that this is really a military town of great
importance in connection with the government of the
Kirghis.
There is one mansion in the town, -the residence of a
Siberian merchant from Tomsk; this had been furnished
without 'regard to cost. The hot-houses and green-houses
attached to the dwelling were on an extensive scale, and
contained a choice collection of tropical and other plants,
brought from Europe at great expense. The arrangement
of the whole establishment proved that a most luxurious
style of living had reached this distant spot, on the verge of
nomade, almost of savage life. The proprietor possessed

.
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lead and silver mines in the Kirghis Steppe at about 200
miles distant, which were at one time a source of considerable wealth. Afterwards, through mismanagement and
peculation, the working entailed a serious loss-persons
employed by him in offices of trust becoming rich at his cost.
Among other refinements of civilisation imported from
Europe into this region, is litigation, in which some of the
Siberians are fond of indulging. This gentleman became
involved in a lawsuit, respecting a claim of 475,0001. It
lasted several years, and then he not only lost it but also
enormous sums expended in law proceedings and bribes.
This so affected his circumstances that the mansion was
suffered to fall into decay; and the shattered windows now
admit the swallow and the bat, which have taken up their
abode and rear their young in its magnificent apartments.
The vines and the pines have ceased to bear their luscious
h i t , and the flowering plants no longer put forth their
splendid blossoms. The lead and silver mines have passed
into the hands of the Crown, and are now being extensively
worked.
Many
merchants in Semipalhtinsk are engaged in
trade with t&e Chinese towns of Tchoubachsck and Kuldja;
a l ~ owith Bokhara, Khokan, and Tashkend, between which
and Semipalhtinsk caravans are frequently passing. They
take out printed Russian goods, copper, iron, and hardware,
returning with tea, silks, and dried h i t s , which are forwarded to the fair at Irbit and are then dispersed, -the
greater portion being eent into Siberia, the rest into Europe.
The dwellings of the merchants engaged in this trade are
commodious and clean, and the rooms c o ~ t a i na great deal
of valuable property,-in some rich carpets from Persia and
Bokhara are hanging on the walls as well as spread on the
floors,-in others they are piled up in bales. In another
room are magnificent silks, shawls, and Kalats (or dressing
gowns), beautifully embroidered with gold and coloured

gar
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silks. Ornaments and large vases in porcelain from China,
tea services, plates, dishes, and similar works of singular
taste and beauty ;diamonds, rubies, emeralds, and a few other
precious stones, form parts of their stock in trade. At my
visits, shortly after entering the house, tea and dried fruits
were handed. Low divans are placed round the rooms, but
most generally the inmates are found seated on carpets
spread on the floor drinking tea and sewing. Forged
Russian notea are frequently found among these Tatars,
twice they passed them upon me; although I knew from
whom I received them, my friends advised me to burn
the notes, as the loss would be fsr better than the trouble
and annoyance if the affair was placed in the hands of the
police. Beside these merchants there are others who carry on a
great trade with the ' ~ i r ~ h i ssupplying
,
them with silk
dresses, tea, raisins, and wooden bowls from China, kalats of
printed calico from Khokan, Russian hardware, iron, copper
and leather; for which they receive in exchange black and
grey fox skins, black lamb skins, horses, oxen and sheep.
The horses and oxen are driven into eastern Siberia to the
different gold mines. One of these Tatar traders told me
that he imported 50,000 horned cattle into Siberia annually,
and these are chiefly consumed at the gold mines. I have
met the Kirghis with herds of from 3,000 to 4,000 oxen
1,500 miles from their homes and 500 from their destination.
When the cattle are delivered at the mines, the men remain a few days and then start on their return,- a very
long ride. Their journey homeward is by the post as far
as Semipditinsk, and then to their hovels in the Steppe on
horseback. The sheep are driven across the Steppe to
Petropavlosk on the frontier of Siberia, and thence to Ekaterineburg, where they are killed and their fst melted down
into tallow. More than one million sheep are brought from

FERRY ACROSS THE IRTISCH.
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the Kirghis Steppe yearly which are disposed of in this
manner. The whole of the tallow waa (till within the last
five years) forwarded to Europe; now the bulk is converted
into &rine at a large works near Ekaterineburg. This
establishment supplies all Siberia with candles, besides
sending a great quantity into Russia.
Before taking leave of Semipalhtinsk, I will mention an
event which might have terminated my explorations; with
the chance of n ride to the mines of Eastern Siberia, at his
Imperial Majesty's cost. One Saturday evening, in October,
1850, I arrived at Semipalhtinsk from Chinese Tartary, when

The Perry .emgthe Irtbch at BemlplLtinrL.

the director of the customs informed me that Prince
Gortchikoff was in the town. After my few articles had
passed the scrutiny of the officers and a lodging kar pro0
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cured, I prepared to pay the Prince a visit. During a two
years' travel my wardrobe had become exceedingly scanty
and tattered; nor was it possible to obtain any apparel on
my journey, unless the Tatar costume was adopted.
It was just dusk in the evening when I presented myself
at the gate of the house occupied by His Excellency. While
passing through the court-yard a group of Cossacks eyed
me with scrutinizing glances, evidently meditating the
operation of kicking me out. Returning their stare with a
determined look, I proceeded on, and entered the house. An
oficer was in attendance in the hall, from whom I inquired
if the Prince was within. A very haughty reply in the
affirmative was vouchsafed me, accompanied by a surly
demand as to who I was and what I wanted. This was
answered by handing my card and desiring it should be
given to His Excellency. My person and appearance were
carefully inspected; the card critically examined; after
which the officer declined delivering it. Finally he ordered
me out in a tone intended to enforce instant obedience, and
turned away clanking his sabre as he strode to the window.
I now quietly repeated my demand and insisted on the
card being instantly delivered, or that his conduct should be
reported. This astonished him and raised his ire; striding
towards me he asked in a most imperious tone how I dared
to remain after his orders, - ending his sentence with a
German expression in nowise flattering to me. Again he
demanded who I was, and what business I could have with
His Excellency. Finding that he epoke German, I looked
coolly at him, saying in that language that my card answered
his first question, -his duty was to inform his commander
I was there by delivering it, and my business should be
stated to the Prince only. He then told me that the Prince
attended to no beggars, and advised my speedy departure
without an escort of Cossacks, with which he would soon
accommodate me if I lingered.

9
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Our convgrsation had brought out another officer who
stood scanning me with a look of supreme contempt. The
two took several turns to and fro, probably contemplating
some amusement at my expense. At last the gentlemen
called a Cossack to remain in the hall, -. a quiet hint that
they did not deem the coats safe. After this they left me
and entered the rooms beyond; in a few minutes my first
acquaintance returned, and in a most affable mannFr invited
me to follow. He conducted me through several rooms into
a small cabinet in which I found the Prince, who instantly
rose from his seat and shook me cordially by the hand. The
bullying adjutant was greatly amazed and somewhat crestfallen, not knowing who I was, and fearing that a complaint
might be made against him.
After learning from me how long I had arrived, he assured me that I had been the cause of his having made a
rapid journey to this place, and to my extreme surprise
acquainted me with the particulars I shall now lay before
the reader.
About the latter end of the month of September, 1850, an
event occurred in the Altai which caused great sensation
throughout Westexli Siberia. In one of my journeys in the
autumn of 1848, I had visited the towns of Kouznetsk, Bisk,
and all the Cossack posts on my way to the Altin-Kool ;
remaining two days with the officer in command at Sandypskoi, the last Cossack fort on the river Bea. There is a body
of 500 men at this fort, which stands in a delightful situation on the east bank of the river. The Cossacks and their
families are well off, having all the comforts of life and many
luxuries. Nearly all the mining officers in the Altai knew
nie, and I had frequently visited the military commanders in
their different districts, and thus all the authorities had a
full knowledge of my identity.
Thirteen months had elapsed since I had shaken the Siberian sand from my feet, and left Oustkamenoger~k. It was
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late on a Sunday night when a ball was given in honour of
a lady's names-day, that I said good-bye to my friends and
started eastward towards Mongolia. A great storm was
raging in the mountains at the time, causing me to watch
the forked lightning as it played round the summits of the
Altai, and illuminated the whole country with a crimson glare,
dimming the flickering lights in the festal mansion, while
the crashing thunder silenced the music. During the early
part of this period, I had forwarded letters through the
Cossack piquets to Prince Gortchikoff, the Governor-general
of Western Siberia, and his replies reached me through the
same channel. From this circumstance the Prince knew
that I waa far from Siberia, and pushing my way south into
regions over which Russia had no control.
One night in the month before mentioned, when all my
friends in Barnsoul had quietly retired to rest, little thinking that danger was fast approaching their abodes, they were
awakened from their slumbers a little after midnight by a
party of Cossacks galloping up the quiet street, to the
house of the chief of the mines. A loud thundering at the
door roused the inmates, when a dispatch was delivered informing the Colonel that Siberia was being invaded by 3,000
Asiatics, who were descending the valley of the Bh, and
the officer in command of the Cossacks at Sandypskoi required troops to be sent to Bisk forthwith: upon which
town he intended to retreat, not having a sufficient force to
check the invaders.
In a few minutes Cossacks were sent to rouse up the
officers, and desire them to repair to the house of their chief
without delay. On their assembling, the dispatch was read ;
causing great consternation among thoae who dreaded the
advancing savages. Similar dispatches had been sent to the
Governor of Tomsk, to Prince Gortchikoff in Omsk, and
to the Emperor in Petersburg. The director of the mines
ordered the colonel in command of the military, to have his
b
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men (about BOO), ready to march at daybreak. After this
he turned his attention to the safety of the town,and what
it contained. Nearly all the gold obtained from the mines
of Siberia had been delivered in Barnaoul, to be smelted
into bars, ready to send by the first winter roads to Petersburg. It was supposed that the Asiatics knew this, and
that their object was plunder. There were about 43,200 Ibs.
weight of gold, and 28,800 lbs. of silver in the cellars at the
smelting works: a prize worth having. Besides the precious metals, there were the stores belonging to the
crown, and other property of considerable value,--even the
dwellings of the officers would have afforded a rich booty.
The shops and warehouses contained supplies 'of every thing
needed by the inhabitants, and an immense stock of wodky
was stored in the government cellars.
The chief assigned to each officer the duty he had to perform, some to provide for the security of the precious metals,
and others to make arrangements for defending the town.
Having placed the whole under the command of Colonel
Kavanka, the Director prepared to lead the troops to the
scene of action on the &a.
The approaching dangers were now made known to the
ladies. The idea of being captured and carried away by
the savage tribes, filled their minds with horror; as many
traditions remained in Siberia of the barbarities inflicted by
the Asiatic hordes in former invasions. When their husbands
announced the orders they had received, the excitement increased ; the news spread into every dwelling, as usual
much exaggerated on the transit. Many believed that the
invaders were close at hand, and fear caused some to fancy
that they heard their savage cries. The Cossacks galloping
to and fro with orders, strengthened this idea ;and the panic
Iilled every female heart when the shrill notes of the bugles
and the roll of the drums echoed in the night.
Just as the grey dawn began to break in the eastern sky
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two Cossacks dashed through the gate into Barnaoul, and
galloped on to the house of the Director. One of them
leaped from his horse and delivered a second dispatch from
the officer at Sandypskoi, with the information that the invaders were rapidly descending the valley of the Bea. Also
that they had commenced burning the aouls of the Kalmucks, and were murdering every man, woman, and child
they could lay hands on. Instead of 3,000, they were now
announced to be 7,000 strong, great numbers of whom were
armed with rifles. Further, this army of savages was led
on by the Englishman Atkinson,-a fact affirmed to be beyond all doubt, as the writer of the dispatch stated that he
had seen him. This account caused general alarm. Some
thought that the wild hordes of Asia were bursting forth,
as in the time of Genghiz Khan, to spread desolation over
the country on their march towards Europe. All felt that
the affair had become serious, and the Cossacks declared
that the people at all the villages on their route were packing up their goods and preparing for flight.
The Director and the officers in Barnaoul did not doubt
the Eact of my being with the invaders, but not as their
leader. It was thought that I had been taken prisoner in
the regions to the south of the Altai, and being so well acquainted with the passes in the mountains, it was supposed
that the commanders of the hordes had compelled me to act
as their guide. When this was made known, some of the
ladies betrayed a gleam of hope, assured that I should try
to save my friends. The officers were most anxious about
my safety, and ma$y plans of rescue were suggested. The
chances of success were however considered doubtful, and all
feared for my fate. This last communication hastened the
preparations, and at six o'clock the troops were on their
march. The chief intended joining them at a point bout
fifty miles distant, to which he could travel by more difficult
but a much shorter route. The Colonel who remained in
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command of the town, began placing the Zavod in a state of
defence, and then barricaded his own dwelling. Some of the

Troop erowiag the Obi at Ooubem.

ladies proposed that the Governor's mansion, a large brick
building, should be made the citadel; and that in the lower
story all the precious metals belonging to His Imperial Majesty, as well as their own valuables, should be deposited;
while they and their children should occupy the upper rooms;
satisfied that fear of the Emperor would insure such a defence of the position as might lead to their preservation.
At ten o'clock in the forenoon a third dispatch arrived, informing the Director that the Cossacks had retreated f ~ m
Sandypskoi; the number of the enemy had now advanced to
10,000, and it was stated that the inhabitants of the towns
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MARCH OF TROOPS.

of Bisk, and Kouznetsk, were leaving their homes and carrying what little property they could dong with them. In
fact wheresoever the news had reached, the people were fleeing from their dwellings with the utmost precipitation.
Three similar dispatches had been forwarded by couriers
to General Anossoff, the governor of Tomsk, to Prince
Gortchikoff at Omsk, and to the Emperor. The distance
from Barnaoul to Sandypskoi was more than 250 miles, and
the troops were pushed on at their greatest speed. Immediately the intelligence reached Prince Gortchikoff he left
Omsk and travelled to Semipalhtinsk, a distance of more
than 600 miles, in forty hours. From this place he sent a
regiment of Cossacks with six guns to secure some of the
passes in the Altai ; while another with six guns was
ordered from Oustkamenogorsk to cut off any bodies of men
making their way westward.
General Anossoff called out a body of soldiers in Tomsk
with one field gun. At the same time he ordered the
general commanding the forces in the government of Tomsk
to march with a strong force and fodr guns. Shortly these
two divisions were on their march by different routes; the
commanders of each believing that they would find me a
prisoner in the hands of the enemy. At the end of their
third day's march they observed the villagers deserting their
homes; and on the fourth day they met the people in great
numbers fleeing away in the utmost dread. News had
reached them of the massacre of the Kalmucks, accompanied
by such ferocious acts of cruelty that no persuasion could
induce them to remain, -in short, the whole population was
panic struck and had lost all courage.
On the fifth day the troops from Barnaoul reached Bisk,
and found the town deserted by all the inhabitants, except
a f e r civil officers and a small body of Cossacks; the latter
in guard of the warehouses in which were stored the
valuable furs belonging to the Crown. During the night
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news reached the commander which cast a doubt on the
accuracy of the dispatches. Gradually reports were received
reducing the number of the invaders, and containing reliable
information that they were not continuing their march
down the valley of the B&. This delayed the further
advance of the soldiers; and Cossacks were sent to stop the
march of the troops under the command of the two generals
from Tomsk. In the course of two days i t was ascertained
that this alarming invasion had its source in a party of
forty Circassian prisoners who had escaped from the gold
mines on the Birioussa. When this discovery was made
the troops returned to their respective stations, and the
local officers were left to deal with the affair.
These fugitive Circassians had no intention of invading
the Russian dominions, their object being to escape from
the great Siberian prison to t,heir far distant homea. They
were prisoners of war, and had been sent to work in the
mines of Siberia, which was considered an act of great
cruelty. Surely soldiers who had bravely defended their
homes deserved a better fate than to be mixed with Russian
convicts, many of whom were criminals of the worst c b .
These brave fellows had been employed at the gold washings
on the Birioussa, a river which forms the boundary between
the governments of Irkoutsk and Yenissey. From this place
they determined to escape, and, after many difficulties, made
the attempt.
By the aid of small quantities of gold, which they managed
to secrete during their labours, they procured a d e and
ammunition for each man from the Tatars, who concealed
them in a cavern in the mountains about seven n~ilesfrom
the mines. The most essential requisites for their future
success had now been obtained, but at a cost of ten times
their value. There was no fear of the Tatars betraying
them, as their own safety depended on their secrecy, and a
terrible punishment awaited them if detected with gold in
their possession.
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On a Saturday afternoon in the latter end of July, 1850,
when the labours of the day were ended, the Circassians
quietly left the mines in small parties, going in different
directions. This was done without exciting any suspicion,
and they met in the evening at a rendezvous, a ravine in
the mountain, about six miles from the mines, in a southerly
direction. A stud of spare horses were kept at pastures
in the forest several miles from their place of meeting, and
a t about seven from the mines. A large party of Circassians proceeded towards this place, and arrived near
it just at dusk, and three were sent on in advance carrying
their rifles, as if returning from the hunt. The horsekeepers were driving the animals into the inclosure to secure
them for the night. When this was accomplished, they
discovered three rifles pointed at them, and were told that
they would be shot if they attempted to escape. A shrill
whistle called up the other exiles, who instantly secured the
three men ; the best horses were at once selected out of a
stud of between three and four hundred, and as two of their
attendants were great hunters, and well acquainted with the
mountain regions around, the Circassians carried them all
away to act as guides to the Chinese frontier, and to
prevent the discovery of their means of flight till they had
got a good start : moreover, they turned the remainder of
the stud out of the inclosed ground, and drove them into
the forest, to make it appear that they had broken loose, and
that the absent men were searching for them. They departed, carrying off fifty-five horses. No time was lost in
reaching their friends in the glen, who received them with
shouts of joy. An hour before midnight, when the moon
rose to light them on their way, they commenced their
flight.
The hunters led them southward, through rugged passes
and over several ridges, without once stopping till they
reached, a little before sunrise, a high summit, whence they

could look down upon the gold mine, and distit~guislithe
smoke curling up from the fires that are constantly kept
burning to drive away those pests, the musquitos.
Having taken a last look at the place of their exile, they
hastened onward into a grassy valley, where they fed their

horses and breakfasted. After a rest tlwy pushed on again.
They presently came upon a mountain torrent, over which
they crossed with great difficulty. Their nlarch was continued till near nightfall, when they encamped in perfect
security, still keeping strict guard over their guides. On
the evening of the fourth day they ascended the last summit
33
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of the Saian, crossed the crest of the chain, and descended
into a narrow valley, where they encamped for the night.
They had now passed the Chinese frontier, and the guides
knew nothing of the region beyond this point ; they were
therefore set free, and their rifles handed to them. A goodly
supply of venison had been obtained on the march, and
this evening was passed in feasting and enjoyment. At daybreak they separated-the Siberians to return to their homes ;
the Circassians were left to their own resources in a
wild region abounding in deep and rapid torrents, that
forced them to seek a route near the head waters of many
large streams which fall into the Yenissey.
. This led them in a south-westerly direction, and after a
ride of four days they reached that river, in its basin
between the Saian and Tangnou Mountains. Here it is
broad, deep, and rapid, rendering it dangerous to swim;
while to follow the stream up towards its source would take
them too far t o the eastward, and might place them in a
dangerous position if pursued.
A little below them the rapids commence, and extend
several miles to the head of a gorge rent in the mountain, in
which are the great falls. A t this place a body of water,
250 yards in breadth, rolls over a succession of cascades
2,800 feet in height. These are contained in the space of
about a mile, and the thundering of the water is echoed far
over the mountains. Under these circumstances, the fugitives were obliged to swim the river without delay, which
was not accomplished without danger, as they were carried
far down the stream.
They now entered into a most rugged region, with no
guide but the setting sun, and they watched it descend daily
over the land of their birth; towards which they constantly
directed their course. This was their first error- their
route ought to have gone southerly to the Tangnou chain.
After many days of severe toil they reached the river Annii,
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which rolls over its rocky bed in an immense torrent. This
they could not cross, and they were compelled to turn
towards its source, which brought them where nature
wears her most savage aspect, into a group of mountains,
extending over a vast space, that reaches up to the shores
of the Altin-Kool, to the Tchoulishman, -and to the high
plateau-of the Tchouia, -the most elevated steppe in the

Altai.
I had found this region a chaos of rocks, high precipices,
deep ravines, and roaring torrents; often forming impassable barriers.
More than three weeks were passed by the exiles in these
labyrinth8 of r i k , wood, and water; while many vain efforta
were made to cross the Abakan. The numerous ravines
through which the mountain torrents find their way into this
river, and the high precipices rising along its course, eventually forced the wanderers to the south-west. In a few
days they reached the region of eternal snow, and succeeded
in crossing the Abakan far up towards its source. Another
difficulty now beset them-winter had already commenced
in the higher regions to the south; which, with the rugged
nature of the country, turned them to the northward -a
most dangerous course.
Had the unfortunate warriors known but a little of the
geography of these regions, they would have continued their
route to the south, and crossed the Tangnou Mountains;
but their immense snowy peaks no doubt alarmed them,
while the lower ranges to the west seemed to invite them
towards Circassia. After passing the Tangnou, and reachi n g the country of the Kalkas, all danger from Siberia
would have been at an end, arid a ride of twenty-five
days to the westward would have brought them to the
Kirghis tribes, among whom they would have found a
language they understood and a religion like their own, and
have met with friends to aid them in their long ride
c 2
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over the vast Asiatic plains, in the direction of their horn&.
Instead of this they entered into a region, the physical
nature of which gradually forced them to the north-west,
and at length they struck upon the eastern shores of the AltinKool. Here their last chance of success presented itself-a
malignant fate, however, seems to have pursued them. This
large lake, with its rock-bound shores, stopped their progress
westward; still, a route was open for them toward the Tchouia,
whence a ride of fifteen days would have taken them across
the Kourtchume, and into a place of security. But here,
again, a singular fatality turned them towards the north.
They came upon that part of the lake which extends in a
north-easterly direction for about fifteen miles, to where the
river Kamga falls into it. After considerable difficulties they
succeeded in reaching the river, and rode along its bank for
many miles before &ding a ford. Leaving the Kamga, they
crossed a high ridge, and struck upon a Kalmuck trail,
which they followed. This led them along the mountains
which skirt the northern shores of the lake, till they
reached the Bea, the only outlet of the Altin-Kool. Immediately on issuing from the lake the river enters a rocky
gorge, in which it runs for about thirty miles. Throughout
this distance it is a succession of rapids and falls, over which
neither man nor animal can pass.
More than two months had now elapsed since the poor
fellows left the Beroussa, and they were still in their Siberian
prison ; during this period they had suffered both from
hunger and fatigue. Although game was abundant in many
of the regions through which they passed-when hunting is
the only source of a man's subsistence, the supply often
proves precarious, as all will find who try. Following the
mountains along the eastern bank of the Eea, they reached
a part of the country thinly inhabited by Kalmucks,
living under Russian sway. At length they arrived a t a
Kalmuck aoul, and got into difficulties with the people,
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but whether the Kalmucks attempted to stop them, or
threatened to call in the aid of the Cossacks to take them
prisoners, it is impossible to say. The dispute unfortnnately
ended in a battle, when several Kalmucks were killed,
and their aoul burned. Those who escaped conveyed the
terrible news to other tribes, arid all became alarmed. 'Some
retreated into the forests with their families and cattle,
while others carried the alarm to the Cossack fort at Sandyp.
The officer in command was dnlnk when the news arrived ;
hence those exaggerated dispatches which followed each
other in rapid succession.
The Circassians committed a fatal error by engaging in
this conflict with the people, as the alann rapidly spread in
every direction, and left no chance for their escape. Continuing their course to the northward, they passed beyond
the rapids, and succeeded in swimming their horses over the
Bib. From this point they t u n e d to the south, which led
them into the mountains between the B& and Katounia.
This river in the mountains is one succession of rapids, so
that there are but few places where it can be crossed even
in canoes ; it is impossible to swim the torrent.
The higher mountains to the south being deep in snow,
placed the fugitives in a trap. When their real number was
discovered, the illusion respecting their force was destroyed ;
and the Kalmucks prepared with a savage determination to
avenge the blood that had been shed. A body of men were
soon collected; they were stanch as bloodhounds, and had
been seldom foiled in running down their prey.
Scouts, sent forward to follow the trail, were followed
by Siberian hunters who knew every mountain pass and
torrent. Mounted on good fresh horses, they rapidly closed
upon the fugitives; and on the evening of the third day of
their pursuit encamped within three miles of them.
The Circassians were on their march with the first gleam
of dawn, towards the upper end of the narrow valley, which
r 3
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led them into a pass. They observed that their enemies
were proceeding in two divisions,- one riding up the

A vim on the B&

ridge a little to the westward, and the other following
on their track. This caused them to hurry onward, fearing to be caught in the pass. As they were on a good
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track their horses were not spared, and in little more than
an hour they reached another valley, which extended for
several miles to the east and west. The object of that division of their pursuers who were crossing the ridge was now
visible-it was to prevent their escape to the westward.
The prisoners continued their ride to the eastward, and
found, after going a few miles, that they were in a succession
of small valleys, that led them up between the mountains
toward the snowy region. Before turning a jutting point,
they ascertained that both parties of the Kalmucks were
now following on their track, a t about three miles distant,
without apparently making any attempt to approach nearer.
It was not till long past mid-day that they were observed
to be rapidly gaining upon them. Pushing on their tired
steeds availed nothing, as each few minutes brought their
enemies in closer proximity. Presently a spent ball struck
one of their horses, which showed that the hunters were trying the range of their rifles, and that they intended mischief.
At length the hungry and way-morn warriors were driven
into a mountain pass, and rifle balls began to drop fast around
them. Having reached a narrow part of the gorge, where
i t was strewn with fallen rocks, they made a stand and returned the fire with effecLfor several saddles became vacant.
I n a few minutes they received a heavy volley, when some
of the exiles were wounded, notwithstanding their shelter,
and several horses were killed. They now stood at bay, determined never to yield. Their pursuers outnumbered them
five to one, and knew every crag and turning in the ravines,
which enabled them to take shelter where no bullet could
touch them, whence they could pick off their opponents, and
force the survivors to retire from every position they sought.
Each new post mas held with undaunted courage, till
diminished numbers compelled the Circassians again to
retreat; every call to surrender being answered with a
shout of defiance.
r 4
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While the work of slaughter mas going on, night shrouded
the combatants, and under cover of the darkness fifteen of
these brave men escaped on foat, ascending further into the
mountains, and leaving their horses to their merciless enemies.
Though their position had become desperate, they scrambled
on, hoping to find shelter from the cutting blast. At length
they reached some deep recesses in the rocks, where they
decided to pass the night; they however dared not light a
fire, as that would guide the Kalmucks to their retreat.
The night passed without their being disturbed.
With the first grey dawn of morn they comnlenced their
weary march and scaled the rocky heights before them,
whence they had a view of the vast snow-clad peaks above,
which stopped all farther progress in that direction. Dark
clouds were gathering around these rugged crests, betokening
an approaching storm, an evil omen for the exiles. After
carefully scanning the country in search of their pursuers,
not one of whom mas visible, they turned to the west, skirting along the base of one of the giants of the chain towards
a forest of cedars which covered a low rocky rjdge.
The hunters had not been idle; long before daylight appeared two parties had been sent forward to form ambushes
where it was expected the Circassians would be obliged to
pass, while the main body remained behind to clear the
ravine. Being convinced that the forest mould afford them
the only means for their escape, the fugitives pushed on in
that direction. They had reached within about two hundred
vards of the wood when ai puff of white smoke appeared in a
thicket, sending a leaden messenger which proved fatal to
one of their comrades. They now made an attempt to reach
the shelter of some rocks, but before they had proceeded
twenty paces five others had fallen. A savage shout to surrender greeted their ears from a large party in their rear
that were fast closil~gin upon them. Their last few shots
were spent on the advancing body, and not without effect;
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then they made a rush to reach the forest ; but only four were
destined to gain its cover, and some of these mere wounded.
The thick underwood
screened the poor fellows from the
t
volley which whistled after them, and stopped the firing, as
they were soon lost in the dense and tangled branches.
The clouds, which had become blacker, began pouring
down rain and sleet, accompanied by a fierce gale, which
brought their enemies to a stand and caused them to prepare an encampment under the cedars. Two small parties
were sent on in pursuit, but these mere shortly compelled to
return without having discovered the retreat of the remnant
of the gallant band. The storm had now become a hurricane, driving the snow into the balagans and whirling it
into eddies, which made it difficult to see objects at a few
yards' distance. This continued for three days without intermission, and then the mountains were covered deep in
snow, which deterred the hunters from making any further
attempt to find the fugitives. The winter had also set in
with a piercing frost, and this no doubt soon accomplished
that which the rifles of the Kalmucks had spared. The
four Circassians were never seen again, nor any trace of them
found.
Having heard from the Prince these details of an adventure in which I, unwittingly, had been implicated, he endeavoured to dissuade me from pursuing my course to
Bamaoul, fearing that the villagers on my route might treat
me as.a conspirator; but after remaining a few days at Semipalatinsk, I started for that t o m , and reached it without
the slightest molestation. There during the winter I gathered from the chief of the mines numerous particulars
respecting this tragic story, which I have added to the account I received from Prince Gortchikoff.

CHAP. 11:
RUSSIAN POSTS AMOXG THE KIRQHIS.
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the Irtisch, which is about a quarter of a mile in
width, by a ferry boat to the Tatar village on the Kirghis
side of the river. Here exists a curious population of Russian Cossacks, Tatar?, Kalmucks, and Kirghis, and a singular
mixture of races is springing up, which will greatly puzzle
the future ethnologist. There are many Tatar merchants in
this village, which at times presents a very busy and singular
scene. Numerous caravans start from here, and several had
just arrived. There were groups of Bokharians, Khivans,
Khokanians, and men from Tashkent; each in their gay and
picturesque costume. The caravan drivers are generally
Kirghis, and their tattered garments showed that they had
made a long journey.
Numerous camels, wi tll their long shaggy necks and huge
loads, were waiting to be unburthened,-others were patiently lying down while the bales were being removed from
their saddles. Many Cossacks were watching these operations,
to prevent smuggling ; but, notwithstanding their vigilance,
the people succeed in conveying into Siberia considerable
quantities of tea and silks which have never passed his
Imperial Majest.y's customs.
The Cossack post for carrying government dispatches
starts from this place to A y a p s , a Cossack fortress about
two hundred miles distant,-the piquets are built about fifteen miles apart, serving as stations, and forming a line of
posts guarding the Kirghis. After leaving the village a vast
CROSSED

plain is entered upon, in parts slightly undulating and
covered with rough #ass, XIOWdried up by the sun. The
driver seated himself firmly on his box as the steecls swept
along the steppe, and the other two Cossacks rode on each
side as a guard-this route not being particularly safe. For
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the three first stations me wet nothing on this desert except
the piquets,- it was a solitude unbroken by any sound,
save the tramp of our horses and the rattling of our wheels.
Not a bird was seen in the air, nor was there a cloud to
break the monotony of the clear blue sky. Nothing seemed
in motion but our little party. One might have fancied that
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all nature slept, and that everything possessed of life had
sought repose in some subterranean abode. At last a small
chain of mistyepurple peaks was seen rising out of the steppe
to the south-vest -a relief to the apparently interminable
plain which surrounded us.
A fourth station had been passed, still without any sign of
either inan or beast-the Kirghis having left this region for
other pastures among the mountains far to the south-east. At
each piquet our Cossacks and horses had been changed; the
former were wild-looking fellows, and the latter strong and
fiery. We were now approaching the rocky ridge which had
been so long our landmark, when, at some seven or eight
miles before us, we observed a black object in.motion. We
rapidly gained upon it, and at length came up to a large van
drawn by four horses abreast ; passing this, we shortly
reached the piquet.
The small chain, which had appeared gradually rising out
of the steppe as we approached, was within four or five miles
of the station, and its singular and picturesque forms
were distinctly visible, some of the crags being exceedingly
curious ; the Cossacks had named them after animals, to
which, as they fancied, they bore a strong resemblance.
Having informed the officer of my desire to visit the mountain, he immediately ordered horses to be got ready and two
Cossacks to accompany me. While these preparations were
being made, the carriage we had passed arrived, and then I
found the owner was a travelling wine merchant from Semipalatinsk, on his way to Ayagus. His van was stowed full
of various wines, including claret and champagne which had
never seen France : these spurious beverages he expected to
sell to the Cossack officers, the former at 10s. a bottle and
the latter at 15s.
When the merchant heard that I was going to visit the
crags, he asked to be my companion, 'to which I consented:
The Cossack officer told me to take my rifle, as the Argali
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(wild sheep) were numerous in the mountain ; besides
which, he added, there were some roving bands of Kirghis
about, whom it would not be prudent to meet unarmed. On
hearing this the merchant ordered his servant to bring in
his gun, and its case, after some delay, was dragged out
from beneath hampers of wine. More time was lost in scarching for the key. At length the case was unlocked and the
weapon produced. The officer advised him to keep his gun
in readiness for use, or the Kirghis would carry off both his
carriage and himself.
On approaching the mountain I observed that a precipice,
about 400 feet high, rose abruptly from the steppe, extending
for seyeral miles to the south-west. As we rode along, the
Cossacks pointed out the different objects standing on the
precipice. One huge mass, about 250 feet long and 100
feet high, was called the Tiger, another the Camel, another
the Cock. A t some distance from these a singular mass
rose out of the plain, crowned by a number of pillars, one
far overtopping the rest,- these they called Shaitan and his
legions guarding his domain. Beyond these, rugged crests
rose to about 2,000 feet above the &in.
The whole of the
higher masses appeared to be of granite, without a blade
of grass growing upon them. Beneath were several small
valleys covered with rich grass, on which the wild sheep
feed; but the Kirghis, apparently from a superstitious influence, never ascend to them.
Several hourswerc spent in sketching these curious scenes,
while my companion was firing at a piece of paper pinned
against a rock. He had not as yet planted a ball within two
feet of it, at only fifty yards' distance; indeed, it became
evident, from the way in which he handled his weapon, that
danger from it would be greater to himself than to any Kirghis who might stop him. Night was drawing on fast
when we returned to the piquet. At the mine-merchant's
request I permitted him to travel with me, provided he could
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proceed at my pace; but shortly after we started I observed
that he was losing ground; and as the Cossacks had no idea
of wasting time, their horses were urged forward, and
we soon left him behind. When we reached the next piquet

S l u l h and hlr m o m .

it was dusk; still we could see his van some miles distant
on the plain. Having delayed my departure till his arrival,
he now informed me that he had determined to sleep at the
station, apparently not desiring to bring hi van in contact
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with a Kirghis battle-axe. In a few minutes we left him,
and I saw him no more.
We had not gone far when the night set in, and the gloom
presently increased to total darkness. Our escort had been
doubled by the officer at the last station, and one led the
way at a gallop. The sparks from his horse's hoofs guided my
driver, and, as before, the others rode on each side the
carriage. On .one side of the road pyramids of earth are
thrown up ten feet high, at about one hundred yards apart,
each looking blacker than the gloom beyond; these guided
us on our way to the piquet.
While here drinking tea, the officer told me that I had a
dangerous district to pass through, in which there were
some most daring bands of Kirghis. Our escort was therefore
again doubled, with orders to carry muskets in addition to
their swords and pistols, and their firearms mere loaded in
my presence. After preparing my own arms for immediate
use, I got into the carriage, wished the officer good night,
and we were once more plunged into darkness.
Not without considerable excitement, arising from a sense
of danger, four piquets were passed during the dark hours,
and we reached a fifth just as the day began to dawn, crossing several low hills on our way. This post was in a narrow
valley formed by some abrupt and rocky hills of n o great
elevation ; in the centre a small river was winding its course,
and the place looked dismal and dreary. On our way we
mere twice challenged by sentinels, and at our arrival found
the guard h a been increased to twenty-five men.
A few months previous, a most tragic event had occurred
here.' The piquet had been attacked in the night by a large
body of Kirghis, and its defenders, eight in number, murdered.
This was not done without a terrible struggle; no firearms
had been used by the Kirghis, only their battle axes, as the
mutilated bodies of the guard clearly proved. The fight
waa a desperate one, add many of the assailants fell before
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the Cossacks were killed; but the Kirghis carried off all
their dead, fearing they might lead to the detection of the
tribe engaged. Plunder was not the object of the attack,
for the arms were not taken away; and the muskets were
broken, but whether in defence or by the enemy no one could
tell. The cause of this massacre is unknown,-perhaps it mas
an act of vengeance for some injury or insult to their chief.
Hurrying from the still bloodstained walls without taking
any refreshment, my way for a few miles was along the bank
of a small stream. We then crossed a low ridge, from the
summit of which the plain extended in a south and westerly
direction far beyond the reach of my vision, while to the
south-east were seen the blue and misty crests of the
Tarbagatai. Far away in the steppe to the northward, a
salt lake appeared with its border of various-coloured salsola,
but no Aoul or even a Yourt could be observed in any
direction. Shortly the sun rose, but his beams fell on a
dreary waste, browned by his scorching rays. The Cossacks
gave me little time for contemplating the scene; their horses
were put into a gallop, scattering dust and pebbles from
their hoofs as they bounded towvards the plain. I n about an
hour the next piquet appeared like a black dot, but no puff
of smoke showed that it as inhabited. At length we were
near enough to distinguish horses feeding on the steppe,
and presently dashed up to the station, where me found the
Cossacks had just turned out, preparing to proceed with us.
After our morning meal we again started. The country
wvas still slightly undulating, but not rich in pastures; rough
grass and patches of sand seemed scattered over the vast
waste.
We were fast approaching the remotest Cossack settlement in these regions: Russia, however, is not likely to stop
here, as in a few years her boundary will be far to the south.
After riding about eight miles, we came to the river Ayagus,
which at this time was a small stream running in a rocky
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bed. In the spring, when the snow is melting on the steppe
and on the Tarbagatai, a great body of water finds its way
through this channel to the lake Tenghis or Balkash. Soon
after crossing the river we entered the town of Ayagus, and
continued our way down a broad street, formed by the
small wooden dwellings of the Cossacks, which led to the
government buildings on the south side of the town. Kine
hundred Cossacks are stationed here, most of whom have
families; there is also a battery of Cossack artillery, and a
small body of infantry. The officers consist of the commander of the Cossacks, with several subordinates, the artillery officer, three military officers, and the surgeon. At
the head of the civil department is the Sessedatal or chief
magistrate, who has a secretary and several assistants.
These constitute the governing power over the Kirghis in
this region. The men sent to fill these departments look
upon their position as a species of banishment; and it has
always been a principle among the employb to abstract
the greatest amount of profit from the nonlades, who are
ground by every man, from the chief to the cotnmon soldier.
This makes the Kirghis give Ayagus a wide berth ;
nevertheless, means are devised to bring many of the tribes
within the grasp of the greedy officials.
The travelling wine merchant always finds his journey
t o this place a profitable one. Besides his vinous supply,
wodky is sent here by the brandy contractors, who pay a
premium to the officials on the quantity consumed. This,
and the love they individually have for the spirit, induces
them to set a bad example to the men. The commander
at the time of my visit mas equal to any man in Europe as
a toper. His regular quantity of wodky every evening was
three bottles, taken pure;" for, as he said, ii no good Russian
ever watered his brandy". Many of the officers tried to
emulate his drinking powers ; thus an example was set
D
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which the men eagerly followed, and an enormous quantity
of this degrading spirit was consumed in Ayagus.
The sessedatal was a tall, burly, and hard-drinking man
from the south of Russia, and in no way scrupulous how
profit was obtained from the inhabitants of the steppe. His
duties are wholly with the Kirghis; and he has officers
residing among the different tribes wherever Russia has
obtained any influence, who lose no opportunity of extending her power. The chief is courted, paid, and some mark
of distinction given him; perhaps a medal, a sabre, or a goldlaced coat and cocked hat, -with the privilege of attending
a council at Ayagus once a year; when laws are made to
govern the tribes, that rivet still faster the fetters with which
he and his people are being bound. From this meeting he
returns to his aoul, "dressed in a little brief authority."
A young Russiaii who understands his language is appointed
to reside with him, to translate all official papers sent to him,
and write his answers; to which he attaches his seal, without
understanding a word they contain. The youth is also a
spy upon him and those who visit his aoul, reporting regularly to the chief at Ayagus. Thus the power of the empire
is quietly and gradually creeping on into the plains of Central Asia; and when it is sufficiently secured, the nomades
will have to pay both in men and money.
Three Cossacks were now appointed to be my escort, and
a, party of eight Kirghis, with twelve horses and two camels,
sent for from a distant aoul. They arrived early in the
forenoon, when the baggage mas packed into leather bags
and loaded on the camels. Shortly after mid-day, having
made our adieu to the different officers assembled to see us
depart, we rode away in a southerly direction.
The river Ayagus for a short distance led us among low
hills, in some of which slate rocks cropped out; others, being
almost destitute of herbage, bore a sterile aspect. In this
direction Ayagus seemed to stand on the verge of a desert
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that could not afford a mouthful of food to man or beast.
Having ridden more than three hours over these barren hills,
we reached a plain covered with good pastures, on which great
herds of cattle were feeding. I n the distance a number of
Kirghis yourts were seen on the shore of a small lake. We
found that they belonged to a Tatar merchant; his wife and
family occupied one, the others were inhabited by his people.
- . The wife and daughter came out of the yonrt and invited us
to drink tea in their dwelling; but their hospitable offer was
declined, as we had still a long ride to the aoul where we intended stopping for the night. The merchant was returning
with the produce of his summer trading among the Kirghis.
He informed me that he had above 3,000 horses, about 7,000
horned cattle, and more than 20,000 sheep, which he was now
driving to the frontier of Siberia. These were worth about
15,0001., and the whole had been obtained by barter: it is
generally admitted that these Tatars make more than cent.
per cent. by their dealings.
We continued our ride over the plain, through great herds
of cattle, and in little more than two hours reached our destination. This mas the aoul of Syrdak, a wealthy chief, who
received us with marked kindness. A yourt was quickly
placed on a clean piece of grass near the bank of a stream,
and the ground inside the dwelling covered with Bokharian
carpets. Tea was brought in, with dried apricots and raisins
-no bad substitute for bread. While I was having this
refreshment, a sheep was killed and cooked; in due time
portions of the boiled mutton were served up on a wooden
tray, with boiled rice.
The chief was a man about fifty years old, rather goodlooking, with great shrewdness expressed in his countenance.
He was dressed in a Chinese silk kalat of varied colours,
having a fine shawl round his waist, and on his head a brown
conical cap, turned up at the sides like a cocked hat. A pair
of green leather boots, with over-shoes or slippers, completed
D 2
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his attire. Vast numbers of horses, camels, cattle, and sheep
were assembling round the dwelling, guarded by men and
dogs, to secure them against wolves and robbers. Not far
from the aoul dark purple slate rocks rose up from the
steppe to the height of about sixty feet, extending to the
south for about a mile, and then terminating abruptly on the
plain; when these rocks were seen from a distance, they had
the appearance of a great fort.
The following morning a sharp frost had crisped the grass,
which, when the sun rose, sparkled like diamonds. Having
obtained horses, camels, and men, from my host, he offered
to accompany me some distance. After riding about an hour
me reached the summit of a hill, whence the vast Asiatic
plain lay stretched out around me, extending more than 2,000
miles in length, from the Caspian on the west, to the Barluck
Mountains on the east. Its breadth is about 1,200 miles;
and over this enormous space the nomade tribes wander with
their flocks and herds. I t was a scene never to be forgotten,
causing me to stop my horse and look around in wonder
at the desolate landscape to the southward. Herbage there
wvas none, all appeared scorched up by the sun. At some
ten miles' distance there wvas a broad tract of country covered
with a substance of dazzling whiteness,-.beyond, was a lake
some twenty-five or thirty miles in length and about fifteen
miles in breadth ; the shores quite flat, with a belt of reeds
about two miles in width extending round it. To the east,
and at a great distance, the purple peaks of the Tarbagatai
were visible; but on the whole space within the range of
my vision not a single abode for man could be seen.
As wve rode along, I perceived Syrdak in earnest conversation with Petrouka, one of my Cossacks, and presently both
came to my side, when the latter related to me what had
passed between them. Syrdak was dissatisfied with his lot
in life, although surrounded by everything which makes a
nomade wealthy He had recently discovered that a chief
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of much less rank than himself, had been decorated with a
gold medal, sent by the Emperor. This was the iron which
had pierced his soul, and rendered his life miserable.
He had desired the Cossack to tell me that he regarded
my visit to his aoul a great boon, inasmuch as he thought
it would afford a channel through which a communication
from him on this interesting subject might reach the ear of
"the Great White Khan." I desired Petrouka to tell Syrdak
that I was not a Russian, only a traveller visiting the
country by the Emperor's permission. My host did not
appear satisfied, and proceeded to tell me of his importance among the tribes, adding that the Great Khan ought
to be informed of his power, and that his friendship was ten
times more valuable than that of the man who had been
honoured.
I suggested that any claims he might have for distinction
should be made through the officials in Ayagus to Prince
Gortchikoff, who, I was sure, would give them attention.
To this Syrdak objected, saying that the people in Ayagus
would devour half his herds and leave him the hoofs; but
that, if I would speak of him to the Great Khan, he was sure
the medal would be sent.
Again I urged that I was a stranger whom the Emperor
had permitted to visit his country, to see the Kirghis and
their steppes, and that I was entirely without power.
L L But the Cossacks serve you," he exclaimed.
L L Yes," I said, Lb by order of the Emperor."
L L Did the Great Khan tell you to take them?" he demanded.
Showing my passport, I replied, This orders them to serve
me; without it they would refuse." He examined the paper
minutely, turning it in every direction-the large red seal
producing a great effect on his mind.
" How many horses did you give to the Khan for it?"
he at last asked, earnestly.
n 3
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&' None,"

said I.
In Ayagus,ll-he added with increased gravity, " they
took from me five camels and fifty horses, for only looking at
a paper much less than that. How many can you take
with i t ? "
" Not one."
&' Will the Great Khan come here ? "
b L I think not."
'' H~tghe many aouls, men, camels, horses, and cattle?''
&' Yes, more aouls than you have horses-some so large
they would cover this valley ; and more men than there are
animals on the Kirghis steppes."
'' Be is s great Khan, and will surely send me the medal
if you speak to him."
" I cannot help you in the matter; the Emperor only gives
the medals to good men for their services."
'& Then tell him he has given one to a great r o p e who
plunders the caravans."
This ended our conference.
From this spot Syrdak led us towards the south-east, saying it was most likely that we should meet with a tribe in that
direction ; and a ride of three hours carried us across the broad
valley, and to the eastern end of another ridge. Here are several ancient tombs, which are held in great veneration by the
Kirghis. They say that one of these edifices contains the
graves of two mighty Genii, who ruled over the whole region
between Nor-Zaisan and t,he Balkash,- to whom all the
Sultans of the steppe did homage. They also tell of the
terrible battles which were fought between these great spirits,
and others who inhabited a part of the Gobi. Some of
the fearful ravines in the mountains to the south, are attributed to strokes from their swords, when a path was required
to bring up their legions. Extravagant as are such legends,
it would not be safe t.o venture to express to the Kirghis
any doubt respect,ing their authenticity.
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Two of these tombs are alike both in form and dimensions.
They are circular on the plan, and conical, or more properly an elongated dome, with an aperture on the top. From
the ground to the apexof the dome the height is aboutfifty-five
feet ;on the south side, and about eight feet from the ground,
them is an opening four feet square, and higher up in the
dome there is another about two feet square. I succeeded in
entering the tomb through the lower aperture, and found the
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interior diameter twenty-one feet. The malls are four feet
thick, and built of stone obtained from rocks near at hand.
In the centre of the tomb there are two graves, nine feet long
and three feet six inches wide, and on each side of these are
three other graves six feet long. The Kirghis say the two
large ones contain the Genii, and the smaller ones are the
sepulchres of six inferior spirits, their attendants, who were
sacrificed when the former were overpowered by the Genii of
D 4
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the Gobi. Around this spot there are several smaller tombs
and numerous mounds of earth.
We sat down at the foot of these ancient monurnents and
partook of some refre~hment~~vhile
our horses fed on the rough
grass at no great distance. The frugal meal being ended, I
said, b L Amanbul" to my host, who urged us to make a rapid
ride, as it was far to the aoul we were seeking. Almost immediately after leaving the tombs we got into a morass,
which was probably the bed of a shallow lake from which
the water had been evaporated, leaving incrustations of salt
on the grass and mud. Not far from this place we reached
a part of the steppe covered with efflorescent salt, which is
beautiful to look upon, but exceedingly bitter to the taste.
Although we proceeded at a rapid pace, we were more than
two hours in crossing this crystallised spot. We then entered
on a sterile steppe, covered with sand and pebbles, on which
only a few stunted thorny bushes were growing, bearing
yellow and purple flowers, that greatly resembled the wild
rose in form.
We were now on a level plain, but no pastures could be
seen in any direction, and the Kirghis urged us on at greater
speed. Hour after hour passed with the same monotony
around us, while the sinking sun was watched with anxiety,
as his slanting rays were cast along the steppe. At last a
wreath of smoke was descried in the distance, to the infinite
delight of all. We stood for a few minutes while I scanned
the horizon with my glass. To our great disappointment no
aoul was visible, nor could the yourt be seen from whence
the smoke curled up. We had been nine hours on horseback,
still it was necessary to push the poor animals on. Having
gone u, few miles the horses scented the pastures, pricked up
their ears, and bounded forward with fresh vigour.
As we approached nearer, a belt of green became visible ;
though neither cattle nor yourts could be seen, smoke there
was to a certainty, and no doubt a Kirghis aouL I n somc-
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what moie than an hour we perceived that the green was a
belt of reeds, extending for many miles,-still no water could
be seen; and on reaching the reeds the smoke seemed to be
about a mile from us. We tried to cross the swamp, but
found this impossible, as the plants were ten feet high,
and so thick that the horses could not force a passage, while
at a few paces from the bank the water became deep. Turning to the south, we rode along the edge of this vegetable
barrier in the hope of finding a track. We had ridden
several miles and left the smoke behind us; still no place
was found by which we could cross towards it. Darkness
was fast approaching, and there appeared no hope of our
finding a path. Our horses were again urged forward to
reach the southern end of the reedy border, when, to our
great satisfaction, we perceived a Kirghis. Two of my men
rode up to him, explained our position, and desired him to
guide us to the aoul.
He good-naturedly complied, leading us to the eastward
for more than two miles, and then turned into the reeds
along a well-trodden track. I n about half an hour we were
greeted by the barking of dogs as we rode up to the aoul;
night had, however, set in, and nothing could be seen but a
few yourts around us. These were located in the pastures of
a numerous tribe occupying a region to the west of the
Ala-Kool, and the people told me that the aoul of the chief,
b L Hade-Yol," was at the distance of a five hours' ride to the
eastward.
Being aroused at daybreak the following morning by the
noise of the cattle, I left the yourt, and saw that we were
surrounded by a countless multitude, and that three other
souls were at a short distance. A busy scene in pastoral
life was presented to me. The women and children were .
milking the cows, sheep, and goats. Not far from the
yourts three large iron cauldrons mere placed over holes ;
dug in the ground ; into these the milk from the different j
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animals was poured from the leathern pails, wliile three
boys were keeping up a constant blaze beneath the cauldrons,
y adding small bushes to the fire. At each of these
ething pans stood a woman, stirring and skimming the

?

ubbling mass. The tattered garments, pointed caps, and
haggard looks of these poor creatures, as they flitted to and
fro in the steam of their cauldrons, forcibly suggested the witch
scene in Macbeth. The preparation they were engaged upon
was '&Hyran." After boiling about two hours the fluid
becomes thick, when it is cut into squares and subsequently
dried in the sun. This forms a considerable portion of the
winter food of these people.
I n another place the young women were at work making
&' Voilocks "- felt coverings for the yourts ; these are made
in pieces twenty-five feet long and seven feet broad, by a
simple process. Their workshop mas a space forty yards
, long and fifteen wide, within a reed fence seven feet high.
I *
A t one end a number of old women and girls were beating the wool and camel's hair with rods. When this is
rendered sufTiciently soft and is properly mixed, it is handed
to the young women at the other end, who are the felt makers.
The first article required is a reed mat, which is made as
follows :-reeds are obtained seven feet long and three-eighths
of an inch in diameter, being carefully selected to this size.
1 Six inches from each end of the reed a small hole is bored,
and five others at equal distances between them. Through
these holes strings like catgut are passed-the reeds are thus
placed close together; when formed to a sufficient length,
the ends are secured, and the mat is complete.
It is next spread on the ground, when the young women
bring the wool and camel's hair which have undergone the
beating process, and begin laying it evenly on the reeds.
This is a work of time and labour, but when finished it forms
a perfectly even mass about nine inches thick. Four of
the workwomen kneel down at one end and begin carefully
,
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rolling up the mat, and the woolly substance is pressed
together. When this has continued for some time the article
is unrolled, sprinkled with water, and again rolled up. The
process is continually repeated, till thematerial becomes almost
solid and about half an inch thick, -then the manufacture ia
complete. These voilocks are waterprogf; they are exceedingly warm coverings for their yourts, and wear for years.
While I had been watching the manufacturing operations,
the Cossacks had made preparations for our departure. My
horse was brought; then, thanking the Kirghis for their
hospitality and shelter, we departed with fresh horses,
camels, and men. After going a short distance from the
yourts, it became evident that a plain extended to the
horizon on every side. Over this vast space a number
of aouls were scattered, with large herds of camels, as
well as thousands of horses and oxen, all moving towards
their pastures. As me rode along we passed through flocka
of sheep spread over miles of county; they appeared
numberless, and the whole steppe seemed teeming with life.
The tribes had only returned to these pastures a few days
before. I n some parts there was most luxuriant grass, on
which the sbeep were browsing, in other places we rode
through steppe grass reaching to our saddle flaps. Having
travelled southward for about four hours, and constantly
through multitudes of cattle, we met a Tatar merchant
following his trade among these people. I accepted his
invitation to stop and drink tea with him, which mas speedily
produced, and was excellent in quality. Bread he had none,
but dried apricots supplied its place. He told me that five
tribes were assembled on this part of the steppe, and all
within a two days' ride. They were returning from the
mountains, visiting their pastures on the may, towards their
winter quarters on the Balkash. He assured me that these
Rirghis had about 2,500 camels, 60,000 horses, more than
100,000 homed cattle, and sheep beyond calculation. One
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chief had more than 9,000 horses. No doubt this was a fair
estimate, as my informant was well aware of the numbers
each Sultan and tribe possessed.
On leaving the hospitable Tatar we changed our route,
by his direction, more to the south-east; still over pastures
on which thousands of cattle were feeding. Soon after
mid-day we reached the aoul of " Nour-Ali," who rode out
to meet me, having been informed of my visit. He was
between seventy and eighty years old, but hale, and sat his
horse like a man of half his years. We stopped and dined
with the old chief, who, surrounded by his family, presented
quite a patriarchal tableau. From him we learned that
another tribe would be found at a six or eight hours' ride to
the southward, and that beyond was a sandy desert; but I
could get no further information. I obtained a fresh supply
of men and cattle, and immediately after dinner continued
my journey.
We were 16 in number, and two of the Kirghis had some
knowledge of the place where it was expected nTeshould find
the next tribe. After riding about an hour we left the
pastures and entered on a sandy plain, on which tufts of
steppe grass were growing. Gradually these mere left
behind, till at length we were on a dreary waste, on which
nothing was visible to guide us or break the dull uniformity.
The guides suggested that a party of us should go on at a
good speed, leaving those with the camels to follow in our
track. I ordered one Cossack and five Kirghis to remain
and bring on the tired beasts as fast as they could. It was
also arranged that a fire should be lighted as a beacon
when we reached the aoul, when men should be sent to
guide them to us.
All mere well mounted on steeds caught fresh from the
herd, and by command of L L Nour-Ali " one of his best horses
had been saddled for me. This animal, by the fire in his
eye, showed that he had a touch of Shaitan in his temper.
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While we stood for a few minutes telling off the men, he
displayed a disposition to return to his pastures, and that
too without his rider. He pawed the ground in his rage,
sending the sand and gravel far behind him, and then
plunged forward with a bound like a deer. One of the
guides was also mounted on a fiery animal equally impatient
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of control. All being settled we started, but our horses
could not be kept in; the clanking of sabres was new to
their ears, and put them into a perfect fury. The sand was
smooth and hard, our speed soon became a gallop, and the
sound of hoofs could be heard far 01-er the plain.
There is no mode of travelling that creates so profound a
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sensation of independence as riding over these steppes,
uncertain whether the next tribe will be friendly or turn out
s band of plunderers. After proceeding about two hours,
our friends were seen far behind, diminished to the size of
specks on the vast plain. The Kirghis pointed to the
descending orb, and urged my going on at speed, as no time
was to be lost; assuring me that if night caught us before
reaching the pastures, we should probably have a sandy couch,
without either grass or water for our horses.
Several hours had passed, yet nothing was seen to indicate
that we were drawing near a grassy region, and our companions were left so far in the distance that they were lost
in the grey vapour. The sun was just setting when we
turned our horses, and went on at a brisk pace. In a little
time we observed a change on the horizon; small mounds
now appeared in the distance, but whether they were yourts,
camels, or bushes, no one could tell. I n about half an hour
me came upon small tufts of grass, and shortly afterwards
the pastures were before us. After riding about a couple
of miles we approached the edge of a slight depression on
the plain, and then beheld herds of cattle proceeding to an
aoul about a mile distant ; while several others were
scattered over this little valley.
Presently there was a great commotion, and men were
seen galloping from one aoul to another. The people had
observed our approach, and doubts were entertained about
our intent.ions. A party of six horsemen came to meet us,
when two Kirghis went forward to explain who we
were; they met, and a few minutes sufficed to convince
. them that we were holiest travellers.
A man was sent back
to give t.his assurance to the tribe, and the others rode up
to welcome and conduct me to their chief. My Kirghis
having explained that a party were left behind with the
camels, two of the men st.arted on our track, to meet and
conduct them to the aoul.
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I was led to their lord, who I found standing a t the
door of his yourt ; on riding up, he laid hold of my bridle,
offering me his hand to dismount ; he then gave me the usual
salutation, and ushered me into his dwelling. A fire was
burning in the middle of the yourt ; a large cauldron, on its
tripod, standing over it, and two females were stirring
the contents with wooden ladles. Soon a large bowl of brick
tea wss handed to me. As this is a beverage not generally
known to the ladies of England, it may be useful to tell them
how it is concocted. Brick tea is a solid mass about eleven
inches long, six inches wide, and one and a-half inches thick,
and is made from the last gatherings and the refuse of the
tea crop. Instead of the leaves and stalks being dried,
they are made wet, mixed with bullock's blood, and pressed
into a mould, when the mass becomes pore solid than a brick.
When it is used, a man takes an axe and chops off some
sm'all pieces ; these are bruised between two stones, rubbed
in the hands, and then thrown into the cauldron. A bowl of
Smitanka," sour clotted cream, is added, with a little salt
and a handful of millet meal ; these ingredients are boiled
for half an. hour, and then served up hot. Before handing it
to the guests, small portions are taken out of the cauldron
with a spoon, and thrown to the four winds as an offering to
the gods. I cannot say that the beverage is either bad or particularly clean, still hunger has often caused me to make a very
good meal of it ; but I think it is rather tea soup than tea.
My host's name was " Joul-bar," the chief of a powerful
tribe. Several of his friends came in from the different aouls
around, anxious to know the cause of the visit of so
many armed men ; it was soon explained, and then all
seemed satisfied. The alarm caused by our appearance was
accounted for,-a numerous band of Kirghis had made a
descent on an aoul only three days before, carrying off men,
women, and children, with a great number of horses and
wttle. It was also known that these freebooters were still
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hovering about at no great distance. Looking at the chief
and those around him, I thought they were not the men to be
plundered with impunity; and all the aouls of the tribe were
concentrated on these pastures as a security.
Joul-bar was a determined and fine-looking man, about
forty-five years old ; and many of his associates were nearly
the same age. There were several older men in the tribe, but
all contentedly acknowledged him their chief. His father
had died three years previously, and he had been elected
unanimously by the whole body. On two occasions, during
his father's life, he had saved them from pillage by his prudence and bravery. He had also conducted several successful
"Barantas" (plundering expeditions) against Kirghis who had
been engaged in robberies on his tribe: this had obtained
for him the full confidence of his people. The chief was rich,
having nearly 10,000 horses ;others of his tribe had from 5,000
to 7,000 ; they had also a great number of camels and vast
herds of horned cattle, and they estimated their sheep at
more than 250,000. It was a splendid sight watching these
6normous herds and flocks spread over the steppe,-nor is
it pncommon to see a herd of 8,000 to 10,000 horses, more
than 1,000 camels, 20,000 horned cattle, and 50,000 sheep.
But great as these numbers are, the animals appear to occupy
a comparatively small space on these vast plains.
My host told me that in the direction I proposed going,
after quitting his pastures, I should find a sandy desert,
destitute both of food and water for the horses. The ride,
with horses alone, would occupy from eighteen to twenty
hours, and if at,tempted with camels it would take more than
two days. He therefore advised that we should cross the
desert with horses only, saying that we could defend ourselves better should me meet any of the roving bands. I
then arranged with him to supply me with men and horses for
the journey.

CHAP. 111.
HOW TO CROSS THE DESERTS OF ASIA.

EARLYin the morning I Eound Joul-bar directing the
arrangements for our long ride. Calling his people together,
he pointed out twelve Kirghis who were to be my attendants,
saying that they were men on whom I could depend, and
some of them had a knowledge of the country. Thirty-six
horses were provided, two for each man, and four for the
baggage, which would enable us to ride across the desert in
the shortest possible time. Joul-bar and his people were
greatly interested with the various articles of my baggage,
particularly my arms and costume. The stockings, shirts,
and under garments were minutely examined, these being
articles entirely dispensed with by the Kirghis. My rough
cloth coat, with its pockets, afforded matter for much speculation, and the quality of the material was exceedingly
admired, but its sombre colour did not please. A strong
hunting knife was found in a pocket ; this the chief turned
about in all directions, but could not succeed in opening.
As he held it in his hand, I pressed the spring and the blade
flew open, causing him and those around to gaze at the
instrument with amazement. My pen-knife with two blades
was also a great curiosity, and this he named 'L
Barantchuck, " (a baby). These articles were handed round, and
as they passed from one person to another, lath exclaimed,
'L
Yak-she," (good).
E
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Having closed the hunting knife, I showed him how to
open it by touching the spring ; with this he was delighted,
and would have continued playing with it for a day had
time permitted me to stop. He inquired if I had more,
when I answered L L Jock " (no) : he was greatly disappointed,
and wished to keep the one in his hand, desiring to know
how many sheep he must give in exchange. I told him I
could not part with it, having no other, and my country
being so far off, I could not procure one. Ile now asked how
many days it would take to go to England and return, with
a caravan of camels. My reply was, twelve moons. " That
is a long time," he said, and. asked if many such knives
were made for barter. When I told him that he could
load a caravan of a thousand camels in a few days, with
knives of all sorts, some much larger than the one he
admired, others smaller even than the barantchuck, with a
few that contained a hundred blades, he held up his hands
in wonder.
Desiring to leave as speedily as possible, and on good
terms with my host, I took out of my baggage a pair of
~voollengloves, which proved a great curiosity. Having
drawn one on, I gave the other to Joul-bar : when he had
succeeded in getting his fingers into their proper places, he
looked at his gloved hand with intense satisfaction. I then
presented the other. Had they been scarlet instead of grey,
their value would have been much enhanced. Thus I got
out of the difficulty. I took my morning meal, within a
few feet of the carpet on which the ladies were sleeping;
after which, with the usual ceremonies, I was suffered to
depart.
Jn a little more than an hour the sun rose, as if from the
sea, casting his slanting rays into the desert, and lighting
up the whole plain. This enabled me to examine my party.
They were wild-looking fellows, dressed in varied costumes.
Several had horse-skin coats, with flowing manes down the
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centre of their backs; the skirts tucked into their tchimbar
of yellow leather. On their heads they had horse-skin caps,
with part of the mane on the top falling back like a helmet,
which gave them a most ferocious aspect. Others had sheepskin coats, leather tchimbar, and fox-skin caps, with lappets
hanging over their ears. Each man had his battle-axe, and
three of them carried long lances, with tufts of black horsehair hanging beneath the spear. Thus armed and costumed, we formed an imposing cavalcade. Among the
horses were animals of great beauty. Joul-bar had ordered
for me a pair of dark iron-greys, of a race celebrated
for speed and endurance. The spare ones were divided
among nine Kirghis ; leaving the Cossacks, three Kirghis,
and myself, free for defence, if necessary. Although the
chief and the tribe thought it probable t,hat we might meet
with some of the roving gentlemen of the steppe, neither
the Cossacks nor myself entertained any apprehension. We
were well mounted, and our rifles could give a good account
of our assailants, should we be attacked. For the first hour
we rode slowly over rich pastures, that were soon to be cropped bare by the vast herds feeding upon them. After this
our horses were put into a quicker pace, and we shortly
began to leave the grassy steppe behind.
There was a belt along the edge of the desert, about two
miles in width, on which tufts of rough grass were growing,
and broad patches of plants having succulent leaves and deep
crimson flowers. These were quickly passed, and we entered
upon a sandy waste, which, to the south, the east, and the
west, appeared a sea of sand. Stopping nly horse, I glanced
back at the aoul and the herds we had left: a few camels
and horses only could be seen, now diminished almost to
specks; but the yourts and the people were no longer visible.
I desired the Kirghis to point out the direction of our rout.e,
which was nearly south-west, and then we started onwards.
B 2
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For many miles the sand was hard like a floor, over which
we pushed on at a rapid pace. After this we found it soft in
places, and raised into thousands of little mounds by the
wind. Our horses were now changed, and in an hour these
mounds were passed, when we were again on a good surface,
still riding hard.
flour after hour went by, and our steeds had been changed
a second time; those we started with seeming as fresh as
when they left the aoul. In our route there was no change
visible,-it mas still the same plain ; there was not so much as
a cloud floating in the air, that, by casting a shadow over the
steppe, could give a slight variation to the scene. At noon
I called a halt, to look round with my glass; but nothing
appeared on the sandy waste. When mid-day had passed,
my attendants desired to stop. The horses were piqueted
in three groups, but we could procure them neither grass
nor water. The Kirghis produced smoked horse flesh and
their Koumis bottles, and they and the Cossacks dined. A
piece of boiled mutton having been secured from last night's
feast, on this I made my repast.
While the men were taking their meal, I walked along
about half a mile. The whole horizon was swept with my
glass, but neither man, animal, nor bird could be seen. One
of the Kirghis galloped up to me, bringing my horse, and
urged me to be gone. Having .resumed my saddle, me rode
on for several hours, but there was no change of scene. One
spot was so like another, that we seemed to make no progress ;
and t,hough we had gone over a considerable distance, nothing
could be observed to hdicate that we were drawing near n
grassy region. No landmark was visible, no rock protruded
through the sterile soil; neither thorny shrub, nor flowering
plant, appeared, to indicate the approach to a habitable
region. All around was " Hizil-koom," (red sand).
What u solemn stillness reigns on these vast arid plains,
dcserted alike by man, berdt, and bird! Men speak of the
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solitude of dense forests: I have ridden through their dark
shades for days together; but there was the sighing of the
breeze, the rust.ling of the leaves, the creaking of the branches ;
sometimes the crash of one of these giants of the forest,
which, in falling, woke up many an echo, causing the mild
animals to growl, and the frightened birds to utter shrieks
of alarm. This was not solitude : the leaves and trees found
tongues, and sent forth voices; but on these dreary deserts
no sound was heard to break the death-like silence which
hangs perpetually over the blighted region.

On the Desert.

Fourteen hours had passed, and,still a desert was before
us. The sun waa just sinking below the horizon. The Kirghis
assured me that two hours more would take us to the pastures and to water; but they doubted our finding an aoul
in the dark. Our horses began to feel the distance we had
s3
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travelled, and now we changed them every hour. . We still
kept on at a good speed; and though two more hours had
elapsed, there were no signs of herbage. It had become
quite dark, and the stars were shining brilliantly in the deep
blue vault. My guides altered their course, going more to
the south. On inquiring why they made this change, one of
them pointed to a star, intimating that by that they must
direct their course.
We travelled onward, sometimes glancing at the planets
above, and then anxiously scanning the gloom around, in
the hope of discerning the fire of some dwelling that would
furnish food and water for our animals. Having ridden on
in this manner for many miles, one of the men stopped suddenly, sprang from his horse, and discovered that we had
reached vegetation. The horses became more lively, and increased their speed, by which the Kirghis knew that water
~ v a snot far off. I n less than half an hour they plunged
with us into a stream, and eagerly began to quench their
terrible thirst, after their long and toilsome journey.
While they were drinking, several of the men alighted,
and with their hands examined the ground to trace the footprints of animals; but this proved fruitless. It was then
decided that two parties, of three men each, should follow the
stream upwards and downwards, and examine the banks.
They had proceeded but a few hundred yards when those
to the east called loudly for us to follow; fortunately, they
had found a well-trodden track. By feeling the footprints,
the men knew that horses and cattle had recently passed.
After fording the stream, we rode on, in the hope of finding
the yourts ; and when we had gone about a couple of miles,
we were suddenly brought to a stand by what appeared to
be the distant barking of a dog. We stood still, but the
sound was not repeated. We proceeded onward, listening
with intense anxiety for a repetition; and having gone a
few hundred yards, distinctly heard several dogs raise a
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chorus of canine alarm-to us, most welcome music. As we .
advanced, the barking became furious; we could also hear the
clattering of hoofs, made, apparently, by the guards riding
at full speed over the turf to call out the tribe, Presently
there was a great commotion; men were shouting to each
other, while others galloped from the mu1 to support the
sentinels. We stood still, and two of our Kirghis advanced
slowly, calling out that we were friends, and not robbers.
They rode up to the watchmen, who, when satisfied, came
and conducted us to their chief. With him we found an
armed. assemblage ready for the fray ; women and children
mere huddled together, and all looked anxious, if not apprehensive. In a few minutes I was seated, taking my customary refreshment, in the chief s yourt. On looking at my
watch, I found that we had been riding eighteen hours.
When I awoke the next morning, the chief, with several
men and women, were sitting in the yourt. I threw off my
covering, sprang to my feet, and my toilet was finished.
The traveller who visits these Asiatics will be disappointed
should he expect better accommodation. His lavatory must
be the nearest piece of water, and the broad steppe, with its
blue canopy, his dressing-room. Nor will he lack spectators
of either sex; all will be interested in (to them) the novel
and extraordinary scene. Cleanliness is not a Kirghis
virtue; they are economical in soap, and the washing of
either person or clothing apparently forms no part of their
domestic duties.
The summer costume of both men and women consists of
two, sometimes of three; silk or cotton Kalats (long dressing
gowns). These are made double, so that when one side is
dirty, the garment is turned, and a new side appears. In
time this also becomes more foul than its precursor, and
then in it goes and forth comes the other: so alternate
changes take place, till the garment falls off, a compound of
rags and filth, when a new one goes through the same proE 4

ANTELOPES.

The summer costume of the children, up to eight
years of age, is still more economical. The juveniles take a
roll on the bank of a muddy pool; the scorching sun quickly
bakes the coating they thus obtain, and their dress is complete. When this is worn off or looks shabby, either by
sleeping in their furs or by their gambols on the grass, they
add a new one of the same material. In winter, men, Tomen,
and children of all ages, wear fur coats, making it exceedingly difficult to distinguish the sexes.
The Kirghis who had accompanied me intended remaining
here another night, and would start on their return before
dawn on the following morning: they expected to reach
their aoul in 18 or 20 hours. Their horses will then have
gone over not less than 240 to 250 miles. Our average rate
of travelling had been 6 to 7 miles per hour. On inquiring
.from my host, he informed me that the country onward was
rich in pastures, and that tribes and numerous muls would
be found on my route.
Before two o'clock we were all in our saddles. At a little
distance from the aoul we found great flocks of sheep, and
t>hencame upon the camels, cows, and oxen. Further on
we passed through herds o'f horses ; these were feeding six or
seven miles away, attended by mounted herdsmen. The
people were rich in flocks and cattle, and my guide told me
that their pastures extended a two hours' ride beyond where
the horses were feeding. We were now riding over a rich carpet of grass, intermingled with flowers. What a change from
the arid and desolate scene of yesterday ! Herds of antelopes
were feeding, to which the dogs ga& chase: we had several
splendid runs, but their fleetness soon placed them out of
danger. They stood in p u p s , gazing at us with their large
black eyes, within rifle range, but I would not shoot at them
or permit the Cossacks to do so. They were very small and
beautifully shaped, with exceedingly slender legs, and bounded
over the steppe, apparently scarcely touching the grass.
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Sometimes they were seen in herds of more than a hundred.
The country was undulating, and several small lakes could
be discerned in the distance. Far away to the west, a belt
of dark green was observed, which the men said was Kamisch
(reeds) on the shores of a large lake; but the water qould
not be seen from our position.
About an hour before sunset, we perceived dark objects
on the steppe; they were the camels and horses belonging
to the Kirghis on whom we were going to intrude for a
night's lodging. Our horses were put into a gallop, hoping
to reach the aoul before dusk; and just as the sun went
down, we came upon the herdsmen. They were in great
alarm, and driving in their horses ; for our appearance, and the
direction we came from, caused them to watch our approach
with suspicion. News of our advance had been sent to the
aoul; but when the people were assured that we were travellers, the herds were left to feed, and one of the herdsmen
sent to guide us to the chief, an hour's ride distant. We
had not ridden far, when a number of horsemen approached
us a t full speed, uttering shouts of defiance, and brandishing
their battle-axes; but when within 200 yards, the herdsmen
dashed forward, and explained who we were. The chief met
us at the head of his retainers, gave me a welcome, and conducted me to his aoul. Our arrival had again caused great
consternation, and all the men were prepared to do battle
for their wives, children, and cattle. When it was known
that we had crossed the desert, many inquiries were made
about the roving bands that were hovering, it was supposed,
on the skirts of the arid 'region, and plundering every tribe
they could attack.
The people we had fallen in with belonged to the tribe
of the celebrated Sultan Batyr ; and a man waa sent to his
wul, at a two hours' ride to the eastward, to announce my
approach. The chief, whose acquaintance I had just made,
gave me fresh horses, and accompanied us. Having good
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ones, our ride over the pastures was rapid. As me came
near the aoul, three Kirghis met us, to guide me to the
Sultan, whose yourt was easily distinguished from the
others, by a spear standing at the entrance, with a long
black tuft of horse-hair floating in the breeze.
As we rode up, he came forward, took the reins of my
bridle, giving me his hand to alight, saluted me, and then
led the may into his dwelling. A Bokharian carpet and
some tiger-skins were spread, on which a seat mas offered
me, and the Sultan sat down opposite. Tea and dried fruits
were immediately placed before us, of which my host urged
me to partake, setting me a good example. He was a hale old
man, was said to be more than eighty years of age, possessed
good and pleasing features, a ruddy complexion, and had
but little hair, which was very white. He was still above
the average height of the Kirghis, and must have been a finelooking man when in his prime. Several of his aged followers had taken their seats near him, while the younger
ones stood around.
The yourt was a spacious one, nearly forty feet in diameter, and thirteen feet high ; a boy was feeding a blazing
fire in the centre, and a great number sf boxes and bales
were close behind me, containing the old man's treasure. On
some packages to my left were the Sultan's saddle and
richly-decorated horse trappings, ornamented with iron
inlaid with silver. Near these was the chair of state, which
is carried on a camel before Batyr when on the march; a t
the four corners it is decorated with peacock feathers, signifying his descent from " Timour Khan," (Tamerlane). A
fine hawk was perched on one side of the yourt ; on the opposite, a large "Bearcoot" (black eagle), was chained to a
stump, shackled but not hooded. Both these birds are used
in hunting by the .Kirghis; the hawk, for pheasants and
other feathered game, and the bcarcoot for foxes, deer, and
wolves.
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Later in the evening an aged woman and three young
ones, with four children, came in ; they were the Sultan's
family, and had been at their evening occupation ; the
Sultana and the young ladies milking the cows, sheep, and
goats; the younger children assisting. Night and morning
this is the customary duty of the wives and daughters of
these princes of the steppe ; who are as proud of their
descent from the great conqueror, as any English noble of
his Norman origin. The maiden feels no degradation in milking her kine nor in saddling her horse, and when mounted,
with hawk on wrist, manages her steed like an Amazon.
Several years before my visit, the fine old man had w i t
nessed on this very spot one of the most heartrending scenes
that can afflict a father. Some time before the event occurred which I am going to relate, his eldest son had attained
his manhood, when the Sultan decided that he should begin
life on his o m account. To enable him to do this in a
manner befitting his station, the father gave him 1,000
horses from his stud, a proportionate number of camels,
about 2,000 horned cattle, and 5,000 sheep ; appointing
several young men of the tribe to be his attendants and
herdsmen. The animals, however, fell far short of the
number the son considered he was entitled to. He demanded
half his father's live stock, but this was refused.
Already the youth had been engaged in several of their
''barrantas, " or great plundering expeditions ; and, unknown
t o his parent, was forming a band of the most desperate
characters in the region. He now tried to induce the young
men of the tribe to join this band of marauders, and, unfortunately, was successful. This accomplished, he left his
father's pastures, driving his horses, sheep, and cattle about
300 miles to the south-east, into a wild district. When his
band had become sufficiently numerous, he commenced
plundering on a great scale. Many aouls mere swept away,
the pastures rendered desolate, and the people sold i n t ~
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slavery by these robbers. Their .depredations were carried
on far and wide, no one daring to pasture cattle in the
vicinity of their retreat.
Accounts of his atrocities frequently reached his parent
and the tribe, but no one thought him base enough to make
a descent oli his own kindred. One night, when the guards
were on their usual duty, the dogs appeared to scent a
distant danger by whining and growling frequently; which
made the men imagine that tigers were prowling about near
the herds. Shortly they became more restless, giving forth
growls and savage barks in a most unusual manner. This
alarmed the watchmen, who sent to warn the Sultan, and
rouse his people. I n consequence, the horses were saddled
and the men mounted, with their battle-axes in hand, ready
for any attack. It was discovered that, whatever the danger
might be, it was approaching both on the north and south,
and from the fury of the dogs it must be drawing near.
No tramp of horses had yet been heard, even by placing the
ears to the ground. The tribe, however, were not kept long in
suspense, the well-known sound of distant hoofs being a t
last audible, gradually advancing. Nothing could be seen
through the gloom; presently the dogs rushed forward with
fury, and in a few minutes battle-axes were clashing, and
the work of death commenced.
While the battle mged on one side of the aoul, and the
men were driven towards the yourts by the furious assailants,
another party of them was attempting, in another direction,
to drive off the herds. When they got among the cattle,
thousands of horses began rushing to and fro, and the scene
became fearful, -women and children shrieked in the yourts,
while the fires cast a glare on the savage combatants around
them. In the course of the conflict, one of the robbers was
cut down, and fell close to the door of one of the dwellings;
he was quickly recognised by the Sultana, as one of her sons ;
she uttered a fearful shriek, and proclaimed the discovery.

When the appalling intelligence reached the Sultan, he
and those around him seemed panic-struck, and their hands
ceased to wield their axes.. Taking advantage of this, the
robbers swept off more than 3,000 horses, and several women.
Many of the tribe were wounded, and m e fell in the fight.

In the morning it was discovered that the plunderers had
lost several of their band, two of whom belonged to the
mu1. The leader had escaped, but the people look upon
him as a demon in league with Shaitan.
Having mentioned that the nomltdes of Central Asia are
proud of their genealogy, it may also be added that each
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Sultan boasts of a long line of ancestors, whom his poet
traces up either to Genghiz Khan or Timour, and some even
take a flight among the Genii ; besides which, they still
retain all the love for barbaric grandeur as it existed in the
days of these conquerors. Those feelings will be best
illustrated by an account of a funeral ceremony which took
place during my journey among these people.
If, when they enter their final resting-place, it is not, like
the monarchs of ~ u r o ~amidst
e,
thundering of cannon, and
the deep and solemn tones of the funeral march, (such as I
have heard in a northern capital, where 60,000 troops lined
the streets through which the pageant passed,) their obsequies
are attended by ceremonies equally imposing, which, according to their ideas, prove the race and rank of the
deceased.
Acelebrated Sultan, ''Darma Syrym," died at his pastures
near Nor-Zaisan, within the Chinese frontier. He was an
aged man, greatly esteemed by his people, and feared by
other tribes. I n early life his power had been recognised
far into the country of the Kalkas, and into the region of
the Gobi. The owl's .feather which he wore was not the
only badge that marked him a descendant of Genghiz. He
was a warrior too, and had made his influence felt on the
banks of the Jaxartes.
His illness was not of long duration, but his mulla had
perceived in its early stage that i t would be fatal. This
was announced to his people, and caused a deep and painful
sensation. As he drew towards his end, many came from
afar to witness the last moments of the great man.
The moment he had ceased to breathe, Kirghis were despatched to the nearest muls to announce the event, Swift
horses were used, and they were ridden to the utmost of
their speed. When the messenger reached his destination
and delivered his sad tidings, another man was despatched
to convey the intelligence to others. Thus, within the space
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of a few hours, the news of the Sultan's death was spread
over an area of near 200 miles in diameter.
The Sultans, chiefs, or elders of each tribe, immediately
repaired to Darma Syrym's aoul, to assist at the funeral rites,
and before evening a vast number came pouring in. A spear
with a black flag was mounted at the door of the yourt, and
the deceased was laid out, dressed in his best attire. The
chair of state, the emblem of his greatness, was placed at
his head. His saddle, horse trappings, arms, and clothing,
were arranged in piles on each side, and Chinese silk curtains
were suspended from the ribs of his yourt; while his wives,
daughters, and other females of his tribe, knelt with their
faces towards him, chanting the funeral dirge. The effect
of this music, as they sang, swaying their bodies to and fro,
was solemn and pathetic. Groups of men entered, and instantly kneeling, joined in the funeral chorus, swelling the
mournful harmony with their deep-toned voices. There
were no shrieks, tearing of hair, or funeral wails used by
these people. Theirs was really a musical service.
While this was being performed, another part of the
ceremony was preparing. I n the rear of the Sultan's yourt
men were engaged slaughtering ten horses and one hundred
sheep for the funeral feast. Near these, numerous iron
cauldrons were boiling over fires in the ground, attended
by men stripped naked to the waist, who, with wooden
ladles in their hands, were employed skimming the boiling
contents.
Groups of men with crimsoned arms and hands were
engaged in the slaughter, while others dragged up the
victims for sacrifice, and near were-the swarthy forms of
those occupied about the cauldrons. At times the whole
group might be seen, some with uplifted arms pursuing the
work of death,-then a shriek and a plunge, and a horse
fell, having received the fatal thrust. In .another moment
all was obscured, then suddenly the figures were dimly

visible ; appearing, as the steam waa wafted past., like demons
engaged in some unholy rite. It was a savage scene, and,
when coupled with the mournful sounds issuing from the
dwelling, produced a saddening and a sickening effect.
When a 'sufficient portion of the animals was cooked, the
guests assembled, and seated themselves in a circle on the

ground, in front of the yourt- the Sultans and elders in the
centre, those of less degree around them; beyond these
were the women. As this dinner differed in no way (save
the number of guests) from the banquets I have described
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Siberia, I shall not
in my work on Oriental and
repeat it.
The festival continued for seven days, during which other
Sultans and Kirghis were constantly arriving. It was
supposed that near 2,000 people assembled to assist at
this funeral. On the eighth day the Sultan was interred.
His body was taken from the yourt in the clothing in which
it had lain-another cloth was wrapped around it, and then
it was placed on a camel, by which he was carried to the
tomb. The chair of state was borne before him on another
camel, and two of the Sultan's favourite horses ~ ; I I * I I part
~ ( ~
of the procession, being led immediately after tlrc body.
After these came his wives, daughters, and thc nromen of his
tribe, chanting the funeral hymn, in which the mullas and a
vast number of the men joined-swelling the mournful
strain into a mighty chorus, which was heard far over
the plain.
On reaching the tomb the body was placed in the grave,
whcn the mullas recited prayers, and told of the great deeds
of the departed. While this was performing, the two hGrses
were killed, and interred on each side of their late master.
After which the graves were filled up, and the procession
returned to the aoul, to partake of another grand funeral
banquet. One hundred horses and 1,000 sheep were slain to
do honour to the deceased Sultan.
When the women returned, they entered the yourt, and
chanted their mournful dirge for an hour before'the pile of
arms, horse trappings, and apparel which had belonged to
the departed. After which, all the family assembled before
the dwelling, and were joined by the Sultans and chiefs who
had attended to do honour to the memory of Darma Syryrn.
This great festival was continued for several days after the
funeral, until the people gradually left for their homes. By
the tribe it was kept up a long time, and the chanting was
repeated at sunrise and sunset during a whole year.
F
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Leaving the tomb and tribe of Darma Syrym, I shall
take my readers to Tchingiz-tau, a reg& on the north-west
of the ~ a l k a s h ,or Lake Tengiz,-and give them in the
following chapter an account of an acquisition which has
become of vast importance to Russia.

CHAP. IV.
SILVER MIXES IS TliE STEPPE.

INthe year 1848, the Emperor Nicholas decided that the
whole of the people on the Trans Baikal should become
Cossacks,-a necessary measure for carrying out his plans
in the regions of the Amoor. Hitherto a large body of the
population had been employed in mining operations, which
will be alluded to hereafter. This sudden change closed the
silver mines of Nertchinsk, and stopped the supply of lead,
of which about 250 tons had been sent annually to the silver smelting works in Western Siberia. When this lead
could no longer be obtained, the quantity had to be made
good by importing the metal from England, involving u car.
riage by land of more than 2,000 miles, beside n sea arid
river voyage of a greater distance. This supply was stopped
altogether at the commencement of the Crimean mar.
Thus it became a most serious difficulty, and every exertion was made to discover lead mines either in Siberia or
the surrounding regions. With this view, three young
mining engineers, and a party of 180 men, were sent to
explore a vast country in the Kirghis Steppe, lying betwecn
the Tarbagatai and the Irtisch. They were to search for
lead and silver ores, but signs of other mineral wealth were
not to be neglected. The party returned, however, in the
autumn, unsuccessful in so far as their principal object was
concerned, although they had explored an immense tract of
country. Gold, copper, topaz, and tourmaline had been found,
but no silver ore exists in the region on the north of the
r2
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Tarbagatai, extending up to Nor-Zaisan on the south-east,
and as far as the Irtisch on the north.
I n the summer of 1852, another expedition from the
Altai, consisting of three officers and 180 men, was sent
into the region to the north of Ayagus, under the command
of n clever and intelligent officer, Captain Tartarinoff. They
were accompanied by a strong body of Cossacks, to protect
them from the Kirghis, who, it was feared, might oppose
their examining the country. This time their efforts were
crowned with success. They having explored the steppe to
the west of the Arkat Mountains, and as far as Tchingiz-tau,
found some rich silver and lead mines near the latter
chain, which would, if worked, prove of immense value to
Russia. Vast quantities of lead could be obtained, ten
times more than is required for all the smelting operations ;
besides a large amount of silver for the mint.
As this region was far beyond the Russian frontier, it
required extreme caution in arranging with the Kirghis. To
take forcible possession would have been a great risk; all the
tribes would have resisted, and some of them were too
powerful to be trifled with. During the winter, negotiations were entered upon through the authorities in Ayagus;
when it was arranged that a meeting should take place a t
an aoul near the silver mines, between the Sultan, the
chiefs of the tribes to whom the region belonged, and the
director of the mines in the Altai. It was expected that
much diplomacy would be required by the Russian officer
to accomplish his object.
Some weeks before the time appointed for the meeting,
(the first week in May,) the chiefs, with many people of the
different tribes, had been carefully examining the excavntions
made by the Russian miners; but no rich veins of the precious metal were visible. The stones the miners had broken
up, appeared to these uneducated men like the ordinary
rocks of the steppe, without any metallic appearance indicat-
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ing tliat they were rich in silver-a metal much prized by
the Kirghis. Had they discovered any metallic veins, it is
doubtful if any remuneration would have induced them to
dispose of their land.
At length the important time drew near, and the Sultan,
with his chiefs and tribes, were waiting with anxious expectation the arrival of the officer from "the great White
Khan." Grand preparations had been made for his entertainment, consisting chiefly of horse-racing and wrestling,
and a sumptuous banquet " ii la Kirghis."
My friend, the director of the mines in the Altai, was
pursuing his way across the lower spurs of the chain towards
Semipalatinsk, which having reached, he crossed the Irtisch
to a Tatar village where Cossacks were ready to receive
him. Four horses were instantly harnessed to his carriage,
and a pair of leaders added : a Cossack mounted the box,
another one of the. leaders, and two rode on each side the
carriage as a guard. A crowd soon gathered around his
equipage; and on its deep green colour, silver mountings,
and glass windows, the Tatars, Kirghis, and Bokharians gazed
with wonder. When the Cossacks put their steeds into s
gallop and dashed on through the village, these nomades
watched the horses bound along, expecting that every shake
would demolish the glass.
Sir Robert Peel has praised the Russian yemtchicks for
their excellent driving, and seems to have been delighted
with the speed at which they carried him along the road
from Moscow to Novgorod. If he really delights in being
whirled over the country a t the speed of a fox-chase, I
should recommend him to go and try a gallop with the Cossacks on the plains of Central Asia. He may then sit
behind animals as full of spirit as race horses, wild as deer,
driven with a light snaffle bit by men who never use the
lash; a word being always sufficient to put the team into a
gallop or bring them up, at the pleasure of the driver. In
r 3
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this manner I have often crossed the country, and no horses
were left dead on the plains. It mas at such a speed that the
director was travelling from one Cossack station to another.
Having reached a station about 150 miles from the Irtisch,
he left the Cossack post road, and turned on to the steppe.
From this point his route was in a north-westerly direction,
leaving the great and little Arkat Mountains far behind
him.
Here he found the Kirghis sent by the Sultan to receive
and conduct him to the aoul, about 100 miles distant.
Some fine steeds were also in waiting for him. Kirghis
horses are excellent for riding; even when caught fresh
from the herd, it is seldom they cannot be managed. Putting
them in harness is quite another matter; for the animals
are impatient of restraint, and the rattling of a carriage
at their heels makes them frantic. The director, wishing to
travel onlvard in his carriage, the horses were brought up,
and with the assistance of a number of Cossacks, mere a t
last harnessed. A Cossack seated himself on the box, and
Kirghis rode the leaders. But when an attempt waa made
to put the vehicle in motion, some of the team began to
plunge, and others to kick so'furiously, that my friend gave
up the idea of taking his carriage forward, fearing t.hat it
would soon have been a wreck on the plain.
The author, mith an artillery officer, in a light tarantas,
had once been driven with Cossack horses to an mu1 about
sixty versts from the piquet, where our attendants left us
to return home mith their horses the following morning.
Having spent some days in pheasant shooting, we prepared
to leave our hospitable host, to visit another chief, who lived
at a five hours' ride distant. Our friend provided us with
horses and an escort of his Kirghis, who, with the help
of our two Cossacks, succeeded in fastening six to our
tarantas. One of our men mounted the box, and took the
reins of the wheelers, and four E r g h i s rode the others.

'
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But all their efforts could not make them move the carriage
s single yard.
The old chief was exceedingly angry, and ordered six
more to be attached, with broad straps of hide across their
chests, and ropes forming traces-rather slender tackle for

Kihis Horses h a m 4 to a Tarantas

rampant and plunging animals. The lines of horses and
men made a formidable contrast with our small vehicle at
their heels ; but the chief felt that the honour of his cattle
was a t stake. When the word mas given to proceed, some of
the team reared and plunged. on one side, as they felt the
traces tighten against their ribs,; others bounded in the
P 4
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opposite direction, seemingly intent upon tearing the carriage
in half. During the confusion which followed, the leaders
made a double, and rushed up to the carriage, appearing
more inclined to ride than draw. After many efforts they
were once more got into line, with mounted Kirghis on both
sides of each pair. This succeeded, and away they went at
a gallop, while the Kirghis shouted with joy as they rushed
onward over the plain.
This was a scene I shall never forget. The men were
enraptured, caring nothing for the bounds of the carriage,
which rendered it no easy matter to keep our seats. Even
the horses entered into the spirit of the race, for this it more
resembled than travelling. After about an hour's gallop the
steeds became more reconciled to their work; still, some
refractory animal occasionally showed a desire to be free and
range over the vast plain around him. Night was closing
in fast when we dashed up to the aoul of the chief, the
team white with foam, greatly to the surprise of the people:
I have mentioned this incident to show what the Kirghis
will do with horses that have never been in harness; but the
danger is too great to be pleasant, and my fellow traveller,
as well as myself, thought one such risk sufficient.
The chief of the mines commenced his journey on horseback, attended by a party of thirty Cossacks, and a considerable retinue of Kirghis, sent by the Sultan to escort him
to the aoul. His baggage and other valuables were loaded
on camels, and placed under a special guard' of Cossacks.
I t mas near noon when they left the' piquet, having to ride
about twenty-five miles to a group of yourts, at which they
were to sleep. A Kirghis feast, of the usual character,
awaited him here; mutton killed a few hours before, and
now placed smoking hot before the guests; horse flesh, both
cooked and smoked, and large heaps of boiled rice, formed
the principal viands.
The following day the party travelled fifty miles, dining .
'
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and sleeping at some yourts sent by the Sultan, and on the
third day they reached their destination. A detachment
of Cossacks and Kirghis had been forwarded to announce
t,he director's approach to the Sultan : and when he was
within about a mile of the aoul, several chiefs came up to
guide him to their lord.
The aoul was a large one, as all the Sultan's tribes had
assembled, each being interested in disposing of a portion
of their pastures. Two large yourts were seen standing on
a rising ground, at about 200 yards from those in the
aoul, and about 100 yards apart. At the door of one of
these a spear was standing, decorated as usual with its long
black horse-hair streamer. A number of saddled horses
were piqueted near, and a group of men were standing round
the spear: these were the Sultan and his elders, waiting for
their guest.
When the director rode up, the Sultan advanced a few
paces to aid him in dismounting, then saluted in the usual
manner, by placing first one hand and then the other on his
breast. The ceremony being ended, the director and his
officers were ushered into the yourt, and regaled with tea
and dried fruits. While this was proceeding, the Sultan
inquired after his guest's horses, cattle, and his sons, and then
about his journey. All these questions having been answered
by the young Russian interpreter, the director paid the same
compliment to his host. When the tea had been disposed
of, the Sultan attended his guest to the yourt prepared for
him, in which the Cossacks had arranged his baggage.
Chairs or tables there were none, but they had covered the
floor with Bokharian carpets, which gave the place a comfortable, even an elegant appearance. The director and
his friends were now left alone, while other yourts were
being prepared for the ofhers of his staff. The Cossacks
secured yourts for themselves, and had them placed about
fifty paces from that of their chiefs; thus forming an in-
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dependent settlement. In aboui an hour the Sultan sent
two of his followers to announce that he was preparing
to visit his guest, and hoped the director could receive him.
An answer was returned, expressing the pleaaure the visit
would afford. The Russian's turn was now to be host, and
to entertain the Sultan and his followers; tea again forming
the principal refreshment, but this time it was made in a
more civilised.manner.
Presently an officer and a few Cossacks mounted their
horses, arid crossed the small space between the two yourts
to escort the Sultan, who, as soon as he had got into his saddle, with his mulla by his side, proceeded to the director's
yourt surrounded by his chiefs. The Cossacks had formed a
table by placing several boxes together; on these a cloth
was spread, a China tea service displayed, and a number of
dishes placed, containing bread, sweet cakes, dried fruit, and
sweetmeats ; these the Kirghis looked upon with great
astonishment, they being seen for the first time. The splendid uniforms of the director, his officers, and the guard of
Cossacks, also produced a striking effect.
During the repast there was little conversation, and that
little not edifying; but the hissing somervar, the porcelain
cups, and glass tumblers were examined minutely. The
silver spoons and forks, however, and the table knives, were
the greatest attraction. Then the Sultan and chiefs looked
a t the spoons placed in their cups with amazement. The
loaf-sugar was also regarded with curiosity, and enjoyed
like children : while the table, covered with valuables and
luxuries, formed a spectacle beyond their comprehension,
but they were under the conviction that all had been sent
by the emperor. The entertainment having come to an
end, the Sultan and his followers departed, escorted back as
they came. Not a word had been breathed on the subject of
the director's visit, and shortly after dusk every one save
the watchmen was sound asleep.
'

VALUABLE DISTRICT.

In the morning the Kirghis brought fresh horses for the
Russian officers, who were going to ride about the country,
and inspect the mines. From the number of horses piqueted,
it was evident that all the tribes were greatly interested in
these proceedings.
When breakfast was ended, the Sultan and his chiefs
came to conduct the director to the district which had
been selected by the mining engineers. The specimens carried to Barnaoul proved the value of this little spot, and a
map laid down by the engineers showed whence each had

Silver Mines near Tchilyis-be

been procured. These rich minerals were distributed over
a space near twenty miles in length and eight in breadth ;
but the chief of the mines saw at a glance the absolute necessity of securing a district considerably broader, including
a small river,-otherwise it would bc impossible to carry on
the necessary mining operations.
Here was a difficulty. Although the Sultan and the
chiefs were willing to sell the arid land, with its rocks and
metals, the value of which they could not perceive-the water
flowing through the country and fertilising their pastures
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they could appreciate ;besides which, it quenched the thirst of
vast herds of cattle belonging to tribes far beyond their region.
Few men have had such an escort as that which accompanied the director; it comprised all classes, from the
prince to the herdsman. A great addition. to its picturesque
effect was caused by the Sultan having ordered the aoul to
be removed to a point about fifteen miles distant, it being a
more favourable resting-place for his guest while surveying
the mines. The scene was striking and novel even to a
Siberian, and the Russian officers were much astonished a t
the rapid it.^ with which the aoul was dismantled. I n less
than two hours.the yourts, the household goods, and other
matters, were loaded on camels, and the whole tribe on their
march. A vast herd of camels led the van, followed by a
multitude of horses, oxen, and sheep ; while the Kirghis,
decked out in their holiday attire, gave colour and variety to
the scene. Great numbers of the people followed this prince
of the steppe and his guests, evidently expecting that prodigious quantities of silver would be discovered ; and intense
was their disappointment when they saw the director throw
down the specimens which were broken off the rocks for his
inspect ion.
On his arrival at the aoul, the director regaled the
Sultan and his companions with tea, and in about two
hours the Sultan led his guests to the banquet in nature's
spacious and lofty hall, carpeted with fresh green turf.
Some large Bokharian carpets were spread for the guests,
near which the Sultan took his seat; and the chiefs arranged
themselves in semicircles, leaving a good space in front of
their lord. This was a large dinner party, as, including the
Russian director, it consisted of more than 300 people.
The flesh of the horse forms (served up boiled, broiled and
smoked) to Tatar, Kirghis, or Kalmuck gourmands, the most
delicate dishes that could be placed before them. Mutton i s
also produced at every dinner, but beef is rarely eaten .by the

Kirghis; hunger only could induce them to partake of it.
The flesh of the camel is sometimes used, but only on great
festal occasions, or when the ahimal has been killed by accident.
When all mere placed, a number of Kirghis passed round,
pouring warm water from iron jugs upon the hands of each
person, to enable him to make his ablutions. These being
ended, the cooks entered the circle, bearing long wooden
trays piled up into heaps, and containing the various meats.
When the trays were placed on the ground, they nearly filled
the whole space between the Sultan and his chiefs. It was
indeed a prodigious quantity, and all eyes were turned upon
it. The Sultan tucked up the sleeves of his kalat, and thrust
his hand into the reeking mass : this mas the signal to begin,
and his example was instantly followed by all who could
reach the trays. Rut the first and second circle took care
t o appease their appetites before passing anything to those
behind them.
The Cossacks had prepared a dinncr apart for the
director and his friends, wliich they placed on the table in a
somewhat more civilised manner. Their host sent them
several large bowls of rice, boiled with L L Ouroukus " (dried
apricots); this is s great dainty, and seldom produced at a
Kirghis banquet. Vegetables they have none; in fact, the
people of Central Asia disdain such trifles, nor are there any
grown by the nomad&. This festival was kept up with
noisy revelry till darkness threw a veil-over the scene.
When day broke the following morning, the people wers
busily engaged with their preparations for the races, as these
were to commence directly the bargain was completed. The
Sultan, his mulla, and several of the chiefs, were invited to
breakfast with the director, after which they were to proceed
to business. The other members of the tribes having no control
over the property to be negotiated, were not admitted to the
council. I n due time n good substantial repast mas placed
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on the board (or rather boxes). The bread, biscuits, cakes,
and sweetmeats were luxuries they could not obtain in the
steppe; and being served with tea in cups and glasses by
men in uniform, produced a great impression on their minds,
making them think that the wealth and power of the great
Mhite Khan were unbounded.
Their appetites having been fully satisfied, the director
deemed it a favourable moment to commence proceedings.
He therefore desired his interpreter to ask the price at which
the Sultan valued the stony tract, and the pastures on its
western side, with the stream of water which bounded it in
that direction. I n reply, the Sultan stated that he and the
chiefs were willing to sell the land with the minerals on the
following terms, viz : That two hundred and fifty pieces
of silver (meaning silver roubles) should be paid to him, and
a gold medal added, like the one presented by the Emperor
Alexander I. to Sultan Boulunia,. Also, that another sum of
one hundred silver roubles should be paid to the mulla and
the chiefs, to be equally divided among them. But he said
that the river they could not dispose of, as that was necessary
for their pastures, and for watering their cattle.
The director now told them that he must absolutely
insist on the river being included, as he could not purchase
the mines without it. Nor would it, he said, be injurious to
the tribes, as their cattle could drink at the stream before it
entered the mining district, where it 'passed for many miles
through their pastures. He, however, promised to add something more to the amount named by the Sultan, if this point
was ceded to him. Having stated this, he ordered the 250
new and shining roubles to be placed on the table; the large
gold medal, with its. broad red ribbon, was taken out of its
case and placed near the money; and 100 roubles more
counted down for the mulla and the chiefs. A goldlaced scarlet coat and a sabre were now added to the heap
intended for the Sultan ;a kalat or long robe, of vivid colours,

and a gold imperial, were put on the table for each of the
chiefs and the mulla. The interpreter was instmcted to tell
the Sultan that all these things would be given if the river
were included in the purchase; if not, the negotiation would
be at an end, as no further offer would be made. They were
not prepared for this mode of settling the matter: it seemed
far too abrupt, as their transactions usually occupy days;
indeed, sometimes weeks are consumed in settling their
bargains, time being no object with them. They looked at
each other with astonishment, and then at the valuables
spread out before them, anxious to secure them, but still
desiring to get more.
.Having spoken together for some minutes, the Sultan
said that it would take time for them to consider the matter;
adding, that they would consult all the tribes about it, and
give an answer in a few days. The director fully understood
what was meant by this, and that they intended delaying their
decision until something more was offered ;and knowing that
this would be continued for an indefinite period if once permitted, he told the Sultan that, as the matter had been under
the consideration of himself, the mulla, chiefs, and tribes, for
several months, they could not require any further time.
Besides, he had taken a long journey to meet them, and now
he could not, under any circumstances, admit of delay. It
therefore became necessary that they should definitely decide,
before the council broke up, whether they accepted his offer
or not ;finally he assured them that, if they once left his yourt
without concluding the bargain, he should start on his return
within an hour.
Without further remark the Sultan began examining the
sabre and the coat, desiring that the latter should be tried
on. He was quickly invested with it, and viewed the extraordinary change that appeared in his person with perfect
satisfaction. The gold medal was hung on his breast,
producing a great effect; but when a Cossack buckled. the

sabre on his waist, this settled the point. He would have
given half $he rivers in the steppe sooner than be stripped
of his weapon and finery.
I n a few minutes the mulla and chiefs were bedecked in
their new clothing, evidently on the best terms with themselves, and vastly admiring each other. The money was
handed to the Sultan, which he rolled up in his shawl and
secured round his waist, as this was too precious in his eyes
to be trusted to any other hands. The mulla and chiefs
followed his example. Shortly afterwards the Sultan stamped
his seal on a document transferring to the great White Khan
the whole district shown on a map prepared beforehand,
with all thc gold, silver, and other minerals it might contain,
its pastures, and the river. Thus, for a sum of about one
hundred and fifty pounds, his Imperial Majesty acquired
mines and a freehold property in, the Kirghis Steppe, which
will, I have no doubt, expand rapidly towards all the points
of the compass. These mines are of immense value, and
are now sending their contributions to the Imperial Mint.
The council broke up, and all parties were satisfied.
When the Sultan left the yourt and appeared before his
tribe in all his splendour, nothing could exceed their
astonishment; they evidently thought no earthly monarch
could surpass him in grandeur. The mulla and the chiefs
also appeared in their gaily-coloured robes, producing a
striking effect, as they stood on each side of their prince.
Carpets were now spread in front of the yourt for the
director and his staff; and as the whole party seated themselves, the Sultan ordered the wrestlers to come forth.
Several men threw off their fur coats, when they appeared
au naturel, except a small piece of calico tied round their
loins. They stepped forward on to a clear space in front of
their prince, who seemed to eye their brawny forms and
muscular limbs with great satisfaction. Having exhibited
themselves, they retired, and the Sultan gave the signal to

WRESTLING.

begin. A couple were presently engaged grappling each
other's naked and greasy limbs : both competitors displayed
skill and dexterity. This rpas a severe trial, and continued
a long time before one of them was thrown. Immediately
this occurred, other wrestlers entered the arena, and some
terrible falls were given.

girshia Cemetery, and the Tomb of Twaun in Tobin&-tuL

These contests, when between different tribes, are conducted in a most savage manner. The men engage in them
with a full determination 'to conquer or die on the turf.
Usually the Sultan stops the conflict between men of his
own tribe, when he sees them become angry, before the last
terrible throw, which almost invariably piaves fatal. I
regret to say that these Asiatics are somewhat like the ancient
Romans in the arena, generally expressing their disapprobation if the last savage act is not fully accomplished. The
inhuman customs of a barbaric age are found among the
G
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people of these regions, and he who can count the greatest
number of oppoientrssacrificed to his prowess, receives the
highest honour during his life; after his death tradition
makes him a hero.
The athletic sports being ended, the races began; but
these are not like either the Derby or St. Leger. At Doncaster and Epsom the courses are short-rarely long enough
to test the endurance of a horse; great speed for a short
distance being the grand object in England. Among the
Kirghis it is quite different; the horse that possesses the
most enduring physical power is most valued. The course
they were going to run over would try their mettle to the
utmost, as it was fifty versts, or about thirty-three miles, in
length. This distance was chosen to show the director
the value of the different studs owned by the Sultan and the
chiefs. Forty horses were brought up to the starting point,
all mounted by young Kirghis, and each rider feeling confident in the quality of his steed. It might have been called
a steeple-chase, as the course was over the country to a place
twenty-five versts distant; then each rider had to pass round
a yourt marked by a flag, and return t o the Sultan's aoul.
Members of the tribe mere stationed at different points,
carrying spears and small flags to mark the route.
After some little trouble the horses were marshalled
nearly in line, when the signal was given and away they
went, with a great number of horsemen following in their
rear. For the first ten versts the speed was not fast, and
they kept well together. After this jockeying was resorted
to, each trying to keep' the lead without distressing his
horse, as the return would try his metal suficiently. Before
they reached the turning point it became evident that the
race would be well contested, and it was expected that it
would be run in considerably less than two hours. When
the horses reached within about a mile of the yourt a terrible
struggle began, to obtain a place in the inner circle, ,
nearly
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alI of them came up in a compact mass. But in rounding
the yourt several shot ahead, getting nearly 200 yards in
advance before the last had passed the spear. This was one
of th6 favourite horses; his rider had been jockeyed out of
his place, and when he saw the whole group before him he
urged his steed onward at a tremendous pace, soon passing
several of his opponents, and gradually drawing near the
leading group.
The speed was carefully maintained when they had
passed about one third of the distance homeward, yet no one.
of the competitors was left far behind. A number of well
mounted Kirghis were waiting about ten versts from the
aoul, where the real contest and excitement commenced.
Several horses began to lose ground, and were rapidly being
left behind. Still there were upwards of twenty close together,
more than half that number galloping neck and neck. The
clattering of the hoofs on the turf, and the wild shout of the
men cheering on the riders ; the spectators dressed in their
varied and brilliant costumes, mounted on fiery steeds,
rushing onward at full gallop, and heralding their favourites on to victory, presented a scene in Asiatic life which
finds no parallel in Europe.
The Sultan and those around him were in a state of
great excitement when they saw the advancing throng,
now within a verst, and thc shouts of the people came floating tumultuously on the air, becoming gradually louder as
they approached. Horse and rider were distinctly visible,
each straining every nerve to reach the goal. Nearer and
nearer the foaming steeds rushed on, eight of them so clove
abreast that it was impossible to say which was in advance.
Onward they fly, and when within a few strides of the spear
three horses bound forward from the group and pass it at
the same moment, amidst the loud hurrahs of the Kirghis.
The distance had been run in one hour and forty-two
minutes. Such is the horse-racing among the liirghis:
0
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but sometimes they make the course sixty versts, or forty
miles.
This finished the festivities, and the director started on his
return the following day, attended by a numerous escort.
The engineer officers were left to see the boundary marked
out by pillars of stone heaped up by the miners and
Kirghis.

CHAP. V.
RUSSIA'S FIRST ADVANCE INTO THE GREAT HOBDE.

THE next point of interest to me was the region of the
Kara-tau, which bounds the Kirghis Steppe to the south.
Here were the pastures of the Great Horde; and in one of
the valleys Russia was just commencing a fort. A ride of
ten days after leaving A y a p s brought me to the river
Bean, the boundary between the pastures of the Great and
Middle Hordes. The country I passed over varied greatly
in its aspects ; arid steppes were frequently crossed, on
which the grass was withered by the sun; and the only
patches of green were the salsola bordering the ni~merous
salt lakes. On approaching the mountains the country
becomes more fertile, and affords good pasture for vast
herds of cattle, indeed, wherever there is moisture grass
is abundant.
The ancient inhabitants of this region rendered it extremely productive. The numerous canals which still exist
show their engineering skill, and the extent of the irrigation
it produced. In some of the channels the water yet runs,
and, where it overflows, the sterile soil is covered with a
luxuriant carpet of vegetation, adorned with flowers of
singular beauty. There is abundant proof that it has once
been densely inhabited, and it is probably destined to be a
great theatre when occupied by Russia. The vast number
of tumuli scattered over the plain, the extensive earthworks,
which have been either cities or strongholds, afford convincing
evidence that a great people were once located here.

-
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One of these ancient works on the Lepsou, near its outlets
from the Kara-tau, is a parallelogram, about 700 yards i n
length and 300 in breadth. The earth walls are now about
twelve feet high, and have been considerably higher; their
thickness is about sixteen feet at the bottom, and nine feet
at the top. This enclosure was entered by four gates, one
being in the centre of each side; but the eastern end has
been partly destroyed by the river, which is gradually
cutting down the bank. Half a mile to the north and south
are numerous mounds ; and a t about a mile from the western
end there is a large tumulus, about 150 feet in diameter, and
50 feet high. The people who produced them were a very
different race to the present occupiers of the country, and
had made an extraordinary advance in agriculture and
mining. In one of the small mountain ridges on my route,
I found a fine specimen of malachite, and came upon the
remains of ancient mines,-most
probably worked at a
period long before those of Siberia were discovered by the
Chutes, who left many of their flint instruments in the
depths of the Altai.
As we approached the Kara-tau from the north-east, the
mountains were seen risipg abruptly from the plain,
some
to the height of near 7,000 feet. Their dark purple colour
has obtained for them the name of '& Black Mountains." On
our ride towards this rocky barrier, I got an occasional
glimpse, through the great rents in the chain, of the snowy
crests beyond. These appeared so near, that I was almost
deceived into the belief that an hour's ride would take me to
them ; and each new opening only made me the more anxious
to cross into the valley. After a long day on horseback, we
were glad to rest. in the aoul of some herdsmen belonging to
a chief, who gave us a welcome reception.
I n the morning I discovered that the habitation was about
ten miles from the foot of the Kara-tau, near its western end,
where it descends on to the great plain, along which it runs
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in low hills to a considerable distance. Here I obtained
horses and m& to take us over the mountains into the
valley lying between the Kara-tau and Ala-tau. Shortly
after leaving the aoul, we got entangled in a deep morass,
which compelled us to ride ' two hours to the westward
before we werefableto cross this dangerous quaamire. We
then rode towards a great gap in the chain, seeking a pass

by which we could ascend, On reaching the place we found
the dry bed of a small torrent, so narrow that we could only
ride in single file, and the bottom covered with small pieces
of sharp slate, which rendered i t dangerous for our horses.
The narrow ravine soon became so exceedingly steep that
me had to dismount and lead our animals up its serpentine
course, that more resembled a staircase than a track for
travellers.
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In about an hour we reached the head of a little gully,
that led tp a steep mountain slope, covered with short grass
and moss, .through which the slate rocks protruded. This
was not difficult to ascend; and we presently rode up the
incline and reached the summit, consisting of dark purple
slate rocks without any vegetation. We descended into a
stony valley, where great disruptions have taken place.
Beyond, to the south, there was a very abrupt, craggy
ridge, which the Kirghis said was the crest of the chain;
and this we had to scale. I-was advised to proceed in a
south-easterly direction, towards a great depression in the
mountain, where it was thought we might be able to cross.
This I reached in a little more than an hour, and succeeded in
ascending to the summit without difficulty, whence I obtained a view of the Ala-tau, with its snow-clad peaks, and
the valley lying between the chains. The latter appeared
to be about twenty miles in width, and extended to the
eastward forty or fifty miles, while to the west it terminated
on the great plain. I perceived that it was intersected by
several deep ravines, in which 'small streams found their way
into the Kopal, that was seen winding its course westward
to the liaratal, and thence to the Balkash.
Although I was aware that the Russians were constructing a fort on the Kopal, no indication of this could be seen,
nor any mark to guide us towards the presumed locality. I,
however, felt convinced it.was across the valley near the foot
of the mountains, and more to the eastward. This induced
me to hasten' our march towards the south-east, where me
found the descent exceedingly abrupt, causing us much
trouble in picking our way among large fragments of slate.
We rode over places on which it was difficult for the horses
to keep their footing; while in one part the mountain slope
was covered with ddbris fallen from the cliffs above, that
extended about 200 yards in width, and terminated on the
brink of a deep ravine. TGS we were compelled to cross at

a short distance from the brink of the chasm, and in a little
more than an hour reached the valley, that, instead of
being a plain, as it appeared from the mountain top, proved
undulating ground, intersected by many small gullies and
deep ravines. One was about 300 feet deep, with nearly
perpendicular sides, down which it would have been no easy
matter to descend on foot; on horseback it was impossible.
This obstructibn obliged us to turn to the north-east, when,
after riding about two miles, we came upon a torrent running
in rt deep gully. After carefully scanning the bed, we concluded that it afforded us a chance of descending into the
deep ravine. Passing over its precipitous banks, we rode
slowly down the stream, and ultimately reached the .bottom
of the gorge, which was covered with trees and thick brushwood. During our progress several pheasants had sprung
up, and we saw other indications of game.
Ascending the opposite porphyritic cliffs, we continued
our ride over undulating ground till we reached the top of a
low hill, whence a great smoke was seen near the foot of the
mountains to the south-east, but far away; towards this I
directed our course, hoping to find either Cossacks or
Kirghis. We were now on good turf, which enabled us to
gallop on at rt rapid pace; and after riding about two hours
we could discern some low sheds and yourts a few miles
from the foot of the Ala-tau. At length we reached a round
hill near the middle of the valley, from which we had h,
splendid view looking to the eastward.
On the north was the Kara-tau; with its dark serrated
ridge, and on the south the Ala-tau. The lower part of the
chain appeared clothed with luxuriant vegetation, having
three distinct zones of red, orange, and blue; hence the
name, " Val-iegated Mountains." Many of the high crests
rose far into the region of eternal snow. Looking along this
chain, the snowy peaks appeared to vanish in endless perspective, till tho eye rested upon a stupendous ~nountain
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mass near the sources of the Ac-sou and Sarcrtnd. Its
snow-clad summits and glaciers received a glowing golden
tint from the descending sun, while the rocky crests beneath
looked black and grim.
Having examined the country, I hastened forward, passing several large tumuli, while many more were seen scattered
over the valley. Just a t dusk we reached a group of yourts,
to the great astonishment of the Cossack inhabitants; their
officers, however, received me kindly, and gave me a hospitable welcome. They had been here a month, and did not
appear to have done much. I sat up with them till a late
hour relating tidings from Europe, which interested them
greatly.
On leaving the yourt in t.he morning I found cr small
body of Cossacks occupied throwing up the earth-work for
the fortress, while others were engaged preparing timber for
the log buildings. I had now reached Kopal, the most
southerly fort Russia has planted in Chinese Tartary. This
military post is situated in about 43" lat. N., and 8" long.
E., and is only three days' journey from Kulja, a large
Chinese town containing about 40,000 inhabitants.
he
fort is in the region belonging to the Great Horde of the
Kirghis, and is significant. of the fate which awaits these
warlike tribes.
Four years before my arrival a battery of artillery, consisting of six guns and 100 men, had been sent into
the Ala-tau, and the officer in command had taken up a position in a pass about eight miles to the southward of the site
of the new fort. From Ayagus to their camp was a journey
of eighteen days, with .hostile tribes inhabiting the plains
between this little band and their friends; while to the
south-west, on the opposite side of the mountains, there were
legions of Chinese convicts occupying the region around
Kulja. The officer had formed his camp in the mouth of a
gorge ; a few men stationed up in t.he cliffs mere sufficient to
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defend the place against one hundred times their number;
and the guns would have caused terrible slaughter had any
body of men attempted to force the pass. The captain and
his men arrived here in t h e autumn, after a most arduous
march of forty-two days over a country in which there were
no roads. Deep rivers often delayed their march; and
extensive morasses, capable of swallowing vast armies,
frequently compelled them to make a detour that occupied
several days.

Baute over which the Artillery marched, md Ktghb Tomba

.

Notwithstanding that everything now around them
wore a summer aspect, they knew that winter was fast
approaching, and that no time ought to be lost in preparing
for it. The numerous glens and small sheltered valleys
afforded plenty of grass for their horses, where they could
be left to pasture in safety; but the season was past for
making hay for their winter fodder. This, however, was
not of vast importance, as these Asiatic horses are accustomed to seek their food beneath the snow, like wild animals,
and instinct tells them where grass is to be found. Nor do.
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they require any shelter from the weather; stable, grooming, and corn being luxuries unknown to them.
Stone was lying in the bottom of the gorge, ready quarried
by. time and water; and with these rough materials the men
soon erected huts for their winter dwellings. Trunks of
trees and branches formed the flat roofs; over these was
thrown a covering of earth, about nine inches thick: thus
they were secured against both wet and cold. Glass they
had none; Chinese silk, strained on to small frames, formed
the windows, and rough doors were made out of bark. Logs
of wood were their seats, and dried fern theit beds. In
this way the men were soon housed, and their dwellings
furnished.
Much, however, remained to be done; wood had to be
collected for their winter fuel, and this could only be
obtained in the upper glens, whence it was diffiklt to
transport it; a supply of game had also to be provided for
their daily consumption. Luckily for them, the whole
region abounded with animals. Deer were exceedingly
numerous on all the lower ranges, while the maral (a large
stag) and the argali (wild sheep) were found in all the
higher regions. A large party of men were constantly
employed hunting; and both venison and wild mutton were
plentiful in the camp. As the season advanced, the upper
regions became covered with snow, causing the animals to
descend to the lower valleys. The men now began to lay in
their winter store. The officer told me that he had often
shot the maral and .deer from the door of his hut; showing
how completely unaccustomed they were to the sportsman
and to his rifle.
This was no enviable position for Captain Abakamoff;
the men had society among themselves, but he mas shut out
from companions of his onn class. Fortunately, he was a
good naturalist, and the country afforded him opportunities
of acquiring much valuable information, as well as of adding
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a great number of choice specimens of birds and insects to
both public and private collections; besides which he was rr
distinguished Nimrod. Many a day we spent together in
the chase, .when the pursuit of game led us into the wildest
recesses of the mountains, where only the excitement of
hunting the maral could have induced him to risk his life.
The sublime scenery, however, was a powerful inducement
to me, and the prospects I then beheld repaid me for the
toil and danger I underwent in seeking them.
Some of the scen'es we have pagsed together are so deeply
impressed on my memory, that they can never be effaced.
We often encamped amidst scenery of marvellous grandeur.
Sometimes this has been in terrible storms, when the warring elements might have made the stoutest heart quail; at
others, when the fading sunbeams were bathing the snowclad peaks above us in ruby tints, and lighting them up
with all the glories of declining day. As night crept over
us, the scene changed ; the blaze of our fires lit up the
groups of men, while the trunks and branches of the trees
under which we were encamped were coloured with a
crimson glare. After our evening meal, my friend would
c d our party around him, and, taking his seat in the centre,
would lead them in some of their soul-stirring songs, making
the forest resound with mild harmony. When the music
ceased, the sighing of the breeze was heard among the
leaves, and sometimes the sound of a distant waterfall was
wafted towards us. Then again these soothing sounds were
broken by the tinkling of the bells attached to some of our
horses. This reminded the men of their duty; and the
animals were presently picketed near us. Then all became
p i e t ; each man turned down on his saddle-cloth, and soon
slept soundly.
Before the end of October the winter came upon this little
band in the mountain gorge; their stony dwellings were
covered with snow, and their usual occupations were

-
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stopped. Their horses were in a valley at some distance,
access to which was impossible, in consequence of the deep
new-fallen snow. They were, however, under no apprehension about them, as a thick forest of cedars skirted the
foot of the mountains, and under these they would find
shelter. As time passed on, it became more dreary, till the
snow was sufficiently hardened; then the chase afforded the
usual excitement.
In the early part of November, bourans began to blow,
that lasted two and three days a t a time, during which the
men could not proceed twenty paces from their dwellings.
This was but a foretaste of what was in store, for on the
morning of the 23rd it began to blow a gale, which gradually increased to a hurricane, sweeping the snow into clouds
like flour, and rendering it almost dark at midday. During
the night and the following day it became worse, and
Abakamoff assured me that the roaring of the wind, as it
swept up the gorge, was appalling. Already their huts
were covered deep with snow, and almost as soon as passages
were made from one to another, they were Wed up. At
length each party became prisoners in their dwellings, from
which they could not proceed five paces. They had now
great difficulty in cooking; and those most distant from the
kitchen found it a constant labour to keep up a communication with that necessary establishment. When the snow
became deep enough, a gallery mas formed in it, and then
they passed to and fro without difficulty.
This bouran continued till the 4th of December,eleven days without intermission, -after which came calm
weather, with 20" Reau. of frost. Immediately the storm
had ceased, a party was sent up to the valley to look after
the horses. On reaching the spot, they were found completely sheltered in the thick forest, where but little snow
was lying on the ground. It also had afforded them a good
pasture. These fearful bourans were of frequent occurrence
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during the months of December and January. Before the
middle of February their fatal effects were visible on man
and animal, for thirteen of the men died, and fifty-seven
horses perished in the snow.
From this it will be easily inferred that the great valley
between the mountain chains was exposed to the full force
of these terrible gales. Bad as it was in the sheltered gorge,
it was far'worse on the plains; in fact, no Kirghis tribes
ever attempted to winter there. Nevertheless, here a place
had been selected for the fort, in spite of the reports of men
who had experienced three winters in the region. At this
period a pair of large epaulettes was deemed sufficient in
Russia to qualify a man for any position, and stow his
head with an extraordinary quantity of brains; giving him a
thorough knowledge of every subject, however foreign to
his previous occupation. Though in many instances this
decoration was placed on the shoulders of men of singular
talent and genius, I have known examples, and not a few,
where the reverse was the case; and in some the wearers
combined in their own persons the talents of Falstaff and
Dogberry.
A brace of generals, with a numerous staff, were sent into
the steppe to determine upon the site of the new fort.
Stores and creature comforts of all kinds accompanied the
two heroes, among which champagne was a prominent
item. A strong guard of Cossacks formed their escort; and
numerous cooks and bakers were also attached to the
expedition. A party of Cossacks and cooks were always
sent on in advance to select the place for encampment, and
t o prepare a sumptuous entertainment; and strict orders
were given that the day's march should not be a long one.
After a journey of thirteen days, whicli ought to have been
performed in six, they reached the valley of the most
easternly branch of the Lepsou. .This was a delightful spot,
covered with luxuriant pastures, on which .fine clumps of
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birch and poplar trees mere dotted over a plain three miles
in breadth, extending to the foot of the lower spurs of the
Ala-tau. These,were clothed to their summits with magnificent pines, larches, and birches ; and far overtopping
.
them were seen the rugged crests of the upper chain.
It was decided that the expedition should repose a few
days in this beautiful valley, after their extraordinary toil.

V.uet of the Ism

Hunters were despatched to the mountains to procure
game; and mcn were engaged netting the river for fish.
Others were employed building ovens (which 1 stumbled
upon in my wanderings), in which to bake calatchkies or
rolls. Men were also sent into the upper mountains for ice
to cool the champagne, and other preparations were made
for the festal banquets. These were continued for several
days before the gallant generals were sufficiently recovered
to resume their journcy.
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At length, after four days' feasting, they started, and
ultimately, after two more rests, reached the river Kopal,
in the valley between the Ala-tau and Kara-tau. Here and
beyond, the country appeared so desolate, that they determined to proceed no further, and at once decided that
here should be the site of the fort. Having come to this
wise decision, they hastened back to a more genial region,
and there took the repose they fancied they so much
needed. Unfortunately, it is too often thus that the Emperor's plans are carried out.
The fort was placed on a rising ground about 400
yards to the east of the river Kopal, and about eight
miles north from the mouth of the gorge in which
Abakamoff had his battery. A vast number of tumuli are
scattered over the plain, and some are of large dimensions ;
proving that the region has once been densely populated, or
else it has been a vast cemetery, in which apparently a
nation has been interred. The spot had a most desolate
aspect; not a single tree was visible, and scarcely a bush
could be found, except on the banks of the river, and even
there they were few.
The plain around was covered with coarse gravel and
sand, among which there was little vegetation. In early
spring, or from the middle of February to April, a little
,pass grows, and numerous flowers bloom ; subsequently all
is burnt up, and then it becomes an arid waste. So furious
are the storms in this valley, that I have seen the coarse
gravel torn up and swept along by the wind, forming a
shower of sand and stones. Such was the enviable spot
where 500 Cossacks, with their families, were sent to form
a permanent settlement, and 200 others to remain three
years to aid in carrying on the works.
One short month before my arrival, or on the 20th of
August, these poor people had reached the place, having
been told that they were going to a warm and rich country,
H
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where all kinds of produce grew in abundance. Their
horror and dismay on reaching their destination may be better
imagined than described. The journey hither had been one
of great hardship ; and they had been sent from comfortable
homes, and from a region of plenty, to inhabit a dreary waste
on which nothing would grow.
A very clever engineer officer had been sent from R.ussia
to direct the works and carry out the plans prepared in
Petersburg. He arrived a few days after the Cossacks, and
was even more astonished than they had been when he
beheld the place, knowing what had to be done before the
winter, which the resources a t his command afforded little
hope of accomplishing. A report had been placed in his
hands stating that timber could be procured in an unlimited
quantity within a distance of eight versts. One glance at
the country proved this to be a falsehood. To obtain a
supply quickly was now a matter of vast moment, and
Abakamoff, with a party of men, led the engineer to the
nearest accessible place from which it could be procured.
They rode along the plain for about twenty miles, to a
gorge leading up into the mountains, and then ascended the
bed of a torrent for about three miles before reaching the
forest.
Here they found plenty of large pine trees, but they
had to be cut down and transported to the plain, and the
ravine formed a serious obstacle. I n a few days 150
men were engaged felling the trees; and a great number
of bullocks were obtained from the Kirghis to drag
the timber to the fort. The official buildings, storehouses, and hospital, were to be erected forthwith ; and
each Cossack had to provide his own dwelling. He had to
cut the timber, transport it to Kopal, and then to erect a
house in which to shelter his miserable wife and children.
All that he could expect to accomplish before the winter set
in, was one room. A great number were built only twelve
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feet square, in which two families, consisting of ten persons,
were glad to take shelter, and thought themselves comfortable; while many had to be content with excavations in tlie
earth, without a hope of being housed during the winter.
So long as the fine weather continued, the subterranean
abodes sufficed, but it was obvious that the time was
rapidly approaching when there would be no sufficient
security from the cold.
Having obtained valuable information from my friends,
I determined to cross the Ala-tau and visit the upper
valleys of the Ac-tau. Captain Abakamoff advised me
to lose no time, as the winter commenced early in these
regions. The engineer intended to accompany me for three
or four days, in the hope of finding a forest whence he could
obtain a further supply of timber and firewood. My company now numbered seventeen,-all well-tried men.
Leaving our friends at the fort, we rode to the gorge
where the artillery had encamped ; but as they had removed
to the Hopal, dear the works, the place looked desolate. Our
way was up the ravine for nearly two miles, and then we
ascended to the mountain slope, on which we found thick
turf, forming good pastures. This had been a famous
hunting-ground to Abakamoff's people, where a vast
number of animals had been shot. As we rode along
several herds of deer were seen in the distance, but they
were soon lost in the numerous valleys. I n about two
hours we reached a deep, rocky, and well-wooded glen,
running nearly east and west, that we had to cross. The
CWB
were of limestone, in some parts very abrupt; in
others there were steep slopes, down which we led our
horses, and passed over the glen without difficulty. On
emerging from the ravine we came upon a black fox, playing with her two nearly full-grown cubs. They were beautiful animals, and stood looking at us for two or three
H
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minutes before they scampered off into their home in the
rocks.
From this point our course was directly south, and up
towards the ridge. As we proceeded, vegetation gradually
diminished, till me left it behind us, and entored a rocky
region with snow lying in patches around. An hour's ride
brought us to the summit, whence we looked down into a
small valley, with another ridge beyond rising far above
us. To the east the crest rose still higher, being deeply
covered with snow, with dark rocks protruding, while
beyond were seen the white summits of the Ac-tau. We
lost no time in crossing towards some lofty crags, near the
base of which a great gap was formed in the ridge. On
reaching this we passed round the base of the peaks, and
saw the deep, narrow valley of the Kora lying beneath.
As we stood looking into the depth, probably 5,000 feet
below us, the river appeared like a band of frosted silver;
we could also hear the roaring of the water as it rushed
over its rocky bed. Near this place we found a track
formed by the maral, arpali, and wild goat, but it seemed
doubtful if we should be able to descend by it. Men were
sent to the east and west for a few hundred yards, along
the ridge, searching for a better path, but they were unsuccessful. This side of the valley was exceedingly abrupt;
indeed, in many pqrts the precipices were perpendicular; in
other places t h e declivity mas so steep that neither man nor
horse could maintain a footing, nor were there either trees
or bushes growing on any part.
The opposite side, facing the north, was well wooded, the
trees extending from the bank of the Fiver upwards, till
they diminished to dwarfs at the snow line; and a few were
struggling to lire even in the icy .region. The bottom of
the valley appeared clothed in rich verdure, while the trees
there were covered with luxuriant foliage, coloured with the
deep arid glowing tints of autumn. As there was no time

to spare for scanning the region with my glass, I ordered
one of my Cossacks, an old hunter, to lead the way downward. I followed close behind, and the rest came after in
single file. We had not proceeded far when we were
obliged to dismount and lead our horses over a most
dangerous place, on a ridge of rocks extending more
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than 100 yards, where a false step would have sent us
rolling down a rocky declivity for more than 2,000
feet.
Having pasaed this fearful spot we remounted, and succeeded, after encountering several other difficulties, in
4
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reaching the bottom, but far to the east of the point whence
we began to descend. At one place the ground was covered
with fallen rocks, and among them were many large masses
of beautiful ribbon jasper, of yellow, red, and green; but I
fear these must ever remain as nature has left them, for
there is no possibility of transporting such blocks up the
side of this deep and rugged valley. Taking my last look
at them, with some reluctance I turned from the spot, and
led the way down to the bank of the Kora, seeking a place
on which to encamp. We soon found that the torrent must
be crossed, as there was no wood on our side of the
river.
It was at once obvious t o all that fording this stream
would be a difficult and dangerous task; indeed, at the point
where me had struck the river, it was utterly impossible.
My old hunter advised our going up the bank to the eastward, as below us to the west the torrent was more than a
rapid, -it was a continuous succession of falls, and the noise
was positively deafening. Having gone near three miles, as
directed, we came to a part where the stream was broader,
and here we determined to cross. The engineer, myself,
three Cossacks, and four Kirghis, decided to make the
attempt; the others were to remain on the bank, and follow
if we succeeded.
Our first difficulty mas finding a place on which we could
form in line and ride into the water side by side, as we were
quite certain that three or four horses could not stem the
torrent. Having accomplished this, we rode into the
stream. When we had proceeded two or three paces we
were caught by the full force of the water, that seemed
strong enough to sweep us down the torrent, - it drove us
at once into a compact body. Still we went steadily on :
each man knew his fate if our line was once broken; he
knew also that to turn back was now impossible. Step after
step brought ~s near the middle of the stream, where the
L
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rushing water was fearful; several times it dashed over our
saddles, and splashed above our heads. At last we reached
the bank, and turning to look back upon the danger we had
passed, I believe every man thought it had been accomplished at too great a risk. The other men were sent
farther up the stream; and we had the satisfaction of seeing
them cross without much danger.
Our encampment was chosen under some magnificent
pine trees, standing near the river, where a level space eutended about 100 yards in breadth to the foot of some
rocks, and about 500 yards in length. Here mas an
excellent pasture for our horses in front of our camp.
While the balaghans were preparing, Sergae, the hunter,
and three others, started in search of game. They had .
not been gone more than half an hour when we heard
the echoes of their rifles. A little after dusk they rode into
our camp, with a young maral and two fine fat bucks;
another maral had been wounded and traced up to the
snow, where the crimson dye had marked his track. As
night was at hand they were obliged to return and leave
him till morning, when they were certain to find him either
alive or dead.
Shortly after their arrival our camp presented a busy
scene. The Cossacks were engaged grilling venison for the
engineer and myself, and preparing their own soup. The
Kirghis were also occupied cooking their suppers in front
of their balaghan, from portions of the game just brought
in. Huge piles of wood had been heaped on the fires, which
were now blazing splendidly, and soon aided in qualifying
the cold baths we had taken in crossing the river. As it
was known that tigers, bears, and wolves inhabited this
region, our horses were allowed to feed, and then they were
picketed near our camp fires. A Cossack and two Kirghis
were appointed sentinels, to be changed every two hours;
snd.the first watch began at ten o'clock. The engineer and
H 4
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myself sat till our guards were changed, discussing the
prospect of Russia in .these regions, and her object in building so many forts.
The aext morning a clear sky and the rosy tints of the
rising sun betokened a fine day, causing great activity in
our camp. These men love to contemplate nature. A
magnificent sunrise, or storms which envelop the snowwhite peaks with black portentous clouds, whence the red
lightning hurls its fearful shafts, or a glorious sunset, when
plain and mountain are bathed in glowing light, and the
fleecy clouds are constantly changing from a golden yellow
to a deep crimson, and then gradually fading into twilight,
- are watched with intense interest, having great charms
for their uncivilized minds.
I stood watching for the moment when the sun's first
rays should light up the crags and snow-decked peaks, some
of them 8,000 feet above me, then others were seen so far
distant that they seemed like scarlet vapour assuming mountain forms, floating in the air. In strong contrast with these
stood the jasper cliffs to the south, rising to an enormous
height, with trees growing on every ledge, and bushes
hanging from the fissures. In two places near the summit,
water was seen dashing over the brink and forming
numerous cascades, which appeared like streams of foam
leaping among the dark rocks. At times they were lost in
thick foliage, then they burst forth from under the trees,
and bounded from rock to rock, throwing off spray and
vapour at each leap, till they became almost shadows before
entering the dense forest beneath.
I had promised that I would, before commencing my
o m labours, accompany my friend in search of a forest
whence he could obtain a supply of timber, as well as aid in
seeking a track by which men could drag it to the summit
of the mountain. The Cossacks had discovered a place
about a mile above our camp, where the river could be
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forded easily; this induced me to decide on returning each
evening to our present lodging, as the place afforded plenty
of grass for our horses. Sergae and three other men were
ordered on a hunting expedition, and to look after the
wounded maral.
Our morning meal of broiled venison and tea being
ended, we prepared to explore this savage and pi'cturesque
valley. Proceeding down the bank of the Kora, we shortly
reached a dense forest of magnificent pines. Here was
timber enough to satisfy my friend, could it be conveyed
over the river; unfortunately, at this part the rapids and
falls forxned an insurmountable obstacle. Having forced
our way through thick underwood for about three niiles, we
rode out into an open glade, and disturbed a bear and her
two cubs while enjoying a game at romps. The moment
we appeared they scampered off into the forest, among rocks
where it was impossible to follow.
Continuing our ride onward, we came to a beautiful
park-like spot, where splendid clumps of cedars, pines, and'
birches were dotted over this side of the valley, with a fine
grassy turf beneath. This extended along the bank of the
Kora for several miles, varying from 300 to 500 yards in
width, and rising rather steeply to the base of the high
cliffs. At a short distance on our left the two waterfalls
were pouring down; I turned out of our route and rode
towards them, when I found that both streams-fell into one
channel, forming a considerable torrent, that rushed down
its rocky bed and leaped into the Kora. The ddbris brought
down by the water stopped my riding, nor was it easy to
climb a confused mass rising abruptly 700 or 800 feet. On
reaching the top I perceived that each fall fell into a small
basin, after which the two streams united and were lost
under the rocks for about 200 yards. The cliffs are a
yellowish . limestone, like that a t Roche Abbey, and are
worn into picturesque forms by the falling water. About
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500 feet above the bottom of the fall I observed a great
cavity, probably leading into a cavern, up to which it was
impossible to ascend. At a point 300 feet below the basins,
the stream bursts forth from its rocky prison in a column
containing ten times the quantity that falls into the basins
above. The force with which it is ejected proves there is an
enormous' pressure on this body of water; probably it proceeds from a subterranean channel, communicating with a
lake on the mountains.
After leaving this place we gained a part of the valley
where a spur of the mountain formed a magnificent crescent, terminating on the river in a precipice 800 or 900 feet
high, with its summit broken into battlements. At some
distance beyond this a ridge from the north side runs far
out into the valley, appearing to close it in. On the crest
of this spur the rocks are piled up in singular forms; some
are in heaps l i e vast ruins, others are hanging on the brink
of a precipice, appearing ready to slide over with the least
touch. I n one part three huge blocks have fallen together
and formed a vast portal. My people doubted their being
so placed by accident, and all wondered how they retained
their position. The river forms a rapid a t the foot of the
precipice, over which nothing can cross. This obliged us to
seek a ford higher up the stream, where, after two attempts,
we succeeded in gaining the opposite bank.
Having followed the river downward about a mile, a
splendid scene burst upon us. The valley narrowed to
about 500 yards in width, with rugged cliffs, forming a
frame through which was seen rt well-wooded country, bedecked in all the glories of rich summer foliage. The Kora
was winding its way through this beautiful valley, sometimes hidden among clumps of trees, then it emerged into an
open glade, greatly increased in. breadth. Thence it continued meandering along, shining like a mirror gmong the
deep green
and varied-coloured flowers that adorned
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its banks. Beyond this rose mountain over mountain, the
lower range covered with a thick forest, where the tints
of autumn were spreading fast. Then another chain
coloured in deep purple-gray, through which were seen large
~ a t c h e of
s red and yellow; these were flowers covering the
slopes, but no trees were visible. In the distance a rocky
ridge rose several thousand feet above those nearer to me; its
rugged forms standing out distinctly against the hazy
summits still far above. This was again overtopped by a
great snowy chain in which the Ili has its source; some of
the peaks appeared glittering with ice, and beneath were
vast glaciers.
Proceeding along at a short distance from the river, I
found large masses of green and cream-coloured jasper cropping out; and near these a ridge of granite extended across
the valley, in which the Kora has formed a great rapid.
Passing round the end of the high cliis on the north, we
entered a lovely spot about two miles broad, with another
narrow valley extending into the mountains to the south;
and down this came a roaring torrent, adding its waters to
the Kora. Looking down this river I perceived the valley
gradually became narrower, and ended in a great gorge a
few miles below, where it turns more to the south.
My friend found on this spot all that he required in
timber and firewood. The supply was inexhaustible, and
the river presented few obstacles, as it could be forded in
almost every part of the valley. So far, one part of his
object was attained, and now our attention was turned to
the other. After riding about two miles we came to a
narrow valley, running up into the mountains to the north.
This we determined to explore, and ascertain if the timber
could be dragged out by oxen in that direction. A short
ride brought us to the bed of a torrent fifty or sixty yards
wide, but now almost dry. It was exceedingly stony, large
blocks having been rolled down by the stream. The lines
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on the rocky banks show that the water sometimes rises
twenty-seven feet. This occurs either from the sudden
melting .of the snow in the upper regions, or during great
storms. A few trees were growing close to the river, but
on the slopes higher up there were none. The valley being
exposed to the full blaze of the sun, accounts for their nonappearance.
We had not gone more than three miles when we reached
a point where the valley turned to the north-west, becoming
a mere ravine, and its sloping sides changed to high precipices, at once destroying all hope of finding a route for
the oxen by this valley.-A tragic event happened at a short
distance beyond this spot during the following summer,
when a party of men were trying to find a path through
the gorge. As they ascended, one of the horses became
restive while climbing some rocks, and plunged with his
rider into the torrent. They were instantly carried down
to some large blocks of stone, that were just under water,
where the horse gained his footing for a few minutes, and
the man tried to breast t.he flood. His comrades threw a
long rein towards him, but as that passed over his head the
horse staggered and was swept down by the torrent. Notwithstanding the efforts of his companions, both man and
horse perished.-Leaving our horses, six of us ascended the
eastern ridge, thinking it probable we might find a way
along the crest up to the higher summits. After an hour's
walk we were convinced that this was impracticable, as we
reached the base of some granite cliffs 500 or 600 feet in
height, which it was impossible to ascend on foot. We now
returned towards our companions, and as we descended the
ridge the declining sun hinted the necessity of a quick ride
to our encampment.
We were greatly surprised on arriving at the Kora to
find the stream considerably swollen : in fording, the water
reached to our saddle-flaps; a few inches more it would
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have given us a swim. The warm day had melted the snow
on the mountains, and the river was rising fast. This in-

A Torrent into whifh Hone leaped with hir 6Uder.

duced us to push on, as we had the torrent from the waterfalls between us and home. The engineer and I led the
way at a gallop; nor was it long before we heard the loud
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roaring of the stream, - a bad omen for us. On reaching
the bank it was obvious not a moment was to be lost. We
instantly rode into the flood five abreast; and both parties
crossed safely, but not without a thorough wetting: ten
minutes later would have stopped our fording. We must
then have gone dinnerless and supperless to our grassy
couches on the bank of the torrent, and listened to its
deafening music.
Again we hurried onward, but darkness caught us before
we reached the forest, through which we had much trouble
in finding our way. After a two hours' ride among the
thick and tangled bushes, and often in total darkness, it
was with no small delight that we looked upon the cheerful
fires a t our encampment. Sergae and his hunters had long
arrived, bringing back the maral wounded yesterday, that
had led them a good chase in the snowy region before he
received the fatal bullet. They had also shot two wild
goats, and added them to our stock.
The maral or large stag is found in all the higher regions
of the Ala-tau, Ac-tau, and Mus-tau; he affords noble sport
for the hunters, and his horns are highly valued by the
Chinese. But it demands a fearless hunter t o follow him
into his haunts among the precipices, glaciers, and snowy
peaks of this region. I n winter and spring he is found in
the valleys, but as the weather becomes warmer he ascends,
t o escape the flies and other insects. They are seldom
found in herds, though groups of ten or twelve are sometimes seen standing on the brink of a precipice 1,500 to 2,000
feet in height, quite inaccessible to man.
A t other times I have beheld them climbing the lofty
crags, and cropping the velvety moss which grew on the
ledges. On one occasion I saw a group of seven standing
on the top of a mass of rock, rising up like a gigantic tower
to the height of 700' or BOO feet; three of its sides being
nearly perpendicular, and the fourth was formed by a narrow
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ridge of rocks running up from the top of a great precipice
at an angle of 60". I n some parts this line was broken by
great perpendicular steps, that appeared to render it impossible to ascend. Still, along that rugged ridge they had
climbed to the summit.
A great chasm, at least 1,000 feet deep and 600 yards in
width, separated us from them, much to the regret of our
little party ; and no place could be found by which to descend
into the gorge, and scale the opposite precipices. Could we
have succeeded in this, some of the rnaral must have fallen
to our rifles. It was a tantalising sight to hungry men, one
that often prompts the hunter to feats of daring; but in
this instance we could only look with admiration on the
splendid animals, and hope for a nearer acquaintance another
time.
I have followed my game, commencing the chase without
a breakfast, having had no dinner or supper the preceding
day. After stalking a stag for five o r six hours, his branching horns are seen above the copse in which-he is lying,
some 400 or 500 y.ards distant ; another half hour of cautious
creeping places me within range, whence the shining black
eye can be marked as the target. Stretched at full length
on the ground, yet scarcely daring to raise my head to
obtain a sight along the tube, the bead of the rifle covers
the speck of black, giving a certainty of an approaching
banquet. At last the finger touches the trigger, but instead
of the whistling bullet performing its function, the hammer
falls on a bad cap. This slight crack, however, rouses the
maral, and in an instant he bounds away, carrying my
dinner along with him.
The Cossacks and Kalmucks display a finer sense of
honour in their hunting than many highly civilized Europeans.
Two Cossacks were out hunting the maral for two
objects, food and antlers. They had followed the game far
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up into the Ala-tau, and had been successful; sleeping at
night near their spoil. The next morning they started
again in pursuit, when, after some hours, they found a magnificent animal, whose horns they saw were worth 120 roubles
(17h), a prize well worth securing. ,Theyhunted him from

The chum over which the Maml lesped.

one valley to another, till at last he retreated to a high craggy
region.
His pursuers were not the men to be deterred by obstacles. They scaled the rugged height, still following on
his track; whichever way he turned some slight mark betrayed his path. Late in the afternwn they caught sight
of his branching horns in a deep rent in the mountain,

whose sides were nearly perpendicular, while the opposite
end terminated on the brink of rt great precipice,-thus preventing all chance of escape.
When they entered the gorge he rose from his lair, about
300 yards in advance, and started forward among fallen
rocks. They followed rapidly, and gained upon him fast.
Having reached within about one hundred paces of the end
of the ravine, he stood hesitating, and looked back,-seeming
inclined to double and make a rush to pass them. From this
circumstance the Cossacks knew that some other animals
were in the pass; and as tigers are often found here they
did not fire, but gradually approached. The stag went
slowly on, evidently in fear. Having passed some large
blocks, two huge bears sprang out into the ravine close
behind him.
The stag suddenly bounded into the air to a pinnacle
of rock, etanding detached from the precipice, and leaving a
chasm thirty-three feet wide. One of the bears springing
after him rushed over the cliff, falling more than four
hundred feet,- and thus ended his career. The other stood
on the brink of the chasm growling, and in a fearful rage a t
his disappointment. The hunters advanced, and when they
came within twenty paces he stood up and gave a savage
growl of defiance. But this was his last,-a leaden messenger sent him rolling after his companion.
The maral stood gazing at the hunters without showing
any sign of fear, while they admired his beautiful form and
noble horns. To the honour of the Cossacks be it told, he
was left in peace, great as was the temptation to these illpaid men. Within a few paces were the covcted horns,
equal in value to the annual pay of five of their body. The
fellows were, however, as good as they are brave.
After noting some peculiar marks on the animal's body,
by which to recognise him again, they departed. Retracing
their steps mas a most difficult ancl dangerous task, which
I
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they had not felt during the excitement of the chase. The
following day they sought the bears a t the bottom of the
~recipice,when to their great delight they discovered that
the maral had re-leaped the chasm on to a ledge below the
brink, and had escaped. When the Cossacks joined their
companions at the piquet the whole of the circu~nstances

\rere related. A correct description of the maral mas given ;
and greatly to the credit of these men he long remained
king of his native wilds.
While listening to the above incident my companion
charged his pipe, and began sending out clouds of smoke,
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each puff adding to his happiness. Before t.he second pipe
was consumed, timber, mountain passes, and our day's ride
were forgotten. The night mas calm, with a gent,le breeze
fanning our enormous fires into flames, and lighting up all
around ; nor was our sleep disturbed by tiger, bear, or
wolf.

CHAP. VI.
TI1E RORA ANI) TRADITIOSS.

splendid morning greeted us, causing the arrangements to be speedily completed for our day's ride. The
hunters were again ordered forth to procure fresh supplies,
although the lower branches of the trees which formed our
larder, presented a goodly quantity of venison. I held a
council, and heard a report from Sergae and other huliters,
accustomed to reconnoitre a country well when pursuing
game. As they had seen a small lake in the valley, about
a three hours' ride distant, and thought the mountains
. appeired more accessible in that region, it mas at once
decided to go there and search for a path by which oxen
could ascend to the summit.
Leaving our camp, we shortly reached the place where
the Cossacks had discovered the ford, and passed easily, as
the river had subsided during the night. The water begins
to increase rapidly about four o'clock in the afternoon, and
continues doing so till nine o'clock in the evening,-after
which it gradually subsides. From this point the valley
was exceedingly rugged, the granite cliffs on the north
being nearly perpendicular, and rising nearly 1,000
feet. On the south side, a dense forest. commences on the
bank of the river, extending up a very steep slope for about
500 yards, to the base of some huge rocky masses. These
rose in three terraces till they reached the snow line; in
parts they were wooded, in others the cliffs have fallen,
forming a mass of dlbris that extends from the edge of the
ANOTHER
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forest to the lofty crags that stand bristling out of the
snow like watch-towers and battlements.
About three miles further up the valley me came upon a
spot where an avalanche had swept over these terraces,
forming a great gap, by tearing up the rocks and hurling
them into a vast heap. This mass spread over more than
a . mile in length, and the rocks were piled up 900 to
1,000 feet, appearing as if half a mountain had been thrown
from above. A little beyond this place, the cliffs on the
north jut out nearly to the centre of the valley, terminating
in high crags, which in some parts overhang their base considerably. As I passed round these, a most savage scene
presented itself to me. The forest on the south side had
been torn up by a terrible storin,-naked trunks with their
branches wrenched off reared their shattered forms, and
thousands of trees were lying strewn about in every direction. Here was seen the effect of a hurricane that had
uprooted huge trees like stubble. Far beyond this scene
of devastation' rose the snowy chain of the Ac-tau, its vast
peaks towering into the deep blue vault in sublime grandeur.
Having travelled onward several miles, I arrived at a
part of the valley where the Kora makes a bend toward the
cliffs on the north, leaving a space of about 200 yards in
width, between the base of the rocks and the river. As I
approached this spot, I Tvas almost induced to believe that
the works of the Giants were before me, for five enormous
stones were standing isolated and on end, the first sight of
which gave me the iden that their disposition was not accidental, and that a mnster mind had superintended the
erection, -the group being in perfect keeping with the scene
around. One of these blocks would have made a tower
large enougll for a church, its height being 76 feet above
the ground, and it nlcasured 2.1 feet on one side and 19 feet
on the other. It stood 73 paces from the base of the cliffs,
and mas about 8 feet out of the perpendicular, inclining
I 3
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towards the river. The remaining four blocks varied from 45
to 50 feet in height, one being 15 feet square and the rest
somewhat less. Two of these stood upright, the others mere
leaning in different directions, one of them so far that it had
nearly lost its equilibrium.
A sixth mass of still larger dimensions was lying half
buried in the ground; on this, some young picta trees had
taken root and were growing luxuriantly. About t\vo
hundred yards to the eastward, three other blocks mere lying,
and beneath one was a cavity many a family in Kopal
would have considered a splendid dwelling. Not far from
these stood a pile of stones undoubtedly the work of man,
as a great quantity of quartz blocks had been used, with
other materials, in its construction. It was circular, 42
feet in diameter and 28 feet high, shaped like a dome: a
circle of quartz blocks had been formed on the ground,
enclosing a space ten feet wide all round the tomb. Finding such a tumulus in this valley, surprised me greatly; it
could not have been the grave of a chief of the present race,
but was as ancient as those I had found on the steppe.
illy Iiirgllis companions looked on this place with feelings
of dread, and on the tomb with veneration. Each left a strip
of his garment on the grave as an offering to the soul of
the departed. Their yroceedirig excited my curiosity; and
from one of them, " Tursun," nrho believes hiniself a
descendant of Genghiz, I obtained the following tradition.
The word Kora implies sealed or locked.
" The valley of the Kora was once inhabited by several
~owerfulGenii, who had a continual feud with others of
their race, in the different regions of the Turbagatai, the
Barluck, and the Gobi. They frequently ravaged the nations
or tribes subject to their brethren of the north, and always
retreated to the Kora in security. Many towering crags
commanded the region, enabling the guards to perceive their
advancing enemies afar off; and the vigilant sentiiiels sta-
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tioned on these watch-towers rendered the position impregnable. The approaching legions were lured into the rugged
mountain passes, and there either overpowered or destroyed
by huge blocks hurled from the crags above. At length
their audacity and cruelty became so great that a combination was formed to wreak a fearful vengeance upon
them; and Shaitan was invoked to aid in their destructien.
L L A susual, the advancing bodies mere quickly discovered, aild measures taken to destroy them in the pass.
Shortly two other vast legions mere seen marching towards
different gorges; and now all the forces of the beleaguered
Genii were brought up to annihilatc these hosts. The battle
was terrific ; and the mountains resounded with the din of
war; while the crashing of the avalanches hurled into the
gorges shook the mighty peaks above. Victory seemed
secure to the Genii; when, at the very moment of their
success, an appalling sound mas heard in the upper regions,
causing the mountains to tremble. Suddenly a cloud of
smoke and flame burst forth reaching to mid-heaven; red
lightning darted from the vapour, and the thunder found an
echo in every peak and valley. Amidst this tremendous
uproar, L L hell's artillery" belched forth red-hot rocks,
causing fearful destruction to the legions of the Kora. I n
these appalling sounds the Genii recognised the pan-er of
Darkness; and, becoming panic-struck, they were driven
back into the valley, whither no one had yet dared to follow.
The conquering legions now poured on, with Shaitan leading
the van, when, on the brink of the precipices, vast rocks mere
hurled down, crushing and entombillg the Genii beneath."
After this terrible event the Kora was sealed for 'ages, but
the tradition was handed down from sire to son.
" At length a daring chief determined to visit the valley
and take up his abode there, in spite of the remonstrance of
his family and friends. Attended by a number of his
follo~vers,he crossed the mountains, descended to the Kora,
I4

and encamped on the enchanted ground. The yourts mere
pitched, the aninlals -slain for the festival, and his followers
seated themselves around him, exulting in the prowess of
their Sultan whb had ventured tb lead them to this

inysterious spot. When in the height of their iwvels, a loud
crash of thunder i*olled through the valley, and echoed
among t.he crags. Suddenly, and before the sounds had
died away, a Genii appeared, terrible in his i*age. His
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threatening aspect and flashing sword filled them with
horror. Addressing the Sultan in a voice that'mnde every
heart quail, he said, Monster! thou hast dared to bring thy
slaves hither and pollute this sacred spot, and for this thou
shalt die.'
" Quick as the flash of the lightning the blade swept
round his head, severing the huge rock in twain, a i d in a
moment dl were entoml~eclbeneath the ponderous mass. A
few of the people saw the fearful tragedy from a distance,
and fled, conveying the information to the Sultan's family
and to the tribe. The women became inconsolable, and
mourned for years. At last a spirit called the ' white lady'
took pity upon them, a i d through her intercession the tribe
were permitted to raise the tumulus near the fatal spot.
After which the valley mas again closed, and no Icirghis has
ever ventured to feed his flocks there."
Leaving a place rendered classical by IGrghis traditions
(which are quite as true as those of Greek origin), we continued our ride up the valley; and this we found ascended
rapidly. As we proceeded upward, the trees became more
stunted in their gromth. I n little more than an hour me
reached the lake; but it scarcely deserved the name, being
only about 400 yards long, and 100 yards broad. It
extends, however, into the mountains to the north. A
stream from it rolls over a fall about 50 feet high, and then
runs on into the Kora. After surveying this place, which
afforded but little hope of success to our search for a path,
we left the Kora and rode up a steep ascent on the west side
of the lake. This led us up to a ridge, wlience we got a view
into the region beyond, -and a rugged one it proved.
To the north-east, summit beyond summit appeared, till
the eye rested on the snowy peaks near the source of the
Ac-sou. There there was no chance of n path. After
crossing the ridge, we continued our ride in a northwesterly direction, towards nnothcr high summit, crowned
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with lofty crags. I n places our way was over a mossy turf,
sprinkled with flowers; other parts we found to be a stony
region, over which it would be difficult for the osen to drag
the timbkr, though not impossible. A ride of two hours
finally brought us to the fallen masses near the foot of the
crags; and these compelled us to seek a path more to the
westward, where the osen \vould he able to cross the
summit.
The engineer, myself, and three men, dismounted and
climbed the high rocks that afforded a view over the
country, whence we saw that there was only a narrow valley
betweeh us and the lust summit. This induced us to hasten
onward, and shortly afterwards n-e arrived at a great gap
i n the crags, through which we picked our way amorig the
fallen blocks. I t was evident that a path could easily be made
here, if we succeeded in finding a route forward. We
descended into the narrow valley and found it rough rand
stony, still we made our way across, and began the last
ascent: i t proyed to be the most difficult part of our route;
but by taking an oblique direction we succeeded in reaching
a dome-shaped summit, the highest point over which the
route mould pass. Here we a11 dismounted, and presently
piled up a landmark that was visible for a long distance.
About a mile from this point a route had been traced by
the Cossacks leading northward, and thus the object of my
friend mas accomplished.
Two miles distant to the north-east the mountain
swelled up into a mighty dome capped with mow, with
dark crags protruding. At its base on the north side I
observed a thickly-wooded glen falling to the eastward.
It was evident that this summit would afford me a view
of the country around, as well as into the deep valleys
esteriding soutll from the Ac-tau, whicll I wished to ex-.
amiue. I therefore left my companion to return by the
route me had come, as he intended throwing up a few land-
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inarks to provide against the obliteration of the track before
uext summer.
Taking three men with me I rode towards the mountain
and soon began the ascent: it was far more abrupt ihan any
of us had imagined, and occupied us an hour in riding to
the snow line. From our elevated position, that ww7as far
above all other points for many miles around, me had a
magnificent view of the Ac-tau, Mus-tau, and the peaks near
the source of the Ili; while to the north the dark cres$s
of the Kara-tau were visible, and immediately beneath us
were several deep valleys extending to the south-east. The
foreground on which we stood was composed of masses of
light green slate, but the rocks above protruding through
the snow were of a deep red colour; I obtained specimens,
which proved to be a beautiful j;lsper containing veins of
pure quartz. Descending towards the south, me came upon
a fine red granite extending far into the valley. In these
rocks I found broad veins of rose quartz, some of them
eighteen and twenty inches thick, whence blocks of a
splendid colour could be obtained. After crossing the valley
and riding about six miles, we came upon our friends
engaged erecting a landmark.
Finding that it was two hours past noon, me began to
retrace our steps at a quick pace, only stopping twice to
raise two more pillars; but this so delayed us, that day was
near its close when we reached the valley of the Kora. As me
rode down to the Giants' Tombs the last gleams of light
were fading from the high peaks of the Ac-tau, while all
around us was shrouded in deep gloonl. On approaching
by this dim light a spot which the traditions of the people
have clothed with sublime imagery, it was obvious that
the Kirghis advanced with superstitious dread. l17hen they
caught sight of the mighty stones, whose bases were lost in
the darkness that rapidly closed over the valley, a marked
change came over them. They evidently expected either
'
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Shaitan or the Geliii would appear, and cast suspicious
glances at every object that came into view.
Further on we had a real danger to encounter in fording
the Kora, and fears were entertained that the water was too
high to permit of it. We pushed on as quickly as the
ground permitted, and on reaching the ford we saw that
the water was deep; but as crossing afforded the only chance
for a dinner, we decided to innke the attempt. We rode
down the bank, stood at the edge of the stream till formed
in close line, and then plunged in. The water had risen
considerably, arid in a few steps my horse and others were
swimmil~g; several floundered over the stones, but we crossed
in safety, though not without a ;vetting. After this we soon
caught a glimpse of our camp fires, and in a short time we
also were seated around them. The hunters had long
returned, adding two maral to our larder. A rough ride
arid a fast of twelve hours tended to promote appetite and
give a zest to our venison. My friend was delighted at the
success of the expedition, and pipe after pipe was eshausted
by him in the excess of his gratification.
Another splendid morn beamed upon us, but the gms
was crisped with hoar-frost, and a coating of ice was on the
pools,-a sudden change froill the balmy breezes of yesterday.
Immediately after breakfast my companion and his people
mere ready to return to the fort.. My arrangements had
also been made to ascend the Kora as far towards its source
as possible. This being a good region for kame, I included
Sergne arid the two hunters in my pnfty, leaving three men
at the camp. As we rode to the ford, the engineer urged
me not to remain too loag in tlie region, and suggested my
being guided by Sergae and the Kirghis as to the time of
my departure, for they knew the climate well. On the
morning of the 27th 1r.e crossed the ford, shook hands, and
separated, -he for I<opal, and I to go up the liora. Hurry-
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ing rapidly on through the part we passed yesterday, I
reached the lake, and then entered into a new region.
A little beyond the lake the valley became much
narrower, with high precipices on each side; and the river
was embedded among cedar trees, that fringed its banks.
Passing round the base of the northern cliffs, we entered a
large oval-shaped basin, about two miles long, and nearly a
mile in width, having large blocks of granite, slate, limestone, and other rocks strewn promiscuously over it. In
some of these masses I observed a metallic appearance.
Dismounting, I discovered this to be lead ore, almost pure.
Some of it was as soft as my rifle balls; and the rocks
containing the metal had been brought to their present
position by the torrent. Two broad water-courses had been
ploughed through this basin, and the rocks heaped upon
each side; both were now quite dry. Having crossed these,
we found the Kora running in a broad channel.
The mountain to the south appears to have been scooped
out, and forms a deep crescent. Its abrupt face was cut into
numerous terraces, now thickly wooded with pine, birch, and
cedar. Many isolated crags mere rising far above the trees,
and over-topping these mere the snow-clad summits of the
chain. While examining them with my glass, I observed a
group of five maral feeding at a great elevation above us. I
pointed them out to Sergae, telling him they were on the
slope between two high crags; but he declared there were
none. Having given him the glass, and directed it towards
the spot, he quickly- discovered the animals, and showed
them to his hunting companions, who mere equally incredulous till the glass was applied to their eyes; when
the three stood in amazement, first looking at the glass and
then gazing up towards the deer. Sergae instantly
esclaimed that he must secure some of those; and asked to
go in pursuit. I consented, and directed them to meet me
on this spot at sunset.
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I n a few minutes Sergae and his companions forded the
river, and made their horscs ascend the steep; then having
reached the foot of the cliffs, they secured them under some
trees, and began to climb the towering rocks on foot. We
stood watching them a short time, when I found the
temptation great, but I knew lily days were limited in this
region, and that time could not be spared. Turning away
reluctantly, I rode through the labyrinth and entered a part
of the valley with steep mountain slopes rising on each
side; between which the river rushed down in a succession
of falls. This was a splendid scene, and was added to my
folio. 111 the distance of a quarter of a mile the fall is not
less than 1,500 feet.
Not far beyond this place we came upon masses of ice
lying on the banks, through which the water had cut a
channel; some mere 30 and 40 feet thickt After passing
them by riding along the mountain slope, at a considerable
height above the river, we reached a part where the torrent
was bridged over by ice, about 100 yards in breadth, and
from 50 to 60 feet in depth. This put a stop to our further
progress on I~orseback. Two men were left in charge of the
horses, and the rest accompanied me onward.
Our may was over the ice, which was cracked and
broken into hundreds of fragments, having numerous
fissures extending through its whole thickness. These
presented constant obstructions, and our progress was slo\v,
till we arrived at a track made by animals along the
mountain side. Having proceeded about a mile, we found
the river running in an open channel formed in the ice
more than 100 feet deep; the sides were much undermined, and the mass had a beautiful sea-green colour.
Proceeding onward, the valley rose rapidly, and the torrent
made a thundering sound as it rushed along. A little
further up it was lost beneath a bed of ice of great depth;
still, the roaring of the water was heard. At this part the

valley was narrowed to a gorge about 150 yards wide, with
cliffs rising to about 600 feet in height. Beyond were
rugged slopes, with patches of snow and rocks, terminating
in a lofty serrated ridge ; and above this were vast snowy
crests.
Proceeding upwards we presently came to a turn in the
gorge, where the snowy peaks and the glacier burst upon
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us in all their grandeur. A sea of ice and snow extended
ten or twelve miles up to the base of several vast snowy
peaks, whose perpendicular and riven sides showed the dark
rocks protruding through. Having crossed the ice to some
rocks about half a mile distant, we ascended the cliffs about
300 feet, whence the view was magnificent. In one part the
surface mas broken up into thousands of fragments, that
sparkled like brilliants in the rays of the sun; while to the
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south, and nearer the mountains, several large fissures mere
visible; but the torrent was buried too deep beneath the
crystal mass to make its voice heard. A complete solitude
reigned around ; nothing having life mas seen either among
the crags or on the icy waste. It was desolation clothed in
the purest garb, rendering its aspect inexpressibly cold and
chilling. Had I reached this place a month earlier, I would
have crossed the glacier to the higher chain; but the risk
was too great at this late season, the storms in this region
being both sudden and terrible.
I-Iaving taken my last look at these giants of the chain, I
turned away with regret; and late in the afternoon reached
my companions and the horses. I hastened our return, as
the sun mas sinking fast, and would sobn set in this deep
valley. Drawing near the place where the hunters started
after the game, all looked around, but nowhere could we see
any traces of them, though it was past the time appointed for
our meeting. The sun had shed his last rays on the lofty
pealis, and the valley was already shrouded in a dim
twilight. The men holloaed loudly, but we received no
response. Two of them rode across the river, to ascertain
if the horses were still at the foot of the rocks; and
returned announcing that they were gone. I ordered a
volley from our rifles, which echoed among the crags, but
no answer was-given; me therefore concluded that they had
returned to the camp.
It was long after dark when me forded the river; but
every stone in our way seemed to be known to our horses,
as they crossed without a stumble. On our arrival at the
camp I was greatly surprised to find that the missing men
were not there. We all felt great apprehension that an
accident had befallen them among the precipices. More
than an hour after our arrival two of them rode into the
camp; but Sergae was still missing, nor could I gather any
satisfactory account respecting him. It appeared that they
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had ascended the cliffs together, and had got nearly within
rifle range of the maral when the animals scented them, and
galloped away, - three going in one direction, and two in
another. This circumstance divided the party: Sergae
followed the two ~narals,and his companions the other
three; they pursued them Tar into the region of eternal
snow, where they shot one on the brink of a precipice, over
which he fell; and the others escaped.
Many efforts, attended with great risk, were made to
reach the deer from above, but they were unsucccssful, and,
much to the hunters' disappointment, they were obliged to
leave him for the wolves. It was quite dark when tliey got
down to the place where their horses were left; and Sergae
not being there, they concluded that he had returned to the
camp. Our anxiety became centred upon him; but after
more tlian two hours had elapsed, a shout was heard from
the opposite side of the river, calling for assistance. In a
few minutes several men were in their saddles, and, riding to
the ford; they crossed in a body as the water was deep, and
conducted Sergae over in safety. When I saw him ride up
to the balaghan, it was a great relief to my mind.
He had followed the two maral among the precipices for
several hours, after which they descended to the Kora,
crossed the river, and-began to feed on the shores of the lake.
IIe returned to his horse, rode over the stream, and started
again in pursuit. Just at dusk he found them and shot onethis he had brought home; besides which he had killed a
wild goat, and left him lianging under u tree till the morrow.
He had heard our signal as he was stealing upon his game,
and could not answer it.
When I turned out on the morning of the 28th there
was a clear sky, and a sharp frost quite biting to the fingers.
After breakfast I commenced my sketching: first, the scene
so famed in Kirghis story,-the terrible defeat of the Genii,
and the Sultan's tomb. This and some others near it occupied
IC
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the day. The next day, which was much colder, was
devoted to another part of the valley equally grand and
interesting. During mv absence a party of the men hunted
a large black bear that had paid them a visit at the camp,he escaped, though not with a whole skin, as was shown by
the crimson spots on the stone%. He was cunning enough
to beat a retreat into the thick forest, among rocks where
his pursuers could not follow.
My labours were continued daily, and my rambles
extended far up several of the ravines running to the south,
which led me among some of nature's most stupendous
works. I n fact, I could have spent a month exploring this
part of the chain, as each day's journey opened out places
full of interest. I n some the slate was heaved u p into
perpendicular pinnacles, in others it was lying at various
angles, and some of the strata were bent into curves. I was
subsequently led into a granite region, among precipices
whose silmmits were shattered by light>ning, and their
faces riven into picturesque forms; while in several of the
ravines, and on the mountain tops, I found jaspers and
porphyry of various colours.
So time passed till the 4th of October, when I awoke just
as day was breaking, and ushering in one of the most lovely
mornings I had ever beheld. As the sun rose, fleecy clouds
were lit up with a glowing crimson light; while the snowclad and frozen peaks gleamed phantom-like against the
sky. A little later the icy masses received t l ~ e~ ~ o stint,
y
appearing to throw out flashes of brilliant flame, and
gradually the rocky crags were coloured with the glorious
hue, while all beneath was in deep shade. Even my people
watched the changes with astonishment: two of the Kirghis
thought this the expiring effort of summer, and a token of
n sudden change.
We left the camp early, as our ride would be a long one,
to proceed to a mngnificent waterfall in one of the ravines.
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After sketching this I crossed a high ridge, and reached the
western end of the glacier at a point where it was slowly
advancing through a rocky gorgc into the valley. Leaving
our horses, four of the men ascended the lofty crags along
with me, and in about an hour we looked upon the Mus-tau,
with the glaciers descending from it; while to the southeast line after line of mount'nin peaks extended, and beyond
these rose the stupendous L L Eogda Oiila," SO far in thc
distance that it appeared like a thin, airy cloud. We
descended to the glacier, and returned through the gorgc,
which was only accomplished after considerable difficulty,
the sun being far down on his course when we reached
our horses.
During our march I had observed a peculiar haze
spreading over the mountai~is,and now it descended into
the valleys; this the Kirghis said betokened bnd weather.
These men are keen observers and excellent judges of the
different phenomena that usually appear before a change,
and their opinions may be relied upon with implicit con-.
fidence. They urged that .no time should be lost; and our
necks were often risked in the rough ride over the country
we passed. Darkness caught us long before we reached the
valley of the Kora, mliich rendered our ride redly dangerous,
and it was past nine o'clock when we rode into the camp.
Sergae and his companions had been successfiil. A smoking
hot dish of stewed venison was placed before me ; tliis, and a
few glasses of delicious tea, soon satisfied both my hunger and
thirst. While taking my meal, I observed that Sergae and
several Kirghis were in deep consultation round one of the
fires. When my supper was ended, three of them came up
and told me that the appearance we liad seen to-day was
a certain indication of a coming storm, and a forerunner of
the winter. They urged upon me the absolute necessity
of leaving the valley early in the morning, deeming it
dangerous to delay. I told them that if at daylight they
K 2

should obserrc any indications of a change, we would depart
without delay; if no such sight appeared, I wisl~edto rc~iiain
a few days longer. With this answer they were satisfied.
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Several hours had elapsed, when I was suddenly roused
from my night's rest by a loud crash of thunder which
bewildered me for a moment. . As I listened to its echoes
among the mountains, a vivid flash lit up the vulley in s

reddish light; at the same moment another terrific roll
burst over us, causing every one to sit up. This was accompanied by a great hurricane that we could hear rushing
down through the trees far above us. Flash succeeded
flash in quick succession, the thunder rolled incessantly, and
presently it began to snow. The men rose and heaped logs
on the fire, for the ground and the balaghans were quickly
covered with a wintry garb, rendering it exceedingly chilly.
Th.2 thunder continued to echo through the valley for more
than two hours, while the snow fell fast. The stoim had
visited us earlier than expected, and the Kirghis were
extremely anxious to leave the valley.
When morning dawned on the 5th, what a change had
come over the scene! The ground was covered more than a
foot deep with snow, which continued to fall so thick that
both forest and mountain were hidden from our view. This
was a serious matter, as we could not move while the snow
fell; and both Sergae and the Kirghis were alarmed. They
feared the storm p night continue several days, and then we
should be shut in on the banks of the Kora, without a
chance of escape. Hour after hour passed without the
slightest appearance of a change, till ten o'clock, when the
snow-storm ceased; but a heavy, dark canopy hung over us.
Looking up to the high peaks, I perceived that the clouds
were driving past at a tremendous speed, although it was a
perfect calm with us. I pointed this out to my companions,
who at once prognosticated a fearful storm. It soon became
evident that the wind was descending, as we observed snow
swept over the precipices in clouds; nor was it long before
the sound wag heard in the upper region of the forest.
Gradually the roar came nearer, when branches were torn
from the trees and carried along by the blast.
Deep as we were in the valley, it was not long before
a sound more appalling than the crashing thunder was
heard approaching; and shortly the hurricane swept p a t ,
x 3
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covering us in a cloud of snow, which it licked from off the
ground like dust. Instinct had warned the horses of what
n7as coming; and they sought shelter in the thick forest,
whither it was impossible to follow them at present. The
day passed ; night came, and still the tempest raged;
fortunately, no snow fell, and we occasionally got .a glimpse
of the starry heavens. Our only hope was in the wind
clearing the snow off the track by which we had descended,
as we might thus be enabled to escape ; but this contingency
,uppeared doubtful. The bark was stripped from several
trees; arid cedar branches were collected, with which we
made our balaghans more habitable. By these means and
large fires we became tolerably comfortable.
Another morning dawned upon us, and the storm was
raging with greater fury; large trees were snapped asunder
like matches; and great branches were carried high into the
air. This day was spent in anxious hope that the storm
would abate at sunset; and a little before dusk it lulled
for a short time, only, however, to burst forth again
with more terrible effect. About midnight it subsided into
a perfect calm; and immediately after a severe frost set in.
Sergae awoke me in the night; when he and the Kirghis
urged me to depart as early as possible, saying that storms
~vouldnow be frequent, and that the loss of one hour might
prevent our escape. To this reasonable request I offered no
objection, as our safety depended upon crossing the mountains and reaching Kopal.
Before day broke on the 7th we were all up and stirring;
and soon after daylight a party of men were in search of our
horses. The animals were found in a sheltered spot, near
the foot of some high precipices, whicli completely screened
thern from the tempest, while it afforded a sufficient
pasture. The water in the Korn was greatly diminished,
and ice was formed on the pools three inches thick, while a
cutting breeze made our ftlces tingle. At nine o'clock we
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forded the river, and rode down the valley, following our
former track, where we found the snow driven into heaps so
deep that we could not ride through them. These obliged
us to turn in another direction, that shortly brought us
into greater difficulties, as the first two men vanished in a
moment, and both horses and riders went floundering into
deep snow, from which we had great trouble in extricating
them. m'e retraced our steps, and divided into two parties,
in the hope that one or other would find a track to some
rocks abont 400 paces distant, where we knew the ascent
commenced.
Rolls in ths deep snow did not daunt us; and after
many efforts we approached to within about eighty yards of
the rocks. Beyond this point it seemed impossible to
advance; for whichever way me turned our attempts were
baffled. It was now feared that the horses must be left, and
that our only chance was to ascend on foot. I, however,
objected to the idea of abandoning our animals to perish
without other trials, and accompanied Sergae to a place a
little more to the westward. Again we turned towards the
rocks, proceeding with caution, till we reacl~ed within
twenty paces, when we found a deep hollow filled with
snow, forming a complete barrier. Two men tried to pass
on foot, and failed; others sought a path a little more to the
north, and succeeded in crossing; and here we led our
horses over, to our inexpressible satisfaction. Although we
were only two miles from our encampment, we had been
four hours ip reaching this place.
Looking upwards the prospect seemed better, as there
was little snow ; but we soon found it was impossible to ride
our horses up the rocky steep. The animals were therefore
strung together, the reins being fastened to the cruppers,
and now formed a long line, by means of which they would
be able to hold each other up in case of accident. When all
were ready, Sergtle led the may; I followed, with two men
K 4
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close behind; then came Kirghis leading the horses, and the
other people after them. Our progress mas slow; and in
some parts the track was really dangerous, as the rocks were
covered with ice. The axes mere used to roughen the
surface, which enabled us to ascend to the top without
accident. Standing for a few minutes on the summit, we
looked down into the valley, and saw the smoke curling up
in wreaths from our fires. I believe all felt thankful for
our escape from a spot that would otherwise have been
our last home.
We found but little snow on the summits ; the gale having
carried it illto the valleys and ravines. This enabled us to
~nakea rapid ride over the mountains. Without encountering further difficulties, me arrived at the fort a little
before dark, when we heard from our friends that the snowstorm had been very slight, and had soon turned into rain.
I visited the works with the engineer, and found that they
had progressed considerably during my absence. The
Cossacks were busy building up the logs; and my friend
expected to place the roof on the hospital in eight days. He
had most wisely suspended the earthworks at the fort, and
was using all his means to get the buildings covered in.
Besides, it gave the Cossacks an opportu~iityof roofing in
their own dwellings before the winter; arid this was a most
important matter.
The morning of the 8th ushered in a great change: it
was like summer on these low plains; but the summits of
the Ala-tau had received a new covering of snow, indicating
that winter was approaching. Still, Sergae and the liirghis
thought I should have time to visit the source of the river
Bean, about 30 niiles to the eastward. I also hoped to
explore this before the winter set in; and preparations were
made to start on the following day.
The nomades stated that, about twenty years since,
terrible thunderings were heard in u valley near the source
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of this river, that continued for many days, causing the
people to leave their summer pastures and hasten down to
the plain. Some of the men who were in the vicinity
declared that the valley was filled with steam, from out of
which lightning came forth that had destroyed many of
their herds. They also told me of a vast cavern in one of
the gorges whence sounds often issued, and sometimes clouds
of steam. I n this place they say vast treasures were
deposited by the Genii, which they believe to be guarded by
demons. Believing the first part of this story had its origin
in some volcanic outbursts, I determined to visit the region.
Sergae, two Cossacks, and five Iiirghis formed my party,
and we left the fort early; our route being eastward along
the plain at the foot of the Ale-tau. A ride of four hours
brought us to the narrow valley of the Bean, which extends
far up into the mountain to the south. A wide stream was
rushing along over its bed of rocks, the banks were fringed
with shrubs, and the ground was still covered with summer
vegetation. Farther up, the valley was studded with clumps
of picta, birch, and poplar; on ascending higher it became
a dense forest, which retarded our progress.
It mas near evening when we emerged into a more open
part of the valley, inclosed on both sides by high cliffs of
limestone. Here we found good pastures, with plenty of
~ o o for
d fuel: this induced Sergae to advise our encamping
under the trees, as higher up there would be no shelter.
I n a short time we had large fires blazing, that made our
camp look cheerful, while a few branches piled up on one
side formed a cornfortable bed-room. When night began to
shroud in the valley, the horses were piqueted near the fires,
and the Kirghis made anothkr at a short distance to frighten
away the tigers, that frequently destroyed their cattle;
wolves are also numerous in this region. The night, however, passed without either men or animals being disturbed.
We were on horseback early in the morning, and con-
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tinued our ride upward. After going about two miles, the
valley turned more to the eastward, and in three hours we
reached a point where it terminated in s ravine that
extended far into the mountains. One of the guides led us
over a ridge to the south, and a further ride of tnTohours
brought us into the valley we mere seeking. It \\-as a
rugged place, about five miles in length and two in breadth,
with a small lake near the centre. Snowy peaks formed a
crescent on the south and east, and it terminated on the
west a t the foot of some high crags. Several groups of
argali were seen browsing on the slope, but they scampered
off on our approach.
We rode down the declivity, picking our way among
masses of greenstone, and reached the bottom of the valley.
No evidence of volcanic action was visible on the shore of
the lake, which appeared to be shallow, and formed by the
snow melting on the high summits around. In summer,
before the water is carried off by evaporation, it is considerably larger. Having ridden more than a mile to the
westward, and crossed nearly to the foot of the high
mountain to the south, I found nothing that would account
for the phenomena the people had described; and after a
careful inspection, mas convinced that no volcanic eruption
had occurred in the valley.
I now desired the Kirghis to guide me to the cavern.
One of them pointed to a great cleft in the lofty ridge to the
south-east, and said, ' L It is there, but the snow is deep."
Notwithstanding the difficulty he had suggested, I detern~itied to proceed: we therefore rode towards it, and in
an hour were brought to a stand by snow that had
recently fallen. Lealying three'men in charge of our steeds,
we commenced the ascent on foot. This proved no easy
task, as nre frequently sunk nearly overhead ; and floundering
in the snow \\.as not agreeable. Having gone about two
miles, we reached a part of the mountain where the rocks
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were rent into numerous cavities. Some were nearly filled
with snow, in other places they were bridged over, and
between these wintry arches we got a peep into their
enormous depths. It would have been madness attempting
to cross these frail structures. Even my old hunter, who
was no coward, declined to proceed.
I inquired of my guides (as they had declared they knew
the route) why they had led us into this labyrinth, tlirough
which it was impossible to pass. Two of them said that
they had ascended by a route a little rnore to the north, but
at this time the snow had rendered that impracticable.
None of them had ever been so far to the south before, and
they had no idea of the dangers we had encountered. I
ventured to express a doubt of the existence of the cavern
and its wonders. This roused my companions, who swore
that they had been in the gorge twice when the steam was
pouring out of the great mouth, but had never approached
near enough to hear the voices. One man said that his
father had lost several horses .and two camels, which had
strayed into the gorge, and that the man who went in
search of them never returned. He fully believed that they
had been drawn into the cavern and devoured. Had we
succeeded in reaching the gorge, none of the Kirghis would
have approached the cavern ; the Cossacks, however, had no
fear. It was not without great regret that I felt compelled
t o return, and leave the exploration of the cavern to others.
From midsummer to the middle of August, I believe it may
be reached without difficulty.
The guides now proposed to lead me into a beautiful
valley to the north-east where game was plentiful, whence
we could also return to the plain by another route. We
therefore retraced our steps, crossed the ridge to the Bean,
riding up its bank (or about a mile, and then forded the
stream. A ravine opened to the north, through which we
passed into a most romaritic spot, apparently surrounded
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by limestone cliffs. After crossing this place we descended
through an opening in the rocks, and saw several maml
bounding over a small valley beneath, having scented our
approach. On discovering them, the eyes of the hunters
sparkled, end Sergae proposed that we should carry some of
these noble animals back with us. I consented to remain
for a couple of days, and take our chances of success in
hunting, which gave great satisfaction to my co~npanions.
We were soon encamped under a clump of trees, and the
evening was spent in the preparations for commencing the
sport on the morrow. It was arranged that Sergae should
be my companion, that the Cossacks should go in another
direction, and the Kirghis remain at the camp.
We were up and ready early, and started on our
respective missions before sunrise. Shortly after leaving our
camp we entered a singular glen, a favourite spot with the
Kirghis, where they make their Xi-ran in the summer.
Leaving this curious scene, we continued our ride from one
small valley to another till past noon, but without seeing a
single animal. Numerous trails were discovered, some of
which we followed far without success. At length we saw
three argali browsing high u p among the rocks at about a
mile distant. Our horses were speedily secured, and we
started on the chase, intending to approach them from the
leeward.
Sergae led the way, and we scaled the rugged slope,
keeping under cover till we thought we mere near them.
The old hunter reconnoitred, and discovered that they had
moved much higher up, where they were feeding. This
compelled us to make a considerable ddtour, and as we
approached they ascended, giving us a long chase. At last
we were near the summit, and saw the animals bound away
far beyond the range of our rifles -tantalizing after a four
hours' chase.
We followed the ridge to the eastward, in the hope of
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falling in with other animals. At length the sun \vent down,
and this caused us to descend rapidly. On our way a group
of ibes sprung out from among the rocks: Sergae dropped
one as he was springing over some large stones, behind
which the others had disappeared. Darkness was already
shrouding in the valley, and we were not yet half may down.
Although descending was far less laborious than scaling the

Curioua Ibcks, and m h i a making Ai-ran.

cliffs, i t was attendcd with much more .danger. Having
reached the bott,om we turned to the westward, and after a
walk of more than fi17e miles, found our horses and rode
quickly to tile camp; but it was long after dark mhcn we
arrived.
Our companions were already seated by the blazing fire ;
they had been more successful, having brought home a fine
maral and a wild goat; a second maral had been mounded,
but had escaped in the darkness. This was a bad day's
sport; and very few animals had been seen. Sergae and
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the Cossacks assigned as a reason that the wolves had been
hunting the maral, causing them to ascend into the higher
valleys, adding an assurance that we should be visited by
the ravenous beasts before morning. Large fires were
made; the horses piqueted near them, and two sentinels
were placed outside as a guard, - all the others, except
Sergae and myself, were left sleeping. He mas seated on a log,
puffing clouds of smoke from his short Chinese pipe; every
few minutes ceasing to smoke, to answer my questions
relating to his service in other parts of the steppe.
After taking a few strong pulls at his pipe, he commenced an account of his early career among the tribes,
saying, I was among the first men who were sent to
establish piquets on the Karkaralla, -a small mountain
chain in the Seradne (middle) Horde, north of the Balkash.
The Kirghis resisted our advance into their territory; and
many severe conflicts ensued at the different positions; but
we maintained our ground, although it was often difficult to
send provisions. At that period the Icarkaralla abounded
with large fame, -the
maral, argali, cazeole, and wild
goat. Whenever any of the Cossacks were out hunti~ig,it
required great care to avoid being captured; and many of
my comrades were taken by the Kirghis and sold as slaves
into Bokhara, Tashkend, and Khokan ; not one of whom
ever returned.
" I once had, a narrow escape, having been separated
from two of my companions when out hunting in the
Rarkaralla. Knowing the danger of an attempt to return
alone, I searched for them, but without success ; and at last
I started for the piquet. On descending one of the ravines,
and when near the outlet to the plain, I saw a body of
Kirghis at about 200 yards distant. Some were sitting on
the ground; and a few were standing beside their horses.
My appearance roused the party into action in a moment;
several sprung into their saddles, and others rushed towards
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their steeds. I saw in an instant that my position was a
critical one, and that they intended my capture.
" It was impossible to pass them; while retreating up the
glen was also dangerous, as they had good steeds, which
would soon overtake me. A large maral being secured on
my horse that would retard his speed, I severed with my
knife the thongs that held him, and pushed him down.
By this time several men were riding fast towards me, when
I turned my horse and galloped up the pass. There was no
time to look back; and by their shouts I could hear that '
they were gaining upon me. My rifle was quickly unslung ;
and I determined that the first man who approached should
pay the penalty. As I urged on my horse, they shrieked
like chorts (devils) in my rear.
" Having reached the mouth of a very narrow ravine,
that entered the gorge from the right, I sprang into it,
and ascended np the bed of a small stream which came
trickling down. I had not proceeded more than twenty
paces when the Kirghis were a t its mouth, believing they
had me secure. Springing from my horse, I stood with my
rifle pointed ; and as they could only approach in single file
not one dared to face it.
" A mass of rock stood out into the ravine a litt,le higher
up. I saw if this was reached I could stand a siege against
three times their number; and my horse would be secure
behind it. Driving him upwards, I retreated slowly, taking
care to cover 'with my rifle any' man who attempted to
follow. This kept them in check; and in a short time I was
safe in a fort about thirty feet above the little stream. From
this place I could pick off the men as they approached; and
re-load before a rash could be made-on my position. All
had remained quiet for about half an hour, when I observed
several men examining the face of the cliffs, apparently
intending to climb. Their object was obviqus ; but I
determined not to fire a shot unless compelled. The men
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pnssecl out of the ravine; and my watch mas vigilantly kept,
both in front nnd on the cliffs.
" I was soon made aware of their proceedings by several
pieces of rock being dislodged and falling into the ravine,
which told me they were far above. The spot mas scanned
as if I was watching for the eye of the sable ; and presently
I caught a glimpse of two men creeping along the ledges
towards a point above my position. I called out, ' You had
better take care; you are not going to take me like a marten
in his hole, without having your fingers bitten.'
The
Icirghis in the pass began shouting to attract my attention,
but my eye was on the cliff; nnd I saw a man's hand
grasping a projecting point of rock. l i y rifle was it~stantly
raised; in a few moments his,head appeared, and his eye
rested on me for an instant; it was enough. I touched the
trigger; he made a leap into the rarine, and fell not far
from his companions, -several of whom rushed up nnd
carried him out. They now set up some fierce shouts, but
took especial care to keep under shelter."
After relating this my companion applied most vigorously to his pipe for several minutes, and then continued
his narration.
"That was a lesson they did not like; and the other
man crouched close behind the ledge. Could I have sighted
him for a few moments, he should have jumped after his
companion. They had now found I could bite, and they
left me alone; but they kept guard in 'the pass, and
frequently lookecl post the corner to see what I mas doing.
As they mere inclined to keep their distance, I begnn
smoking, and wished for darkness, when I intended to make
my escape on foot. I had smoked several pipes undisturbed,
when suddenly I heard a commotion ; several of the Icirghis
galloped up the pass, and others quickly followed.
" They. had not gone far when the report of a rifle
echoed among the crags; and I hcard the clztter of hoofs
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returning. I knew that my comrades were at hand, and
determined to bring down one of the horses of our enemies
as they passed my fort. In a few minutes they were near
the ravine; the first man galloped by, but the second I
stopped, and sent both horse and rider rolling. When my
rifle cracked, my comrades gave a shout ; I answered, and
we soon met in the pass. They had wounded one of the
Kirghis, which caused them to retreat; and now they kept
far out of our reach."
Sergae having finished his narrative, we prepared for
sleeping, and were lying down when a distant howling was
heard. " I told you," he exclaimed, " that the brutes would
find us; and here they come!" We had no fear of an
attack; and the horses were so well secured that they could
not break away. Several choruses were howled as the
wolves advanced, till they entered a belt of bushes about
200 yards from our camp. We could hear constant
growling, and sundry combats among the pack. These
continued till near daylight, when they departed for their
dens.
At daybreak we were in our saddles, and left the camp,
the Cossacks going in search of the wounded maral, while
I and Sergae rode towards one of the upper valleys, where
he thought we should find plenty of game. As we passed
along, the hunter bestowed a curse on all the wolf race, and
hoped we might make a near acquaintance with some of
them. We had ridden far amid many remarkable rocky
scenes, in a limestone region, and in some parts through
wooded glades, but not a single maral or argali had been
seen. At length we saw several bearcoots soaring aloft,
when Sergae assured me that both hunters and game were
not far off.
I have mentioned in my former work that the bearcoot
is trained for hunting by the Iiirghis. But I have said
nothing of his prowess in his wild state, when he sports on
L

his own account, and sometimes plunders other ravagers of
their prey. The following incident will illustrate his power
and courage, besides showing that he would prove a formidable
opponent to any unarmed man, if hunger prompted him to
dispute possession of his game.
Three of these dark monarchs of the sky were seen
soaring high above the crags to the south, which were too
abrupt to ride over. We therefore piqueted our horses to
feed, and began to ascend the mountain slope. I n about an
hour and a half we reached the summit, and descended into
a small wooded valley, when we observed the bearcoots
wheeling round towards the upper end, in which direction
we hastened. Having gone at a quick walk for about three
miles, we reached a rocky glen that led us into a valley of
the Bean, known to be a favourite resort of the animals we
were seeking. A small torrent ran foaming through its
centre, and mountains rose on each side far above the snowline. In singular contrast with the rich foliage and luxuriant
herbage in the valley, the lower slopes facing the south were
almost destitute of verdure, while those facing the north
were clothed with n dense forest.
We had scarcely entered this sylvan spot when a singular spectacle was presented to our view. A large maral
had been hunted down by three wolvcs, who had just seized
him, and the ravenous brutes were tearing the noble animal to
pieces while yet breathing. We instantly prepared to inflict
punishment on two of the beasts, and crept quietly along
under cover to get within range. We succeeded, and were
levelling our rifles, when Sergae called my attention to two
large bearcoots, poising aloft and preparing for a swoop.
He whispered, '' Don't fire, and we shall see some grand
sport."
Presently one of the eagles shot down like an arrow,
and was almost instantly followed by the other. When
within about forty yards of the group, the wolves caught
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sight of them, and instantly stood on the defensive, showing
their long yellow hngs, and uttering a savage howl.
I n a few seconds the first bearcoot struck his prey; one
talon was fixed on his back, the other on the upper part of
the neck, completely securing the head, while he tore out
the wolfs liver with his beak. The other bearcoot had
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seized another wolf, and slrortly both were as lifeless as the
animal they had hunted.
The third brute snarled when his comrades set up their
wailing howls, and started for the cover: he was soon within
range, when a puff of white smoke rose from Sergae's rifle,
L 2
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and the wolf rolled over, dead. The report startled the
bearcoots, but we remained concealed, and they commenced'
their repast on the stag. Their attack had been made with
so much gallantry, thaf neither the old hunter nor myself
could raise a rifle against them, or disturb their banquet.
When satisfied, they soared up to some lofty crags, and
Sergae took off the skins of the poachers, which he intended
keeping as trophies bravely won by the eagles.
My old friend had spent thirty years in the vast forests
and mountains of Asia. He was thoroughly acquainted
with the habits of the animals, and the feathered race that
inhabit them; and the daring attack by the bearcoots was
the most interesting scene he had witnessed. The number
of bears kvhicli l ~ a dfallen by his rifle and spear during the
thirty years of his hunter's life, was enormous. In one
season he had obtained thirty-two bearskins by shooting,
or killing with a spear, unaided and alone.
He sought his savage game in their wild haunts, meeting
Bruin on his own domain, and treating him like a noble foe;
nor did he always come out scatheless from the conflict. He
bore several scars that his ursine foe had printed with his
paw, and has often met his opponent with a spear and hunting
knife; when no one was near to watch the terrible contest.
Sergae said that some of his antagonists were excellent
fencers, often testing his skill, strength, and courage to the
utmost. Several times the battle has been fought with his
hunting knife only, when he had been severely wounded
while grappling with his prey. Here was the type of a true
hunter.
After witnessing this scene with the eagles, Sergae
observed that we should find no game: instinct, he said,
warned the wolves that winter was at hand. They were
ravenous, and had driven .the animals into the higher
re$ons, where it would be imprudent for us to follow at
this season. Our attention had been so fixed on the bear-
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coots and woTves, that we had not noted a great change in
the atmosphere to the southward. The distant snowy peaks
appeared to stand out on a black ground, so intense was the
contrast between them and the clouds rolling up beyond.
My companion urged me to make a quick walk to our
horses, as he feared we should be caught in the storm.
Having returned through the rocky glen, we had a view
to the south, and saw that clouds were enveloping the high
summits of the chain. Presently we heard a distant growl:
Sergae exclaimed, " Grom " (thunder). Instead of following our track down the valley, we turned up the mountain,
and had not ascended far when another clap echoed among
the mountain peaks. We were not long in climbing to the
summit; but before we had crossed the crest, several heavy
peals burst over the valley. The descent before us was
abrupt and dangerous; if snow fell it would be more so.
No time was lost nor a word spoken, but on we went, letting
ourselves down from ledge to ledge by the shrubs growing
in the clefts; and in about an hour reached our horses.
The clouds were already shrouding the crags above us,
causing us to spring into our saddles and gallop along the
valley. As we rode on, the snow fell fast; and before we
reached our temporary home, the ground was covered
several inches deep with'snow. On arriving at our camp
we found our companions busy making a balaghan with
pine branches. Frail though it was, its shelter, and the
large fires, made our dwelling comfortable. The Cossacks,
like us, had been unsuccessful. After our evening meal,
Sergae related the encounter of the eagles, to t h e great
delight of his auditors. Shortly after dark a stiff breeze
sprung up, that I feared would become a gale before
morning. While snugly seated under our leafy canopy,
watching the white flakes as they were wafted past, I drew
Sergae on to another subject, with all the facts of which he
was perfectly familiar.
1.

3
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Russis has exercised great prudence in her conquests
among the Asiatic tribes: she has always respected their
religion and superstition ; and no priests have accompanied
her Cossacks. She has thus avoided many difficulties which
other powers have fallen into, where the soldier and the
missionary have marched together. From my knowledge of
these people, I believe it is impossible to make converts
among them. They are not like the Africans, who are
but little more advanced in civilisation than the animals of
their plains.' The Asiatics are descended from a race of conquerors; and their traditions extend back into remote ages.
Robbers they are ; but neither pilferers nor pickpockets.
Great hospitality, and a wild spirit of chivalry, still exist
among them. The following incident will show the danger
of meddling with the religious or superstitious feelings of
the Kirghis.
In the region of the Karkarella, as in many other parts
of the steppe, there are numerou,s tumuli; some are of great
size, and probably contain the ashes of men who have been
"mighty in battle." About 10 miles from one of the
piquets are the remains of an ancient edifice, which is held
sacred by the tribes. It is named the temple of the "White
Lady;" and it is said that no animal ever entered its sacred
precinct and lived. No Kirghis ever approaches this spot
except barefooted; and the pollution of this ground, they
believe, would be followed by instant death. This had often
been a subject of conversation between the Cossacks and
Kirghis; and many traditions had been related telling of
the wonderful power of the white apparition.
Some of the Cossacks believed these wild stories; but
one dare-devil swore he would test the prowess of the
" Bielaya chortofka " (white she-devil), pollute her temple,
and defy her. More than two months had elapsed without
any reference to the White Lady, when one morning the
Cossack started on a hunting expedition alone. Three days

passed over, and nothing was heard of him. This caused
some apprehension; and it was feared that he had been
captured by the Kirghis. One of the men suggested that
he had probably gone to visit the White Lady; and a party
was instantly dispatched to the temple in search of him.
As they approached the spot nothing was seen but the
tumuli and the ruined walls ; but on nearing these a
horrible spectacle was presented to them. The hands and
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arms of their comrde were placed on a stone, and near
them his loaded rifle. On another stone, at a short distance,
they found his head ; and then they discovered that his
mangled remains were placed in a circle around the temple.
This affair still remains a mystery ; all the Kirghis
declare that it was the vengeance of the White Lady.
I left the valley early in the morning; descended to the
steppe, and reached my friends at the fort late in the
evening.

CHAP. VII.
INCIDENTS IN KOPAL.
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D ~ R I Nthe
G night there was a great change in the weather;
it blew a gale, which nearly tore up the yourts, while the
rain poured down in torrents.
When I arose in the morning the Ala-tau presented a
wonderful change: yesterday the high summits only were
covered with snow, now the whole chain was clothed in its
wintry garb, excepting the low ridges at its base; and the
higher peaks were wrapped in a canopy of black clouds.
' This stopped my proceedings, and the Kirghis predicted that
the snow would reach the steppe in a few days. The clouds
began to roll about the summits, and lowered rapidly on the
mountains : in the evening they were in great commotion,
and presently we had a gale, which continued, with repeated
changes of rain and snow, till the 15th. Then winter came
in full vigour, ushered in by a bouran.
During this time every effort was made to complete the
hospital; the beams were all up and part of the planking
done. When one room mas covered, a bed of earth, nine
inches thick, was laid over the planks, rendering the room
warm and water-tight. Ad the warehouse for the black
flour and other stores was unfinished, and the provisions
were exposed to the weather, the structure was hurried on,
the poor fellows working through storms of rain, wind, and
snow. In about a fort.night these buildings were made waterproof; but the dwellings of the Cossacks were in a very
different state.
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It mas truly heartrending to look upon their miserable
families when the storrns were raging; some were seen trying to shelter themselves under strips of voilock, and others
were lying down to sleep in corners of the half-roofed rooms,
Elsewhere groups of women and children, with haggard
looks and shivering limbs, were huddled round fires, cooking
their scanty meal; and watching for the return of their
husbands and fathers, -wet and exhausted from excessive
toil. These were not the scenes of one day-they were continued for weeks-and soon the fatal effects were visible.
First, the children sunk under this severity, and were carried
in numbers to the graves; the poor miserable mothers, worL
out by anxiety, fatigue, and bad food, next fell victims to the
fatal maladies which assailed them. I have often watched
the mournful processions wending their way to the hill
selected for the cemetery, about two miles distant from
the fort, and when they have passed have turned away
with gloomy forebodings for the future. The endurance
of the Cossacks lasted a little longer, but their turn was
approaching.
Much has been said and written about the misery of our
men in the Crimea; but what was theirs in comparisonwith
the sufferings which these poor women and children endured?
They had been torn from comfortable homes, where they
lived in plenty, and transported to this desolate spot. Here
they were reduced to black bread, salt, and brick tea; vegetables there were none, and the Cossacks had no time to
spare for hunting.
On the 20th we had a great bouran and a fall of snow,
that continued seven days, covering the steppe four
feet deep, and rendering it impossible for me to return to
Siberia. I was now doomed to winter here, and take my
chance of what&er fate might bring upon us. The prospect
for all was gloomy ; but not one of us seemed inclined to meet
misfort~inehalf-way by useless repining.

.
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The society among which I was thrown was of a mixed
character. At the head of the civil department was a
German baron, who had won glory in the Caucasus, where
he had received a wound from a Circassian sabre, that
nearly proved fatal. He was the Priestoff, or political
agent, whose duties were with the Kirghis. He was a good
soldier, had few scruples, and was a most amusing fellow,
believing himself equal to Nesselrode in diplomacy. Were
fiction and invention essential in the acquirements of a
minister, I would back the Baron against the Count. Captain
Abakamoff and the engineer, Captain Loganoff, were clever
and intelligent men, who did honour to their professions.
The commander of the Cossacks, Izmaeloff, was an excellent
officer and a good man, though not highly educated : his life
had been spent as a Cossack officer, and in these duties he
was thoroughly efficient.
Captain Tochinskoi was his second in command, a good
companion, and a burly little fellow; he mas not rt man
likely to lead his troop into danger, unless he liked fire
better than water. On one occasion he was sent with a
party of fifty Cossacks towards the Ili to secure a strong
body of daring marauders. During the march they had to
ford the Kok-sou, a most turbulent current: when he saw
its boiling waters, his cheek blanched, his courage evaporated,
and nothing could induce him to ride into the stream.
Fortunately he was a favourite with his men, who knew the
consequence of disobedience to orders, and they determined
he should not be disgraced. Without further ceremony he
was lashed to his saddle, two men led his horse into the
torrent, and the party conducted him over in safety.
There were two young lieuten~nts,who had been educated in Omsk : they were the sons of Cossack officers, and
this was their first service. A lieutenant h the army had
just arrited with fifty soldiers, accompanied by a young
surgeon, who hacl passed his examination at the University of
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Icaznn, in the spring. He was sent to cure, kill, and practise on His Imperial Majesty's subjects. A topographer mas
also occupied in his calling; he was from Omsk, and a very
good felloxv. We had also a commissionaire, or store-keeper,
and five of the officers were married men. These were to
be my intimate associates for the next six months; and I
had learned that, to induce your companions to be agreeable to you, you must be amiable to them. I must not
forget one other distinguished person, a Russian Pope, who,
for some cauge, was made a soldier, and had just arrived
with his comrades.
After the snow storm we had bright sunny days, with
the thermometer ranging from 10"to 15' Reaumur, of frost
-sufficiently sharp to make our faces smart and our fingers
tingle. During this weather Abakamoff, Loganoff, and
myself, accompanied by three Cossacks, were frequently out
in search of game, and seldom returned without something
for our larder. November came in with fearful storms and
greater cold; but we were now housed in one of the government offices, which, however, was far from wind-proof.
During the bourans snow was driven into the rooms, and
lay in wreaths on the floor, and the water in my glass
was frozen. Nevertheless, this poor shelter was a vast improvement on the yourts, and one learns to measure comfort
by comparison.
After some delay I obtained a rough, unfinished door,
propped it up with four logs, and thus formed a table, that
enabled me to use my pencil. My first work was a large
water-colour painting, now in the possession of Prince
Gortchikoff, and, I believe, the first water-colour picture
ever painted in this part of Asia. While dabbling in my
colour-box, discomfort, and even hunger, were forgotten,
and the occupation enabled me to smile at the disasters
of a stormy winter, and to enjoy the amusements of my
companions.

On the 10th the thermometer fell to 20"-Redumur, a
most unusual degree of cold in these regions, and its effect
soon became apparent. Before the surgeon came, disease
was making great ravages among the people, and his arrival
was hailed with delight. Unfortunately, two most important
things were wanting to render his healing talent useful to
the community, -viz. an hospital, and medicine ; the former
was without a roof, and the latter had not been sent. A t
length, after great exertion on the part of the engineer and
the Cossacks, the surgeon was housed, a few.boards were
nailed together for bedsteads, and skins spread on them
formed the beds and covering. The patients became numerous as soon as the winter set in.
A t first, when sickness seized the men, they deemed
themselves fortunate if taken into the hospital, where they
found shelter, and fancied that they mere safe in the hands
of Andra Ivanovitch. This illusion was, however, speedily
dispelled; within the first week five men out of the seven
who had entered, died. The number of patients increased,
and so did the deaths. Before the end of a month, twentyeight men were taken to their last resting place on the hiH.
Bad food, miserable dwellings, and crowded rooms brought
on typhus-fever, which carried off many women and children ;
the Cosgacks also caught the disease, which quickly proved
fatal. It was painful to see the men carry one, two, and
sometimes three of their comrades from the hospital; and
this happened daily.
Such a mortality created serious alarm, as no patient improved under the medical treatment, and the people came to
the conclusion that if a man entered the hospital, he would
not leave it alive. The consequence mas, rio sick person
would enter it, and several died in their dwellings. This
caused the officer in command to issue an order for every
man to be sent to the hospital as soon as the first symptoms
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of fever appeared; but it produced no effect, as all tried to
concea.1their illness.
At length the ravages of the disease became so alarming
that an officer with a guard was sent to visit every dwelling,
and wherever they found a' sick' man he a m instantly conveyed to the hospital. This measure created such intense
excitement t.hrtt a Cossack left his cottage as the party
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approached, walked out on to the steppe, and shot himself,
to avoid being carried into the ill-fated building. Notwithstanding this tragic event, men were constantly taken to
the hospital by the guard, and were speedily carried from it
to the grave.
A succession of bourans continued until the end of November, often rendering it impossible to go out, as the snow
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was swept past in such dense c!ouds that nothing could be
seen at three or four paces distant. We were all prisoners
during the storms, although themercuryrose to 5"-Reaumur,
sufficiently warm for shooting could we have seen the game.
Immediately the gale ceased the mercury fell to 20"-Reaumur, and this we found unpleasantly cold in such dwellings.
Bad black bread, salt and tea, were almost our only provisions, and the snow mas too deep on the mountains for any
attempt to obtain deer in the upper valleys. Under these
circumstances Abakamoff, the engineer, and myself, decided
to go to Kizil-a-gash and spend a few days with Mindu-boi,
a Tatar merchant, who had set up his yourts in that sheltered
spot. He had informed us that this wooded valley abounded
with pheasants; we therefore hoped to improve the condition
of our larder.
The distance from Kopal to the valley where our friend
was encamped, was forty miles, and as the snow was deep on
the steppe, w e deemed it prudent to start at daylight. After
a ride of eight hours we reached Kizil-a-gash, and arrived at
the aoul shortly after dusk; Minda-boi gave us a welcome
reception, and snug berths in his own yourt. The cold ride
had sharpened our appetites; his mutton and rice required
no other sauce, and we quenched our thirst with tumblcrs
of tea.
Immediately after our meal an opium pipe with its apparatus was brought in and prepared by a Tatar. After
spreading a large tiger skin and placing a cushion upon it,
Minda-boi stretched his limbs, and the man handed him the
pipe, which he commenced smoking with evident pleasure.
In about ten minutes he seemed to pass from the ills of
mortal life into Elysium, or into a state that appeared to
afford him the highest pleasure. My companions were
engaged in puffing out clouds of tobacco smoke, and moralising on the injurious effects of the more powerful narcotic.
Having refilled their pipes, they turned down in their furs,
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and puffs of smoke curled up over their heads. These became gradually less frequent, a Cossack quietly took away the
pipes, and they slept undisturbed. Minda-boi still remained
in his region of bliss, and I was left to my own musings.
Opium smoking has become prevalent among the wealthy
Kirghis, more especiblly with the sons of the sultans and
chiefs: this is deeply to be regretted. The Tatar merchants
have introduced the drug, and very few of these traders are
found without a supply. In a country where caravans have
to make such long journeys, it is a great advantage to them,
the article being of small bulk and of considerable value, as
they sell it for its weight in silver. Before the caravans
reach the towns of Kulja and Tchoubachack they are met
by Chinese, who purchase their whole stock, paying for it in
silver, and these men smuggle the opium into the towns; then
the merchant enters with his caravan of wares and silver
ambas unmolested.
From rny observations among the Kirghis and Tatnrs, I
believe that, when opium smoking has been indulged in for
a short period, there is little chance of a man leaving it off.
When frequently used, it soon leaves unmistakeable evidence
of its pernicious effects, in the sunken eye and emaciated
features of its victim. I have known many who have
smoked the drug in small quantities for several years, without its producing any visible effect; still, even with this
class, it at last becomes most enervating.
We were out early, and found that our host had fresh
horses ready to take us to the shooting ground, .about three
miles distant. It was a bright sunny morning, though
piercingly cold, and the trees were covered with hoar-frost,
causing them to sparkle like brilliants. These wintry landscapes were splendid, for the upper masses of thick dark
pines appeared powdered with gems; near them were other
trees with their naked boughs crystallised, while the birches,
with their pendent branches, appeared like strings of diamonds
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waving in the sun. But these are pictures which the hand
of nature only can produce.
Having reached the cover, we dismounted and commenced
operations; but presently found that three, four, and sometimes five feet of snow formed an impediment, and often a
complete stop, to our progress. A t length it became a labour
attended with great risk, as we often fell into deep holes; besides which, the pheasants had sought shelter in the brush
during the storm, and were now buried deep beneath the
snow. After several hours of hard toil we were compelled
to give up, and return without firing a shot: thus all hopes
of obtaining supplies in this place were at an end for the
present. We spent another night with our friend, who
repeated his dose of opium, and my companions their tobacco,
with similar results. When they were at rest a Cossack
threw some furs over me, and I slept soundly without the
aid of either opiate.
We left Minda-boi early the following morning, having
been informed by a Kirghis that he had seen two large wild
boars the previous evening among the kamish, a few miles
further in the valley. A ride of an hour brought us to the
spot, when we speedily discovered their trail, as well as a
place newly rooted up in the snow; but no boars could be
seen. Three Cossacks and three Hirghis accompanied us.
One of the latter assured me that our game were out feeding,
and that they would be found at a marshy spot lower
down, where the springs are never frozen.
Having proceeded about half a mile, both animals came
into view, and we found ourselves between them and their
lair. As soon as they discovered us, they watched our
approach for two or three minutes, then made a run for the
reeds. Being well mounted we presently headed them,
when they separated, and the large boar turned towarda the
plain in the direction of a thick cover of kamish, about two
miles distant. The other rushed on towards his home: two
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bullets followed him, but without effect, and then all our
attention was given to his comrade. He went on a t a rapid
pace for about half a mile, then suddenly disappeared in deep
snow, where we lost him for a short time near the head of a
deep gulley.
When we rode up the snow had closed over him, and
several of our party were galloping round to the other side
of the ravine. While all were intently watching for a sign
of his whereabouts, he reappeared within fifty yards of
Abakamoff and a Cossack. Both their rifles cracked, and
instantly crimson spots stained the plain, but without stopping his speed. *A deep hollow retarded us, while he was
going far ahead. Having passed this we gained upon him
fast, and presently several shots were fired, some of which
took effect. These caused him to double and rush a t the
foremost horse, when it became evident that he was furious
and bent on mischief. For a few minutes he was in the
middle of the party, rendering it too dangerous to fire, and
several horses had a narrow escape from his formidable
t u s h . He then rushed straight towards a Kirghis, Mhich
gave us a chance; a volley was fired that stopped his
career, and he rolled over into the snow. He was a magnificent animal, and had received nine balls before he fell.
When we reached the aoul Minda-boi was much pleased
with our success, as a boar hunt in the snow is a dangerous
experiment, but when food or hunger depends on the result
the risk is never thought of. After spending another night
with our friend, and seeing him a third time in a state of
bliss, we left him, taking one of his camels to carry our spoil,
It was late in the evening when we reached the fort, and
most of our friends had retired to rest.
The severe weather had stopped all operations at the
fort, except the transit of timber from the mountains. Long
strings of oxen were seen plodding their weary way through
the deep snow drawing empty sledges; by this means a good
M
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track would soon be formed, and the timber would be more
easily transported than in summer.
December came in with mild weather, and the mercury
rose to 2" +Reaum. ; a change of 18" in the temperature
foreboded no good, although the bright sunshine made us
fancy that spring was at hand. This idea was, however,
dispelled in the night of the 9th by a severe gale that swept
furiously over the steppe. On the 10th it increased, and in
the afternoon we had a fearful bouran, driving the snow
along like thick clouds of flour, while gravel mas torn up
from the plain and hurled against the buildings with great
force. The sentinels were withdrawn frorn their posts, nor
mas it possible for any man to stand on duty until the 13th,
when the storm moderated for a few hours. In the evening
it returned with redoubled fury, making the little dwellings
rock, and exciting doubts of their stability. The roof of one
of the stores was torn off, and the heavy planks scattered
far over the plain.
Fears were entertained for the Cossacks who were absent,
for a hundred men were in the forest cutting timber and conveying it to a point whence the bullocks could take it away.
I n the latter duty forty men were engaged, and it was for
them that me felt the most painful anxiety. On the 16th
the storm ceased, and the mercury immediately fell to 12"Reaum. A party of twenty Cossacks were despatched to
the forest to look after their comrades. Late in the evening
of the 18th they returned with the bullock drivers, from
whom we learned that no accident had happened.
. From their raport it appeared that the sledges were all
loaded on the evening before the. storm, and some time
before daylight on the 10th the men started, believing that
they could reach the fort notwithstanding the gale. All
went on well with them till near noon, when they had
travelled about twelve miles. After passing the point of
.one of the spurs of the Ala-tau, they observed a great change

CHRISTMAS.

in the atmosphere to the westward. Instinct warned the
animals of approaching danger, for they decidedly refused to
proceed farther. A few minutes' observation convinced the
men that their only chance of safety was by a quick return
to the forest. No tirne was lost in unyoking the oxen, and
when free they started back to the forest at their utmost
speed.
The roaring of the hurricane behind alarmed both men
and animals, nor had they proceeded far when the storm
enveloped them in clouds of snow. Fortunately the hard
track was a good guide, and after much risk they reached
the forest, where their friends were sitting under their balagans, in comparative calm. When all were assembled, it
was discovered that thirteen oxen were missing; they hart
gone off the track, and had perished in the snow.
At times I could not help thinking upon the pleasures
of the festal season my friends were enjoying in England. It
mas not, however, with regret for their loss, for it was impossible to look at nature in all the various phases in which
I beheld her, and expect to enjoy Christmas cheer and comfortable dwelli~~gs.
My journey into these regions was not without some
risks, one of which was near closing my career in Hopal,
and giving me a last home among the Cossacks on the hill.
The circumstance happened during the Christmas holidays,
when all were trying to enjoy themselves, especially those
who had a dwelling to shelter their friends in. Old Father
Winter had returned with grim severity, bringing with him
20" Reaum. of frost, spreading before him a spotless carpet
over mountain and plain. A sharp cutting breeze accompanied hirn, which rendered the frost sufficiently keen to
make even these poor abodes feel comfortable.
My. friend Abakamoff, the artillery officer, had invited
all his comrades, and as fashion had not yet established late
dinners here, we assembled at an early hour to part,ake of
M
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his Christmas fare. If our boar's head was not placed ori
the table with all the ceremony in fashion in " olden times,"
other parts of him made a grand display at our feast. Beside, we had the remembrance of the hard chase, and the
pleasure each hunter feels at escaping from his formidable
tusks. Our party broke up early in the evening, as another
officer had arranged that we should adjourn to his dwelling,
this being the first day it was habitable.
The evening mas fine and frosty, with a beautiful moon
shedding her light over the snowy waste, and rendering every
object almost as distinct as day. This induced Abakamoff
to propose that he and I should take a drive in his sledge;
to this I willingly assented, and the vehicle was ordered,
The carriage-builder had not yet found his way into these
regions, and we were content with a common sledge, made
like those used by the peasants of Siberia. It had two
strong runners, on which a light body, made of rods woven
together like basket-work, was secured. I n it two persons
could be accommodated, sitting down on a carpet s p r e d
over straw lying at the bottom; and a few wolf skins were
thrown in for covering. In front of this basket-work a narrow board was fixed, on which the driver sat, resting his
feet on the runners.
The old artillery horses had recently been changed for
some splendid Hirghis, which were now being broken.
Three of these wild steeds were harnessed to the sledge, and
in a few minutes the vehicle was at the door. Abakamoff's
dwelling stood on the open plain, which extended to the
eastward for more than thirty miles, and northward for
about twenty. The deep ravine of Tamchi-Boulac ran along
on the north-west at about five hundred yards distant.
Several of the officers went out with us to see the horses
start, the driver was on his seat, and my host desired me to
step into the sledge. I had just sat down when the horses
made a plunge, in a moment throwing the driver from his
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seat and dragging the reins out of his hands. They dashed
off at full speed, going straight on towards the ravine. I
understood my position in an instant -to attempt to leap
from the sledge would' have h e n certain death, and I decided
to take my chance in the gorge, believing this to be the least
dangerous. The horses rushed madly on, and I felt that s
few minutes would decide the fate of all of us, the ravine
being sixty feet deep at this part.

A dangerous Ride.

As we approached the danger I clutched fast hold of the
sides, determined to keep my seat while they made the terrible leap. We were within fifty yards of the ravine, when
M
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the opposite precipice was visible, and I felt that in a few
moments we must bound over into the chasm. On we went,
and I grasped the rods with a firmer hold, ready for the
spring. When within about fifteen yards the horses turned,
but the impetus of the sledge caused it to swing, and we
only just cleared the edge of the precipice.
The wild brutes sprung forward at a tremendous speed,
going towards the east, and soon reached a rough track, over
which timber had been drawn. Now the sledge mas tossed
from side to side, and several times I was nearly thrown
out. Still I held on, fearing my clothes might be caught by
the rods, when I should be dragged along, and nothing could
save me. Instead of becoming tired, the horses seemed to
increase their speed, and the sledge was nearly turned over,
my right hand was wrenched loose by the shock, and coming
in contact with the ground was instantly rendered powerless.
The bounding of the sledge added to the fury of the
horses, and I saw no hope of their stopping unless they
plunged into one of the small ravines which crosses the
plain. These were filled with snow, that mould cool their
fiery tempers and give us a soft bed. I knew that men
would be sent after us, but steeds like ours would not be
easily overtaken by men on horseback. We had just passed
a large tumulus, five miles from the fort, and still the brutes
went on at speed. Another half-mile had been galloped
over when they were suddenly checked; one horse fell and
rolled over into the snow. In two or three minutes me were
surrounded by a number of artillerymen, some of whom
dashed up to the heads of the horses, secured them, and I
leaped out of the sledge.
The cause of our sudden stoppage was quickly perceived ;
it quantity of timber was lying on a heap, and the long reins
caught on one of the trees, they became entangled on the legs
of the horse, threw him down, and he rolled over into the snowr.
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We were soon ready to return. A driver took his seat on
the sledge; I stepped into it, the artillerymen sprung to
their horses, the man shook the reins, and the steeds went
back at a rattling pace, but under perfect command.
My hand was much bruised, and one finger broken
above the first joint, having a chip of hard wood driven far
up beneath the nail. This was drawn out with pliers, and
the blood flowed freely, some short splints were speedily
prepared, when I set the broken bone, and my friend Abakamoff bound it up. The faculty, no doubt, would have pronounced this a piece of rough surgery, but it succeeded.
The next day it was manifest how much I had been
~hakenand bruised, for I was unable to stand. My friends,
however, were very attentive, they gave me a good stewing
in a Russian bath (which I should always recommend under
such circumstances), after this I got better, and in a few
weeks the bone of my finger mas united. The following
day Abakamoff and the officers examined the place where
the horses turned away from the ravine, and discovered
that the sledge in swinging round had actually projected
over the brink. This spot will be long remembered in connection with my narrow escape.
Each officer who had succeeded in rendering his dwelling
habitable gave a ball during the Christmas holidays, at
which it may with truth be said "that dancing was kept up
with great spirit." If the number and efficiency of our
orchestra did not equal that of Strauss, our performers
succeeded in producing extraordinary effects when under
the influence of a few drops of the Chinman's brandy.
Their deficiency in musical science and melody was compensated for by the vigour of their performances. The
instruments were a violin, two brtlalikas (a guitar with
three strings), a flute and a drum, and the latter never failed
hiding any discordant tones (if such there were) of the
other instruments,
Y
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My youthful days had not been much devoted t o
Terpsichorean amusements, and in European society I
should have resisted all allurements to join in a quadrille.
Here, however, the case was different; I felt it a duty to
add my mite to the general enjoyment, and without hesitation joined in their dances. Every one desired to be my
instructor, and my first essay in a Cossack dance was with
my friend Anna Pavlovna; she was moderately tall, rather
stout, and good nature beamed on her laughing features.
The dance usually commences by a lady stepping out into
the middle of the room with a handkerchief in her hand.
She then goes through some graceful movemerrts while approaching the gentleman she wishes to be her partner.
When her hand is offered it would be an insult to refuse,
and I never saw a Cossack so ungallant. Anna waved her
handkerchief over the stranger, and held out her hand, I
accepted her invitation amidst great applause, and then
began my first drill, which she made a long one. If I had
not profited by the practice, it was no fault of my instructress. I was, however, honoured by several other drills
during the evening, and had the advantage of seeing the
ladies and some of the officers go through the exercise in ta
most masterly manner.
During our holidays a caravan arrived from Ysrkand,
they were going to Semipalatinsk, but the bad weather and
deep snow stopped them, and to these circumstances we
were indebted for their visit. On their way hither they
had passed through Kashgar, Kokhan, and Kulja, and traded
at each place. Among other products they carried, were
tea, silks, and dried fruits, for the first and last of these they
found a market, and their ouroukas (dried apricots), and
kishmish (sultanas), afforded us a great luxury. I learned
from two of these merchants that they had been in Cabul and
Cashmere in the summer, and from the latter place had
obtained shawls and other merchandise, They remained
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with us a fortnight and then proceeded on their journey,
but it was doubtful if they would be in time to reach .the
fair at Irbit, if not, their goods would be forwarded to
Nijne Novgorod.
Christmas, with it,s festivities, was passed, and we were in
February. The snow was melting fast on the steppe, but in
the night the mercury fell to 3"-and 4" -Reaum.
Before
the middle of the month, we had 10°+Reaum. in the shade,
and 2"-Reaum. in the night. The small streams on the
steppe were flowing and free from ice. Ducks and other
water fowl had arrived in great numbers, a certain harbinger
of spring.
An incident occurred which caused a change in our little
society. On the 14th rt party of five Cossacks arrived from
A y a p s , bringing s despatch from the minister of mar, recalling the engineer to a good appointment in Peteraburg.
As the despatch had been delayed more than a month in
Ayagus, he had to depart forthwith. I n three days he delivered over to the proper officer all matters under his charge,
and on the fourth was prepared to depart. Abakamoff gave
an early dinner, that we might escort our companion some
distance on his way to the first aoul, and having accompanied him to a stream about ten miles distant, we said
farewell and separated. Four days after his departure we
were startled by a fearful phenomenon, an earthquake,
which occurred on Sunday the 18th, at seven o'clock in the
morning, and created a great sensation in KopaL I was up
and dressing at the time, when I heard a singular sound,
apparently at a great distance. It approached from the
west at a terrific speed, and presently became most appalling; in about twenty seconds it seemed to pass at tl vast
depth beneath me, and rushed on into the mountains to the
east. As it passed there was a great motion, or rocking,
from west to east, which shook the buildings t o and fro;
Immediately the shock had passed I went out on to the steppe,
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and observed that the mountains were enveloped in a dense
fog. For several days before this event there was a peculiar
haze in the atmosphere, and I had remarked that it ww
probable we should have a storm. This appalling phenomenon ushered in the Maslinitz, or Carnival, when all labour
ceased; the time was devoted to enjoyment; and one distinguished character amongst us, whom I beg to introduce,
aided greatly in promoting the general enjoyments.
Among the soldiers sent to Kopal, there was one who
had occupied a very different position, having been a distinguished member of the dhurch Militant." During the
latter years of his ecclesiastical career he had shown that
the Church was not the sphere for his talents. His tastes
were expensive as well as criminal, and to gratify them he
used the powers of his sacred office to screw all the roubles
possible out of his flock. His brethren also gave him the
credit of stripping the holy pictures of their gems and replacing them with paste. Be this as it may, he was not
alone in this species of fraud, for it had often been done. The
result was his degradation and change of occupation, and
my knowledge of the man enables me to say th&t he was
more suited for the musket than the crosier. Nevertheless,
in early life he had been studious, and had gained a high
position among his fellows for his learning and ecclesiastical
acquirements.
He soon began to distinguish himself among his comrades
in Kopal. At Christmas he arranged a comedy, and succeeded in drilling a number of his companions so well in
their parts, that the piece was performed every evening. It
was b L a decided success," and was several times performed
before two audiences the same night. This aided in establishing his popularity, while his knowledge gave him power
arnong his comrades, and obtained for him the title of
" Proto-Pope " ( Arch-Priest).
In all the revels and carouses he took the lead among the
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men, some of them, however, declaring that he had made a
compact with Shaitan, which enabled him to take brandy in
quantities that mould be fatal to them. The Maslinitz is
a holiday that every good Russian deems necessary to
keep, and in doing so makes himself ill by eating blinneys,
preparatory to the long fast. My comrades were too orthodox in their creed to neglect the important event.
Although it was only the end of February the winter on
the plains had passed, and the steppe was covered with a
carpet of grass and flowers. This added much to our enjoyment, and every one entered upon the festal week determined
to make the most of it.
Even of luxuries we had a few, having procured a good
supply of pheasants from Kizil-a-gash, and these and rice
boiled with dried apricots afforded us delicious fare. Vegctables we had none, and our rye-bread was horrible. The
officers had sent a party of Cossacks to Kulja (a three days'
journey) for Chinese brandy, as without that there could be
no feast. This is most abominable stuff, strong, fiery, and
stinking. The two first qualities were greatly in its favour,
and the latter they endured, as no other intoxicating beverage
could be obtained. The Cossacks and soldiers had also got
a supply. Two days before the festival six camels were
seen wending their way into Hopal, heavily laden with the
spirits.
No pantomime ever produced on a London stage was
looked for by a youthful audience with more anxiety and
delight than was the piece that the Proto-Pope had prepared
for these warriors. No one had been initiated into the
mystery, as the author was to be (like Blathews) the sole
performer. The only persons called to his assistance were
carpenters, whom he directed to make a platform, with a
strong pole standing up in its centre. On the top of this a
piece of plank was secured, with uprights at the angles, a?d
a rail placed round the top. The platform was sccurcd on
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wooden axletrees at the front and back, and four gun-wheels
were obtained by permission of the artillery officer, on
which this machine was mounted, with a pole in front. The
Pope had been assisted in his costume by the wives of the
Cossacks.
Early on Monday morning twelve artillery horses were
attached to the car, with drivers in uniform to each pair.
A great number of spectators had assembled, all equally
anxious to see the sport, and presently the soldier-priest
mounted to his rostrum on the top of the pole. His
vestments were made of voilock, decorated with coloured
cloth, while in shape they were exactly like those of a priest
of the Greek Church. In fact, he had managed to give
himself the appearance of a Russian Pope when officiating
in a solemn service.
Having attained his elevated,position, he was hailed with
lusty cheers, and with every demonstration of delight.
When this exuberance of feeling had ceased, he began
solemnly chanting from a book in a deep-toned voice. As
he proceeded, all listened intently for a few minutes, and
then they burst forth with thundering applause. After
waiting till the interruption had ceased, he continued his
discourse with the utmost gravity, receiving frequent shouts
of approbation from his audience. His harangue occupied
nearly an hour, and when it was finished the men made the
air ring with their loud hurras.
He then ordered his car to be drawn to another place, a
number of men sprung on to the platform to keep it steady,
and the cavalcade moved on. Having reached the house
of the chief of the Cossacks, the priest commenced anew,
and so it was continued from house to house till each officer
had been visited: His discqurse was a burlesque on the " fast
and its founders," in which he rendered both the men and
the ceremony perfectly ludicrous. These performances
extended over six days, and on each he produced a new
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subject. His second discourse was a' satire on the 'Archbishops, Bishops, and the higher Clergy, in which he exposed
the doings of these Ecclesiastics, to the great amusement of
his hearers.
On the third day his subject waa the working clergy
and the means they adopt .to screw money out of the serfs,

The Pmto-Pope on his Barhum.

The fourth day's text waa L'the confession and its consequences;" this was a theme he Qeated with great humour,
and it afforded intense delight to those arouhd him. The
@th day was devoted to the "Archimandrite, the Monks,
and the Monasteries," and, laafly, Lb the Abbess, her Nuns,
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and the fools who force their daughters into nunneries."
The two last subjects were his masterpieces; they were
painted with a free and broad pencil dipped in vivid colour,
the depth of shade beautifully contrasted with flushes of
light. No one but an artist with a thorough practical
knowledge of the subject in all its details, could have painted
them with such force.
Some of my friends declared that his descriptions mere
true to nature, but that had he uttered them in Russia his
fitte would have been chains and the mines of Nertchinsk
for life.
As the first day of the Maslinitz was preceded by an
earthquake, strange to say, so was the last. Late on the
Saturday night the revelling had ceased, and all in Kopal
except the sentinels were at rest. When, a little after
midnight on the 25th, a loud crash of subterranean thunder
caused great alarm, and the upheaving of the ground
announced another of these fearful events.
The marauding warfare constantly carried on between
the Great and Middle Hordes, kept a large portion of the
country between the Ala-tau and the Balkash in a very
unsettled state, rendering it dangerous to the caravans,
which were often plundered by both parties;' After much
negotiation, Prince Gortchikoff succeeded in inducing the
Kirghis Sultans and Chiefs to meet in a congress and settle
the boundary between the Great and Middle Hordes.
It was arranged that they should meet in Kopal on the
1st of March, and before that day many of the nomade
Chiefs arrived accompanied by their Rlullas and elders. The
Sessedatle with his staff came from A y a p s ; he was empowered to act as umpire between the Chiefs. Several other
Russian officials came from the tribes in the Middle Horde
to take a part in these important proceedings. On the appointed day, the heads and representatives of the great
families and tribes were assembled, many of whom had
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never met except in deadly strife, when on their plundering
expeditions. As each had wrongs to avenge, it was doubtful if they could be kept under control.
Captain Abakamoff had received orders to exercise the
artillery, and fire a salute on the day the congress commenced its sittings. All the chiefs desired to attend and
witness the spectacle; when they saw the horses gallop
round with the guns, and the evolutions performed with
such rapidity, they werQdelighted. At last the guns were
brought up and placed in position, about a hundred yards from
the Chiefs, and the men began loading. During this operation many of the Rirghis rushed forward to get a better
view. Before they had gone half the distance the first gun
belched forth its flame, smoke, and thunder, instantly checking their ardour, and causing a rapid retreat. As one g i n
after another echoed in the mountains, they gazed with
perfect horror, and were evidently greatly relieved when
the salute was ended.
This military display produced a great effect on their
minds, forming a subject of conversation more interesting
to them than that for which they had met; indeed they
could not be induced to enter on the boundary question
that day. As the number of people assembled to take a
part in these proceedings exceeded one hundred, a large
flock of sheep was collected from the nearest tribes, considerable quantity of mutton being required for the occasion.
There was no room in Kopal large enough to contain
the assembly, nor could they be crammed into a yourt; this
involved the necessity of their deliberations being conducted
in the open air. A spot was selected within the fort, and
the turf formed their seats. I n the centre the Sessedatle
and his assistants sat down, their laps forming their desks,
and ink horns wdre suspended on their kalats. Such a
display of writing materials appeared to produce great
astonishment. Sultan Souk and his Mulls took their places
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in front of t.his formidable array, and the other Chiefs arranged themselves around it, forming their House of Peersthe outward circle being the House of Commons.
It was the duty of the Russian official to open the proceedings, and he began by telling his audience that his
Excellency the Governor-General Prince Gortchikoff had
sent a despatch (which he produced and handed to Souk),
recommending the Sultans and Chiefs to form a boundary
between the two Hordes, which ghould be satisfactory to
the tribes, and thus stop all feuds and plunderings in future.
The despatch authorised the Sessedatle to act as mediator
in case any difficulty arose between the Chiefs. This having
been explained to the assembly by Souk's Mulla, the Sessedatle addressed them and expressed a wish that their deliberations should be conducted in a friendly spirit, such
being the olily way by which they could arrive at a just
decision on a matter so important to their future welfare.
Beside, he added, he was sure that it would be highly
gratifying to the Prince if his suggestions aided in bringing
about so important a reeult.
When the Sessedatle had finished speaking, all eyes
were turned upon Sultan Souk, whose ancient descent and
distinguished position gave him precedence. He began by
saying that he had considered the suggestions of the Prince,
and was willing to adopt them, and form the required
boundary; but that it must be understood that the line of
demarcation must be made according to his views, which he
believed would be approved of by the Great Horde. " The
boundary to which I shall consent," he said, " is the Ac-sou,
including the shores of the Balkash. If the Middle Horde
agree to this, it is well, if not the Chiefs will maintain their
right, and seize every man and animal found on the
pastures."
The Sessedatle suggested to Souk that the rights of both
Hordes ought to be respected, and that the great extent of
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pasture he' now claimed belonged to the Middle Horde,their territory extending to the Bean. He produced a map
with the boundary laid down by the Russian authorities.
This he explained, and told the assembly that the pastures
on the north of the Bean belonged to the Middle Horde,
and that he was instructed to say that the Prince would not
consent to any arrangement which deprived them of that
district.
Souk looked at the map placed before him for some time
evidently without comprehending it, and then said : I
cannot understand this paper, nor why you have marked
the Bean and call that the boundary; it may remain so on
the paper, but I will have the pastures to the Ac-sou. The
Prince has ordered the Lep-sou, the Ac-sou, and the Bean,
to be placed where he pleased on this paper. He may have
them so, but I order the boundary to be on the Ac-sou, nor
shall it be changed. If the Middle Horde do not consent to
this, they shall soon see some of my people on the Lep-sou."
Several other Chiefs of the Great Horde spoke, who declared
their approval of the Sultan's proposition, and expressed a
determination to carry it out to the letter by plundering every
tribe that crossed the Ac-sou. This created a great sensation; the Sessedatle remonstrated with Souk, but without
effect; he was obstinate, and no argument could alter his
determination.
A Chief of the Middle Horde next addressed the congress,
saying that they had consented to meet the Sultans of the
Great Horde to settle the boundary between their pastures.
They were now told by Sultan Souk that the division must
be a t the Ac-sou, and not at the Bean. This latter river
had bounded the pastures of the Middle Horde for many
generations; he would respond in the same spirit as Souk,
and he hoped that all the people would agree with him:
if so, the Ac-sou would never be the boundary, and if any
tribes crossed either the Bean or even the Kok-sou, they
P
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would never return. His tribe would be ready t o meet
Souk and his marauders whenever they dared to enter the
pastures.
This speech terminated the first day's deliberations,
which had only created an increased feeling of hostility.
Day after day passed with similar results, and no arguments
could induce either horde to make concessions. At the end
of a month the Sessedatle was tired out, and broke up the
congress, without having made one step in advance; and the
tribes separated more embittered than before.
After the departure of these nomailes, Kopal settled
down into its quiet habits; the earth-works were pushed on;
but no timber could be procured, the gorges being deep in
snow. I n April. another engineer arrived from Omsk to
complete the fort, and we soon discovered that the change
was not for the better. He constantly mourned the loss
of his beloved Omsk, where, he said, '' Mirth, pleasure, and
elegance reigned supreme." When in his cups, which was
very frequent, he has been heard soliloquising grievous complaints of his fate, in having been banished to what he
styled a barbarous spot, where the men and women possessed
no knowledge of life and its rcfinements but what they had
acquired in a Cossack piquet.
He had not arrived more than a fortnight when we met
at dinner. I observed that his refined tastes did not prevent him partaking too freely of coarse beverages, and
when the rest had depalited he remained with our host.
Subsequently, when the guard went their rounds, they were
startled by a strange-looking object, lying near a gate. On
examination, they found that it was the engineer, who had
undressed himself entirely, with the exception of his boots.
He was sleeping on the turf, his clothes beside him, in the
full conviction that he was in bed.
,During the winter the guns were placed in position on
the west siilc of the -fort, commanding the valley ; the am-
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munition wagons in the rear, with some stores beside
them. I n one of the wagons the military chest was
secured, containing 700 silver roubles in coin. A sentinel
was constantly on duty, and during the cold weather in
winter he was changed every hour, at other times every two
hours. One morning, in the early part of April, a great
sensation was created by the fact transpiring that., when the
relief-guard came to the guns, the man was not on duty, nor
could he be found anywhere.

A huge Tumulw md A l t m n e u Kopsl.

The other sentinels had not observed any people approach, nor had any circumstance occurred to excite their
suspicions. That the man had been recently carried off it
was evident, for he had answered the last challenge within
half an hour. Notice of the matter was instantly sent to
the chief of the Cossacks, the Captain of the Artillery, and to
the officer in command of the soldiers, who shortly arrived on
the spot; lights were procured, the 'guns examined and
n 2
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found all right, and the wagons appeared undisturbed;
the one in which the money was deposited was then opened,
when it was discovered that the lock of the chest was broken
and the roubles gone. As no men had been obssrved near
the place, the sentinel was a t once suspected of the robbery;
and it being only an hour past midnight, and exceedingly
dark, it mas impossible to follow him. Nothing could be
done till morning, except giving orders that several parties
of cossacks should be ready to start as soon as there was
light enough to see the trail on the steppe. I t was supposed that the culprit would try to find his way to the upper
part of tlie Irtisch, a journey of fifteen days with a good
horse, and thence proceed into the Altai mountains, and join
some of the hunters. The moment daylight appeared, Cossacks
were out searching the plain near the fort ;but no trace of the
sentinel or other fresh trails could be found. Shortly afterwards the several parties started on their expedition, taking
different routes leacling to the Irtisch.
By noon the fugitive had passed the western end of t,he
Karatou, and came upon the caravan route leading to Kulja,
Kokhan, and Tashkend. This he followed till late in the
evening, mhen he observed a few yourts at about a mile distant.
He turned toward these, and found that they
belonged to some herdsmen, -by whom he was hospitably received, and remained the night. Next morning
he was on his road at daylight, and made a l a g day's ride;
sleeping at night at a Kirghis aoul.
The following day he made another -long march, and in
the evening he reached an aoul of a Icirghis Chief, Adi-yoll.
A Tatar merchant was here following his voc@tion, and
recognised the mltn to be a soldier from Kopal. He questioned him about the object of his journey in this direction,
and expressed surprise at his being alone. He soon discowered that he was deserting, informed the Chief, and
advised him to send the man under an escort to Kopal,
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which: was instantly agreed to, though the soldier offered
the Chief three packets of silver roubles, each containing one
hundred. The merchant was now convinced that the money
had been stolen from the government cash-box, as he knew
there was no officer in the place who could produce ten
roubles in silver. All the coin found upon the man was
made into a parcel by him, and sealed up by the Chief.
I n the morning, it mas given to one of the escort, with
instructions to deliver it and the prisoner to the commander in Kopal.
On the evening of the sixth day after the robbery, a
party of Kirghis rode up to the little dwelling of the chief
of dle Cossacks; and delivered the prisoner and the parcel
containing the money, not one rouble of which was missing.
The man was sent to the guard-house, and the cash deposited in a place of greater security.
The following day the officers assembled, in order that,
whatever the culprit might say, should be appended to the
report the commander would have to send to Prince Gortchikoff, the Governor-General of Western Siberia, from
whom his sentence would emanate.
The prisoner being put upon his defence, addressed the
commander, as is customary, by name, saying, " Ivan Ivanovitch, I did leave my post and take the money, but another
person planned the robbery, and has long urged me to commit*it." The commander replied, b & This is a serious charge
you are making; do not attempt to criminate any man in
the hope of saving yourself, unless that person is really
guilty." The prisoner said earnestly, Ivan Ivanovitch,
' Ye Bogh ' *, he is guilty." His judge demanded his name,
and said that if he were in Kopal the Cossacks should
bring him into the court immediately. The fellow added,
with every appearance of sincerity, &'
He was with me when
I took the money, but the Cossacks will find it difficult to
By God.
N
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A GREAT VILLAIN.

catch him, Ivan Ivanovit'ch ; it was ' Chort.' * I wish you
had him here, I would prove to his face that he has caused
all this mischief. Oh! how I should like to see him run the
gauntlet through our regiment, and you commanding, Ivan
Ivanovitch. But I'll tell you what he has done, and then
you will see what a villain he is."
He then gave a circumstantial account of a visit he had
received, when at his post, from a mysterious stranger, who
among the Cossacks, as elsewhere, is &'thegentleman in
black." He repeated at length various arguments, that
were used to tempt him to take the emperor's silver, and
represented himself as long holding out against temptation ;
but when L L Chort " showed him how he might escape with
the treasure, and live like an officer in China, by keeping
a horse in readiness, and waiting his opportunity to plunder
the wagon ; then, having broken open the chest, and placed the
silver carefully in his sash, how easily he might crawl away
with it to a distance, mount a steed, and place himself in a
few hours beyond the reach of pursuit, he gave in; but not.,
according to his statement, until the tempter had repeated
his visit, increased his arguments and persuasions, and
helped him to commit the robbery.
Though this defence was made with much earnestness
and apparent candour, accompanied by the strongest asseverations, it produced very little effect upon his judges; the
fellow was sent back to the guard-house, and kept secure
until Prince Gortchikoff sent an order for his removal to
Omsk, where he was tried for his crime and sent to work in
the mines at Nertchinsk for life.
The time for my quitting this region having arrived, 1,
visited the cemetery on the hill, and counted 107 graves,
proving how active death had been during eight months.

CHAP. VIII.

ON leaving Kopal I turned my steps to the eastward. A
party of Cossack oBcers, with their wives, accompanied me
to the Arasan, our first night's encampment. From the
fortress our way was towards Byan-ja-rouk, a sacred mountain with the Kirghis, over which I had watched the sun rise
almost daily for the past five months, and during the preceding October and November I had seen the snow gradually
descend the high chains around, securing us as effectually
as in a prison.
Immediately after the snow melted on the plains, the
flowers began to bloom and the birds to sing. These indications of returning spring had daily increased my desire to
be gone. Travellers who have been confined in such a
region can fully comprehend with what anxiety the mountain masses were scanned each returning morn, and can
understand the gratification I felt in listening to the crash
of the avalanche above. This mas a certain indication that
many of the icy barriers were breaking up, and that the
lately frozen-up torrents were pouring their floods towards
the plains.
Though the steppes had long been covered with a carpet
of grass and flowers, indeed were now withered by the
scorching sun, doubts were entertained of my being able to
cross the Kara-tau, and descend to the plain beyond. My
object in attempting this was to meet the tribes and join
*n 4
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HOT MINERAL SPRING.

them on their march to the summer pastures in the high
valleys of the Ala-tau, in Chinese Tartary.
After taking leave of all our Cossack friends according
to the usual custom, which is always done at their own
dwellings before commencing a journey, we mounted our
horses and departed. A ride of little more than an bour's
duration carried us beyond the region of tombs, and on to
a part of the steppe composed of bare granite on which
there was scarcely a blade of grass. In some parts huge
masses were thrown up, with broad veins of rose quartz
protruding, that extended in parallel lines in a southeasterly direction for ten miles. Beyond was a grassy plain
running up to the foot of the north side of Byan-ja-rouk,
and in the distance were several groups of ancient tombs,the burial-place of a race of whom the Kirghis have no
tradition.
Not far from one of these smoke was rising, which
indicated the place for our encampment, and a sharp gallop
over about eight miles of rich greensward brought us to it.
A party of Cossacks and artillerymen had been sent on
before with yourts, and such eatables as could be procured,
each family having contributed a portion from its little store
to make our parting feast.
We were now at the Arasan," or hot mineral spring,
having a temperature of 29" + Reaumur both in winter and
summer. At a very distant period this has been a place of
some importance,-,judging from the extent of the foundations of several buildings, and the heaps of ruins around.
The Kirghis have a tradition that one of these has been a
Kalmuck temple; they also look upon the place as holy.
A large bath has been formed with rough stone walls,
28 feet long, 8 feet wide, and 4 feet 6 inches deep, and
the spring is very strong, giving a column of water three
inches in diameter. I t has been resorted to for many
centuries by Kalmucks, Tartars, Chinese, and Kirghis. For-
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merly the place swarmed with serpents of a harmless species,
and the bathers considered it a good omen when any of
them twined round their arms and neck; nor would they on
any account have them disturbed.
The water was clear, and the steam curling up from
it induced the officers and myself to bathe. While enjoying
the luxury my attention was directed to a serpent that was
twisting his slimy body among the stones not far from my
back. He was much too near to be agreeable, and I
instantly gave him a wide berth, to the great amusement
of my friends. About fifty yards from the bath, a cold
spring gushes forth in a circular basin, -now partly filled
up with stones, whence carbonic acid gas bubbles up in
great quantities. Good soda-water of natural manufacture
could be obtained here in an inexhaustible supply.
The sun had descended below the Kara-tau, leaving
golden and crimson clouds spread over the western sky.
As we sat at our evening meal these melted away, and were
succeeded by a flood of yellow light streaming up in rays to
the zenith. It was a lovely night, undisturbed by even
a breath of wind. Shortly after dusk the moon rose and
changed the scene; her pale silvery light throwing over the
rocks and ruins a kind of spectral halo. While watching
the twilight fade away and the moon rise, recollections were
called up of many such nights passed with my companions;
and as I felt that this was a final parting, it caused a deep
feeling of sadness.
At this moment a Cossack began playing on his Ballalika,
(a rude guitar with three strings) ; the effect mas magical,
quickly dispelling the gloom all had felt, and in a few minutes .
we were dancing Cossack dances on the turf to his wild
music. These are eminently characteristic, full of graceful
attitudes, and as wild as the surrounding scenes. Some
Chinese brandy, which had been procured from Kulja, aided
in raising the spirits of my friends, and no ball given in polite

BYAN- JA-ROUK.

society ever passed off with more true enjoyment. Some of
the men had been my companions for many mont.hs; we had
hunted together, shared many toils and dangers, and had
rambled far within the Chinese dominions. They had oRen
enlivened my camp after a hard day's ride by their songs,
and now gave me a parting farewell in some of their wildest
strains, which left an impression on my mind aot soon to be
erased.

Bm-j*rouL itom the North.

When I. looked out in the morning the sun was throwing
up his rays over Byan-ja-roulc, and tipping the snowy peaks
of the Ac-tau with a deep crimson light, while all the lower
chain of the Alatau was still clothed in cold grey. After
the morning repast my friends, excepting three, returned to
their homes. The officer of artillery, with two of his men,
rode with me to the pass in the Kara-tau, where we dined,
and then separated.
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A ride of half an hour brought us into the rugged ravine,
with its dark purple slaty w a h rising in some places s
thousand feet above us; in other parts it opened into an
amphitheatre, in the shelving sides of which ten times the
multitude ever assembled by Ca3sar in the Colosseum could
have found places. A small stream ran through the centre
of this are4'leaping and foaming over fallen rocks : its banks
were fringed with many flowering shrubs,. while luxuriant
grass, with beds of sweet-scented yellow poppies, were spread
over the surface.
M7e were three hours riding from this place to the top of
the pass, whence we had a view over the steppe, that stretched
out like a sea beneath us, till earth and sky seemed to be
united in purple vapour. Here we expected to see the
tribes on their march, but were disappointed. In one direction smoke was seen, although at a great distance. We
were now about five thousand feet above the steppe, and to
the east the mountains rose abruptly two thousand feet
higher. On some beetling crags, far above us, was standing
a group of argali (wild sheep), apparently watching our
movements with intense interest. I t was impossible to approach them within rifle range, and shortly they scampered
off to a higher summit, whence they continued gazing until
we were lost in the windings of the pass.
The descent was very tedious, and occupied us four
hours. After leaving the gorge and reaching the crest of a
low hill, we beheld a few miles to the east a Kirghis encampment. On reaching it, we ascertained that this was an
advance party on their way to the Ala-tau, and that they
had only just arrived. Their yourts, fifteen in number, were
being pitched on the bank of a small stream; as usual, the
women were performing this laborious work, while the chief
and some of the elders of the tribe were lounging on carpets,
drinking koumis. A place was made for me in the little
circle, and a bowl of the beverage handed to me, which, after
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tasting, I passed to 6ne of my men, who proved himself a
true descendant of the race by draining it to the bottom.
Large herds of camels, horses, and oxen were seen grazing
a t a short distance, and immense flocks of sheep were feeding
around us. I ascertained from the chief that he intended
remaining on this spot for two or three days, and that we
should find some of the tribes a two days'journey beyond
the river Ac-sou. While two yourts were being put up for
our party, I strolled through the aoul, and watched the
women at their labours. Poor creatures, they were miserable
indeed, notwithstanding that they were surrounded by vast
flocks and herds. Their forms were emaciated, and their
faces careworn ; even the young seemed marked with age,
and all were covered with dirt. Water never comes near
their skins, except from a shower in the mountains; and
their clothing bespoke extreme wretchedness.
Some had sheepskin coats, others of printed calico from
Kokhan, yellowish leather tchimbar (wide trousers), maddercoloured boots, short in the foot, with high heels, which
rendered their gait ungainly. Their head-dresses were of
ealico, formed like a hood, and hanging over their shoulders,
which gave them the appearance of nuns; but there was
nothing prepossessing either in their looks or costume.
When the yourts were finished, the voilocks spread, and
their small stock of moveables arranged, they turned to their
other domestic duties, milking their cows, sheep, and goats.
The lambs and kids were strung together in long lines,
waiting their turn; the moment the women had finished
milking, children, from four to ten years old, slipped the
cords from their necks, when the young animals bounded off
to their dams, butting and springing over each other's backs.
A short distance from these the men mere milking the
mares and camels; and one of the former mas kicking and
plunging, evidently determined not to submit. As a Kirghis
is not to be defeated by his horse, when koumis is wanted,
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in a short time she was secured with thongs, and notwithstanding her efforts to bite, and her attempts to lie down,
was compelled to contribute to the general stock. The foals
were tied up in long lines of fifty or sixty in each, and are
only allowed to suck morning and evening after the milking.
This t ~ i b had
e been more than two months on their march
from the shores of the Balkash,-the winter resort for all the
Kirghis of this region. Theirs is a life of constant migration between the higher valleys of the Ala-tau and the steppe
around the Balkash. Here, during the winter season, their
flocks and herds obtain food from the tops of the rough
grass which protrudes through the snow. As these people
make no hay for their cattle, the want of it often subjects
them to great disasters, and the past winter had been a most
fatal one. Early in October, 1849, there was a fall of snow,
which rendered it difficult for the cattle to find the short
grass on the steppe. Before the end of the month there was
a bouran and a snow-storm that continued nine days, covering the whole country four to five feet deep. This prevented
some of the tribes reaching the shores of the Balkash, and
vast numbers of their sheep died; the Kirghis in this region
lost no less than 70,000 sheep. The camels, horses, and
oxen succeeded in procuring a scanty subsistence ; but before
the spring, vast numbers of these died also. One chief, a t
whose aoul I remained, had had 700 horses, 80 camels, and
a great number of oxen destrojred.
Independently of such calamities, the Kirghis are subject
to great personal risk and danger on these vast Asiatic
plains, where the wind blows with a fury unknown in Europe.
In January, 1850, the thermometer fell to 20" Reaum. below
the freezing-point, and then came terrible bourans. I have
known one to continue for eleven days with such fury that
the yourts were blown down, and the voilock coverings rent
asunder and carried away by the storm. I have also seen the
household goods strewn over the snowy waste, when all had to
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scramble to procure the smallest covering as a protection
against the cutting blast. These disasters not unfrequently
happen in the night, when, in the confusion, the fur wrappers
are blown from the young children; and they, miserable '
little creatures, are hurled into the snow, and perish. But
it is not children alone who fall victims to the fury of these
storms,-if men or women wander from the aoul, they can
seldom return, and thus they are often frozen to death within
fifty paces of their friends. Such are the fearful calamities
that visit these vast steppes.
The tribe with whom I was stopping had suffered, and
were mourning the loss of some of their friends. A t the
door of one of the yourts, a small white flag waa fluttering
from a spear, indicating that a young female had been lost;
and plaintive music and deep sobs were heard issuing from
the yourt, as the sun was setting. In some of the narrow
rocky valleys of the Ala-tau I have often heard a dozen, or
even more, voices singing in chorus these funeral strains.
As the sounds swelled and echoed from crag to crag, it
had a pleasing, but at the same time a most melancholy
effect,-it was truly funereal.
During the evening I made many inquiries of my host
about the passes in the Kara-tau, and expressed a wish to
ascend by the gorge of the Ac-sou. This, he said, was
utterly impossible, as the river ran between perpendicular
precipices, without a ledge on which man could set his foot.
Nor would it, he added, be practicable to ford the river
within a two hours' ride from the point where it issues
from the mountain. The first ten or fifteen miles after
it enters tlie plain it is one continued cataract, the water
tumbling over large rocks, forming a succession of falls,
and making a roar that is heard a t a long distance: over it,
he said;neither man nor horse could cross.
The chief and his friends were trying to make themselves
happy ; and if koumis and arrak could do it, they had abund-
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ant materials at hand. The bowls were often emptied, and
they were becoming noisy and quarrelsome, -of course,
under these circumstances, no further information could be
obtained. Having no desire that either myself or my men
should take a part in a Kirghis brawl, I deemed it prudent
to retire to our yourt.
At daybreak the following morning we left the aoul, long
before the chief and his boosing companions had opened
their eyes. Notwithstanding what had been said as to the
impossibility of ascending the gorge of the Ac-sou, I ordered
our march along the foot of the mountains. After riding
about two hours we came upon a great number of ancient
tombs; many only small mounds of earth, varying from
fifteen to twenty feet in diameter and ten feet high; these
were scattered far over the plain. About a mile further, I
found others of much larger dimensions; one, 120 feet in
diameter and 37 feet high ; with a shallow ditch, 12 feet wide
and 4 feet, deep, running round its base. One hundred
feet from the edge of the ditch was a circle of stones, two
feet high, and ten feet from this there was another of
the same height. Directly facing the east was an entrance
twelve feet wide, having an avenue of the same width,
formed of similar stones, extending eastwards 100 yards.
Having ridden my horse to the summit of the tumulus,
I sam three others to the north, of ~pparentlysimilar
dimensions. One of them was about a mile distant, another
about two miles, and the third still further, in a northwesterly direction. To the south I observed a still larger
tumulus not far away. The whole intervening space was
covered with smaller tombs, extending over an area nearly
four miles in length by one mile in breadth-verily a vast
city of the dead.
Here was a place for reflection, and for much curious
speculation as to what nation or race occupied these numberless mounds. They have passed away without leaving a single
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1 record, and it is impossible to identify them or date their
i cemeteries. Most probably they were raised by the earliest

/

inhabitants of these vast regions, which we are led to believe
was the cradle of the human race. I turned my horse away,
deeply regretting that I had not the means of examining
i one of the larger tombs, as articles might probably be found
therein that would go far towards explaining this historical
enigma.
After leaving this necropolis a ride of nearly two hours
brought us to the gorge of the Ac-sou, when I was convinced that all attempts to ascend the ravine would prove
fruitless. It is a rent in the mountain, with overhanging
precipices, split near their summits into fearful crags, that
seem ready to topple into the roaring torrent beneath.
Having climbed to a high jutting mass of light green slate,
I looked down into the terrific gorge, and beheld the
rushing water dashed up like flakes of snow ;- this and
its tremendous roar produced a most appalling effect.
I ascended the mountain still higher, till I stood. on some
crags about 3,000 feet above the plain, but not mid-way
to the summit.
From this spot I obtained a view up the gorge. I t was
fearfully grand. Huge buttresses projected into the ravine,
crowned by lofty turrets of varied form. On some, dwarf
cedars had taken.root, and the branches were wreathing
round their heads like civic crowns. The opposite cliffs
assumed the forms of mighty castles, with broad terraces
and pierced battlements; among these, small picta trees
mere growing, that a lively imagination might easily have
pictured as soldiers guarding the pass. At one place the
precipice rose up like a turreted gateway, beneath which
a stream of water gushed forth, and leaped into the gorge
at one bound. As it descended it was wafted about like
white horse-hair streaming in the breeze, and before reaching
the bottom appeared like a cloud of vapour.
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.. -lt was impossible to proceed further in this direction.
Nature has placed an impassable barrier here, and without
some great change man can never penetrate this awful
depth, nor the geologist examine the strata laid bare 4,060

Gorga of the Acaou.

feet beneath the summit. Turning from the ravine towards
the steppe, I saw at a long distance the yourts and smoke of
an aoul to the east of the Ac-sou. This induced me to
0
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DJASI-BEK.

liasten our descent, as there was a long ride before us, hnd.
we should have to follow the river many miles to the north
before me could cross it.
While riding along its bank, looking out for a practicable ford, the hissing and foaming of the water warned us
against the attempt. At length we reached-a point where
there seemed less risk, but on making a trial, two of the Inen
were near being carried away over a wnter-fall. We were
compelled to seek a safer place ; and having ridden about ten
miles, came to a broad part of the river, where, at the lower
end of a small island, alternately fording and swimming, IF-e
succeeded after much difficulty in reaching the opposite
bank.
I n half an hour we came to the bed of a dry river, about
half a rnile in breadth, covered with large stones, that gave
us much trouble in crossing. As night was coming on
apace, it was impossible to trace its course up to the mountain, and ascertain if it mas an ancient bed of the Ac-sou.
This, however, is probable, as great changes take place in a
region where earthquakes are frequent and severe. About
two hours after sunset we reached a high bank overlooking
the aoul we r e r e seeking, and then lost no time in riding
up to the Chief's yourt, accompanied by the usual chorus of
shouting men and barking dogs.
Having appeased my hunger, I had time to examine the
company around. Djani-bek, the Chief, was a man about
forty years of age, with n burly figure, and a jolly, FriarTuck-looking face, which showed that abstemiousness
formed no part of his creed. Four other Kirghis were
sitting in front of us, his boon companions; beyond these
there sat a number of his retainers and herdsmen scanning
my face and figure with their small sparkling eyes, evidently wondering from what part of thc globe I had come.
I n the red glare of our flickering fire the group formed
a more striking picture of banditti, than any painted by
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Satvator Rosa. TII-o of ~ n ymen were sitting near me, whom
the chief questioned as to whence we had come, and where
me mere 'proceeding. When told that IT-emere going to
wander in the mountains, he looked with much astonishment,
and inquired if I had camels and horses. On a negative
being given, all appeared alarmed and suspicious, and examined me more closely, fully satisfied that I must be either
a madman or a robber.
Djani-bek informed me that several of his men had
ascended the pass in the liaramtau the day before, and had
found the snow still lying on the mountains, which mould
delay thc march of the tribe for several days. Some werc
already within three days of this encampment, and me mere
only a three hours' ride from the mouth of the pass.
The Kirghis have not yet acquired the European habits
of sitting up late, and they rise with the d a m . We' were
therefore out early in the morning, and I took the opportunity of examining our position. The yourts were oh the
edge of a broad and deep gully, cut down into the sand
by a small stream. This was now a beautiful green pasture,
being watered by the little rivulet, which was twisted
and mound about in the bottom among rich grass, sometimes half hid, and then lost under flowering shrubs, at this
time in full bloom. Great herds of camels and horses mere
feeding on these pastures, which extended for several miles to
the nortliward. The sheep and goats had sprcnd themselves
over a rocky hill, stretching along far to the eastward. To
the south the Kara-tau reared his jagged peaks of deep purple
slate, among which tchesnow mas still lying in patches. On
the crest of the lower ranges granite is thrown up in singular
and picturesque Corms, while to the north and \Irest the
over these that the
steppes seemed interminable. It
Icirghis hordes were now marching with their innumerable
herds and flocks, though not visible within the range of my
vision.
0
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WATER-COURSE.

Finding that it mould be necessary to wait for the arrival
of the tribes, and that they mould not commence their emigration for several days, I determined to extend my journey
to the eastward, as Djani-bek had informed me there was a
mountain pass in that direction, which some of his people
had said was a twelve hours' ride distant. I could obtain
no particulars from him; he only knew that some of the
tribes to the eastward asceuded by it to their summer pastures: this decided me, and I determined to examine it.
Having arranged with the chief for five fresh horses and two
men, these and two Cossacks formed my little party.
At six o'clock we mere in our saddles, and crossed the
deep gully to the steppe beyond. For the first mile the
ground mas covered with short turf; after this we came upon
a plain, composed of pebbles and sand, with occasiopal tufts
of steppe grass, extending about three miles. This led to a
sandy plain entirely deirived of vegetation. Far to the
north we could see some green patches of verdure surrounding a lake, but with this exception the entire country appeared an arid desert.
In about an hour and a half we reached the brink of one
of the dry water-courses frequently found in these regions.
This mas a large one, being not less than a mile and n half
in width, and 130 feet deep; the banks being nenrly
perpendicular, formed a complete barrier to our progress
in this direction. I sent three men along the bank and
took my only other companion upwards, searching for
a place by which me could descend. After n long and fruitless ride, the report of a gun, and the waving of a handkerchief by the men, recalled us to a spot where they had
discovered a track made by deer and other animals descending for water.
We rode over the brink, and began to descend ~lowly,
crossing a broken part of the path with great difficulty. At
length two men and myself had reached the bottom. As we
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stood watching the other two, the sand suddenly gave way
under the feet of the last horse, and both man and animal
rolled down from a height of about forty feet. Fortunately
the Cossack threw himself clear of the horse; still me
thought both were killed. On hastening to their aid they
rose to their feet; the horse gave himself a shake, and began
to kick and plunge furiously, and the man burst into a fit
of laughter.
AU hope of returning by this track was now at an end,
and we rode on with increasing anxiety, making vain guesses
as to what had become of the stream which had scooped out
this formidable hollow. Sand and pebbles covered the
greater part of the surface, interspersed with patches of fine
grass ; but near the middle we found numerous pools of fresh
water, with a small stream uniting them. They were surrounded by beds of fine and, on which were the footprints
of several animals of the deer tribe.
Near one pool, other footmarks attracted the attention
of my men, one of whom called out that the barse (tiger)
had becn there. On reaching the spot, I saw distinctly the
prints of huge feline prws, though not recent. Most proba b l ~this tiger had followed the other animals into the
mountains, whither they had gone in senrch of food. Having
made this discovery, n-e lost no time in examining the nipples
of our rifles. Alittle further, we found the bed of a torrent
covered with large stones and coarse gravel, over which
a streani of water mas running rapidly, rendering it very
difficult to ford ; and the opposite bank proved as high and
abrupt as the one we had descended.
I t was now past mid-day, and the pass in the mountains
appeared still far distant. On questioning the guide, I
ascertained that he had never crossed this country before, and
could tell me nothing reliable about the pass. Quickening
our pace over the sandy steppe, at seven o'clock \\re turned
into the great ravine we had. been seeking. The first few
0
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hundred yards were between gmssy slopes, with a little rivulet
in the centre: at last, having passed some rocky masses, the
rugged mountain jaws opened upon us in all their grandeur.
This mas a terrific rent: the dark purple slaty rock had
been riven asunder by granite, and heaved up into craggy
precipices of enormous height. In some parts the rocks
were broken into sharp points; in others they were piled up
like huge towers, overhanging the base of these 'mighty
cliffs. To add to the wildness of the view, three large
eagles were soaring far above our heads, and several were
perched upon the crags.
The Kirghis imagined from this that some of their
countrymen were encamped in the pass, and, riding forward,
found un~nistakeableevidence that horses and other snimals
had recently passed on the other side of the stream. Presently three Kirghis appeared, who, after a ride of little
more than an hour, brought us to a wide part of the pass,
where they had pitched their yourts on some grassy slopes, at
a point from which the gorge branches off in two directions.
They mere taking advantage of the luxuriant grass growing
on this spot., intending to remain two or t,hree days. The
aoul belonged to a rich chief, Kal-matai, and some of ,his
children, with one of his wives, were here, with their numerous attendants and herdsmen. I n four days the chief was
expected to join them wkh his other herds, by which time
this part of his tribe ~vouldhave selected the pastures, and
established themselves in the upper valleys of the Ala-tau.
All the camels, horses, and other animals, had been assembled
close around the yourts, as the space on which these had been
pitched was limited. It was quite dusk when the Iiirghis
escorted me to a yourt, where two of the sons of the chief
received me, and gave me the usual ~velcome.
Various were the sounds that greeted my ears on waking in the morning-the sharp cry of the camels, and the
bellowing of the bulls, echoing among the rocks, increased
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the confusion. As day dawned I turned out, and stood a t
the door of the yourt, gazing in wonder a t the scene before
me. The spot on which I stood was a green grassy mound
in the middle of the gorge, and three yourts were placed
upon it. A little below, on the bank of a small torrent,

there were seven other yourts, while, immediately opposite,
and at about 300 yards from me, rose a mighty maass of dark
basaltic rocks, to a much greater elevation than the distancc
from me to them. They were pillared snd split into most
0
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curious forms; some of them like match-towers guarding the
pass.
These basaltic masses divided the gorge, which branched
off to the south and east. Looking up the southern branch,
the eye rested on the snowy crests near the source of the
Ac-sou, and up the other were seen the dazzling peaks in
which the Bascan has its source. Nearer, some shrubs and
flowers were hanging from the clefts, showing that spring
was adorning these rugged forms with all her beauty. The
whole space around the base of these precipices mas filled
with living animals : prominent among them I discovered
the curved necks and shaggy heads of the camels, above the
horses and oxen. Vast flocks of sheep and goats were climbing almost inaccessible cliffs in search of pasture. It was
interesting to watch the latter spring from ledge to ledge,
where there appeared scarcely space on which to stand ;
while the sheep stood gazing at them, unable to follow their
agile leaders, and partake of the rich grass on which they
fed. Shortly the whole aoul went forth, and engaged in
various pastoral occupations. .
My hostess was a woman about forty-five, with strong
Kalmuck features, -showing that she had descended from
that race, and most probably had been stolen from them
when young. She wore a black kanfa kalat (Chinese
satin), a scarlet and green shawl round her waist., and a
f~x-skin-cap; yellow leather tchimbar embroidered round
the bottom, and the usual high-heeled boots. Had she been
washed, she would have produced a great effect in any town
in Europe. Notwithstanding her finery she was occupied
with her domestic duties, preparing cheese from a mixture
of sheep and cow's milk. It is formed into squares like
our cream. cheese, and then dried in the sun on a rush
mat. I have eaten it, and when fresh the flavour is not
bad. There is one great drawback to the enjoyment of
Ii'irghis cookery; their culinary utensils are dirty,-even
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their leathern pails used for milking, and all other vessels
in which the milk stands, are never washed. They are
lined with a thick coating of coagulated milk; and he must
be a bold man who would trust his nose a second time
within their rims.
Two of the sons of my hostess were fine young men,one twenty and the other twenty-five years old. I ascertained from them that by ascending the eastern branch
of the pass I could reach the Bascan; and wishing to
visit the glaciers above the source of that river, I ordered
our march in that direction, and they gave me a man who
knew the route. There are several points in the gorge
where basaltic roclrs form grand features : shortly after
passing these the cliffs are less abrupt, with picta trees
growing on every ledge. As we advanced the pass became
wider, well wooded, and terminated in -a fine valley, whence
I had a magnificent view of the snowy chain.
From this place the guide led the way to the north-east,
up the mountain slope. As we ascended I perceived that the
country to the south presented a very wild aspect; nevertheless there are numerous valleys in this region which
afford good pastures for two months. At this season thousands of horses and oxen are seen grazing, and hundreds of
thousands of sheep are feeding on the hill-sides. The tribes
begill to retire from the higher region about the middle
of August, stopping at every pasture on their return till
all the grass is eaten by the herds. On nearing the summit
I observed that purple slate rocks cropped out, and in some
parts they rose into lofty crags.
After some difficulty we reached the crest, whence the
course of the Bascan could be traced among the mountains;
then continued-our ride south-east, towards another ridge
that was easily crossed, and we descended into a small
valley with a stream running through its centre. The
guide led the way down the bank of the stream to a point
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where it falls in a succession of cascades for more than 1,000
feet, into a valley in which runs one of the branches of the
Bascan.
It was not easy to ride our horses down the rugged
descent, often close to the water, where it rolled on with
a thundering noise. Having reached the bottom, we passed
round some high rocks and entered a deep valley, about
a mile in width, and extending far to the southward. Here
a scene of desolation was presented, such as I have never
witnessed since. The valley had once been thickly wooded
with pines and large cedars, -now not a single tree was
standing. Thousands, yea, tens of tliousands, were lying
prostrate, their large trunks bleached by tbe summer's sun
and winter's frost. All had been hurled down by one
tremendous blakt; some uprooted, and others, of large
dimensions, were snapped asunder. The hurricane which
caused this fearful devnstation had not passed over with
a revolving motion, such as I have witnessed, where the
trees were torn up and stre~\lnabout in every direction.
These were all lying side by side, with their tops up the
valley, proving that the blast had ascended.
The guide led the way upwards for more than three
miles, till we reached u part of the valley not more than
half a mile in ~viclth. At this point another narrow valley
branchecl off to the vestw ward; this had also h e n well
wooded. Here the pent-up hurricane had divided, and
every tree was lying parallel to its neighbour. At this
part we dismounted and led our horses. over the fallen
timber to the river, lvliich was ersily forded. The opposite
ridge was soon tiscended, when the. principal branch of the
I3ascan was before me, winding through s rich valley.
Some of the tribes had already ieached it on their way
upwards; vast herds of horses, oxen, and sheep were feeding, and a large aoul was visible at no great distance.
The ridge on ~vliich we stood was at least 3,000 feet
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above the river, and in most parts the descent was too abrupt
to attempt even on foot. We rode along the crest to a place
where the Kirghis have discovered a practicable path. The
descent mas made by manys&zigzag turn, frequently along
the edge of granite cliffs of great depth, and over some exceedingly ugly places. At last we reached the bottom, at a
place where the river runs almost close up to the rocks.
Here the Kirghis have made a frail bridge, using a mass of
granite that stand3 in the middle of the stream as a pier.
These rude engineers have succeeded in throwing trunks of
trees across the torrent; on these they have placed branches
and a thin covering of earth. This structure was in too
fragile a state to risk a .ride across; however, we led our
horses over, but not without danger, as three of them
broke through, and one man had n arrow escape.
A ride of half an hour brought us to tlie aoul, that
belonged to a wealthy chief, Barak, who gave me a cordial
welcome. From hiin I learned that it was utterly impossible
to ascend to the glaciers in which the Bascan has its source,
as the route was still deep in snow, and the river so much
swollen that it had stopped their march. I therefore
accepted his offered hospitality to remain the night. At
this part the valley is beautiful; high tnountains rise up on
each side, and many have summits frlr into the region of
snow. Some of .the lower ridges are covered ~vitlln thick
forest of dark pines, and on the lower slopes are excellent
pnstures, studded mith clu~npsof birches and poplars. I n
inany places the river is fringed mith magnificent trees, and
the valley covered with luxuriant grass and flowers.
Few people possess such a spot: Barak could sit a t the
door of his yourt, and look at his tens of thousands of animals
feeding on the mountain slopes. ITe could also enjoy a view
of his domain, in which beauty and savage grandeur were
combined. Having no wish to lose tirne, I visited n spot
about four miles higher u p in the \%lley, where a gorge
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opel~sto the south; it is formed in some high limestone
cliffs, in which were several caverns. Through this opening
there was a peep into the icy region beyond, where stupendous mountain peaks rose up, clothed with eternal snow,
wrhile at their base crystal masses were glittering; and to
these I determined to penetrate if possible. After scanning
'
tlle gorge it presented no great obstacle; could we cross the
torrent. Having succeeded in other places that appeared
almost as dangerous, I asked the Cossacks if they would ford
it with me. They and three of the Kirghis instantly volunteered; the other three men declined.
Both banks were examined, and a place found that allpeared to afford a chance of success : we formed in line, and,
a t the suggestion of a Cossack, each man gave the long rein
of his bridle to his neighbour. A few steps brought us into
the current, and the horses stood it well; but before we
reached the middle the water rushed up their sides and over
our saddles. Two lost their footing, and would have been
swept down, had not the Cossack's precaution enabled us to
hold on and draw them out of deep water. The other i~ieli
rode in to our assistance, and we got out with a ducking, but
fully convinced that the passage was impracticable. The
source of thc Bascan nr~dits glaciers mere thus sealed to me,
and I returned to the aoul disappointed. A month later,
Uarak said, it migl~tbe accomplished.
My host was a Bee (magistrate), and had great influence
with the people. During the evening a man was brought
before him, charged with having stolen five horses and two
camels. The theft was observed by a couple of witnesses,
and the animals were discovered among his herds.
The first part of the charg&he denied with great indignation, and attempted to prove an alibi, but failed.
The Bee asked one of the witilesses if he was sure this
was the man who drove the horses off, and by what marks
he knew him.

By his ugly face and his seat 011 horseback," rel~lied
he; also .by the pattern and colour of his kalat, which was
red, yellow, and green.. It is not the one he has on. I also
know his horse."
I n answer to this evidence the culprit replied that his
face mas less like that of a thief than was that of the man
who had accused him. As to the kalat, be never had such ii
one as had been described, and there were so many horses
like his own, that the resemblance was no proof of guilt.
The Bee asked, how many kalats have you?
" Three," he answered.
"Where are they ? "
;'I have them on."
" All? "
Yes."
" Are any of them like the one described? "
" No."
" I should like to see them : take one off."
L L 1 have no objection, but there is no occnsion, as none of
mine are so fine."
The Bee insisted.
The culprit took one off, and held it up to the witness
inside and out - but that was not the garment; the second
and third passed the same ordeal with a like result.
The Bee exclaimed, '&Theremust be a mistake-the man
is free." This result greatly astonished his accusers.
The prisoner resumed his clothes, and began abusing
the witness, applying to him sundry epithets which will not
bear translation. Presently the court, or circle, was in a
state of confusion, and the prisoner retired towards his
horse. The owner of the animals, and the witnesses, seeing
this, rushed upon him and dragged him back to the Bee,
insisting on his garments being re-examined.
He called upon the Bee for protection; but his persecutors
proceeded, without further ceremony, to strip him. His
"
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kalats mere again examined; but they afforded no proof
of his guilt. This, however, mas not satisfactory to his
accusers; and I am sorry to say that, without taking heed of
the presence of the ladies, his tchimbar was torn off, and the
identical garment pulled from its hiding-place in triumph.
This condemned him,and theBee ordered the restitution of the
stolen animals, at the same time imposing a fine of tell horses
ttiid four camels. The trial did not last more than an hour,
and speedy justice mas awarded. Thieving of this kind is
instantly punished among the Hirghis; but a baranta, like
the sacking of a town, is honourable plunder.
Early in the morning I left the liospitable Bee, accompanied
by two of his people, to guide me to a lake in one of the small

ralleys that branches out to the south-east of the Bascan.
A ride of an hour carried me to this picturesque spot, whcre
I found work for my pencil. The mountains around the lake
are rugged, and its shores rocky, affording no pastures. The
Iii laghis saj-the ice is seldom melted before June. Looking up
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the lake, there is a ~plendidview of the higher parts of the
chain ; and the summits of the Ac-tau are seen in their full
grandeur, overtopping the rocky heights.
Before leaving this place the men proposed to lead me to
a ford on the Bascan, and thence to our old route; the
bridge we had crossed yesterday being deemed unsafe.
Having retraced our steps into the valley of, the Bascan, a
ride of about three miles brought us to the ford, which we
crossed without much difficulty. An incident happened to
me as we ascended from the ~ v e rthat
, left an impression on
my inind which is still as vivid and fresh as the moment it
occurred ; nor can I, even at this time, contemplate the scene
of it without a shudder.
At a short distance from the ford, we commenced a very
abrupt ascent, by which me reached a ledge on the precipice
about 500 iket above the river. Shelving rocks rose up to
a great height above, and in several parts the path was so
narrow that the left foot hung over the brink. T proceeded
along this perilous path for about 300 yards, one of the Bee's
men and a Cossaclr leading, I following them, and the rest
of the party behind. At last we reached a broader ledge
about twenty-five feet long and eight feet broad; the side
and farther end of this small platform *descended nearly
perpendicular to the stream, more than 600 feet beneath.
The rocks rose so steep on the right that there appeared
no possibility of proceeding farther; but the Kirghis turned
his horse and rode up the incline about fifteen feet, to an
opening in the rocks : when he gained the top, the Cossack
followed. I then turned towards the steep, and my horse
began to climb. Having made an attempt, and found it
difficult, he rose on his hind legs, tried to turn round, and
leap over the brink. By a great effort I pulled his head
against the rocks and sprang off his back, when two Kirghig,
~ v h owere on the platform, backed their horses, fearing to be
carried over with 11s. The Cossack, who had witnessed the cir-

cumstance from above, leaped from his horse and hastenccl to
my assistance. In .a short time the animal was quieted and
led up the ascent ; nor did any other man attempt the riskall dismounted, and passed the spot in safety. A few miles
brought us to the route, when the Bee's men returned by a
less hazardous path. We continued our ride to the aoul in
the great gorge, and a little before dark I was welcomed by
the young chiefs.

CHAP. IX.
A MOUNTAIN LAKE DRAINED BY AN- EARTIIQUAKE.

THEdifficulties and dangers that lay in the route I proposed
to take were so formidable, that the only man who knew
the country refused to accompany me; but on showing
as a reward a flask of gunpowder and a few balls, his eyes
sparkled with delight, and his objections vanished. All
arrangements for the ascent having been completed, and
a party sent back with our horses to the great water-course,
we left the aoul. Turning our steeds towards the south
branch of the pass, we rode up to the base of the basaltic
cliffs, whence the view down the gorge was savagely grand.
While looking on this scene I could riot avoid contrasting
the puny efforts of man with these stupendous works of
nature. How marvellously small the pyramids and temples
of the Egyptians, and the great works of the Romans would
appear, if placed at the foot of these towers of basalt, or
near the shelving masses of trap, forming mighty stairs
leading into the great recesses of the mountains, that
in some parts are riven asunder, and horrible chasms seem
to penetrate far towards their centre. Here was a place
in which a legion of robbers might hide, or defend themselves against an army.
My company consisted of the two young chiefs, who had
requested leave to join me ;the old guide, three Kirghis, myself,
and my two men. The young Kirghis mere dressed in rich
Chinese silk kalats, highly ornamented tchimbar, and richly
embroidered silk caps turned up with fox-skin: they \trere
mounted on splendid horses, which they sat with a firm
P
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and graceful seat. After riding more than two hours,
sometimes between, high precipices, a t others rocky slopes,
we arrived at a part of the pass so abrupt, that it was
impossible to ascend on horseback; even on foot we found
i t no easy matter to scramble up. At last we reached a
small level space, about twenty yards in length and four
in width, when a scene was presented to us that few could
look down upon without a shudder.
We were standing on the brink of a precipice, and
looking into a fearful abyss, with dark overhanging crags,
that gave the place a most terrific aspect. The rocks were
of dark purple slate, with a few shrubs hanging from the
cliffs; yellow and green moss covered the upper ledges, and
a t the bottom was a small lake, the water appearing of inky
blackness. To the north, crags rose far above us: I climbed
these, and got a better view into the Tartarian gulf below.
To the south the mountain was so steep that it appeared
impossible to find a path in that direction. This, however,
was our only chance; but it was a route never taken by the
Kirghis on their migrations.
We began our ascent by going in slanting lines, gaining
but little at each tack, and turning our horses with great
difficulty. As me ascended higher, each turning gave us a
deeper view into the terrible abyss, with nothing to stop
man or horse should either slip. After extraordinary toil
and no little anxiety, we rewhed a part more easy to
ascend, and riding on, in due time gained the crest of
the mountain, where we turned towards the west, and saw
that the day mas fast declining. The old guide rode by my
side, pointing out the peaks and crags near which me were
to pass, proving that he possessed a good knowledge of the
region, that for some reason he had wished to conceal. I
was equally anxious to know something more about him,
and inquired how he became so well acquainted with this
wild country.
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After a few questions to ascertain whence I came, and
finding he had nothing to fear from me, he acknowledged
that he had once belonged to a strong band of robbers,
commanded by a celebrated chief, LL Kinsara," whose name
alone was sufficient to make the women and children
tremble. The Kirghis quailed as he led on his mild bands;
even the Russians, on the frontiers, dreaded his marauding
expeditions. He had been the scourge of all the tribes,
whom he often plundered, carrying off their camels, horses,
men, women, and children. Indeed, his daring acts had
so' intimidfited the Kirghis that no one dared to follow
him into the mountains, amidst scenes so terrible that they
believed them to be the veritable residence of the enemy
of man.
We proceeded along a mountain ridge, sometimes at the
base of high crags of dark igneous rocks, at others over
parts covered with moss and short grass. Then we came
into a labyrinth of rocks, through which it appeared impossible to find our way; but our robber-guide led on without once being at fault. We presently obtained a magnificent
view of the snowy chain of the Ac-tau, stretching to the
east and west. Its vast glaciers and high peaks were
sparkling l i e rubies in the setting sun, while beneath
several bold rocky ridges rose out of the haze; nearer to us
we beheld a lower chain of mountains, and valleys covered
with vegetation. This is the region where the Kirghis
find their summer pastures.
A short ride brought us to the bank of a torrent, which
we followed down into the valley, where we found a fine
clump of birch and picta trees, and there we took up our
night's lodgings. It was indeed a quiet spot, for not a sound
could be heard, save the murmuring of the stream and our
own voices. Near our encampment another narrow valley
branched off to the southward, running up between high
mountains and rugged precipices. At the end of the ravine
. r2
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rose some high cliffs, and far beyond these one of the highest
peaks of the Ac-tau reared his mighty head, where the last
rays of the sun mere shining, lighting it up like a crimson
beacon, while a gloomy twilight was creeping over us. The
effect mas singularly beautiful. Around us luxuriant summer vegetation mas growing, intermingled with flowers
blooming in all their glory. As the valley ascended both
vegetation and flowers gradually diminished through every
grade, till the moss on the rocks disappeared. Then came a
scene of utter desolation, where the effects of the thundering
avalanches are palpably visible, the wreck of which cut off
the view of the glaciers, while the high peak, clothed in his
cold wintry garb, looked inexpressibly ghastly and chilling.
Wishing to get a peep a t my companions, I walked to a
short distance, and beheld the group sitting around our
camp fire. As the valley mas' shrouded in deep gloom, the
strong red glare of our fire gave a peculiar character to the
scene. The young chiefs, with their richly-coloured costumes,
were sitting, surrounded by their followers, in anxious discussion, forming a picturesque group. At a little distance
sat the old guide and my two Cossacks, in strong contrast
with their neighbours: from the difference in garb of these
men, they might have been taken for banditti guarding their
prisoners and a rich booty. On the branches above them
our arms mere hanging and gleaming; and beyond these
the horses mere picketed, their heads just appearing in the
blazing light. Having jotted down a few notes of this scene,
I joined my companions. Our saddle cloths were presently
spread on the ground, and very soon all, except the sentinel,
mere fast asleep.
Just as day dawned, I was roused by the neighing of one
of the horses close to my ear; the Kirghis had turned them
loose to feed, and this fellow had taken a fancy to some tufts
of grass near my head. On looking round, I observed
that my companions were st.ill sleeping soundly. As yet

the sun's rays had not touched the snowy peaks, and the
entire chain beneath was enveloped in a grey misty haze.
Presently the people were roused, and each man was attending to his duties. The young chiefs spread their kalats
on the grass and offered up their devotions; their example
was followed by the other Kirghis and my men, each in his
peculiar way. Leaving our encampment, the guide led the
may across the valley to the southern branch: along this
me rode for about three miles, and several of the scenes
through which we passed were truly grand. The valley mas
covered with grass intermingled with flowers; among them
several varieties of the anemone, that gave the place the
appearance of a garden. I n parts the precipices rose from
800 to 1,000 feet, their summits split into various-shaped
turrets and pinnacles, and round many dwarf cedars
mere twining their branches, while shrubs and creeping
plants were hanging from the clefts, covered with flowers of
various hues. At one point huge buttresses jutted far out
into the narrow valley, appearing, as me approached, to close
up the ravine and stop all further progress. In these rocks
I found great masses of a beautiful red jasper, from which
I obtained some fine specimens. Having passed these, and
ascended the valley about a mile, we had a magnificent view
of the snowy chain of the Ac-tau.
Near the source of the Bascan, there mas one very high
peak, chat had evidently been conical in form, and this had
been torn asunder. One half only was standing; the rent
mas curved, and the upper part overhanging considerably.
No snow could rest on this precipitous face, and the rocks
appeared of a dark purple colour. The snow that had been
accumulating on this mountain, probably for thousands of
ages, was riven into perpendicular cliffs, 700 or 800 feet
high, appearing like pentelic marble. This was a stupendous precipice, but the whole height could not be seen from
our position: my impression, however, is, that it is more
P
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than 2,000 feet. I was most anxious to explore this re#on,
and visit the ruins of the mountain ;but my old guide declared
it was impossible to continue our route in that direction.
Having reached s point where he changed our route, we
turned towards the west., up a narrow and abrupt ravine, by
.which we were to ascend to the top of the cliffs. Here we

had to dismount, and lead our horses over places even difficult to pass on foot, and in about an hour we stood on the
mountain slope, about 500 yards from the brink of the precipices. We had now ascerided to about 1,000 feet above the
valley, And this sniall difference in elevation bad effected a
wonderful change. Instead of fine grass and luxuriant
herbage, short mossy turf and stunted plants covered thc
surface. I found the rhododendron chrysanthemum creeping among the rocks, with its dark shining green leaves and
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large bunches of beautiful yellow flowers. Even in sheltered
situations, this plant never exceeds three feet in height; and
is often found spreading over a large space, and covering the
rocks with its ever-green foliage. A dwarf cedar was also
trailing its branches among the masses of granite, extending
to the length of fifty paces; the stems and branches twisted
about the rocks like huge serpents coiling round them.
Our guide now led the way towards the crest of the
ridge. After riding more than an hour, we left vegetation
behind us, and began to pick our slow and toilsome way
over a rough and stony region. At length we reached
enormous masses of green slate, shooting up into high pinnacles, so smooth and perpendicular that they never can be
ascended. Passing round to the southward of these, we
came upon a scene of terrible disruption and desolation,
where rocks had been uprooted and hurled down into one
chaotic mass, of a most fearful aspect, extending to the
brink of a vast rent that had cut the mountain asunder.
A terrible convulsion must have taken place here. I
had felt the heaving of the ground during an earthquake
when in a valley to the westward, and had listened to an
awful sound, as it approached, deep in the bowels of the
earth, that had apparently passed beneath me. I had
heard the appalling subterranean thunder as it rolled
through the mountains, and now I beheld the terrific
effects of one of these fearful visitations. I had read
of the destruction of cities, of cathedrals being overthrown, and the most solid works of man strewn about like
reeds. But what was the power that laid those in ruins,
in comparison with that which had rushed through this
region?- rending the mountains in twain, and forming
chasms, wherein the boldest man cannot look without
feelings of dread.
Having spent a short time contemplating this wonderful
scene, we left the spot and rode along the edge of the fallen
,
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rocks for about two miles. A t length we arrived on thebrink
of the terrible chasm, where it descended in a series of deep
precipices. Beyond this point our horses could not proceed,
and here we had to part with our friends. Before separating
we sat down at a little spring, and ate our simple dinner,a few small pieces of hard Kirghis cheese, washed down by
water from the rill. Game is not abundant in this region :
during the whole of our ride we had only seen two small
herds of argali, and in both instances they mere far out of
thc range of our rifles.
Our guide did not permit us to sit long; he urged our
~peeclydeparture, knowing the difficulties we had to encounter. After saying " aman-bul," the young chiefs and
their follo~vers sprung into their saddles and rode away,
intending to sleep a t our last night's encampment. We
matched their retiring forms till they were lost behind the
rocks, and then commenced our descent into the fearful gulf.
The way down mas in an oblique direction for about 200
paces, after which we turned the steep rocks-clinging as
well as we could to the projecting points. Having gained
a narrow ledge, extending along the top of a high precipice,
the Kirghis led the way onward till we came to a break in
the rocks.
Here a part of the precipice had fallen, forming a stony
slope, both steep and dangerous, with another perpendicular
cliff at its base, where huge masses were overhanging,
that appeared ready to topple into the gulf at the slightest
touch. We stood for a few minutes looking at this rugged
and dangerous spot with dread, fearing, if we attempted to
descend, the stones mould give may and carry us into the
depths below. As there was no other path, the guide stepped
on to the stony mass, when all followed. It was no easy
matter clambering over the hugc blocks, nor mas it wifhout .
many slips and some bruises that me reached the terrace,
which I found ten to fifteen paces wide, and covered with

bushes and plants. From this point we could discern the
fearful depth beneath us.
We proceeded along the terrace, that gradually descended
to the westward, narrowing to a mere ledge, and ultimately
forming a most rugged staircase, not more than three feet
wide, and in some parts even less. This had a most ugly
appearance ; but, by the aid of the bushes, we let ourselves
down over many fearful places, and reached a steep part
covered with Gallen rocks, where poplar and bireh trees were
growing, with numerous shrubs concealing the cavities, and
rendering our progress both slow and dangerous. We next
came upon another narrow terrace covered with luxuriant
vegetation, in some parts reaching above our heads. From
the edge of this nearly level space, a slope descended to a,
great depth, and so abruptly that it was impossible to find
a footing there.
The guide led us along'through beds of plants, in which
we lost sight of each other. We had not, however, gone
far when we discovered a well-trodden track made by a
large animal that the Kirghis a t once pronounced to be
a barse. Our rifles were instantly examined, and creeping cautiously along, we reached the lair of the beast,
where we found positive evidence that a tiger had recently
been. As the Kirghis declined leading the van, I walked
beside him, rifle in hand, the other men close behind us.
We followed the animal's track along the terrace about 200
yards, and then found he had turned down into the gorge,
among rocks and thick bushes we could not penetrate.
Leaving his path we pushed on through the thick vegetation, and came to a point beyond which it seemed impossible to proceed. The place was formed of granite rocks,
descending nearly perpendicular, with a few bushes growing
from the clefts -the mass presenting numerous jutting
points and fissures, our only aids in overcoming the difficulties of our descent. At length we arrived in safety on
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another grassy slope, that led us to the brink of the lasi
precipice. Having reached this place, we all stood looking
at the wild scene before us, lost in wonder. The opposite
side of the gorge was equally rugged and abrupt with that
we had descended. We beheld stupendous precipices with
large trees growing at their base ; shrubs and creeping plants
were hanging from the fissures, that gave a softer, but a
more sublime character, to the scene than when viewed from
above.
As the eye wandered over these vast and rugged cliffs,
scanning the various forms they assumed, they reminded me
of the battlements Milton makes the fallen angels scale, after
leaving Pandemonium. At one part a line of stony turrets
was standing on this vast wall, receding into hazy distance;
in another, a huge mass, 700 or 800 feet high, was quite
isolated from the precipice by a great chasm, having around
its base large trees covered with green and yellow foliage,
contrasting beautifully with the red and purple rocks. Beneath these was a slope composed of ddbris fallen from the
cliffs above, now covered with moss of almost every hue,
and extending to the bottom of the pass. The ground appeared covered with grass, but the great depth made it look
intensely gloomy. Looking up the gorge towards the south,
I saw several of the snowy peaks of the Ac-tau gleaming in
the sun, while all around us mas in deep shade.
Having transferred this scene to my sketch-book, we
continued our march downward, scrambling over many
difficult spots, and reached the bottom, to our infinite delight. Close to the foot of the rocks we found the bed of a
torrent,, in which a small stream was leaping and bubbling
over the large stones heaped up in its channel. Following
the stream down this tremendous defile for about half a
mile, we saw a track, by which the wild animals come'down
to drirlk,-the footprints of the argali, large deer, and the
wild goat, were found; but no trace of the tiger. We were
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certain that he was in the gorge; but having no time to
spare for hunting, he was left to his own devices.
Proceeding onward, we presently came to a part where

I,'
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The (;reat Gorge.

the water disappeared beneath the rocks. The defile here became narrower, and the precipices were riven into numerous
fissures, with large cavities extending into the rocks. Down
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'one of these rents a small waterfall was pouring; its upper
part being invisible to us, but the last leap was from a cliff
between 500 and 600 feet above our heads. Soon after
bounding over the ledge of rock, the stream was wafted
about by the breeze, like fine gauze floating in the air. As it
descended lower the water was dispersed in white spray,
that fell upon us as we passed like a Scotch mist, and
quickly produced a similar effect. I deeply regret not
having seen this fall during a storm in the mountains; it
would then be sublime.
After passing h i s the gorge became narrower, till we
could not see 100 paces before us. A t length it became a
mere fissure, in some parts only twenty-two paces wide; in
others twenty-five, varying from 1,000 to 1,200 feet in height.
On one side the rocks were overhanging, on the other receding, having all the appearance of being able to fit into
each other, could any power be found to reunite them.
The bottom was strewn with gigantic blocks of granite,
slate, and jasper, that had been rolled on and rounded by
the torrent. Sometimes the water rushes down this place,
filling it to the height of thirty-five feet, as was clearly
shown by the lines on the face of the rocks. A t these
times no pencil could delineate the impetuosity of the
water, or pen describe the thundering of the flood, as it
must have rushed through this fearful chasm.
After proceeding about half a mile, which occupied more
than an hour, climbing over large stones covering the bottom of the gorge, y e emerged from the terrible ;left into an
enormous oval-shaped valley. Scrambling up the side of a
channel, cut by the torrent to a depth of sixty feet, caused
us much trouble and some risk. On reaching the top of
the bank I found we were on luxuriant pastures, covered
with flowers. As our guide recognised the spot his eyes
sparkled with delight,-we were on one of the encamping
grounds of ICinsara, and no doubt it recalled to the old man's
'
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mind many scenes of festal enjoyment after successful
barantas.
He pointed to a place on the north-west
side of the valley, near some high precipices, as the
locality of the Sultan's yourts. Farther to the west, he
indicated the position of the aoul of his band, and directed
my attention right across the valley, to a point near the
bank of a torrent, as the spot where a party had always
been stationed to guard the pass.
We were now in a deep valley, from four to five miles
in width, and nearly twenty in length, and surrounded by
mountains, varying from 5,000 to 7,000 feet in height, from
'which there appeared no outlet. The sun mas shining
brightly, and we found it intensely hot; still, the grass
was green and the flowers blooming beautifully,- proving
that they received plenty of moisture. So great was the
change on leaving the deep and gloomy gorge, and entering
this sunny spot, that it entirely removed a sense of oppression created by the rugged scenes I had passed. Standing
for a short time on one of the heaps of stones the torrent
had piled up, I examined the view around, and clearly perceived that this had once been a mountain lake of vast
depth:
Going towards the base of the cliffs on the eastward, I
passed several scattered heaps of large rounded blocks of
granite, with patches of sand and shells around them; but
none perfect. Had I possessed the necessary implements
for excavation, I should no doubt have found good
specimens. On reaching the cliffs, I saw large masses of
light-green slate, wasbed down from the strata above, that
had been thrown up, at this point, nearly perpendicular.
The line was also distinctly visible along the face of the
cliffs, where the action of the water had smoothed the rocks.
Having, with much difficulty, climbed the precipice,
'
about 560 feet, I observed great cavities formed by the
water; and the slate broken away and rounded. Above

TIGER.

this part there were no cavities, and all the rocks werc
angular and .sharp. Thus a line mas distinctly marked
along the face of the cliffs, indicating the water-level.
During the time I had been thus engaged, the guide had
become impatient, frequently assuring my men that we
should not be able to get through the pass before dark, and
that it mould be impossible to proceed in the night. I
therefore ordered our march to be resumed, and proceeded
in the direction of ICinsara's old encampment, apparently
about six miles distant. We shortly reached the dry channel of the torrent, and found it no easy matter descending
and ascending its steep and rugged banks. Our way was
over a thick grassy turf, with occasional patches of sand and
pebbles, among which I found several beautiful agates.
Here I again discovered numerous shells, and, after digging
up a few inches of sand with my dagger, came upon a bed
containing several kinds.
Having gone about three miles, we reached another deep
channel coming from the south-west, in which a rapid stream
was running over a rocky bed. The guide led the way up
the bank to a point where he knew we could ford it without
difficulty. Here the stream was about twenty yards wide,
and deeper than agreeable, for in one part it was near five
feet, and exceedingly cold, -proving that it came from a
snowy source at no great distance. Rly old robber-guide
informed me that this river was swallomed up in a cavern
in the mountain,-a most horrible place; and that no one
dare approach, as Shaitan had his dwelling there.
Shortly after passing the river we found the head and
horns of a large stag, the body having been devoured
not more than two days before; most probably by a tiger.
The old man said that these beasts had sometimes killed
their horses here. A little further on we found the wellknown footprints on the sand: by these we judged he was
a fine large animal, and one who would give us some trouble
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should we encounter him. We hastened onward, as the sun
was lengthening our shadows fast, and he would soon be lost
behind the purple mountains to the west. Just a t dark we
reached our resting-place, where we found a comfortable berth
under some overhanging masses of granite, that had been
scooped out by water ; and here we lost no time in taking
our glass of tea, with a few scraps of soaked ai-ran. Few
Europeans would have envied us either our frugal supper
or the stony couches on which we were to rest. The first,
however, appeased hunger, and on the latter we slept
soundly.
When darkness spread its mantle over the valley, shutting out of view the mountains to the south, we had nothing
to look upon except the river and serrated cliffs rising above
us. These were partly lit up by the flickering light of our
fire, that gave a spectral appearance to their singular forms,
Our little party was scarcely sufficient to break the solitude
of this lonely spot, that had often rung with the wild
shouts of a lawless band. This was the place on which
Kinsara had lived and held his daring associates in subjection. My guide told me that no one of the band ever dared
to disobey his orders, as doing so would have been certain
death. He had acquired unbounded power over the minds
of his followers, by his indomitable courage. If a desperate
attack had to be made against fearful odds, he led the van,
and was ever first in the fight,-shouting his war-cry with
uplifted battle-axe, and plunging his fiery steed into the thickest of the battle. This gave confidence to hismen, and was
the secret of his success ; but the Kirghis thought he was in
league with Shaitan, and t l a t no steel could touch him.
A t the foot of these rocks many a man had rested before
being sold into slavery, often seeing his wives and children
divided among his captors. The guide told me that. the
band consisted of more than 300 men, many of whom were
desperate characters,- convicts, escaped from the Chinese
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penal settlements on the Ili. As we sat around our little
fire, watching the red glare upon the rocks, we were suddenly
startled by a vivid flash of lightning, that for a moment
illumined the whole valley and adjacent mountains with a
pale blue light. We were almost blinded, and the next instant left in thick darkness. A heavy roll of thunder now
echoed among the mountains on the opposite side of the
ridge under which we were encamped. Several other flashes
followed, all equally grand; but the storm passed along the
chain, and did not reach us in the valley. Having piled a
quantity of bushes on the fire, and placed our rifles at hand
in case of need, me turned down on our stony couches, and
were shortly revelling in the land of dreams.
A little after midnight our slumbers were broken by a
tremendous clap of thunder, that caused every man to spring
up. F o r a few moments we were lost in amazement, fancying that the rocks mere falling. Nothing, however, could
be seen; it was impenetrable darkness, and our eyes tried
in vain to peer into the black canopy that hung over the
valley. Before the echoes of the first peal had died away,
there came a flash, rending the black pall asunder, and
showing the fearful billowy clouds above us, receding in
endless perspective, while it filled the valley for a few moments with a blaze of reddish light, far more intense than
the meridian sun, .making every surrounding crag visible.
Nearly at the same instant there were three or four quick
reports, like guns, and then a fearful crash, that seemed to
make the rocks tremble. ~e'forethis had rolled off there
came another, and another, till it was one incessant roar, and
the flashes followed each other in quick succession.
Presently another sound was heard -the roaring of the
wind, and the approaching storm of rain; this caused us to
retire farther under the ricks: gradually the sound came
nearer, which to me was more appalling than the crashing
thunder. I n a few minutes the fearful blast swept past;
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then camc the rushing rain, that mas sllortly changed into a
terrific storm of hail, quickly covering the ground; while
every few ~ninutesstreams of lightning darted around us,
calling to mind that sublime scene mherc "fire, mingled mith
hail, ran along upon the ground." In about two hours the
storm had passed; but it left an indelible impression on my
mind.
The night, with its fearful storms, passed over, and
morning dawned mith a serene sky; and long before the sun
cast his rays into the valley, we had left our granite beds.
While tea mas preparing, I rambled along the base of the
cliffs, and found additional indications of this basin having
once been a lake. About half a lllile to the vest of our encampment, there mere heaps of rounded granite blocks,
stremil over a sandy shore; also several isolated masses,
varying from 100 to 300 feet in height, were standing about
sixty yards from the base of the precipices. The sharp
angles of all these masses had been \\-oril away by water,
and the cliffs at this part were. ~ n u c hundermined, in some
places forming recesses forty and sixty feet deep.
At one place I found a great triangular-shaped mass,
130 yards on its sides, nnd about 450 feet high. This mas
pierced through by natural arches, formed on each face,
thirty-two yards wide, and of greater Iieight, leaving the
upper part standing on three great abutments. The scene
mas strikingly grand; and while sketching this beautiful
object, the sun rose, and I beheld part of his crimson orb
through one of the natural arches, giving quite a magical
effect to the landscape. Nature had completed this structure thousands of ages before the monks of Cromlr~ndbuilt
their triangular bridge. It was to me a matter of deep
regret, that time did not permit me to extend my rambles
along this shore still farther to the westward, as I perceived
many other isolated masses and some beautiful scenes in that
direction.

Q
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Having returned to my companions, our morning meal
was soon dispatched, when the old guide led me to the very
spot on which his daring chief had lived : this was sacred
ground to him, and his eye moistened as we turned away from
the spot. We visited several other places which he examined
with intense interest, and then came to the spot where his
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yourt had stood. There mere the black ashes of his own
hearth : he looked at these for a few minutes, and then led
the way. to the eastward. As he strode along he often looked
back, evidently lingering affectionately over a locality that
had called up many pleasant recollections.
We cont.inued our march along the base of the granite
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cliffs, in some places along patches of sand and broke11 shells,
and in others over a fine grassy turf. After going about
two miles, we reached a deep circular indentation, extending
into the mountain about a mile. The bottom was strewn
~vith blocks of granite, and the precipices rose to an
enormous height, some to more than 1,000 feet. Crossing
this bay, we reached the opposite headland, and then beheld
the rent in the mountain through which we expected to
make our exit, and join our friends on the steppe.
A walk of nearly two hours brought us to the bank of the
torrent we forded yesterday, and not far from its entrance
into the great ravine. The guide informed me that there were
tmo tracks by which me could cross the mountains. One
was down the gorge and much shorter, but was both difficult
and dangerous; the other was a little way to the east, and
over the mountains: by this route IGnsara's band always
rode their horses. I at once decided to follow the ravine at
all risks, as it would take me to the cavern so much dreaded
by the Kirghis, and into it the torrent plunged. The entrance to the chasm was about 120 yards wide, covered with
fallen rocks, over and among which the torrent went leaping
and foaming with great fury.
Our way was a rough and dangerous one over fallen
rocks, sometimes 200 and 300 feet above the stream, and often
nearly perpendicular down to t.he level of the water. These
we were compelled to descend by clinging to the shrubs
and rocks as best as we could: a tumble or a slip here
would have sent us into the raging torrent. Having proceeded about two miles, and that with great toil, me arrived
at a part of the gorge where the slate was heaved up into
nearly a perpendicular position by the granite, and both kinds
of rocks were lying about in the wildest confusion. At this
point the torrent rushed down a steep rapid more than 500
yards in length, and then bounded over a fall of about sixty
feet. Looking up the rapid, the \vater appcnred like flakes
Q 2
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of snow, as it dashed over and against the dark rocks in its
bed. This was a sublime scene: the high towering crags
rugged and picturesque in form, and tinted with the most
brilliant hues ; the chaos of rocks piled up in the gorge, with
trees of enormous size growing from the cavities, but reduced
to dwarfs by contrast with the mighty cliffs; and then the
surging and roaring water, combined, formed a picture of
unsurpassed grandeur and beauty.
Continui'ng our way onward, we reached a spot beyond
which, to all appearance, we could not proceed. We were
now a little above the torrent that was hidden from our
view, and immediately before us the cliffs rose up like a mall
to an enormous height. Their tops were riven into pinnacles,
some of them leaning so far over the brink as to excite our
wonder at their stability. A loud roaring of water was
heard near at hand, and it induced me to suppose that the
stream was rolling over a fall. Passing a.long huge blocks
of red and purple porphyry, straight towards the base
of the cliffs, we came to some enormous masses it was
impossible to climb. After scrambling round the end
of one of these, we stood before a cleft formed in the fallen
mass. This looked n dark and dismal place; still the guide
led on, groping his way through the gloom. I followed
close at his heels, and our two companions were immediately
behind me. Having threaded our way through this fissure
for about fifty yards, we emerged into daylight upon a narrow ledie overhanging the torrent.
What a terrific scene burst upon me ! I was standing before the portal these wild people say leads into the regions of
Tartarus. '1n front a dark jutting precipice almost closed the
chasm : it rose nearly perpendicular not less than 1,800 feet.
A few small bushes were growing in the crevices near its
snmmit, with scattered plants on the upper ledges, and in
this Cyclopean mass mas the terrible cavern swallowing u p
the river. All were silent with astonishment, and me stood
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matching the torrent rush on into the fearful abyss, producing a sound that created such a feeling of dread, I ceased
to wonder at the convictions of the Kirghis.
The entrance to this cavern is formed by a vast and
rugged archway, about fifty feet wide and seveiity feet high.
The various-coloured mosses on the dark-rocks give them a
bronzed and metallic appearance, quite in cl~aracterwith the
scene. Through this dismal opening the river passed in n
channel thirty feet wide, and apparently ten feet deep. A
stony ledge about twelve feet wide formed a terrace along
the edge of the stream, just above the level of the water,
and extended into the cave till lost in darkness.
When my amazement had somewhat subsided, I prepared
to explore t.he cavern, by placing my packet of baggage and
my rifle on t.he rocks, and the two Cossacks followed my
example. The guide matched these proceedings with great
interest, hut when he beheld us enter the gloomy cave, he
was horrified. Having proceeded about twenty paces, the
noise caused by the falling water became fearful, and a damp
chilling blast met us. Beyond this point the cayern extended
both in width and height, but I could form no idea of its
dimensions. We cautiously groped our way on ; and as my
eyes gradually became Inore accustomed to the gloom, I
could distinguish the broken floor and the rushing water.
Having gone about eighty yards from the entrance, we could
see the river bound into a terrific abyss, l L black as Erebus,"
while some white vapour came wreathing up, givini the spot
a most supernatural appearance.
It was an awful place, and few persons could stand on
'the brink of this gulf without a shudder, while the roaring
of the water was appalling as it resounded in the lofty dome
over our heads. It mas utterly impossible to hear a word
spoken, nor could this scene be contemplated long; there
was something too fearful for the strongest nerves, when
trying t o peer into these horrible depths. At last we turned
Q 3
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away and looked towards the opening by which wc had entered. For a short distance the sides and arch mere lighted
up, but the great space and vast dome were lost in darkness.

I sat .down on a rock about fifty yards from the entrance,
and in the twilight made a sketch of the cavern.
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After remaining more than hvo hours in this dismal
place, I was not sorry to be once more in the light of day.
The old man was delighted when he saw me leave the abode
of Shaitan, a i d urged our instant departure, saying the may
was long and difficult. We quickly shouldered our arms
and baggage, passed round the jutting rocks, and entered
the narrow chasm beyond. Its bed was covered with large
and small rounded stones, proving that water had once
flowed through this part of the gorge, and I have no doubt
it does still during the great storms in the mountains. As
we proceeded onward, the ravine narrowed into a mere rent
with overhanging rocks, rendering the place dark and dismal. Through this part our progress was slow and tedious;
but in about an hour we came to a place where the gorge
divided into two branches, one going towards the north and
the other to the north-east. The guide said the latter, which
was the widest, did not extend far into the mountnins; but
on proceeding up this branch, I found it a very picturesque
ravine. The bottom nrns strewn with masses of dolomite
fallen from the high and overhanging cliffs, and a small torrent was rushing down the middle, forming many beautiful
cascades. Numerous flowering shrubs and bushes were
growing among the fallen rocks, and many creeping plants
were hanging from the clefts.
We continued our march by the side of the torrent:
sometimes it was bridged by huge masses that had been
hurled from their beds above. In one place our passage
onward seemed completely stopped, the whole gorge being
filled with fallen rocks to the height of 200 feet, over which
we found it no easy matter to climb. Tliis mass of dBbris
extended about 500 yards, and the torrent found its way
beneath. The precipices on both sides of the ravine had
recently fallen, apparent by the shrubs ~viththeir mithered
green leaves strewn over the rocks. We crossed this chnos
with much difficulty, and not without considerable appree 4

hension, caused by the appearance of several huge blocks
that were hanging on the cliffs, as if ready to fall with the
slightest shake. Having gone about two miles, we arrived
at another rent in the mountain. This chasm extended to
the westward, down which came a rushing stream, hissing
and boiling, on its course.
From the loud roaring in this great fissure, I was certain
that there mas a waterfall at no great distance. The guide
could not be induced to enter, so one Cossack remained with
him, knd tlie other accompanied me into the chasm. It mas
not more than fifty feet wide, with precipices rising 1,000 to
1,200 feet above us. Having proceeded about 100 yards, I
came to a sudden tnrn in the cleft, where the rocks closed
over so much that the sky could not be seen. It was indeed
a gloomy twilight and a dismal-looking place, in which all
objects mere but dimly shadowed forth; even the sparkling
water, that mas dashed into spray as it broke over the rocks,
had a strange supernatural appearance. It now required
care in stepping over the green 2nd slippery stones, that
rendered our progress slow; but the roaring of the fall became louder every few minutes, adding much to the fearful
effect of the place.
After groping our way on about 300 yards without
getting a gleam of daylight, we entered a wider part
of the chasm, and beheld the sun shining on the crags.
They were fringed with bushes and plants, that mere swinging about with the breeze more than 1,200 feet over our
heads. Looking up at tlicse from the disrnal depth, their
foliage appeared bathed in glorious light; this, and the
glowing sky above, would hare made a poet fancy that he
was gazing from tlie shades of death into Elysiurn. From
this point we hurried onward, and the noise of the waterfall became deafening. * Presently we caught a glimpse of
white vapour, and in LL few minutes stood before a sheet
of falling water, that came bounding from a rocky ledge
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300 feet above us. It fell into a deep basin, out of which
it came seething as from s cauldron.
Looking upwards, the scene was sublime : three successive falls were visible, leaping from rock to rock, and flinging
their white spray into mid-air. The precipices have been
worn by water into pillars and columns, and round them the
spray and vapour were curling in wreaths as the wind
wafted them upward. I n front of the middle fall stands an
enormous mass of dark rock quite isolated, and from sixty
to seventy feet in height. The falling water strikes bpon
the head of this, and is thrown off in innumerable jets, forming a crystalline crown for the stony monarch of the chasm;
while thin sheets of water descended over his sides, clothing
him with a liquid garment through which his gigantic form
mas indistinctly visible. From behind this mass a cloud
of vapour rises, that covers the rugged crags above as with
a veil, gently wafted up by the breeze. Still higher there
were other falls, but invisible to us; and, unfortunately, we
could discover no part by which it was possible to climb the
tremendous precipices.
Here was a fine study for a geologist -the rocks having
been riven asunder, and their formation exposed to the
depth of 1,500 feet; while to the lover of the savage and
sublime, it mas worth a pilgrimage. After retracing my
steps, the guide led on down the gorge at a brisk pace. Our
march was now by the side of a roaring torrent, over which
we were compelled to pass several times; and it could only
be accomplished with great difficulty and considerable risk.
On one side of the chasm dark frowning precipices rise up
to a great height, and from these prodigious buttresses project,
crowned with huge pinnacles. Facing these are deep recesses
in the cliffs; clearly indicating that these enormous masses
have been torn asunder by some colossal power.
I n about an hour after leaving the waterfall we reached
a wider part of the gorge, less abrupt on one side. Far-
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ther down, I saw that the rocks rose from the edge of the
torrent, without even a ledge whereon to set our feet. To
proceed onrvard down the ravine was impossible, and to
climb the rocks before us appeared equally so. The guide
pointed to a place at the top of the cliffs, at least 1,500 feet
above, to which we must ascend; but to do this required
both good heads and strong hands. Having rested a fern
minutes, each man strapped his package firmly on his
shoulders, and then I gave the word LLrnarch.''
The old man led on to a mass of d6bris: up this me
clambered to a ledge, and gradually ascended to the base
of some perl~endicularrocks, rising to a great height. On
reaching these I found some were torn from the precipices,
and standing quite isolated; in other parts fissures were
rent in their sicles, and in one me began to scale the towering cliffs. We had not ascended far when I had proof that
the guide was on the right track, for some pieces of wood
had been driven into the bed of the rocks, to hold on by in
this perilous path. Oiir progress was slow snd laborious.
As each new point was gained me scanned the crags above,
to which it seemed almost impossible to climb. At length
we reached a grassy ledge, about 500 feet above the torrent,
whence we could look into the gorge and see where the
water filled up the whole space.
After resting a short time we commenced toiling our
way up in many a zigzag line, often swinging ourselves past
jutting rocks by the aid of bushes we found growing in the
clefts. Having reached the base of some rocks that formed
a coml>lete bar to our further progress, our guide for a
moment looked bewildered. He soon, however, discovered
that we had taken a wrong track, and quickly descended
about fifty feet and found the right one. We joined him,
and then proceeded onward to the foot of some lofty slate
crags of a deep red colour. Round these we had to creep
along a narrow ledge with a perpendicular \\-all of rock,
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nearly 600 feet beneath us. This was a most dangerouslooking place, and fearful to pass along. Our packs and
rifles mere taken from onr shoulders, and we prepared to
push them on before us. After crawling on in this may for
about thirty yards, we turned round the rocks and reached
a grassy terrace about twenty feet wide; greatly comforted
with the assurance that we had passed the worst part of the
ascent. .
Looking down into the dark and yawning chasm, with
the foaming and r a r i n g torrent 1,200 feet beneath, tried
the nerves severely, while the opposite cliffs mere so near
that the Cssacks and mysel€ threw stones across that
struck the rocks. A little further to the north I saw that
the chasm became a mere rent; in one place the upper
slaty masses projectiug so far that a stone dropped from
their edge would have struck the opposite side before
reaching mid-may down; and so little had the hand of time
affected these masses, that each projection mould have fitted
into the recess i n . front. Having rested a short time to
breathe, me began our last ascent with fresh vigour. As
we turned anray, the precipices seemed to unite, forming a
most stupendous archway.
The path even now was sufficiently abrupt: sometimes
we had to climb the almost perpendicular cliffs, clinging to
the bushes, by the aid of which we reached the small
terraces that led us upmnrds. From one of these we beheld
a group of Argali about 100 yards from us; but before
any rifle could be unslung, they galloped past some rocks
and mere lost to our view. In a few minutes they appeared
again on the top of some lofty cmgs, but far out of our
reach; they stood watching our movements for several
rninutes, and then scampered off.
At last, after much toil, me stood on the summit, having
been two hours and forty minutes making the ascent.
What a savage and desolate scene was now before rne ! To
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the south the crest of the mountain rose up nearly 4,000
feet above us, riven into lofty crags; enormous rocks were
lying tumbled about into a wild chaotic mass, extending from the brink of the gorge several miles to the westward. To the east were similar confused masses, and the
ridge terminated in a rugged and lofty peak. The view
to the northward mas over vast plains,- but no signs of
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either Inan or animal were visible. It was a dreary solitude, over which the last rays of the sun were shedding a
golden light, and casting long shadows from the objects
around us.
From this point the chasm turned slightly towards the
cast for about 500 yards, and then it ran in a northerly
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dircction till lost to my view. After carefully examining
the precipices during our march through'the ravine and our
last ascent, I became fully convinced that this stupendous
chasm had been formed at once by a fearful earthquake that
had rent the mountains asunder, and let out the water of
the lake.
The guide was not satisfied with my delay; he mas
impatient to be gone, as we had still a long march to
the steppe. Proceeding in a north-westerly direction,
and leaving the gorge consideral~lyto our right, me soon
reached a grassy turf, among which numerous flowers
were growing, some of great beauty, particularly a deep
crimson variety, that mas trailing its delicate branches
along the grass. The grey tints of twilight, however, told
me there was no time for botanizing, and we hastened
onrrard. In little more than an hour we attained a very
abrupt part of the mountain, from which we looked down
on the last low ridge. This appeared about three miles
across, and at a short distance beyond we saw the fire
of our companions blazing brightly.
From here the
descent mas steep; but we proceeded at a good speed, as
night was rapidly advancing. I n about an hour and a half
me reached the crest of the last low hill, and now it was
quite dark: as we descended darkness rendered the track
difficult, and no signs of our friends were visible. When
near the bottom, me turned past some rocks, and saw the fire
about half a mile distant. We instantly fired a volley from
our rifles: in a few minutes a bright flame rose up, and the
ascending sparks told that our signal had been heard.
Shortly afterwards I was comfortably sitting at our camp,
not sorry at having safely concluded an adventurous day's
journey of sixteen hours.
Immediately after breakfast next morning, the old guide,
two men, and myself, started for the ravine. m'e rode our
horses as far as possible; but before reaching the mouth of
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the gorge, large stones compelled us to proceed 011 foot.
Leaving our horses in charge of one man, we scrambled on
and tried to penetrate farther. As we approached the
mountain, the channel became narro-,Ier, and the whole bed
covered with stoqes. A few of vast dimensions were heaped
up, showing the tremendous power of water when rushing
through these narrow gorges.
Near the outlet from the mountain, rocks have been
piled up to the height of 100 feet, extending 200 yards in
width, and more than 400 down towards the plain. Here
are materials for a vast pyramid, quarried by nature and
ready for the builder; they have been torn from the heart
of the mountain, and thrown upon this spot, by " water
power." Both mason and sculptor mould find material in
this mass on which to employ their chisels for ages to
come. Here are blocks of granite, marble, jasper, slate, and
porphyry, with various other rocks, some of them of enormous dimensions and beautiful colour, and the whole heaped
up in the wildest disorder. This great mass has turned the
stream a little to the westward, after which it has ploughed
its enormons channel through the steppe.
We proceeded up the bed of the torrent; here it is about
120 yards in width, but becomes gradually less, till it is
reduced to eighty yards at the mouth of the gorge. This
was not formed by grassy slopes, as in many other passes:
perpendicular rocky banks rose up, increasing in height as
\re came nearer the mountain. After going about half a
mile the ravine had narrowed to about forty yards in width;
and here mere slate cliffs 500 to 600 feet high. The bottom
of the gorge was heaped up to a considerable height with
fallen rocks, from beneath which the stream gushed forth.
Having climbed to the top of this mass of ddbris, we had a
rough path over the huge blocks, and then descended to the
bed of a torrent that frequently changed its course from one
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side to the other, and rendered it extremely difficult to
proceed.
At this part the gorge made a turn to the eastward, and
appeared quite closed; but on passing a projecting mass,
we had a splendid view. Another high barrier crossed
the ravine, over which the torrent was falling. A few
hundred yards beyond, white cliffs were seen rising to a
great height, with numerous small picta trees growing on
t& narrow terraces and slopes. On reaching the rugged
embankment, I found that this was also a mass of ddbris,
that dammed up the torrent, and formed a small lake that
stopped all further explorations in this direction. I had,
howcver, convinced niyself that the nTuter that had
burst from the mountain lake had formed the enormous
channel through the plain. I n other regions of the steppes
there are dry beds of former rivers, nearly equal in width
to this, but not more than twenty feet deep. I nm inclined to believe that they have also been formed by similar
causes, as great disruptions have occurred in these mountain chains.
After I had sketched the wild scene nre returned to our
friends, when I gave the old guide his well-earned reward,
making it two pounds of gunpowder, in a leathern bottle,
fifty rifle balls, and a small piece of lead. He was in an
ecstasy of delight, and insisted on accompanying me to the
aoul, along with the two men of his tribe n-l~ohad brought
our horses: most reluctantly I was compelled to consent
to this arrangement. While we had been exploring the
ravine, one of the Cossacks had been hunting, and had
brought back a deer -parts of which were already cooked.
As our appetites were sharpened by the mountain air, we
fell to with a good will; and no alderman ever enjoyed his
venison better.
Ascending the high and abrupt bank from the great
water-course caused us some trouble; but we succeeded in

.
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leading our horses to the top mitllout acciclent-gave them
a short breathing, and then rode on at a good pace. The
Rirghis belongingto Djani-bek said that he intended removing
his aoul to other pastures t.he day after we left him. I therefore ordered our march in the direction to where it mas expected we should find his tribe. Our way mas along the
foot of the mountains, over rough ground, consisting of
coarse gravel, with numerous masses of large stones strewn
over the surface, and without any vegetation. In some
parts the mountains to the south rose up in shelvixig precipices of dark purple slate, in others the granite appeared,
having caused great disruption.
After proceeding over this stony desert for more than
four hours, we reached a grassy steppe just as the sun was
sinking below the horizon. As in these regions there is
little twilight, we lost no time in ascending one of the low
ridges, to enable the Kirghis who accompanied me to
look out for the aoul of Djani-bek,-my present destination;
but no sign of habitation on the vast plain, or of life, was
visible before us. We continued our journey at a rapid
gallop, but in less than an hour it became too dark to distinguish objects at a short distance. This compelled us to
slacken our speed, after a ride of about five miles. Though
our guide thought the aoul was at hand, no fires could be
seen in any direction, nor the voice of LL dog heard.
A halt was ordered; some of the Inen dismounted and
laid their heads on the ground, hoping to hear a bark, but
were disappointed.. The Kirghis being completely at fault,
I suggested that we should extend our lines and proceed
slowly, by which means we might probably stumble on our
friends. But after having continued our progress a considerable time without the desired result., I called a council to
determine our course. After due consideration we again
extended our line, proceeding in a northerly direction. A
light was at last observed at a great distance to the east-
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ward. At once the men were called in, we turned our
horses, and rode towards it at a brisk pace. More than
an hour had elapsed when the fire we had descried gradually
decreased, and finally went out. I xiow ordered a volley to
be fired from our rifles, and the vociferous barking of dogs
at no great distance to our left, proved that the experiment
had not been unsuccessful.
Presently we reached a Hirghis encampment, where, as
before, we caused a great comqotion ; but the usual explanation wns quickly followed by the customary welcome. In a
few minutes I found myself standing close to several sleeping children, and near two young maidens, who were just
unrolling themselves out of their voilocks. I t is unpleasant
to enter a Hirghis abode that has been closed several hours.
The strong scent of the koumis bag, mingled with various
other odours from biped and quadruped, makes the intruder
start back with horror, as plague and other deadly maladies
are instantly suggested. One of my Cossacks threw open the
top of the yourt, and the fire carried off the noxious effluvia,
otherwise it would have been impossible to endure them.
The great cauldron was quickly placed on its iron tripod,
when a goodly portion of brick tea, clotted cream, and. the
other ingredients were thrown into it. Looking at the size
of the vessel, I thought there mas sufficient to feast a multitude. The people now crowded round to gaze at the
stranger who had so unceremoniously entered their abodes.
A Cossack was standing near the fire preparing my little
somervar, while the inmates matched him with intense interest. During these operations I had time to examine the
dwelling, with my host and his family, and a strong flickering light from the fire enabled me to scan each individual.
The chief's name was Hairan: he was a man about fifty
years of age, had a dark swarthy or dirty complexion, with
broad and heavy features, a wide mouth, small and deeplyR
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set black eyes, a well-formed nose, and a large forehead.
His head mas shaved, and he wore a closely-fitting blue
kanfa cap, embroidered with silver and coloured silks. Hie
neck was as thick and as sturdy as one of his bulls; he mas
broad-shouldered and strongly built : taking him altogether,
he was a powerful man. His dress was a Kokhan cotton
kalat striped with yellow, red, and green, reaching down to
his feet, and was tied round his waist wit.h a red and green
shawl.
His two wives had on sheepskin coats, in which they slept,
and high pointed cotton caps. I cannot say that their night
gear mas particularly clean or interesting, still it may have
a charm for a Kirghis. The heads of four children were
peeping from their fur coverings, and one, a girl about
six years old, crept out,, showing that they were not troubled
with night-gowns. Near to the children there was a pen in
which three young kids slept, and on the opposite side of
the yourt. four young lambs had a similar berth. These
were the inmates of a dwelling twenty-five feet in diamet,er;
besides which, the space was still farther curtailed by a pile
of boxes, carpets, and other chattels.
Having seated myself on a carpet spread in front of the
boxes, the Cossacks placed my tea apparatus before me, and
possessing four glasses, I was enabled to serve my host and
his wives with the beverage. Several of the chief's followers
were sitting in t,he yourt, intently watching my proceedings.
When I handed tea to the women they evidently thought
me a barbarian, as no man with any breeding among their
tribes would serve a female until every man and boy had
been satisfied. Before Kairan went to sleep he informed
me that many tribes were on t,heir march towards the
mountains, and that great numbers were encamped to the
westward. After receiving this news I turned down without
ceremony on the place where I had bccn sitting; a Cossack
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spread a carpet over me, and then rolled himself up in
another. A Kirghis put out the fire, and let down the top of
the yourt, shutting us up in utter darkness; but a long ride
over these dreary plains is an excellent promot,er of sleep.
My Cossack was soon snoring, and in a few minutes I was
lost to either sound or scent.

CHAP. X.
KIRGHIS EMIGRATION TO THEIR SUhIMER PASTURES.

INthe morning I beheld a scene that can only be witnessed
in these pastoral regions. The aoul consist.ed of thirteen
yourts, in which there were twenty-nine men, thirty-four
women, and twenty-six children. They had encamped here
only two days before, and the remainder of the tribe were
far to the northward. The yourts were put up in a temporary manner, and the voilocks were hanging in pict.uresque
folds. Near us there were several other aouls. A t a short
distance in front of the yourt, Kairan mas seated on the
ground, with several chiefs around him, in deep consultation.
Not far from them the women were at their morning's occupation, milking their cows, sheep, and goats, and the men
mere preparing to drive the herds to their pastures. When
the latter began to move off, the plain around seemed one
Inass of living animals; while Kirghis, dressed in their gay
costumes, and mounted on spirited horses, were galloping
to and fro, separating their different charges. More than
35,000 animals were in motion.
Having ascended one of the numerous tumuli, that
afforded a clear view over the vast steppe, I observed long
lines of dark objects extending far into the distance. These
mere horses, oxen, and camels, belonging to other tribes,
now on their march towards the pass. I n every direction
great herds of cattle could be seen -some so far away that
they appeared like specks on these interminable plains. To
the south, the snowy peaks of the Ac-tau were glittering in
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the sun, while the lower ranges of the Ala-tau were lit up,
showing their varied colours in all their splendour. My
attention was riveted to the scene, as it forcibly suggested
the exodus from Egypt.
while thus employed, Kairan and the chiefs broke up
their council, ascended the tumulus, and told me that three
Kirghis had returned from the mountains, whither they had
been to examine the upper passes ; n necessary precaution to
ascertain if the herds could cross the high ridge, and descend
into the valleys beyond. They had reported favourably,
and the intelligence had already been sent on into the steppe
to the other Kirghis, by whom it would be communicated
from one tribe to another, and set the whole on the march.
After quitting my host, and riding about an hour, I
came upon an aoul, belonging to another chief, '&
Urtigun,"
whom I found standing at the door of his yourt. He was a
tall, well-built man, about forty years old, with the audacity
of a captain of freebooters ; indeed, he mould not have disgraced the illustrious robber chief whose region I had just
left, by claiming descent from him. It was obvious that
we were to each other objects of interest, while to his followers, who had crowded into the yourt, I appeared a great
curiosity. He inquired whence I came, and where I was
going; and to satisfy his curiosity, my maps were opened,
when I showed him his own region, and then mine. I also
pointed out Bokharia, Tashkent, and Kokhan, towns known
to him, and to which he had, most probably, sent captives.
This information interested him greatly, and he desired to
see Pekin and Kulja on the map.
I spent more than an hour with this chief, and then departed with the usual salutations. When outside the yourt,
I observed a fine bearcoot chained to his perch, and several
splendid dogs ranging about; they were of a particularly
fine race, somewhat like the Irish wolf-hound, mere
powerful animals, and exceedingly fleet. Urtigun held my
B
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horse, and gave me his hand to the saddle; he then mounted
his own steed, and accompanied my party to a smaU stream
about a mile from his aoul. Here we parted, when he
expressed a wish that we might meet again in the mountains, and hunt deer with his bearcoot. From this place a
fine grassy steppe extended to the west, over which we were
soon galloping at a good speed.
My old guide through the great gorge was in ecstacies
as we bounded over the plain. He obtained a long lance
from one of the men, and showed me how well he could
wield it. Having pushed his horse in advance, he put him
into a gallop, turning the lance round his head on his
fingers; in an instant he brought it down to the side of his
horse, placing the butt in the stirrup, and levelling the
weapon for a charge. Giving a wild shriek, he bent low on
his saddle, and went off at full speed; He had his horse in
perfect command ; and throwing him on his haunches, turned
suddenly round, and, with lance levelled, charged towards
me, passing close by my side. My Cossacks, who could use
the weapon well, were delighted with his dexterity. It was
evident that his leader, Hinsara, had not failed to drill his
men. Indeed, I was assured that it was their proficiency
in the use of the lance and battle-axe, that had made them
so formidable among the Asiatic t,ribes. If these men are
ever trained under good officers, they will become some of
the best irregular cavalry in the world, unequalled for long
and rapid marches. They possess all the qualities that made
the reputation of the wild hordes led on by Genghis Khan.
As we travelled along, vast herds of cattle were seen in
every direction, all drawing towards the mountains, and
after a ride of nearly six hours, we reached the aoul of our
friends. When my people saw us they were greatly delighted, and my host Djani-bek seemed pleased to see me
again.
On the following morning, looking up towards the
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mountains, I perceived the sun just gilding their snowy
peaks and glaciers with his glorious rays. I t was a lovely
sight: one crest after another received his golden tint, till
at length all were lighted up with the full blaze of day.
The beautiful and continued changes that passed over the
acene, and the pure mountain breeze, gave me new vigour.
I quickly forgot hunger and toil, and desired nothing more
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A b h u from the Steppe.

than to penetrate their mighty passes, scale t.heir snowcapped crests, and wander amidst the scenes in the valleys
beyond.
Our first duty was a thorough cleaning of arms, and
putting everything in order for our migration with the
Kirghis, as we had not passed through the robbers' haunts
n4
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scatheless. Djani-bek and his friends assembled and remained
seated around, watching our operations, and drinking their
favourite beverage. They were greatly astonished at seeing
me take my rifle to pieces, wash the barrel, and spurt the
water from the nipple, examining with much care and interest the different parts, exclaiming L'yak-she," (very good,) as
they passed them from one to another.
Suddenly we observed a cloud of dust rising on the
plain at a considerable distance; and it was not long before
wo discovered a party of horsemen advancing towards us.
Djani-bek gave some orders to his people, and at once several
mounted and rode out to meet these visitors, and welcome.
them if friends. In about an hour one of his men and a
stranger galloped up, and announced his approaching guests.
They were followed almost immediately by their companions.
The visitsors proved to be a young chief, betrothed to
Djani-bek's daughter, accompanied by five of his tribe; and
it was his first appearance at the aoul of his bride, whom
he had not yet seen. .
Djani-bek rose to receive him, taking hold of his bridle,
and giving his hand to aid in dismounting. He then led him
to a yourt, which had been moved bodily to a new site by
eight or ten matrons and damsels. When seated, koumis was
handed to him in a large Chinese bowl, containing about
three pints, which he quickly drained with much gusto.
This accomplished, he inquired about the health of his future
father-in-lawl and received Djani-bek's assurance that he
never was better. His next inquiry was after the health of
Djani-bek's sons; then after the camels, horses, oxen, sheep,
goats, bearcoot, and dogs, and, lastly, about his mother-inlaw and his bride. This is the usual mode among the tribes
of Central Asia.
Among the Rirghis, the young lady has no voice in her
own nuptials; her father places a certain value upon her,
and whoever is able to pay it may become her husband.
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Some of the Sultans put so high a price on their daughters,
it is difficuIt to find a partner for them: this occasionally
leads to most tragic results, one of which nearly resembles
the fate of the young Babylonians.
The first point to be settled is the L L Kalyrn," or marriage
portion, to be given for the young lady; which consists of a
niumber of camels, horses, oxen, and sheep. These must be
handed over to the father, who retains them for the benefit
of the daughter, in case the husband returns her to her
parents, which does sometimes happen. When this prelirninary is arranged, the Mulla is called in to ratify the marriage
contract. He asks the fathers and mothers of the young
couple if they are satisfied with the match, and all the
arrangements : if the reply is satisfactory, it is announced to
the relations on both sides for their approval. Sanction has
sometimes to be obtained by bribes, where (as is quite common in these regions) family feuds exist.
After this the Mulla reads several prayers for the prosperity and happiness of the bride and bridegroom. This
part of the ceremony is performed in the presence of two or
more persons, who are chosen by the parents as arbitrators,
to settle any dispute that may arise before the marriage is
completed. Such is a Kirghis betrothal. When the matter
has proceeded thus far, the father of the bridegroom pays a
portion of the kalym, and the father of the bride must prepare his daughter's dowry as agreed upon. The young lover
is now permitted to visit his bride in private, and even to
remain with her in the same yourt.
My host's intended son-in-law had come to see his bride,
bedecked with all the finery suitable for the occasion, with a
determination to make a favourable impression, both on the
young lady, and on her family. His age was about six-andtwenty; I cannot say that he was particularly handsome, at
least according to European ideas,-to Asiatic ones it might
be otherwise. He was neither tall nor stout, but had a
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graceful figure when mounted on his splendid horse. His
seat was perfect, according to Kirghis notions, and he
managed his champing steed well; he was evidently quite
a t home in the saddle.
His costume was a richly-coloured yellow and crimson
kalat, with a pair of black velvet tchimbar embroidered in
various-coloured silks. He wore a valuable green shawl
round his waist, and a pair of madder-coloured high-heeled
boots, but so short in the foot that walking was difficult.
On his head was a crimson kanfa cap, turned up with black
fox-skin. His leathern pouch was decorated with iron, inlaid with silver; in this he carried his flint, steel, tinder, and
snuff bottle. A knife, pipe, and a whip, stuck in his sash,
completed the outfit of the Asiatic lover. The horse he rode
was one of the best from his father's stud, and was a
splendid dark iron grey. His pedigree could be traced up
to one of the finest races in the steppe, which are highly
valued by the Kirghis. They have a decided passion for
rich and costly horse trappings, and this the young chief
had indulged.
The bridle was decorated with small plates of iron, inlaid with silver, and wrought in a beautiful pattern-work
for which the Kirghis are just>ly celebrated ; several of the
Sultans keeping their own armourer to execute it. The
martingale, the saddle, and all straps attached thereto, were
beautifully embellished; even the voilock saddle-cloth was
ornamented with a pattern worked in several colours. His
battle-axe, with the iron rings on the handle, was also inlaid
with the precious metal. Thus adorned, and mounted on
his fiery steed, few Kirghis maidens could have rejected him.
His followers were all young men, dressed in rich costumes,
having good horses, and some splendid accoutrements.
When on horseback the group had an imposing appearance, but on foot their high-heeled, short-footed boots gave
them so hobbling a gait, it was plain that they might
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be easily knocked over. They were,,however, the admiration
of the Kirghis, and the women were visible peering from the
different yourts, casting scrutinizing glances at the visitors,
as they paraded about the aoul. The young lady was
quickly informed of the arrival of her future husband, when
she retired into one of the yourts, remaining under the care
of the females, who concealed her from all intruders. Her
swain was anxious to behold her, but all applications to that
effect met with a flat denial from the young lady. IIe was,
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therefore, obliged to adopt the usual course, and seek the
aid of her married female relatives. By bribes they were
induced to persuade her to visit his yourt : after a display
of much coyness, she consented, and was led there by her
friends. She was left with him, and they remained together
undisturbed.
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I n the meantime, the usual banquet was being enjoyed,
and the mirth of the festal party had become L L fast and
furious," which induced me to seek quiet on the steppe.
Accompanied by three of my people, I started for a ride
over the plain, going to the northward, in the direction of a
small lake which was visible in the distance. After proceeding more than an hour, I beheld a large aoul three or
four miles off, and towards it I turned. Two Kirghis presently met me, and led me to their chief, whom we found
sitting at the door of his yourt, like a
surrounded
by his family, having in front his poet singing the great
deeds of his race. He rose to receive me, gave me a seat on
his own carpet, and then the bard continued his song.
This family group, the glowing sky, and the vast plain,
with the thousands of animals scattered over it, formed a
charming picture. Homer was never listened to with more
attention than was this shepherd poet, while singing the
traditions of the ancestors of his tribe. Whatever power
the old Greek possessed over the minds of his audience, was
equalled by that of the bard before me. When he sung of
the mountain scenes around, the pastoral habits of the
people, their flocks and herds, the faces of his hearers were
calm, and they sat unmoved. But when he began to recite
the warlike deeds of their race, their eyes flashed with delight; ns he proceeded, they were worked up into a passion,
and some grasped their battle-axes, and sprang to their feet
in a state of frenzy. Then followed a mournful strain,
telling of the death of a chief, when all excitement ceased,
and every one listened with deep attention. Such was the
sway this unlettered bard held over the minds of his wild
comrades.
As I sat watching the group, I saw there were many
sturdyfellows sitting round their aged chief, all of whom
appeared quiet and calm ; but a word from him would rouse
their passions, and change the scene into one of the wildest

excitement. The uplifting of his battle-axe would send
them on a plundering expedition, when they would spare
neither age nor sex. If the baranta was a successful one,
the poet would add one more stanza to his song. I listened
long to these wild strains, which delayed my departure till
the sun was casting his last rays over the steppe. Nor was
it without reluctance that I said " aman-bul" to the old
chief, mounted my horse, and galloped over the plain.
Night was drawing on fast, and our steeds were not
spared ; but darkness caught us before we had gone half the
distance. Soon all objects were lost in gloom, and it was
not till past midnight that we reached our temporary home.
The aoul was perfectly quiet, and all the revellers were
sleeping; there was not a sound excepting the challenge of
the watchmen, and the bark of their faithful dogs. I sat
down at the door of the yourt while the horses were being
turned loose, and observed several meteors dart across the
sky.
When the first pale yellowish streaks were seen breaking
over the steppe, and extending in narrow lines along the
horizon, each few minutes added light and depth to their
colour, till they changed through all the shades of orange
to a deep crimson, far more brilliant than the ruby. Still
the plain was a dark purple grey, and all objects upon it
were indistinct and almost lost in gloom. As one group
of cattle after another rose out of the dusky vapour that
shrouded the earth, they appeared magnified, which caused
the head and neck of the camels to assume the proportions
of some mighty antediluvian monster stalking over the
plain, while the huge forms of the other creatures aided in
the illusion. Gradually the whole scene changed, and the
commotion in the aoul began ; the bulls were up and bellowing, as if calling and marshalling their herds together for
the march. Turning in another direction, the horses were
seen with their heads thrown aloft and snorting; others
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were plunging and kicking furiously, while,the sheep and
goats, with their kids and lambs, seemed just rising into
existence. A little later, as the sun rose, the plain was
seen covered far and wide with myriads of living animals.
Soon after daylight long lines of camels and horses were
seen wending their way in a south-westerly direction, followed by herds of oxen. The sheep and goats were innumerable; they stretched over miles of country, and were
following slowly in the rear. With each herd and flock
there were a number of Kirghis mounted on good horses;
these, galloping to and fro, added greatly to the general
effect.
At the aoul women in their best attire were taking down
the yourts and securing them on camels. Their household
goods were being packed up by t.he girls and boys, after
which they were loaded on camels, bulls, and cows. These
children of the steppe are not long in making their preparations to depart in search of new homes. In less than three
hours all mere ready, when we sprung into our saddles and
rode away.
The camels formed a most curious portion of the spectacle, with the willow framework of the yourts hanging
from their saddles, giving them the appearance of huge
animals with wings just expanding for a flight. Others
were loaded with the voilock coverings, placed across their
backs, piled up high, and crowned with the circular top
of the yourt. The poor creatures had burthens far larger
than themselves, under which they evidently walked with
difficulty. Then followed a string of bulls with bales of Bokharian carpets slung over their saddles, and boxes and other
household utensils placed above. Then a refractory bull
was seen similarly loaded, with the large iron cauldron on
the top. The furious beast went rushing on ; presently the
straps gave way, and the cauldron went rolling down the
declivity. Seeing this he became frantic, leaping and plung-
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ing, and at each bound a part of his load was left behind.
As the bales rolled over he charged a t them vigorously, and
soon got rid of all his encumbrances. He now rushed at
every horseman who happened to be in his course, and
several had narrow escapes ; at last he took refuge. among
the herd. The koumis bag, with its contents, so precious
to a Kirghis, was secured on a grave and careful bull, who
moved along with stately dignity.
After these a number of cows joined in the procession,
having two leathern bags secured on their backs, with a
young child sitting in each, watching the crowd of animals
as they bounded past. Mingled with this throng were
women dressed in their rich Chinese silk costumes, some
crimson, others yellow, red, and green, and the elder females
in black velvet kalats. A few of the young girls had foxskin caps, and others silk caps, richly embroidered in various
colours. The matrons wore white calico head gear, embroidered with red, hanging down over their shoulders like
hoods. Many were mounted on wild steeds, which they sat
and managed with extraordinary ease and skill. Girls and
boys were riding various animals according to their ages;
some of the elder ones horses, others young bulls, and some
were even mounted on calves, having voilock boots secured
to the saddles, into which the young urchins inserted their
legs, guiding the beast by a thong secured to hia nose. This
was a cavalcade to be seen only in these regions.
A ride over the plain of somewhat more than two hours
brought us to the foot of the mountains ; we crossed a low
hill, and beheld the entrance to the pass, which appeared
filled with a mass of animals moving slowly onward. Turning towards the north, vast herds of cattle were seen extending as far as my vision could reach, marching from various
points in the steppe towards their pastures in the mountains;
and through this pqss the enormous multi$ude must ascend.

.
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Having stood a short time watching the living tide roll on, I
rode into the valley, and joined the moving mass.
The mouth of the pass was about 300 yards wide,
between grassy slopes, up which it was impossible for either
man or ahimd to climb. The wholewidth, and as far as
I could see, mas filled with camels, horses, and oxen;
Kirghis were riding among them, shouting, and using their
whips on any refractory brute that came within their reach.
At length we plunged into a herd of horses, with camels in
front, and bulls and oxen in our rear. We presently passed
the grassy slopes to where the gorge narrowed to about 100
yards in width, with precipices rising up on each side to the
height of 600 or 700 feet. From this mob of quadrupeds
there was no escape on either side, and to turn back was
utterly impossible, as we were now wedged in among wild
horses. These brutes showed every disposition to kick,
but, fortunately for us, without the power, the space for
each animal being too limited. This did not, however, prevent them using their teeth, and it required great vigilance
and constant use of the whip to pass unscathed.
As we rode on the scene became fearfully grand: the
precipices increased in height at every hundred yards we
advanced. I n one place thcre were overhanging crags 900
feet above us, split and rent into fragments, ready apparently to topple over at the slightest impulse, while higher
in the pass the scenery became Inore savage. Then we had
the shouting of men, the cry of the camels, the shrieks and
snorting of the horses when bitten by their neighbours, with
the bellowing of the bulls and oxen in our reur- a wonderfully savage chorus, heightened by the echoes resounding
from crag to crag, accompanied by a constant drone in the
distant bleating of an immense multitude of sheep.
The bottom of the gorge ascended rapidly, which enabled
me to look back, when I saw, about fifty paces in our rear,
a phalanx of bulls, which no inan would dare to face-even
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the Kirghis kept clear of these. They came steadily on, but
the horses near them plunged and reared when the sharp
horns gored their haunches. Another danger presently
beset us. The Kirghis said that a little further on, the bed
of the gorge was strewn with fallen rocks and small stones,
and that riding over these would require great care, for if one
of our steeds fell, it would be fatal to both horse and rider.
Shortly we came to a recess in the precipice, and here two
children mounted on young bulls had taken refuge: having
escaped from the crowd of animals, they had clambered up
among the rocks, and the four were looking down at the
passing mass in perfect calm. Poor creatures, it was impossible to reach them or afford them the least aid; the only
thing that could be done was to urge them to remain still
where they were.
The rough ground that had been mentioned by the Kirghis
was now distinctly seen by the motion of the animals before
us. Hitherto the stream of heads and backs had ran
smoothly on; now, however, it became a rapid, where heads
and tails were tossed aloft in quick succession. We mere
approaching some jutting masses that formed a bend in the
gorge. On reaching these, a terrific scene burst upon us.
The pass mas narrowed by huge blocks fallen from above,
one of which was thirty-five to forty feet high, and somewhat more in width, standing about twenty paces from the
foot of the rocks, and about 200 yaids from us. The prospect was fearful, for as we rode on, the horses were being
wedged more closely together between the frowning cliffs.
All looked with anxiety at the pent-up tide of animals
struggling onward, till they burst over the rocky barrier.
Each few minutes brought us nearer the danger : not a
word was spoken, but every eye was fixed on the horses
bounding over the rocks. Several fell, uttering a shriek, and
mere seen no more. Instinct seemed to warn the animals of
their impending danger ; they were, however, forced along
S
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by those behind, nor was it possible for us to see the ground
over which we were riding. At length we came among the

M m h through the Qorge.

crowd of leaping horses; our own made three or four bounds,
and the drcadcd spot was passed. The gorge opened out
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wider; still it was filled with camels aqd horses, moving
slowly onward. To stop and look back was impossible, as
the living stream came rushing on. Although accidents are
often fatal to the people on this spot, and many animals
belonging to each tribe are killed on their journey to and
from the mountains, such is the apathy of these Asiatics
that they never think of removing a single stone. After
the herds have passed, whatever remains of camel, horse, or
other animal, is gathered up, and feasted on by the people.
We had been more than four hours ascending this momitain gorge when we reached a part less abrupt. Here we
got out of the throng, and, guided by a Kirghis, began to
ascend a narrow ravine that brought us to the foot of some
high crags. These compelled us to dismount, and ascend
on foot, leading our horses with difficulty through a great
rent in the rocks. Everything below mas hidden from our
view, still the sounds were heard as they rolled up to our
position. In about an hour we emerged from the chasm,
nearly a t the top of the precipice. A Kirghis led the way
to some elevated rocks, from which we had a view into the
gorge, where we saw the vast herds still struggling along.
My guide said it would take them three hours to reach the
head of the pass. Having looked down upon this singular
scene for a short time, I mounted my horse, and shortly
reached the plateau. From this point a ride of about three
miles brought me to the top of the gorge, and here I found a
stream of camels and horses pouring towards the high plain.
We had reached a point just beneath the snow-line,
about 7,000 feet above the sea, and presently it began to
rain, while the higher ridges became shrouded in vapour.
A t a short distance from the head of the pass some Kirghis
had pitched their yourts. Here we sought shelter from the
pelting storm, and dined, remaining a couple of hours, in the
vain hope that the shower would cease. During this time the
stream of countless animals still passed on, attended by the
s 2
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wet and shivering herdsmen, bent on reaching a sheltered
valley, in which to pass the night. Finding that waiting
was useless, I proceeded in search of another aoul, where
we could find pastures for our horses and obtain shelter
for the night.
The wind had increased to a gale, with an accompaniment
of rain and sleet that soon penetrated our clothing, and
made our teeth chatter. Occasionally a break in the dark
canopy of vapour gave us hopes of better weather, and
showed us.the snowy crests of the Ac-tau, far above the
clouds. It was the snow and glaciers of this region that
rendered the blast so cutting as we rode along the klevated
plateau. Our route was towards one of the higher ridges to
the south, leaving the track followed by the Kirghis with
their herds. The guide led the may to the eastward. We
rode along the base of the ridge for more than an hour, to a
point where we began to ascend over a very stony track, towards some high crags, near which, the guide said, we must
cross to the valley beyond. Having ascertained that these
crags were nearly due south, we passed on, but before we
rcached the summit a dense fog came over us, obscuring
everything even at a few paces distant. This added greatly
to our difficulty and danger, as we were not far from the
top of some high precipices that extended along on our left.
In a few minutes we were brought to a standstill, as the
guide refused to proceed further. After a few minutes
spent in consultation, I decided on g o a g forward, as preferable to the risk of remaining on this bleak spot in such a
night, without either shelter or a bush to make a fire. Rain
and sleet were beating upon us heavily, and the wind was
nearly in our teeth. Taking out my compass, I led the way
to the south-west, riding slowly on, till we came to patches
of snow lying among fillen rocks. We soon reached large
masses that rose up on our right, but their summits mere
lost in the billowy clouds. On our left, at a few paces distant,
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we beheld black crags jutting out of a sea of vapour; these
told plainly that danger was near. The guide, however,
thought they were the landmarks he had pointed out to
me; if so, he said, we were near the precipices at the eastern
end of the crags.
After examining our position, I dismounted, leading the
way, guided by my compass, towards the west, and in a
short time found the track. Our difficulty was the fog, or
rather clouds, that were driving past, sometimes in dense
rolling masees, and then in thin veils of vapour, through
which we got a glimpse of lofty crags extending far above
us. The descent was steep, but not difficult; at times over
beds of hard snow, whereon we found the footprints of
cattle. These were pleasing tokens, as we felt assured we
were in the right direction. After going what seemed a
considerable distance, we heard dogs on our left; turning
our horses, we rode carefully on, guided by the sound, and
shortly found some Hirghis yourts.
My wishes were soon made known, and one of their
temporary dwellings was given up to us. The people mere
part of a tribe who, like us, had been caught in the fog, and
were compelled to remain and encamp for the night. My
finding them was fortunate, as the clouds enveloped all
around in one dcrlse mass: the rain poured down in streams,
and the night soon set in. Even the frail yourt on such
a night became a comfortable dwelling. We learned that
it would take two hours, even in daylight, to descend into
the valley, but in this weather, I was assured, that no
man could accomplish it. They also informed me that
one of their camels had fallen over a precipice not far from
our path.
It is only those who have been exposed to a pelting storm
for many hours, and been surrounded by such dangers as
beset me, who can fully appreciate the security and comfort
afforded by a strip of voilock spread over a few willow rods.
a 3
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During the early part of the night the wind swept up the
narrow valley with great fury, at times almost tearing up
the yourt. This and the heavy pattering of the rain, that
forced its way through every chink, made all feel thankful
to Providence for having guided us hither in safety.
Just as day was breaking I turned out to examine our
position, when I found the clouds still covered all the higher
summits to the south. Our little encampment was in a
small, narrow valley, on the east and west enclosed by
rocky cliffs of no great elevation : on the south the ground
descended rapidly for about 300 yards to the brink of a
precipice of enormous depth; while on the north the little
valley extended about 200 yards up to a ridge of serrated
rocks. Towards these I directed my steps, hoping to get
a view of the surrounding region.
When I had gained the summit, a prospect opened out to
t!le north that greatly astonished me. I was standing on
some rocky pinnacles, rising over a precipice not less than
1,500 feet deep, from which it appeared possible to send a
rifle-ball into the gorge we had ascended yesterday; but the
purity of the atmosphere in these regions renders distance
most deceptive, as I have often proved at the cost of a long
and solitary ride.
From my present elevated position the steppe appeared
boundless, and extending till earth and sky were blended in
misty air. Notwithstanding the vast number of cattle that
ascended yesterday, immense herds were scattered over the
plain in all directions, preparing to ascend the pass. While
I sat contemplating this scene, the clouds were gradually
rising from the mountains to the south, when one rugged
ridge after another started into view. At length the
base of the snowy chain of the Ac-tau became visible, but
the crest remained shrouded in the misty veil. Wishing
to see something of the route that had led me to this spot,
I proceeded nlong the ridge, following our track for about
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half a mile, when I beheld the dangers me had escaped. We
had ridden along the brink of a great precipice obscured by
the fog. I found the spot over which the camel of our
friends had fallen, rtnd on looking down observed a party of
four wolves at breakfast.
On my way back to the aoul I had a splendid view of
the great chains running to the westward, rtnd along a magnificent valley lying between the Kara-tau and Ala-tau mountains. Some parts of this valley afford good.pasturage for
cumerous herds of cattle, that nbw appeared like swarms of
flies at the great depth beneath me. As the eye wandered
over the Kara-tau to the vast plain, several rivers were seen
meandering along till they were either lost in the sand or
formed morasses, while far beyond these thc Balkash was
glittering in the sun like polished silver.
When I joined my friends, they were preparing for the
descent into the valley. The women had already taken
down the yourts, and were placing them on camels; in a
short time, each beast having got its burthen, we mounted
our horses and left the spot. Our way was along the serrated ridge of granite for several rniles, after which we
turned towards the east, and Legzn to descend into a small
valley. The track was iugged and difficult for the camels
to travel over; in parts the mountain mas abrupt, and the
ground rendered slippery by the rain. This was rather
unpleasant, as several of our horses fell, and some of the
people had a flounder in the mire.
After consulting with the Kirghis, I proposed that we
should cross the valley by a much shorter route than that
taken by the shepherds with their herds, ascend the high chain
to the east, and then find our may into the valley beyond.
One of the men with whom we had remained the night
thought this would be impossible, as none of their tribe
had been able to find a track in that direction. I determined that this information should not prevent me from
s4
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making the attempt, seeing that it mould take us through
some splendid scenery, and into a new pegion. One of our
last night's companions wished to accompany me, to which I
made no objection. All being arranged, we separated; the
Kirgbis, with their camels, horses, and oxen, turned in a
westerly direction, and me rode towards the south-east.
As we descended into the valley, I found the ground
covered with flowers-large patches of gentiana, some with
beautiful dark blue blossoms, and others almost white, with
blue stripes. Several varieties of iris mere just bursting
their buds, while our horses trampled over beds of forgetme-not, which caused my thoughts to wander homeward.
We soon crossed the valley, and ascended a steep spur running up to the higher ridge, that extended to the south-~est
for many miles. As we rode up the hill, we had to pick
our way between great masses of greenstone, that I also
found formed the rugged crest above. Having reached the
top, me looked down into a deep ravine, extending into the
mountain and terminating in a precipice, over which a
small torrent leaped that formed many cascades before it
reached the bottom.
Looking from this point, it seemed doubtful whether me
should be able to descend and cross to the opposite ridge.
Still, having overcome difficulties that at the time appeared
insurmountable, I determined not to give this up without an
effort. After examining the declivity, it was decided that
\re should try to descend a little more to the south. The
Kirghis- who accompanied me thought the attempt mould
prove useless, as the ridge on the opposite side rose to
a much greater height. He also said that beyond the mountain before us there was a terrible ravine and a great materfall, that some of his people had seen from a distant mountain. This information had a contmry effect to'what he
expected, as it increased my desire to visit the place. I

gave the word &'
forward," and on we went, seeking a spot
by which to descend.
We had not gone far when a herd of argali were found
browsing among 4he rocks. They were first seen by a Cossack, who leaped from his horse, and the crack of his. rifle
followed instantly. I then beheld a fine male bound high,
tumble over the brink, and roll down the declivity. No
one now thought of difficulties, all being anxious to follow
the ram: a track was soon found made by tlie wild animals
descending to the mater, and down this me rode our horses;
when presently we observed the Cossack with his game; two
Kirghis were sent to his assistance, and they were speedily
engaged in helping him to dress it. Leaving this party to
follow, we continued our course downward by many a zigzag
turn. At length we reached the bottom, and ascended the
opposite side without any great difficulty.
On gaining the summit, I found the Kirghis had not
exaggerated the depth of tlie ravine, and the roaring of
a waterfall was heard, although it could not be seen. We
saw at a glance that it was utterly impossible to take our
horses into this gorge. I therefore started with two men,
and determined to descend on foot till a sight of the waterfall could be obtained. The way was rugged and difficult;
perseverance, however, brought us to a point where we
beheld the water take its first leap, but we could not see the
bottom of the fall. At a great depth beneath us some
rocks jutted far out into the gorge, and from these I felt
assured that I should get a splendid view. How to .reach
them was the question ; but my men were resolute, and we
set about it with a determination to succeed. After clambering over crags and down fissures, aided by the plants and
shrubs growing in their riven sides, me gained the desired
spot, when I \%-aswell rewarded for my toil.
We were standing upon a mass of reif porphyry that
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rose perpendicularly from the bottom of the gorge, not
less than 800 feet. The*opposite side was equally abrupt,

and tohewidth of the chasm about 400 yards. Looking
up thc ravine, there \vas nothing to interrupt the view: tht:
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falls mere before us in their full grandeur, at about 600
yards' distance. The water bounds over a ledge of rocks
formed into a crescent, down which it leaps in one broad
sheet for about 600 feet. Then it was seen dashing and
foaming over fallen rocks for about another 150 feet, whence
there was a second fall of 350 feet; after which the water
rushes down the ravine for about 100 yards, and then leaps
over a third fall, apparently higher than the second. From
the bottom of this it tumbles and boils, appearing like
snow among the dark masses beneath, and then the torrent
rolls on down the gorge. At some distance beyond the top
of the fall, high precipices and crags rose up, and over these
were seen the snowy crests of the chain.
The great depth beneath, the towering cliffs above, and
the tremendous roar of tlie falling water, gave a peculiar
character of savage grandeur to the scene, while wreaths of
white vapour curled up and were wafted across the gorge, producing apparently magical effects. Having added this scene
to my folio, I collected some fine specimens of porphyry,
and then began to ascend. On reaching the top we dined
on chops from the wild sheep, which proved excellent fare.
It was long past mid-day when our meal was ended, a i d
we started up tlie slope that extended for more than two
miles to the foot of the high chain, forming a plateau
running east and west. From this the higher summits rose
abruptly, far into the region of eternal snow, some of them
terminating in pinnacles of bare rock. The only way of
continuing our journey in this direction was by crossing the
torrent before it leaped into the ravine. After riding about
a mile with this object in view, we found ourselves close
to the top of the fall. It was a wild-looking place, and
a considerable body of water mas rushing over into the
abyss. At this point there mere blocks of the finest green
jasper I had met with in any region, unequalled by those
either in the Oural or Altai.
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The idea of being carried over the fall by the rushing
torrent, seemed to be suggested to every one, and we determined to ford the stream as far from it as possible. We
continued our ride over the g a s s y slope, where masses of
green and purple jasper jutted out in many places, while the
foaming water that rolled along plainly indicated the danger
awaiting us. On reaching the bank, we found the bed of
the stream filled with large stones, over which the water
was rushing with such force that it would have swept both
horses and men away in a moment. Proceeding up the
bank of the stream, each place that seemed to afford the
smallest chance mas scanned with intense interest; but not
one could be found that me considered.safe, and every one
began to think our case hopeless.
We had now reached within a few hundred yards of the
entrance to the gorge in the higher mountains, where we
could hear the watei. thundering loudly. The Kirghis urged
me to give up the attempt, and return by a new route over
which he would guide us; but on proceeding a little further,
I found the stream somewhat wider and not so deep, and
every man saw at a glance that we had reached the only
p?acticable ford. We were eight in number, all well mounted :
I knew the Cossacks would run any risk with me, and if we
decided to go, the Kirghis must. After examining the place
carefully, that was about twenty-five paces in width, I
resolved to try the experiment, by the whole party riding
into the stream wedged together.
We formed into close line on the bank, and as one of the
Cossacks and myself had the strongest horses, it was decided
that we should take the upper end of the line, and receive
the full force of the torrent. I gave the word, when we rode
slowly into the stream, intending to cross-obliquely, as there
seemed better landing a little higher'up. For the first few
paces we found no difficulty ; after this the Cossack and I
got into deeper water, when it rushed up the sides of our

horses and over our saddles, sending each against the other
with great force. All, however, kept their places, and tlle
horses bravely breasted the torrent. They moved each foot
slowly a ~ with
d care, feeling one secure before making another step forward.
We had just passed the middle of the stream, when the
horse next to me stumbled; the Kirghis did all he could to
save him, but unfortunately he fell. Both horse and rider
were now floundering in the torrent, with the water rushing
over them. The man kept his seat, and remained perfectly
collected; his comrade on one side, and I on the other, got
hold of the reins, lifted the horse up, and held him till his
rider obtained a secure footing. As we went on, other
horses stumbled on the slippery stones; fortunately, however, no one went down, and we reached the bank in safety.
This was more than any one expected when the Kirghis
was down, and it was a great relief to all when we stood on
tlle rocks, and looked back upon the rushing water. I think
we should have ridden far before again risking this small
passage. Indeed, the Kirghis said that fording this torrent
was so dangerous, that nothing should induce them to travel
by this route. These, in fact, are the difficulties and dangers
of a -mountain journey; there is also the certainty of a
wetting, which in this instance was a good one.
We did not remain long contemplating the dangerous
ford, as the sinking sun suggested that this high plateau,
so near the snow line, would prove a cold lodging in wet
clothing. We took a last look a t the rushing torrent,
thinking what might have been our fate had the water been
only a few inches deeper, for neither the Cossack's horse nor
mine could have withstood the force of the stream, and our
line once in disorder, all must have perished. Turning from
the spot, we rode to the eastward, wending our way among
huge masses of dark purple and red slate, rolled down from
the summits above. Having ridden along the plateau for
'
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more than three miles, anxiously looking for some sheltered
spot in which our horses could find grass, we turned more
to the southward, and in less than an hour reached the head
of a ravine.
This was a welcome sight, for here we observed dwarf
cedars coiling their branches round the rocks, and plenty of
juniper bushes that would afford food enough for our fires.
Descending lower, we found a snug berth beneath some porphyry cliffs; nor was it long before two fires were kindled.
Not far from us abundance of grass was found for our horses ;
these were first cared for, and then ,commenced a busy scene
at our little camp. While two of the men prepared our evening meal, four brought in fuel, which a Cossack arid myself
applied scientifically, when the fires soon produced a cheering
influence. Shortly our camp had the appearance of a great
washing establishment, so numerous and varied were the
garments steaming around the fire.
We were awakened in the morning by the crash of an
avalanche, which caused every man to start to his feet ;it was
in the higher regions, so that we saw nothing of its terrible
effects. Ascending to the plateau, we continued our ride in
a south-easterly direction for several hours. Some of the
slate cliffs in this region were exceedingly interesting, as
they varied much in colour. First a deep purple stratum,
forty or fifty feet thick; above this a bright red one of
equal thickness, and then a light green of similar dirnensions: when seen from a distance, the effect was singular.
Having ascended some lofty granite masses, we turned to
the south, and shortly reached a point that gave us a
view into the valley; when we observed several large aouls
scattered about, and vast herds of camels, horses, and oxen
were spread over the pastures, while immense flocks of sheep
were browsing on the hill-sides.
From this place we began to descend. At first this was
not difficult, till we reached some granite precipices, and
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then our progress was slow. In one part the place was a
perfect chaos of fallen rocks, as if a mountain had been
hurled down ; the blocks were grey granite, containing fine
crystals of black shorl, which seemed abundant here. Had
I possessed the necessary implements, and had had time,
some fine specimens might have been obtained. In another part were found lofty crags of syenite, of a beautiful
pink colour; around their base huge blocks were lying in
heaps, proving that these had been tumbled down by some
powerful agent, and not by the slow process of time.
After passing this labyrinth we had a most difficult, and
in some parts a dangerous, descent. Several times we were
brought to a stand by deep precipices that compelled us to
retrace our steps and seek another path where we could
lead our horses down, often no easy task. At last, after
a three hours' toil, we reached the lower range. Here we
were on good turf, and our horses were put to their speed,
when we soon came upon the great track by which the
tribes had descended with their herds. We had not gone
far when we met a group of Kirghis, who informed us that
many disasters had occurred during the fog. At one spot
three camels had fallen over a precipice, at another several
horses had shared a similar fate. Kirghis were engaged
skinning the animals, and preparing to carry the flesh to
the aouls.
Proceeding onward, along the edge of some high cliffs,
we beheld at every few hundred paces, groups of men collecting the dead cqttle. Unfortunately these were not the
worst accidents, for I was afterwards informed that several
people had been killed, which made me reflect on our escape
through such dangers. After riding about ten miles we
reached the valley, and just a t dusk arrived at the Kirghis
aoul, when the chief received me kindly. I had now reached
their summer pastures, a t the foot of the snowy peaks of the
Ac-tau, in Chinese Tartary, and about 7,000 feet above the
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level of the sea. This is the highest point at which the
Kirghis obtain food for their cattle. They remain here a
month or five weeks, and then gradually descend, eating
up the different pastures on their way back to ihe steppe,
which they u s ~ ~ a l reach
ly
about the first week in September.

CHAP. XI.
CARAVAN AXD COSSACK ROUTES.

I HAVE taken my readers through some of the most sublime

*

scenery in this portion of the globe, and given an account
of the pastoral habits and migrations of the Nomadcs; but
it ~vould, I fear, be tedious were I to add a descril)tion
of my route from the summer pastures into a more westerly
region, where Russia has established her power. I sliall
therefore describe those by which the caravans carry on
their cornrnercial intercourse with the towns and people of
Central Asia, mentioning the names and positions of all the
places on the Russian frontier where these routes begin, and
stating the time occupied in crossing these vast steppes, with
a short account of each journey.
The most westerly point to which the caravans proceed,
and the nearest to the great fair at Nijne Novgorod, is
Orenburg, in lat. 51" 46' R'., and long. 55" 4' 45" E. The
others are Troitska, in lat. 54" N., and long. 61" 20' E.;
Petropavalovsk, in lat. 54" 30' N., and long. 69" E.; and
Semipalatinsk, in lat. 50" 30' N., and long. 80" E.
From Orenburg to Iihiva, in lat. 41" 40' N., and long.
59" 23' E., there are two routes; one traverses thc country
between the Aral aiid Caspian, the other along the eastern
shore of the Aral. On leaving Orenburg tlie former runs in
a south-easterly direction to the river Ilck, \ ~ h i c hit crosses,
ant1 then coritinues up the \vestern bank of the strcaiil till
it reaches the Isan-bai. This river is followed far rip towards
its source; then the way is over the mountain Bnssa-gha,
T

whence it descends to the river ICooblci-li-Ternir, following
this stream to its junction with the Emba, or Djem. Froill
this place it turns in a south-westerly direction, d o \ ~ nthe
river bank, till it joins the old route of the Kogais (from
Iihiva to Suratchikoff, on the river Oural), at the ancient
cemetery, Bakash-aoul. It now turns in a south-easterly
direction, and strikes on the shores of the-Aral, near the
Bay of Ktchou-Iiool-maghir; thence it runs along the shore
of the h a 1 to Kara-Ghumbett, passing round the Bay of
Sara-JInssat. Shortly after lenving this i t tnms directly
cast, towards the Amoo-Daria, ~vllichit reaches at IihodjiTerek, and thence continues up the n-ester11bank of tlie
river to Khiva. The journey usually occupies tmenty-five
or thirty days.
Most of the way, after leaving the Emba, is over arid
steppes. General Peroffsky met here a terrible disaster,
having lost nearly the whole of.his army in the attempt
to cross the region and chastise the Khan of Iihiva. From
one of the officers engaged in the expedition, I obtained
many particulars of the sufferings the men endured without
a murmur; and, from my own experience, can fully comlxehcnd the effects of bourans upon troops on the marcli.
JYhen enveloped in the dense cloucls of snow the men became bewildered, falling by hundreds, and mere speedily
frozen to death. The horses also died in great numbers,
and every camel perished.
From Orenburg to Bokhara, in lat. 39" 40' N., and
long. 64" 45' E., is a sixty days' journey, and frequently
travelled by caravans, being the great road from Central Asia
to the fair at Nijne Novgorocl. On leaving Orenburg the
route is thc same as that to Khiva, au far as tlie river Isanbai ;
but after crossing the stream it continues south-east, over
the JIongod,jar AIountains, to the source of the river Houndjour, and then follows this stream down to the plain, to
n point where it falls into the lake Tclii-lar. Tllus far Lot11
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fresh water and herbage is abundant; but beyond this
lake a sterile region commences, on which there is little
grass, and the water is salt and bad. It extends for
allout 200 miles, and to within thirty miles of the Syr-Daria,
where good grass and water is plentiful, wliich renders
green pastures delightful to look upon after a long ride
on a sandy desert. The route now turns more to the south,
rouild the head of the bay Sari Tchaganak, and along the
eastern side of the Aral, passing the lakes Kamish-li-bash,
Ag-hi-rek, and Djil-tir; hence to the Syr-Daria, ~vlierethe
river is crossed about forty miles from its mouth.
Shortly after passing the river it enters the desert of
Iiara-Koom (Black Sand), and a t about thirty miles distant in the desert it crosses the Kouvan-Daria, where but
little herbage is met with. The distance between this
river and the Djany-Daria is sixty miles, still over tlie
desert of Kara-Koom, but occasional pastures and water are
found. This brings the traveller to the desert of RizilKoom, which extends 170 miles, to the wells of JousIcoaduk; in some parts water and a little grass can be
obtained, but reeds and salt lakes are more abundant. Hence
the route crosses tlie desert of Batak-Koom, about 100 miles
in breadth, also sterile, till it reizches the mountains Iiara
Sou-souk, and here are both water and pastures. Beyond
these there is a saline steppe, that extends about fifty miles,
to the wells of Odoon-Iioudook; thelice to Bokhara it is
cultivated country. The vhole distance from Orenburg to
13okhai-a is about 1,100 miles.
From Troitsk to Bokhara is a journey of sixty to sixtyfive days. The route comxnences in a south-easterly direction,
and continues through s fertile couiltry as far as the river
Tog-ouzak. After croesiilg this, it turns nearly south,
and passes between numerous freshwater lakes, till it
reaches the river Aiat. Beyond the route minds more
to the east, crosses the river Djol-lioamar, and enters t1i9
T 2

wooded region Aman Kara-gai, between the lakes Hkbklui
and Ouba-gan-Denghis. I t continues oilward in the same
course, and crosses tlie upper Ouba-gan, follows this river
to its source beyond Lake Noor-zoom, and leaving Mount
Icizil to the west, passes over some low hills, that form
the watershed between the rivers flowing north and into the
Arctic Sea, and those running south, to be evaporated from
the lakes in the steppe. On the west of the route is the
lake Sarie Kapa; having passed this, it turns in a westerly
direction for about thirty miles, and then due south, till it
crosses the Kara-Tourgai.
Hence there are two routes. One turns to the southeast, and follows the river DjB1-an-cliik, crossing several of
its branches. Here the phstures are good, and tlie banks of
the streams are wooded. The next river is the liar-gnli,
and then the Boolan-dei, that rises in the Oulou-tau, and
from liere the picturesque summits of the chain are distinctly visible. Beyond this river the route enters on a vast
plain, that extends to the Syr-Uaria, and after riding about
100 miles the traveller reaches Kara-Koom, wliere the route
joins the road froin Petropavalovsk. The other turns a little
to the south-west, for about 100 miles, and then passes to
the east of tlie lakes Tcliubar-Tenaze and Oulk-Tenaze, then
over the bed of a dried up lake, covered in most parts with
high reeds. Again it turns due south through a sterile
region on which little grass grows, and where bad water is
lnostly found. Having passed this, the wayfarer and his
camels enter the desert of Iiara-Iioom, and cross the SyrDaria, about 100 miles east of the Orenburg route. He then
continues onward along the desert, and passes over tlie
bmnches of the Kouvan-Darin, going east of the numerous
lakes of Arali-Iiouliar. Beyond tliese the route enters the
Ac-kyr lfountains, and passes the ruins of Iiouven-I<aIa,
going to the west of the mountaiils M a - t a u and Ouch-Tuba.
It now enters the desert of Icizil-ICoom, and at about sixty
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miles beyond the Yank-Daria it joins the raute from Orenburg.
The journey from Petropavalovsk to Bokhara usually
occupies sisty-five or seventy days; the whole distance is
about 1,200 miles. The route runs due south, passing to
the east of lake Terane, and between t.he lakes Zaranda and
Kap-tchi. The first is the source of the river Tchag-li, that
runs east, and falls into the lake Tchag-a-li, about 100 miles
distant. The second lake is the source of th:! river 13adounBoulac, that falls into the Ischim. Beyond these the route
passes to the east of ICokchi-tau, and near the mountain and
lake Yalrshi-Yagni. I t then crosses Inany of the streams
that fall into the upper Ischim. A little farther on it enters
among the numerous ridges that separate this river from the
Noura, and passes over the western end of the Ildi-ghis
Mountains. This chain extends to a considerable distance
to the south-east, and rises much in clevation in that direction. The whole region is exceedingly rich in minerals.
Silver, copper, and lead are found; here also that beautiful
mineral, asl~iret (copper emerald), mas first discovered.
Mines of great value will, ere long, be worked in these
mountains by the Russian miners.
About thirty miles beyond this ridge the route reaches
the line of Cossack piquets, that extend fro:n Djar-gam-nagatch to Ac-molenslwi. I t passes the Ischiin at Tchan-gar
Piquet, and immediately, on crossing the river, enters the
hlus-Be1 steppe, that extends nearly 100 miles from east to
west, and fifty from north to south. Here the grass is good
in many parts, but fresh water is not abundant. Having
crossed this plain, the traveller enters a region of lakes, many
of which are salt, and about twenty-five miles beyond
this labyrinth is the Yakel~i-Kon. After crossing the
st,~*eam,
the route turns up its western bank, and follows
the river near to its source in the Oulou-tau. This is a most
interesting and picturesque group of mountains, and t,hc
T 3
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route croescs them in n s o n t h - ~ ~ ~ e ~ tclil.cction
crlv
n s far as
the Knra-Kinggar. Hence it turns Inore south, and nfter
paqsing all the I1igl1~*idgcs,dcscc~lclsto the great ~-:lllcyof
the Toormn, north of the I<arn-l<oom.
r
l o tllc sontli of thc riyer I k l - g o o ~ ln~ stcrilc
,
region colnmcnccs, thnt strctc-lie.; oui more tllan 120 ~nilcsto t l ~ eC C ~
of the " Rlacl; Dcdcrt." T l i ~ ntliv l<n~~:~-T<oo~~i,
011 wllich
it
not n si~iglewell of n-atcr esi.t~, llns to l~ c~~countcrecl;
7

~ C

is eig11t.i~111ilcsncross, nnrl its soinb~~e
colour presents n most
tlrenry aspect.
The 1.i-oodcut rcprcscnts n l)llcnomcnon I have often
witnessccl on these snncly plninr of Ccntrnl Llsia, ~~7llich
accounts in some meaqurc for tlie innumcrnl~le snncly
mounds that arc fonnd in some rcgions. TJTllen seen nt a
clistnnce for the first time, it made a strong impreesion
on lny mind; about twenty pillars were ill view, ~vhecling
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round and licking up the sand. As they passed along a
cloud,of dust was raised on the ground, apparently eight or
ten yards in diameter. This gradually assumed the form of
a column, that coiltinued to increase in height and diameter
as it moved over the plain, appearing like a mighty serpent
rearing his head aloft, and tnisting his huge body into contortions in his efforts to ascend.
The pillars were of various sizes, some 20 and 30 feet
high, others 50, 60, and 100 feet,, and some ascended to
near 200 feet. As the whirlwinds began gathering up the
dust, one might have fancied that antediluvian monsters
were rising into life and activity. The smaller ones seemed
to trip it lightly over the plain, bending their bodies in
graceful curves as they passed each other; while those of
larger dimensions revolved with gravity, swelling out their
trunks as they moved onward, till the sandy fabric suddenly
dissolved, forming a great mound, and creating a cloud of
dust that was swept over the desert.
Having passed the Kara-Koom, there is another hundred
miles of sterile region, where grass is rarely found, and
seldom fresh water. Salt lakes are numerous, and appear
beautiful with their fringes of salsola, but these afford neither
food nor drink for man or beast. About forty llliles from the
Syr-Daria, bushes are found scattered over the steppe, and
among them both grass and water. As the traveller proceeds, the county becomes more fertile, till he arrives on
the banks of the river, where the route crosses it about
seventy miles below Ac-Mastchet. Hence it continues onward over the desert of Kara-Koom, crosses the branches of
Kouven-Daria, passes near the ruins of Koven-Kala, and
joins the route from Orenburg in the desert of Kizil-Koom.
There is another route from Petropavalovsk to Bokhara
and to Tashkend, in lat. 43" N., and long. 69" E., which
on leaving Petropavalovsk runs nearly parallel with that
to Bokhara for about 150 miles, and then it turns in n
T 4
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more easterly direction to Ac-molenskoi. This place, like
dyagus, is the seat of a local government, whose power estends over a large district. in the Xiddle Horde. Hence the
route runs along the western bank of the river Noura more
than 100 mges, and not far from the Cossack piquets that
are placed on the eastern side of the river, extending to the
fortress of Ac-tauskoi, more than 500 miles south of Omsk.
I t then leaves the Xoura, and turns in a more westerly
direction, crosses several of the sources of the yakshiKon, and over the high ridge of Souk-bash-tau. Beyond
there are two routes: one turns to the south-west, and
follows the Sara-Sou for more than 450 miles, till it reaches
a group of lakes into which the river runs. It passes
the western end of Saou-mal-lCool, then it turns due west,
nnd goes to the north of Kabous-ten-Kool, and round to the
fortress of Ac-Mastchet on the Syr-Darin.
This is a large and strong fort, more than 400 miles
from the Aral Sea; it gives Russia the complete command
of the Syr-Daria and the regions around. Her steamers
can pass up the river beyond this fortress to within twenty
miles of the town of Turkestan, and to within thirty miles
of Tashkend, and boats can ascend the river Tchubar-sou
nearly to the town. Vessels of a small draught of water
will be able to reach Khodjend, and even near to Kokhan.
Thus steam has placed these States under the control of
Russia, and her will must be their lam.
After leaving Ac-Mestchet, the route passes through a
wooded region to the desert of Iiizil-Kooal ; when this dreary
spot is passed, the caravans reach the Arolan Mountains,
and beyond them is a cultivated country to the end of the
journey. The distance from Petropnvalovsk to Hokhara by
this route is above 1,400 miles.
I now return to the point where the second route
branches off, after passing the Souk-bash-tau, and this forms
the direct one between Petropnvalovsk and Tashkend.
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Shortly after crossing the ridge of the Souk-bash-tau, it
turns to the south-east, towards the fortress of Ac-tau-skoi,
running in that direction for thirty-five miles to the river
bianeka, whence it takes a course sout.11-west, and passes
over the Kish-tau. From this point it cor~t'inuesover
numerous hills, where grass and water is abundant, as
far as the Kok-tash. Beyond this river it crosses the
mountains Sasarloi and E-dalnin-aki-dingul. After passing
these, it enters the sterile steppe of Bad-Pak-Dala, that
extends for 160 ,miles to the river Tchui. This is a dreary
region, affording but little food for either horses or camels;
the water is also bad. Kol-sol-Boulac is the first spring
found on the route, and this is good water. The other
springs are Sol-Baksi-sor, Kol-Buru-Tusken, Kol-OubanasKoudook, Kizee-Emask, and Sol-Atch-ICazanee; they are all
brackish; both man and beast often suffer severely before
reaching the Tchui.
After passing this river the caravans enter upon the
desert of 0us-~okchan-nin-sara-~oom';
it is only about
twenty-five miles broad. The route passes the western end
of Djooban-tau, to the spring Kol-oush-ouzen-Koudook; it
then turns to the south-east, along the foot of the ICara-tau,
and passes within a few miles of the fort Sou-zak. Thence
to fort Chald-Koorgan, where it crosses the mountains to
Tchem-Kesh, and then about fifty miles to T~shkendover a
good track. From fort Sou-zak a route crosses the Kara-tau
to Turkestan.
The routes which start from Semiyalatinsk are very
important in connection with the commerce of Central Ada,
there being considerable intercourse between this town and
Tashkend, Kokhan, Salr arkand, Kashgar, and Yarkand. I
shall commence with the one from Semipalatinsk to Tashkend, a journey of fifty to fifty-five days; which, after
crossing the Irtisch, turns in a south-westerly direction as
far ris the river Astche-sou, that runs from the south ancl
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falls into the Irtisch at Dolouskoi. It runs nearly west
for about fifty miles after passing this river, and then
turns in a southerly course, passing to the north of the
Argali mountain, and round the north-western end of
Tchingiz-Tau. From here it proceeds over the mountains
Yakshi Arolie, Yeman Arolie, and Tchul-par, after which it
descends to the river Dogan-del; this stream runs sout.h, and
falls into the Balkash. About thirty-five miles beyond this
river the road divides, one branch going due west, towards
Tashkend, and the other south-west, for Kokhan.
I shall follow the western one first, that passes over the
upper end of the valley of Tarlaou, and onward to the river
Iiou-sak; whence it continues over the Siegalia-Kizil-rai
Mountain, where it turns more to the south, crossing the
Iiorgen-tash, the Djag-tash, and several large streams that
have their sources in these mountains, arid are afterwards
lost in the steppe. Leaving the Ac-tau group to the north,
the route proceeds over two of its southern spurs, Yakshebot and Kizil-siga. After crossing two other ridges, Tai-gatI b a and Boulat, it descends to the Bed-Pnk-Dala, about
300 miles distant from the Tchui. Up to this point good
water and pastures are found along the whole route; but
now it enters a sterile region, in which, although not a
desert, there are many sandy plains, with tracks of rough
grass separating them, that afford indifferent pastures for
the caravans. In some places the sand has been whirled
into thousands of hillocks, some forty and fifty feet in
height, and others of smaller dimensions. These give a
most extraordinary aspect to the region, and compel the
traveller to make almost double the distance by winding
his way among them. For about 100 miles beyond Boulat
the route passes through a country in which a few springs
are found. There are TI-ells at Kol-Tash-Djargan, at RolBish-Bakier, and others at Keze-Kazan, and the last at TokKoom-Tik-Kau.
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Hence to the Tchui it is a painful journey: mirage and
sand-stonns frequently await the traveller; the former tantalizes his thirst, and the latter may form his grave. Many of
my readers know nothing practically of the mirage, and
thus they can neither appreciate the beauty of this deception, nor estimate the disapl~ointmentit creates. I fear my
pencil fails in rendering its magical effect, and my pen
cannot give an adequate idea of its tantalizing power on
the thirsty traveller. It has, however, often fallen to my
lot to witness it, when an apparent lake stretched out
before me, tempting both inan and animal to rush on
and slake their burning thirst. Even after years of experience I have been deceived by this phenomenon, so real
has it appeared, and many of its peculiar and magical
effects have been preserved. Sometimes vast cities seemed
rising on the plains, in which a multitude of towers, spires,
domes, and columns were grouped together with a picturesque effect that neither poet nor painter could depict.
And these were reflected in the deceptive fluid with all the
distinctness of a mirror; at times a slight breeze seemed to
ruffle the placid surface, destroying the forms for a few
minutes, and then they reappeared.
Sometimes I have been almost induced to believe that vast
tropical forests were before me, where palms of gigantic size,
with their graceful foliage, overtopped every other tree, ancl
that beyond were mountain crests, giving a rea1it.y to the
scene that caused me for the moment to doubt its being
a phantom. At last I have passed over the spot where the
lake, the mighty city, and the vast forest had appeared, and
found nothing but small bushes and tufts of grass growing
on the steppe.
Having left the wells, after a long ride the caravan
reaches Tess-Boulac, the sparkling water having been visible
over a distance of thirty miles. The sight of shining liquid
and the burning sun constantly adding to the thirst of the
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tri~veller,at last the wished-for draught is reached. But,
alas ! it is too briny for even the animals to taste, and man
and beast turn away.in despair. The next lake is TosgBoulac, but here is no relief. Another long ride brings the
caravan to a group of three conical mounts, Kara-Ken,
Kn.zaa-gap, and Tan-tau, and to brackish water. From
here the route passes the eastern end of Koksha-tau, and
then turns westerly to the ford on the Tchui, at Kazangauout-Kool. 'Hence it crosses the desert Ous-ICokchau-ninsara-Koom, and then the sandy steppe Koksha-I<oom, pass-
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ing the western end of Kara-gol, to the fort Chala-Roorgan,
where it joins the route' to Tashkend.
Returning to the head of the valley of Tarlaou, I now
proceed to trace out the route from that point to Kokhan.
From here it runs down the valley that extends for about
140 miles t.o the Balkash. There are many isolated mounts
in t.hisvalley, some of considerable elevation and exceedingly
picturesque. The route passes between two of them, Asnn
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and Tchou-lak, and then it strikes on the shores of the
Balkash, at Zalave-Tchag-a-nalr, passing the head of the
bay of Bala-Dersen, and a conical hill, Djar-Tash. I t continues close to the shore, passes another mount, Tar-gil, and
proceeds round the bay of Iial-mak-Kargan to Sarinl-sakti.
It then leaves the shore for about twenty-five miles, till it
reaches the bay of Djed-il-Toubek, which it also encircles,
and turns to the south-east, close along the shore, till it
reaches the southern end of the lake at Ac-taga.
A few miles beyond the end of the lake it crosses the
river Djar-Tashnin-Karalou, and goes due south. After
proceeding over a steppe for about twenty-five miles, it
ascends the Arkarle chain, to the summits Djnr-e-leeau,
ICoi-Djar-e-leeau, and Khau-tau. I t then descends into
the valley of the Tchui, crossing the river Dala-Kai-nnr
about fifteen miles east of the fort Sale-Koorjn, and continues soutllward, passing over the Tchui and the KareTche-too, to the fort Saroi-Kodja, at the foot of the high
chain of Koonge-Ala-tau. Leaving this place, it advances
along the chain over some difficult passes, and descends to
the Keez-Koort-Ata, proceeding over the sources of the river
Sou-Saru. It then crosses a part of Kader-tau to the
source of the river Ac-su-tchi, and continues along this
valley to the Syr-Daria and Iiokhan. The whole journey
from Se~nipalatinskto Kokhan occupies seventy days.
I shall now give the routes from Semipalatinsk to the
Chinese town of Tchoubachak, in lat. 46' 15' N., and long.
83" 5' E. There are two: one by the new fort. of liok11c.ktinskoi, the other by Ayagus. On leaving Semil~alatinsk,
both go due south as far as the first Cossack piquet Ouloogoosky. From this point, the one for Kokpektinskoi turns
over the steppe towards the south-east, crosses the river
Tchor-Gourban, and passes along at the foot of the S:lraTau. I t then continues over the great steppe that extends
to the south, as far as the Kaude-ga-tni, and east to the
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Kadeii Mountains, which it crosses, to the fort at Kokpektinskoi. After leaving this place, it proceeds on towards
Nor-Zaisan, keepir~gto the east of Sand-dik-Tash, and having
passed this chain, enters the great. plain lying between the
Tarbagatai and Nor-Zaisan.
On this paTt of the route the caravans occasionally meet
with some difficulties from the numerous small streams that
cut deep channels if the sand. Beside these they have to
cross the river Bougaz, the Ac-sou-at, the Kaberga-Bazar, a
deep arid dangerous stream, and then the Salde-roma. All
these rivers have their source in tlie Tnrbagatai, ancl fill
into Nor-Zaisan. After passing them, the route ascends the
Sarte-Tologui, and crosses the high ridge Dju-bau-Tube;
thence descends the southern slopes of the Tarbagatai,
within tlie Chinese frontier, arid proceeds along the plain to
Tcliou-bachak. This is n ten days' journey over a region
where good pastures and water abound throughout.
The other route to Tchoubnchak goes due south from
Serrlipdatinsk for nearly 200 miles, following the military
road, along the line of piquets, till it reaches Ayagus. On
leaving this place, it turns to the south-east, passing over
the plain to the southern side of the Tarbagatni, where it
crosses several liills that extend from the chain. Numerous
streams descend fro111 the inountains on this side, and tlie
route passes over the sources of the liara-Kal and Our-cljar,
also over the rivers Katen-sou, Kok-terric, and Ash-boulac.
Shortly after getting beyond the Katen-sou, it enters on a
sancly plain, on which there is but little herbage, extending
fbr more than fifty miles, till it reaches several small lakes,
sonie of which are surrounded with reeds. At the western
end of one of these lakes there is a Chinese piquet, close on
tlie Russian frontier, and eight miles beyond is the town of
Tchoubachak. It stands on a level plain at the foot of the
r
larbagatai, that rises abruptly from the plain for about
3,000 feet. This journey occupies fourteen days.
7
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From Semipalatinsk to the Chinese town of Kulja, in lnt.
42" 46' N., and long. 82" 48' 15'' E., there are two routes:
both follow the line of Cossack piquets, and pass within
fifteen miles of Ayagus. For about ninety miles beyond the
fort the road runs to the south-west, to Ourotch-ac-Togai,
where it branches off. The first route turns to the southcast, passing over a sterile region for about 100 miles, till it
reaches the river Djel-a-nash, that fulls into the Sasuk-ICool.
It follows this river up to its source in the Kara-tau, and
then passes over the chain into the upper valley of the Tintek. After crossing this river it ascends to the Chinese
piquet on the north side of Kouga-tau, thence over the
Chinese frontier to another high ridge, Doual-Erannia-Bate,
and then descends to the piquet on Konoa-tau. From this
place it follows. n small mountain torrent to the Icarabaulac, and subsequently ascends the mountains Our-taksara and Byan-Djooruk to the river Kang-e-ga. Here it
turns to the south-east, and joins the line of Chi~iesepiquets
at the northern end of Syram-liool. From this point it
turns to the south-west, nlong the shore of the lake, and
thence by the line of piquets to ICulja. This journey is
usually p e r f ~ m e din thirty days, but it is not almays safe
crossing the mountains.
I shall now trace the westerly route, beginning at the
junction at Ourotch-ac-Togai. This branch follows the river
Ayagus, passing the eastern end of the Balkash, at about
fifteen miles distant. It then crosses the Rlai-Bieruk-Kool,
n large dried-up lake, and proceeds over the small ridge
Arkarale. Hence it runs dong the edge of the great sandy
plain Et-djep to Kok-terric, ~vhereit turns to the south-west
over the sandy steppe. After crossing the Lep-sou it
winds its way among a vast multitude of sandy hillocks
to Uaskau-Kool, and thencc to the Ac-sou in its deep sandy
bed. Beyond this river it passes the numerous lakes formed
by the river Bean. I n spring, when the snow-water cornes
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from the mauntains, this part of the route is both difficult
and dangerous. Again the route runs along the edge of the
sandy plain to the deep ravine Kizil-a-gatch, and a few miles
beyond crosses the river la-~jeda.
Its course is now towards the mountains, on reaching
which it ascends the Boura-Kol, the most westerly point of
the Kara-tau. Hence it goes due south to the river Terek-te,
and here begins the ascent of the Soroi-a-kin chain. After
passing this it turns to the south-east, up the valley of
the Kok-sou, and then proceeds into the valley of the
Kou-tal. At this place the caravan begins to ascend the
highest and most dificult part of the route, the Ugen-Tash;
still loaded camels are able to cross, except in the depth of
11-inter, and then all travelling ceases. Having crossed this
high, rocky ridge, the traveller passes the frontier into
China, and soon reaches the first piquet; then it is only
a short distance to the town of Ak-kent. On leaving this
town the route crosses several streams that fall into the
Ili; it then passes through ICourgan, where the Chinese have
a garrison ; beyond this there is a good road to the town of
Iiulja, about twenty miles distant. The caravans usually
make the journey from Semipalatinsk in thirty-five days.
I t now only remains to trace the route towards Kashgar,
in lat. 39" 25' N., and long. 74" 5' E., which branches off
at Boura-Koi, and crosses the several streams that forrn the
Kara-tal. Then it continues onnrard to the Sara-tau; beyond
here it passes two branches of the river Beja, the mountain
Blolyni-snra, then goes round thc western end of the Tcl~oulnc
Blountnins into the valley of the Yli. It crosses this river a t
Ourotch-Tnmgalee-out-Kool, and turns south-east into the
valley of the Tcharin. Following this river nearly to its
source, it passes a little to the west of the Khan-Tergee
Blountnin, along tlie crest of which Russin has for the
present set her boundary. Hence it turns to the soutl~,
crossing the lofty chain of To-boulgce-nssan, and descends
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into that extraordinary basin of the Issa-Kool to SaraTologui, near ~vhiclithere is a Cossack piquet.
From this point the route continues along the nortliwest side of the Mus-tau for about 100 miles, and then
crosses this great chain, over a pass said to be 14,000 feet
above the sea. The crest of this chain is indicated by
Russia as the boundary of her empire. About eighty miles
from this the route joins the Chinese road to Kashgar.
These are all the routes by which commerce is carried on
between Russia, Siberia, and this part of Central Asia.
The Cossack one extends along the southern frontier
for about 800 miles from Kopal, on the east., to Ac-mastchet,
on the Svr-Daria. I n a previous chapter I have described
the founding of Kopal, but the aspect of the place has been
completely changed. At the present time it contains 11,000
inhabitants, and will gradually increase as commerce extends
into these regions. Notwithstanding the defective position
of the place, wealth 11411 be acquired here, and population
is sure to follow. A considerable number of Tatar merchants are established in ICopal, and carry on a most profitable trade with the noinade tribes, as well as with China.
Such has been the sudden rise of Kopal, and its prosperity has induced the people to form another settlement on
the Almatee, or '&
Apple River," about 200 miles south-west
of the former fort. The new town of Vernoje is rapidly
springing up on this spot. Russia is thus surrounding the
Kirgliis hordes with civilisation, which will ultimately bring
about a moral revolution in this country. Agriculture and
other branches of industiy will be introduced by the Russian
peasant, than whom no man can better adapt himself to
circumstances. He is ingenious, can turn his hand to any
occupation; indeed, by the aid of his axe and saw alone he
will build his dwelling, and be his own cabinet-maker. He
is his own tailor and shoemaker, grows his flax, and his
wife and children spin and ~veavctheir linen. I n shoiwt,
U
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there are few necessaries which these people cannot prepare. Generally he is a good hunter, and understands
the use of his rifle; he can thus procure food wherever
game is found. This gives him confidence in his new position, and makes him formidable to an enemy if molested.
When once made a free agent his natural capabilities will be
developed, and then he ,will not be behind any European,
either in genius or industry. He has my best wishes for
his freedom.
I t has been stated that ' L Vernoje would become a manufactu~ingtown, that extensive cotton mills were about to be
erected, and were to be worked by the nornades." I doubt
this having been conte~nplated,unless in the brain of an
enthusiastic speculator, who knows nothing either of the
region or of its inhabitants. From my own experience
among the Kirghis, I know the utter itnpossibility of converting nomades into industrious mechanics. Their pastoral
habits and love of a wandering life have been formed during
several centuries, and it will take many generations to change
them. Their chivalrous spirit disdains the idea of manual
labour in every shape, except with the flocks and herds.
They will long remain as free as the wild steeds of the
plains. Another important article is wanting -viz., fuel,
to render this a manufacturing district, and there is little
probability of coal being found in these mountains. There
is wood in some of the valleys and ravines, but not in sufficient quautities to supply more than the ordinary wants of
the people.
It is true that water-power to any amount could be
obtained on some of the mountain streams -that is, during
the summer season. But when minter stops the srlow
melting, large torrents become small rills in a few days, and
then water-power would cease for several months. Even if
this difficulty did not exist, that of machinery and artisans
would be insuperable. The cost of transit from Europe

.

into these distant regions would be ruin to any person or
company who engaged in such speculations. Besides which,
either English or Russian manufacturers could supply both
plain and printed calicoes cheaper than they could be
produced at Vernoje.
While on this subject I shall mention a circumstance
that occurred during my sojourn here. I n 1849 a considerable quantity of English calicoes reached Yarkand,
Kokhan, and Tashkend. They mere printed in the two
latter towns in patterns to suit the taste of the people:
from their superior quality and price, the Tatar merchants
were induced to purchase the goods and carry them in their
trading expeditions among the nomades of Central Asia.
They also found a ready sale, and the people mere delighted
with their new garments. Several of these kalats Kere
shown to me, and their superior quality commented on by
their owners. All were anxious to possess them: thus the
articles had nt once established a character nnd a trade.
The following year, d e n the merchants visited Kokhan
and Tashkend, they obtained similar goods, and these were
still more appreciated by the Kirghis. I n 1851 the Tatar
traders bought their goods as usual, which in appearance
resembled those of the former years. These mere taken by
the caravans into distant regions, and they also met with n
ready sale. But, alas, the purchpser soon discovered that
he had been victimised; the material prored to be complete.
traah, and the discovery caused a great reaction. It mas
a fact well known in Siberia that agents for English houses
were in ICokhan, and, from all I could learn, they mere
natives of India. This mas not only a disreputable transaction, but a most foolish experiment, which has done considerable injury to trade among these tribes.
From personal observation I am induced to believe that
the best mode of opening a trade into Central Asia will
be by establishing fairs. These should be at one or more
u 2

points near to the passes in the Himalaya, or, perhaps, one
great fair as far up the Tndus as possible, would be best.
This I deem preferable to the English plan of consigning
goods to agents either in Yarkand, Iiokhan, or Tashkend.
Once these fairs are established the Tatar and ot,her merchants will attend and purchase the necessary art.icles for the
people among whom they vend their wares, and this mould
soon be felt in Nijne Novgorod, as thc distance fiom the
Indus is but little more than half of that from Semipalatinsk
to Novgorod.
If agents for English houses mere located in any of those
towns it mould create jealousy; the Tatar merchant mould
fear that an attempt might be made to push the trade into
Central Asia and deprive Kim of his legitimate profit. Besides, these men are thoroughly acquainted with the tribes,
and know all their wants; they are industrious and energet.ic
i11 their calling, travelling over thousands of miles with
tlieir caravans. They know every part of the country, and
where to find the tribes at all seasons of the year: it ,is by
them that Russia distributes her merchandise over Central
Asia. The following are eoine of the most important
articles required by the I<il*gllis.
Z'laiii calicocs.
Printed calicocs of particu1:lr pattcins, vivid colouriiig, and liiglily
glued.
Good d k s are obtaiued fron: China, but n common kind might wll.
l~elveteensare much in rrqucet.
Long rrhawln, for tjing round the waist, are greatly valued; sonle of tlie
Sultans have them from Cashmere. The Paidry diawh
would be highly prized.
Woollen cloths, of a bright scilrlet, light blue, yellow, and green, would
find a market ; hut none of a sombre shade could be
mld.
ltcd and green haixe.
I-Iandkerchiefs, Turkey red.
Itibbons, in one shade, of either red, blue, yellow, or green.
Fringes.
Sewing cotton, white and red.
Thead.

TRADE.

Gilt, g l w s ~ fancy
~ d buttons.
Imitation pearl^.
Coral beads are highly valued.
Imitation coml beads.
Glass beads, crimson and yellow.
13irmi11ghamtrinkets, ~llcllas ear-ringa, rings, and bracelets.
Cheap watches.
Smnll looking-glasses.
Knives, large and small.
Scismrs, large and rnodcrnte size.
Needles of various sizes.
Thimbles, brass and steel.
Padlocks.
Axes.
Stirrup-irons.
Sabres.
Guns, single barrrl.
Russia will not uupply nny of thew
Rifles.
nrticles. A few bnd rifles nre brolight
Pistols.
from Persia with matchlocks.
Gunpowder and shot.
Percueion-caps.
J
Tea; that from the Himalaya would supersede brick-tea, if brought in
cheap.
Loaf sugar; that brought from Rusqia is old at 8s. 2t1. per lb.
Rice, common, n-hich ie brought fro111 Kokhan, is sold at Grl. per Ib. If
thie article could be obtained cheaper, great quantities
would be consumed.
Tobacco and snuff.
Opinm.

I

The distance from the Indus. to TTernoje and Kopal is
about one third of that from these places to the great fair
on the Volga. This is of no small importance commercially,
as these t o m s will become the centres whence tlie Tatar
merchants will send forth their agents to disperse their
goods among all the Kirghis of the steppes. From these
points they will also go to the Mongolian tribes on the north
of the Gobi, and this region contains a vast population. I have
no doubt, should this trade be established, that the merchandise mill find its way through the country of the Kalkas
into Daouria, and to the regions beyond the Selenga and the
sources of the Amoor, where it may advantageously compete with goods brought up the latter river. Nor mill the
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Siberians fail to avail themselves of its advantages. Whenever there shall be fairs on the Indus, the Kirghis will send
into India vast numbers of good horses annually; silver and
gold is plentiful in their country, and their other resources
will be rapidly developed.
By a reference to my map, the position of the forts on
the southern frontier and 011 the Syr-Daria will be wen. I
think it mill be obvious to every one that they are so placed
as not only to command the whole of the Kirghis hordes,
but to exercise a great influence over the countries to the
south. It may, indeed, be said that they virtually command the region as far as the thirty-ninth parallel of north
latitude, and we may ere long expect to see Cossack piquets
near Kashgar.
The whole regions around the Issa-Kool and the Mus-tau
Mountains beyond, are occupied by the descendants of those
Balmuck tribes who left the banks of the Volgz with their
Prince, Oui-bach, to return to the land of their ancestors in
Chinese Tartary. This modern exodus of 600,000 people
has been so graphically described by De Quincy, that I dare
not attempt to follow him, and, although the march routc
and its termination, which he has described, is not geographically correct, I shall. only state a few facts.
The priests and Zebeck-Dorchi, a relation of the Prince,
decided the time for departure, and on the 5th of January
1,771, Oui-bach began this exodus with his vast multitude.
After leaving the Volga they had a march of about 370
miles before reaching the river Yaik (Oural), the boundary
of their own territory. Having passed the river they were
in the Kirghis steppe, among hostile tribes who used every
rneans to harass them on their journey. At length they
encamped for a time on the river Oulou-Irghis, after which
they proceeded in a south-easterly direction, and crossed
several sandy plains. Here they suffered many disasters
and frequent defeats.
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From dxperience I know something of the difficulties
and dangers to which these people were exposed on their
march. The elements often prove disastrous and fatal in
their consequences, both in minter and in summer. The
bourans at the *former season bury the people in snow and
ice, and in the latter the sand st.ormssmother them. These
are not unfrequent on the deserts of Asia over which the
Kalmucks marched, and where the caravans still pursue

their way. The illustl.rttion herc given is but a fecblc reprcsentat.ion of a sand storm and it,s terrible effect. I have
seen one extending over four miles in width, and if travellers
or a caravan are caught in thein, thc consequences are often
fatal to man and beast,.
Their approach is seen at a. long distance, and n~henthey
are of moderate breadth it is not difficult to escape ;but should
they extend over many miles in width, there is real danger.
u 4
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At a distance a dense black cloud appears rolling over the
desert, rising 700 or 800 feet above the ground, and sweeping on with fearful velocity. This causes the people to
watch its advance with considerable anxiety, as it is impossible to say which way to turn for security. Instinct tells
the animals that danger is approaching, when they too
become uneasy, and attempt to escape. Horses and all other
animals, when free, rush off a t the top of their speed. It is
a most exciting scene when these storms reach the pastures:
a herd of several thousand horses, with camels and oxen,
are seen rushing madly on before the tempest, and the
herdsmen are trying to lead them out of its course. On
these occasions many fall from exhaustion, and perish as
the storm rolls over them.
I n every region they passed through, continued attacks
were made upon them by the Kirghis, till they reached the
southern end of the Balkash, when a final effort was made
by the Kirghis to annihilate thern. A little beyond this
they reached a country prepared for them by the Chinese
Emperor, Kien Long; this was on the banks of the Ili, and
near the mountains to tbe south.
From that period to the present, these people, now named
Mountain Kirghis, have occupied this region, and long ago
the Khans have made themselves independent of their previous benefactors.
During my sojourn in this part of Asia, efforts were
made by Russia to form amicable relations with these daring
mountaineers, as they were by far the most formidable
people to be encountered in any advance southward. It
was also feared that +ey might resist the establishment of
forts so near their frontier. Nothing particular arose out
of these negotiations, but the works proceeded.
After the fort at ICopal was completed, the Kirghis of
the Great Horde awoke out of their lethargy. They collected a great body of men, made an attack on the garrison,
and received a severe lesson. The Kirghis had no leader to
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command them, nor were they aware of the range of the
guns, or the terrible effects of grape-shot on their dense
masses. A troop of Cossacks was sent out to reconnoitre,
and had several skirmishes with the advanced parties, when
some were killed on both sides; but t,he Kirghis so far outnumbered t.hem that they were compelled to retire to the
fort.
A great body of Rirghis had been observed advancing
along at the foot of the mountains about four miles distant.
Those who had been engaged with the Cossacks followed
them to within a mile of the fort, and waited the arrival of
the main body; this seemed sufficiently numerous to devour
the garrison, that did not exceed 500 fighting men. As the
Kirghis advanced their numbers were estimated at from
6,000 to 7,000. Having passed a low ridge, they turned on
to the plain, and advmccd in two divisions, one intending
to cross the river and approach on the north. Captain Abakamoff knew the range of his guns, and quiet'ly waited the
advancing masses. They came slowly on, and at length
reached the fatal ground, when several rounds of grape-shot
were poured into them with terrible effect. Each discharge
made a gap through their masses, and caused a11 who could
t o retreat in the greatest consternation.
Having galloped to a place where they deemed themselves far out of danger, they drew up in a mass, when
Abakamoff pitched several round shot into their midst, that
killed some and scattered the others like chaff. After this
they returned to their aouls, subdued.
The terrible effects caused by the guns was spread far
and wide, and soon became known to the Mountain Kirghis.
They now wished to renew the negotiat,ions, and sent some
of tlieir chiefs to the commander in Kopal to offer their
allegiance to "the Great NThite Khan," from whom their
forefathers had fled. This was accepted, and the Mountain
Kirghis, it is said, are now the subjects of his Imperial
Majesty.

CHAP. XII.
SULTAN TIYOUR AND DJAN-GHIR KIIAN.

SCLTAN
TIMOUR,the father of my hero in the following
tragic but well-authenticated story, was the representative
of the most ancient and distinguished family of the steppe.
His genealogical tree had its roots in the family of the great
Genghiz. His poet traced the pedigree through a long line
of nncestors, extending to the period when the mighty and
cruel conqueror left his capital of Kara-Korum, near the
sources of the river Orkhon, marching westward with his
vast hordes, and leading them onward to plunder and to
conquest.
The countries through which these legions pnssed were
turned into a desert, the inhabitants barbarously murdered,
and the cattle driven onward to provide food for the
ravagers. As these savages proceeded, the news of their
atrocities was spread far and wide, causing the utmost consternation. Some of the tribes escaped across the Irtisch
into Siberia, and constantly retreating before the bands sent
in pursnit, they ulti~natelyreached and settled in rt region
beyond Yakoutsk, where their descendants are still found,
having retained the language and customs of their ancestors
to this day.
A tinge of the blood of the savage conqueror being in
the veins of Sultan Timour, made him proud of his descent
and imperious in his conduct. As chief of the Great Horde
he had unlimited power, mould brook no opposition to his
will, and many have felt the effects of his cruel temper. His

position was an important one, he being the acknowledged
head of the Kirghis, and occupying one of the most interesting regions in Central Asia, that contained vast steppes and
several mountain chains. The country is bounded on the
west by Tashkend, Rokhan, and the Desert of Kisil-koom ;
on the south by the most northern province of China, that
of Ili, in which the Chinese have their penal settlements.
I t extends eastward to the rivers Ac-sou and Sarcand, while
on the north the boundary has never been properly defined
between the Great and Middle Hordes, and thus a continued
warfare is carried on all along this frontier. In fact, the
Great Horde contains witshin it nearly the whole of ancient
Songaria.
To the south-west, commencing towards the upper valley
of the Ilj, is a vast mountain region, extending around and
far bevond the Issa-kool. This country is inhabited by the
" Bara Kirghis," so named on account of the dark colour of
their skins. They are a brave and warlike people, the men
athletic and well-proportioned, with fine faces, large black
eyes, and jet black hair; quite a distinct race from the Kirghis
who inhabit the plains. I was assured t,hat if the chiefs
combined they could muster 40,000 cavally.
Having
associated much with these Iiirghis, I can safely state that
if they were engaged to ravage a country, I know of no
force likely to commence their work more willingly, or to
accomplish its object with greater effect.
These mountaineers are greatly feared by the Rirghis
of the steppes, and not without cause, as they frequently
descend from their mountain pastures in great numbers,.
and commit terrible ravages on all the tribes within their
reach; sometimes even carrying their marauding expedit.ions far into the Middle Holqde, and then skilfully retreating
~ v i t htheir captives and plunder. I have no doubt whatever
that these people and the Kalmucks are at the present
moment the subjects of His Imperial Majesty, and when
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under proper coilllnand they will be the most formidable
body for mischief of any in Central Asia.
At the commencement of the present century a celebrated chief, Djan-ghir Khan, ruled these tribes, making his
power felt in all the surrounding regions. Even the Chinese
Governor and their Generals on the Ili found him a dangerous neighbour, and one with whom it was necessary to be on
friendly terms. He had often given them a taste of his
power for mischief by sweeping down upon their frontier
and carrying the people into cnptivity. Besides which, hc
frequently plundered the caravans passing through or near
his country, while from his mountain fastnesses he bade
defiance to the whole Chinese army.
Sultan Timour had his pastures in the southern part
of the region inhabited by the Great Horde, frequently feeding his flocks and herds close up to the frontier. This circumstance often brought him in contact with Djan-ghir Khan,
and as both mere men of undaunted courage, neither liked
to be the aggressor: thus a friendly compact sprung up
between the two chiefs; probably on the principle which
I found governed the Siberian wolves- they never eat
each other as long as other food can be obtained, which
they hunt for in packs. These two friends followed
their exnmple, occasionally uniting their bands of lawless
marauders, and then no tribes could resist them. How
many Kirghis were sold into captivity, and their wives and
daughters made the slaves of these men, it is impossiblc
to say; but the number must have been very great, wvhole
- districts having been made desolate.
The arrangements necessary while planning their barantas caused interviews between the chiefs; sometimes
at the pastures of one, and then at those of the other.
The Sultan's eldest son, Sonk, at this time a young man
about twenty-eight years old, always took a part in these
proceedings. His personal appearance was prepossessing,
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and he was already distinguished for his valour. He had
been the leader in several great and successful barantas where
the number of his opponents far exceeded his own band;
but his cool courage always gained the victory. He had
also engaged in some hand-to-hand conflicts with distinguished I\-arriors, some of whom had been slain and others
unseated. 'l'hese deeds of arms had gained him a renown
throughout the Great Horde, and all the tribes looked up to
him a s their future chief, while by his own people 11e was
almost adored.
Sultan 'i'imour had great confidence ill the sagacity
of his son, especially in all matters connected with their
expeditions. Nor mould he enter upon one without consulting him, when the Sultan frequently gave him the command. Thus his presence was necessary at all the intervie~vs
between the two chiefs, and this had frequently taken young
Souk to the aoul of Djan-ghir Khan, ~vherehe became intimate with the family.
The Khan had a daughter possessing great personal
charms. Her beauty and kind disposition had made a great
impression on the young liirghis, arid being thrown much
together, a mutual attachment had grown up between than.
After several visits Souk cleterlniiiecl to make her his wife :
the high rank of his family, and his father's wealth, placed
him in a position to demand the hand of any lady in tlle
region; therefore he had no reason to fear any op~osition
from the Khan.
Having cominunicnted hi3 mislles to Sultan Timour, the
old man made no objections to the match; on the contrary,
he thought it mould be highly advantageous, by cementing a
strong friendship between the tribzs. In the course of a
few days the Sultan sent three of his most distinguished
chiefs to the aoul of Djan-ghir Ichan, a ten days' jourriey
distant, to make a formal off'er for the hand of his daughter.
These men were received with marked attention after their
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long journey, and when the object of their mission was
stated, the Khan expressed his great at is faction.
After calling a council of his chiefs, he gave his consent
to the marriage, saying that he mas delighted that his
daughter should be the wife of so brave a man as the son
of his friend. The chiefs mere detained at his aoul several
days, when the event was celebrated by feasting and various
amusements, after which they returned, carrying several
presents to their master.
When the result of their mission was made known, the
Sultan, his family, and chiefs were delighted, as it was expected the union mould prevent all further feuds between
the two tribes; but another important matter had yet to be
settled between the two families-the kalym. It \\-as feared
this might create a difficulty, as the Sultan thought that
the honour of an alliance with him ought to weigh heavy in
the scale against flocks and herds. On the other hand, it
was known that the Khan set n great price on his daughter.
No Rowlatid Hill llas yet sprung up in these regions
to organise a post-office, nor would it avail, as none save the
Mullas can read or write. A Sultan would, like a baron of the
Middle Ages, have deemed it an insult to be thought capable
of such an unaristocratic accomplishment. It will be long
before the schoolnlaster is abroad among these pebple.
Under these circumstances no epistolary correspondence
could be carried on between the lovers, and a ride of ten
days through such a region was attended with no little risk,
so that their chances of coinmunication were difficult and
doubtful.
The distance and dangers that separated the couple had
no terrors fbr the young Sultan; they only added to his
determination to encounter them, and visit his bride. His
father possessed a celebrated stud of horses, powerful and
fleet, and one of the best of these was lris constant companion. A Kirghis, like an Arab, loves his horse, and they
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live together like members of an affectionate family. When
on a journey, the animal is piqueted at night beside his
master's earthy couch, and then he acts the part of a faithful watch-dog. Xothing can approach without his giving
notice, and by the snort or the tone of recognition his
master knows whether friend or foe is at hand. .
Noble and faithful animal! if civilised man as well
understood your qualities as the savage or semi-barbarian,
how different would be your lot! No spur mould be used to
lance your heaving sides, no lash applied to cut your glossy
flanks. No powerful bit, with its torturing inventions,
would be needed; in truth, the curb ought to be put into
the mouth of the civilised savage who applies it. Rarey
has proved that the horse often possesses more intelligence
than his master, and if the animal becomes vicious it is
caused by bad or improper treatment.
Souk and some of his' young coml~anionspossessed steeds
on which they could fully depend; they were trained to
carry their riders into battle, and by bounding give additional force to the uplifted axe, which, when thus wielded,
no sabre can parry. If outnumbered they can retreat at a
speed that their pursuers cannot attain. A portion of the
region through which Souk must IJaSS to reach the aoul of
Djan-ghir Khan was exceedingly dangerous, being inhabited by wild tribes who lived by plunder. They were
formed into bands, and elected the most daring men for
their chiefs: the mountainous nature of the country, and the
difficult passes, rendered this district a safe asylum; and
desperate characters from all the surrounding tribes soughtrefuge and employment here.
This being the month of June, Souk knew that Djanghir Khan would be at his pastures in the Mus-tau, and
to reach him it nyould take a ride of seven or eight days.
He therefore selected a little band of his often-tried companions, eight in number, all of whom he knew would stand
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by him to the last.. The marauders usually hovered at some
distance around the regions in which the Kirghis were pasturing their cattle. They were more likely to be found
during their first or second day's ride, and again when
approaching the pastures of Djan-ghir Khan.
With a light heart and pleasant anticipations, young
So111; 1)rcpared to lead his compznions. Taking leave of

his family and tribe, they started on their perilous journey,
each man taking two horses, as they intended to ride hard.
The first day's journey was towards the Ili, through his
fathcr's domain, and evening was fast closing in when they
reached the bank of the river. Here they encamped for
the night, deeming it prudent to sleep before crossing the
stream, as the opposite bank belonged to the ICalmucks.
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Besides which, there might also be some of the plundering
bands promlir~gabout; if so, it was better to have the Ili
flowing between them, at this point about 400 yards broad,
and it could only be crossed by swimming.
Their camp was quickly formed under some' bushes on
the bank of the stream, and their horses were. piqueted to
feed, attended by two men as guards. Other enemies
besides the Kalm~tcks'had their haunts in this region, who
might take a fancy to thcir horses. Tigers were numerous
on the shores of the Balkash, near the mouth of the Ili,
and these animals often prowl far in search of prey. This
rendered the Kirghis cautious, and when night came on the
horses were secured near the fire, not far from the men.
Two sentinels mounted guard with their battle-axes, with
fire-brands close at hand.
They were not disturbed, and morning dawned on a
busy group preparing for their march. Having taken their
morning meal, they stripped, secured their clothing, mounted
their steeds, and plunged into the stream; carrying their
garments high above their heads, they breasted its flowing
current, and reached the opposite bank in safety. They
were now on hostile ground, where it required caution in
clearing the belt of shrubs that grew along the bank, and
extended half a mile in breadth, for here an ambush might
have been effectually concealed. This passed, they were
in the open country, and after riding over the plain they
began to asEend the first low hills, the offshoots of the
chain.
As they rode along the ground mas scanned in search of
trails, by which they might learn if any bands mere in the
neighbourhood. Such signs should never be overlooked by
travellers among these wild tribes ; they are like finger-posts
pointing in the direction of danger, and by carefully observing them it may be avoided. On the other hand, a trail as
often guides the plunderer to his victim, and thus a man is
X

,

constantly compelled to make good use of three of his organs
here,- brain, eyes, and ears.
The route was in a south-westerly direction, which led
them over a fine hilly country, almost destitute of wood
except in some of the narrow mountain valleys and
deep ravines. The sun had long passed the meridian, the
horses had rested, and the travellers had taken their midday meal, but as yet they had seen nothing to indicate that
marl was in this vast region. This was a favourable circumstance, and they hastened onward, intending to stop
at a good encamping ground, well known to several of the

P~*Y.
Having reached the summit of a high ridge, a magnificent
scene burst upon their view, lit up and tinged with a golden
hue by the setting sun. A Kirghis, as I have said, is a lover'
of nature, and not without poetry in his soul.
The scene before them was one fitted to call forth poetic
feelings; they were standing on a rocky ridge, whence they
looked down into a deep valley, clothed with luxuriant
vegetation. A large stream was meandering through its
centre, fringed with tall cedars, picta trees, and underwood,
consisting of a variety of flowering shrubs. Behind these
the river was partly hidden from their view, but only to
burst forth again, and receive the reflection from the glowing
tints of evening, that gave it the appearance of liquid gold
shining between banks of emeralds.
The opposite ridge far overtopped that dn which they
stood, while the sun was lighting up its riven crags, and
&%stinglong shadows of the deepest purple over its rocky
masses. Beyond this mere many other crests receding
into a purple misty haze, till they were almost lost in blue
ethereal vapour. And still more distant rose the majestic
summits of the Mus-tau, wrapt in their coverings of eternal
snow, now glowing with a rosy hue, like a pale pink
flame flickering over their lit-up sides, rendered still more

beautiful by its strong contrast with the cold wintry tone of
those in shade.
Leaving this spot they descended into the valley, and
before reaching half way down, turned in a southerly
direction; continuing their ride along the mountain side
to a point where another deep and narrow valley opened
towards the south-east. Having reached a shoulder of the
mountain that descended abruptly down into the deep ravine,
they were suddenly brought to a stand by two objects. One,
a great mass of rock, that cornpletely barred their path ; the
other, which they regarded'with no little apprehension, was
a column of smoke curling up in the valley at about two
miles distant. From their present position they could not
observe the fires whence the smoke arose. But the sight of
the vapour caused them instantly to dismount and lead their
horses under the shelter of the rock, fearing they might be
discovered.
Two advanced on foot to reconnoitre, creeping cautiously
round the base of the rocks, and then onward among some
fallen masses, that completely screened them. At length
they reached a point, about half a mile from the encampment, and two thousand feet above it. From their elevated
position they looked down into the valley, unseen by those
below, and beheld three large fires blazing. A considerable
number of men were sitting around each, and many others
were engaged piqueting the horses. Thie scene they understood at a glance ; here was a band of more than one hundred
men going out on a baranta,--above ten times their number,
and in the act of encamping on the very place on which
Souk intended to sleep. Had they reached this spot an
hour earlier, their fate would have been sealed: for every
inan would have been either killed or captured.
The two scouts had not been long in their observatory
when they saw three men riding towards the camp at a
gallop, having come up the valley in their direction. I t was
x
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evident that these people had seen Souk and his men, and
were conveying the news to their chief; beside which, it
was not improbable that an advanced party of them was
encamped lower down in the valley. The approaching
horsemen were watched witb much anxiety: they soon
reached the fires, when by their gestures, and pointing towards the high cliffs, Souk7smen knew that they had been
discovered. In' a few minutes several groups assembled
around the riders, no doubt to learn the news, and presently
were engaged saddling their horses, as if they had been ordered to reconnoitre.
There was no time to lose, and the scouts left their
hiding-place to hasten to their companions, and inform
them of what they had seen. The intelligence proved that
their position was somewhat dangerous, as their enemies
greatly outnumbered them. A council was held to decide
what was to be done. Souk asked his friends if any of them
wished to abandon the journey, and if so, he recommended
them do it at once, while the route was open. All exclaimed
' L NolY7
and assured him that they were ready to go into the
marauders7 camp if he would lead them.
. He then told them that they had to deal with a dangerous and cunning enemy, who knew every pass and route
in the mountains, while only one route was known to him.
Notwithstanding this, he said that he was determined to
proceed at all risks, and felt quite sure that by caution, and
the superior speed of their horses, he could baffle their pursuit. Be advised a return down the valley for about two
miles, then to cross the ridge and descend into another,
running more to the south-east, as this would lead them to
the only pass by which he knew they could ascend to the
upper lands.
Without waiting to discover the intentions of the marauders, they started back at a brisk pace, hoping to cross the
ridge, and reach tlre valley before night closed in. he
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ascent was abrupt, although not difficult, but before they
attained the summit the dusky shades of evening filled the
deep hollow in which their enemies were encamped. On
looking hack no living objects were visible beneath, although
it was possible they might b e seen from below, as the crest
was still glowing with the last rays of departing day.
Pushing onwards they crossed the ridge, and descended into
the gloom, which rendered their progress slow; but the
coming darkness had one advantage-it would prevent their
trail being discovered till morning.
Fortunately, Kirghis llorses are safe animals when descending a mountain, even in the dark, as I have often
proved ; but it is necessary to. place implicit confidence in
them, to throw the reins on their necks, and give them their
own time. They appear to snuff danger before they reach
it, and turn away. On this side of the mountain, however,
there were no precipices to avoid, but they had another
danger. Tigers have their dens among the rocks.
On a former journey through this valley one of Souk's men
had a narrow escape; a tiger sprung upon one of his horses,
and severely wounded the man, who, however, succeeded
in releasing himself, by leaving the horse to the beast.
Souk was the only person.in the party who had any
knowledge of this route, and after descending he led the
way to the south, riding sharply on towards the gorge. I n
about an hour and a half they came to a small stream
that flowed down the ravine; turning up its bank, they
shortly reached the mouth of the pass, and here prepared
to encamp. Bushes were speedily obtained, when a fire
was kindled, that lighted up the base of the cliffs. near
them, while everything else was lost in darkness. Their
horses were piqueted to feed near at hand, and soon the
little party were seated at their evening meal, discussing
their position. They had no fear of being surprised during
the darkness, but knew that men would be on their trail
x 3
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with the dawn; consequently it behoved them to proceed
with as little delay as possible. Two sentinels were placed,
and urged to be vigilant on their watch, and the rest were
soon sleeping soundly.
The night passed without any cause of alarm, and before
day dawned they were in their saddles, being determined to
get a good start before their trail could be discovered. In

these regions, where man hunts man, following his footsteps
with the sagacity of a bloodhound, it requires a thorough
knowledge of the country, great prudence, and no lack of
courage to effect an escape from such pursuers, especially if
the chase promises to be a long one.
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The robbers, by their intimate knowledge of the country, possess advantages they are not slow in turning to
account. In this instance it was feared that men had been
sent on during the night to give notice to their associates
in the more elevated lands, that a prize was in the country.
Thus the young chief might have to run the gauntlet against
numerous bands of plunderers who would be watching for
his approach.
The travellers pursued their march at a rapid pace, fiequently changing their horses to enable them to push on.
The country over which they rode was highly interesting;
rich valleys, extending between mountains, that rose up into
bare and rugged crests ; beyond these several snow-capped
summits were visible in the distance. But no tribes with
their cattle were found, they being further to the south, at
their summer pastures. During this day's ride they crossed
several mountain ridges, but no men were seen following on
their trail.
After a long ride they stopped for the night in the
entrance of a great ravine, through which lay their onward
route for the morrow. Before lying down to rest every
precaution was taken against surprise.
All was quiet in the camp, the guard had been several
times changed, and their companions slept on in security.
About two hours before day&eak several of the horses
an alarm that caused the sentinels to rouse up the
men instantly. From this circumstance it was believed
that other horses were in the neighbourhood, and every
one thought that the robbers were coming; but it was still
exceedingly dark, and the high cliffs added to the thick
gloom that rendered objects invisible beyond the glare of
the camp fire. Though all were certain that it was not
a false alarm, as nothing more was heard, they turned down
and slept.
Soon after daybreak, while the horses were being saddled,
\
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two Kirghis walked out of the ravine, returning rt short
distance on their old track, in the hope of discovering the
cause of the alarm ; but they found nothing indicating that
either man or beast had been there. Presently all were in
their saddles and rode away, wondering what had disturbed
the animals.
It was a magnificent morning when they left their camp,
the sunbeams were tipping the tops of the lofty crags with
golden light; but it would be long ere his slanting rays
penetrated to the bottom of the rocky gorge, which was
still enveloped in deep grey shade, making the place look
cold and gloomy. Here and there huge blocks were strewn
over the bottom of the pass, that had fallen from the granite
cliffs above. Both summer sun and winter frost had aided
in hurling these rocks from their lofty beds, and in some
places they were piled up into mighty heaps, reaching quite
across the gorge.
About 300 yards from the camp they came upon one
of these confused masses, over which they found it exceedingly difficult to l e d their steeds. The first man who
passed discovered the footprints of horses. When the
young Sultan and the others joined him, he pointed t o
the numerous footmarks : several men instantly dismounted
to examine them, and quickly ascertained that two horses
had been piqueted at this 'place, and that they had not
left the spot more than two hours. The cause of the
alarm was now evident; the men had walked down the
gorge, approaching near enough to see what was passing
at the encampment, but, finding the sentinels on the alert,
had returned.
Could it be possible that a party had already reached
the pass and were waiting for them higher up, or were these
two men scouts sent to follow on their trail? Having considered the matter for a few minutes with some anxiety,
the party inclined to the last supposition; nevertheless, it
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was deemed necessary to proceed with caution. Souk now
ordered the spare horses to be strung together and to be led
by one man, leaving the others a t liberty to use their
weapons in case of need.
He also resolved to push forward through the pass at all
risk, and without delay, knowing that there were fine open
valleys beyond, that would afford a much better chance
of escape than their present resting-place. To prevent a
surprise, one man rode on about fifty yards in advance, and
others observed the trail. After proceeding about two
miles, they reached a point where the gorge made a turn
to the south-west. Having passed the jutting angle about
200 yards, the man in advance reined in his horse, and
signalled to his companions, who rode rapidly up. They
had scarcely reached him when three men rode into the
gorge, about fifty paces from them, and both parties were
surprised. The new comers gave a signal to others, when
Souk and his men heard the clatter of hoofs among the
rocks above, that led them to suppose another group was
dcscending a steep ravine.
The young Sultan saw in an instant there was not a
moment to lose ; he gave the word " charge ! " and dashed on
a t the three horsemen before him. Before he reached them
R fourth sprung out into the pass, calling him to surrender;
but as Souk's steed rushed on, the battle-axe was swung
with terrible force, and with unerring aim it fell on the
head of the man who attempted to oppose him, causing
instant death, and inflicting a severe wound on the neck
of the steed, which plunged forward and fell. Two of the
man's associates fell by the axes of Souk's followers, but
the fourth leaped his horse into a narrow ravine, down
which a numerous body now appeared descending, uttering
shouts of vengeance on seeing their leader and comrades
fall; but they were too high up in the chasm to afford assistance to their friends.

Souk ordered the spare horses to be separated; the
thongs were slipped in a few moments, and three men
dashed off with the steeds up the gorge, the others following
close at their heels. Before any number of the banditti
had reached the gorge, Souk and his friends were several
hundred yards from the ravine ; but soon a terrible shout

The Charga

was set up, and a large body followed in full chase, The
rough and stony pass rendered galloping dangerous, and
retarded the pace of the pursued ; still the latter maintained
their distance-the young Sultan and one of his most daring
companions bringing up the rear, and occasionally glanc-
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ing back at their enemies. After riding about an hour,
they emerged from the gorge on to a high plateau: During
the last half mile they had gained in the race, and having
cleared the pass, Souk ordered his people to dismount and
change their horses. This was quickly done, and when
their pursuers had reached within fifty yards, they sprung
into their saddles and scoured over the plain. The latter,
finding that they lost ground on the plateau, in about half
an hour gave up the chase.
I n an open country like this no ambush could be formed
to take them by surprise, and with their fleet steeds they
felt safe even if ten times their number were in pursuit.
This plateau was known by some of the Sultan's men, who
also were acquainted with a route to the eastward, leading
through a series of valleys, by following which they might
reach Djan-ghir Khan's summer pastures in three days.
To the south-west, at the distance of a few miles, thicklywooded mountain slopes rose about 2,000 feet; and beyond
these mere rugged crests appearing far above the line of
vegetation. To the east and north the chains were somewhat
lower, but not less savage in character; and the people
inhabiting some of these valleys partake of the wild nature
of their wuntry. The place over which the men were now
riding was one vast solitude, unbroken by any living
sound except the scream of the eagle as he soared aloft.
Two months later and these valleys, wit11 their luguriant
pastures, would be covered with herds of camels, horses, and
oxen, with vast flocks of sheep, and with the aouls of the
tribes scattered over their surface in every direction. They,
however, made a long day's ride, without either a sight
or sign of man, and encamped on the wooded bank of
a little rivulet, where they passed the night in perfect
security.
It was not, however, until the evening of the. seventh
day after leaving his father's tioul, that the young Sultan
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was greeted by the father of his bride, who received him
with a most cordial welcome. It is not my intention to
describe the meeting of the young lovers, or tell of the
tender scenes that passed between them during the short
time the young chief remained at the aoul.
Souk found the Khan in one of the upper valleys of the
hlus-tau- a most lovely and romantic spot. It mould be
difficult to discover one more attractive, as summer vegetation was in its prime. The valley was about fifteen miles
in length, and four or five in breadth, apparently surrounded
by lofty mountains, some of whose summits pierced far into
the region of eternal snow, where sparkling glaciers are
seen, and the thundering avalanche heard as it rushes down
into the valley, shaking the mountains with its mighty
crash, and forming a chaos of ice, rocks, and snow, terrible
in effect.
Not far from these.ruins of the mountains the ground
was covered with rich pastures, and flowers of almost every
hue were intermingled and blooming in tropical luxuriance,
forming a carpet of unsurpassable beauty. On the mountain
sides thousands of horses were grazing, while camels and
oxen were feeding along their base. Sheep and goats were
seen browsing high up in the mountains; the goats were
scaling the loftiest crags in search of the short and velvety
herbage found near the summits.
Several aouls were dotted over the valley, and Kirghis
in their gay and various-coloured costumes were galloping
to and fro, while groups of saddle horses were seen piqueted
near the yourts. Here was the temporary home of an
Asiatic chief, surrounded by his followers and his living
property. This is a summer phase in nomade life.
I n front of one of the yourts a number of men were
seated in a circle on the turf, quietly surveying the scene
around them, and quaffing their favourite beverage, koumis.
These were Djan-ghir Khan and his followers, who now
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appeared in pastoral and pacific guise. They, however,
were unscrupulous men, whose ideas on right are governed
by those of might. They deem slaughter no crime, and
plunder obtained by prowess an honourable acquisition.
The young Sultan had gained the esteem of Djan-ghir
Khan by prowess and successful barantas, and his account
of his encounter and defeat of the robbers in the pass
raised him greatly in his favour.
During this visit Souk became still more captivated by
the beauty and courage of Ai-Khanym. She had taken a
part in some of their sports, and proved herself a perfect
horsewoman, easily managing the most fiery steed in her
father's stud. She could wield the lance, and her richly-decorated battle-axe mould have proved no toy in any encounter. She carried the hakk on her wrist, and followed
recklessly in the chase. Such are the accomplishments of
some of these daughters of the steppe.
At the end of a week the young Sultan and his friends
left the aoul of the Khan on their homeward journey, and
by his advice they returned by a route far to the eastward
of that which had nearly proved fatal to them. This wits
somewhat longer, but over a most interesting region, and
gave them a ride of nine days. As the Khan anticipated,
no great dangers beset their path, and they reached home
without any particular adventure.
Summer and autumn had passed, and young Souk had
again visited his intended bride. Snow had covered the
upper valleys, and extended far down the lower mountains,
and a severe frost had driven both families to their winter
pastures, only a three days' journey from each other. Sultan
Timour determined to avail himself of this opportunity, and
make the final arrangements with the Khan, more especially
as his son was constantly urging him to have the marriage
completed.
The time had now arrived when tllc Sultan must pay
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the kalym, and great tact was required to bring this part of
the business to an amicable conclusion. He sclected his
hiulla and two chiegq to arrange the amount with the Khan,
at the same time limiting them to a very moderate sum.
They were accompanied by young Souk with several of his
followers, and after a rough and stormy ride reached the
aoul of Djan-ghir Khan.
Like all diplomatists, these people move slowly in their
arrangements. Hours, nay days, are sometimes spent in
conversing on indifferent subjects, without once alluding to
the matter that has called them together. This case was
no exception, and several days were spent with the Khan
before the Mulla announced his mission to the family conclave. Djan-ghir had called his Mulla to his aid along with
two of his chiefs; some members of his family and tlie young
6
Sultan were also present.
Sultan Timour's Mulla opened the conference by a speech,
in which he expatiated on the distinguished ancestors and
noble descent of the Sultan, his power and sovereignty over
the tribes constituting the Great Horde, and his prowess
iR battle; adding, that the son mas worthy of the sire, possessing great prudence as a leader, undaunted courage as a
warrior, and all other gifts that qualified him for the high
position of the chief of the Great Horde. He concluded a
long oration by demanding of the Khan the fulfilment of his
promise to give liis daughter to young Souk, and requested
him to state the amount of the kalym.
The chiefs followed, reiterating the Mulla's request, and
extolling the high positions of both the Sultan and his son.
To give more weight to their arguments, they stated that
several of the most distinguished Sultans in the Great and
Middle Hordes had made overtures to Sultan Timour, being
anxious to form a matrimonial alliance with his fhmily and
its powerful chief. Tliey finished their laudatory speeches by
expressing a hope that the Khan would bear in mind, when
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deciding on the kalym, the honour that his daughter would
attain when she became the wife of the chief at the head of
the Great Hoi-de. The conference was then adjourned till
the-following day, to give the Khan and his advisers an
opportunity for consideration.
Kext morning tlie Khan, his ~ I u l l a and
,
several chiefs,
assembled in a yourt placed apart. from the aoul, sending a
messenger to invite Sultan Timour's friends to join them ill
the council. They shortly repaired to the yourt, and seated
themselves in front of the Khan. He opened the proceedings
by expressing his satisfaction at the proposed union between
the distinguished family of the Sultan' and his own, but
regretted that his friend was not present to take a part in
the arrangements, adding, " as he is not here, neither must I
remain. I have therefore intrusted the Mulla and my chiefs
with the arrangement, and they have full power to settle it."
He then retired from the yourt.
After the Khan's departure his Mulla commenced an
address, sitting in the usual position, cross-legged on the
ground. He expressed his great admiration for so renowned
a chief as Sultan Timour, referred in appropriate terms to his
wealth and power, as well as to his sagacity and courage. IIe
also bore testimony to the prudence and valour of the young
Sultan, whom he styled '' the brave son of a great father."
He then spoke of the warlike deeds of the Khan in terms
of high panegyric, and intimated that an alliance of two
such powerful chiefs might bring all tlie regions into subjection. The Mulla next touched on the beauty and accomplishments of Ai-Khanym, asserting that she was a bride
worthy of the great conqueror, and that in giving her in
marriage to the young Sultan, her father was parting with
an inestimable jewel. He assured the other party that her
hand had already been sought by the Khan of Badakshan,
and that several other great families had desired the alliance,
but that these offers had been rejected by the Khan, that

:

she might be united to the son of his friend. Lastly, he
said that the kalym demanded was 200 camels, 3,000
horses, 5,000 oxen, and 10,000 sheep.
Other chiefs addressed the assembly, one and all expatiating on the beauty of Ai-Khanym, and intimating that
the Khan showed his desire for the union of the families by
his generosity in the amount of the kalym. And more
especially so, as another suitor of great distinction had
already offered double the price named. They therefore
hoped that the generous friendship displayed by the Khan
would be fully appreciated by the Sultan, and the marriage
sec~irea lasting peice between the tribes.
The amount named for the kalym startled the friends of
Sultan Timour, their instructions being for about one third,
to offer which, however, would now have been an insult.
Thus ended the conference.
The following day the Mulla, the chiefs with young
Souk and his attendants, prepared to return after an unsuccessful attempt to induce the Khan to reduce his demand.
When all were assembled to take leave of the Khan, he
gave the Mulla some valuable presents for Sultan Timour,
and saying L L aman-bul," they departed. Young Souk had
painful forebodings, and left the aoul with a heavy heart ;
but he had pledged his honour to return to his fair mistress
before his tribe left their winter pastures.
The journey homeward was a rapid one ; being bearers
of evil tidings, they carried them quickly, though they
felt assured that the news would put their chief into a fit
of anger. On reaching the aoul they gave an account of
their mission. On hearing the amount of the kalym the
Sultan broke out into a great rage, saying that such a
demand nras an insult to his family and the Great Horde,
for which he would be avenged. After a time the first outburst of his passion subsided, ending, however, in a detcrmination not to pay what had been demanded. Still he
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deemed it prudent to avoid an open rupture with the wily
.Khan, hoping that circumstances might arise which would
enable him to have his revenge.
Many secret councils were held between the Sultan and
his chiefs, and numerous plans of vengeance were suggested.
Some advised a junction with the robber tribes of the
mountains, and then to make a great baranta upon Djan-ghir
Khan during the winter and carry off his daughter. Otherb
were more prudent, believing that he had friends among the
bandits who would give him notice, when it was probable
he would be able to bring the whole force upon the Great
Horde, and the tribes might suffer severely.
passed. The winter was nearly over, still the grass
was crisped with hoar frost, making it sparkle in the morning
sun as if powdered with brilliants, while in some of the
warm and sheltered nooks white and purple crocuses mere
springing into bloom. This was the signal for the departure
of young Souk on a visit to his intended bede. He selected
three of his companions to accompany him ; but before leaving
the aoul his father gave him a present and a message for
the Khan, saying that he would visit him in the summer.
It was a splendid morning when the young men started
on their mountain journey, and the rays of the sun soon
began to tell on the snows in the upper regiofis. This
was apparent from the numerous small waterfalls that
came leaping from the lofty precipices near them, frequently covering them with misty spray. When they had
proceeded for several hours, and ascended to the higher
valleys, the sun had passed his meridian, and every little
rill was becoming a torrent, rushing along with fearful
rapidity. Streams which a few hours before they could
have crossed without the water reaching to the knees of
their steeds, were now from six to ten feet deep, rolling
on with a deafening roar, tearing huge rocks from their
beds, and tumbling them onward with a kind of muffled
Y
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reports, like a battery fired under water. One of these
torrents brought the little party to a stand two hours before
sunset. A ride through such a region is attended with
many hardships and some dangers, nor was it till the evening
of the third day that they reached the aoul of the Khan.
Souk was received by its chief moat cordially; but on
his first interview with Ai-Khanym she intimated treachery,
telling him that the Khan of Badakshan had sent severd of
his chiefk on a visit to her father, and that arrangements had
already been made for her marriage with the Khm, which was
to take place when they went to their summer pastures.
She also warned Souk to tell this to no one, or appear to have
the least suspicion, assuring him that she would fly to the
mountains and perish amidst their eternal snows sooner
than become the wife of another. Her lover was satisfied,
and determined to rescue her. Having given her this
assurance, he departed, after spending a few days, and on
taking leave of the Khan annou~icedhis intention of visiting
him at the Mus-tau.
During Souk's journey homeward he had time to reflect
on his position, which gave him no little anxiety, but he
dared not show it to his companions. He knew, if the circumstance became known to his father and the chiefs, some
plan of vengeance would be adopted, and then all his hopes
would be destroyed. That Ai-Khanym would prove true
he had no doubt, and he determined to carry her off unaided; but how this mas to be accomplished he could not
imagine.
Many and anxious were his forebodings during the
dreary months of winter, but this season was his security.
To travel in the mountains before May was utterly impossible, so that Ai-Khanym was as safe as if shut up
in a fortress. Long before the snow began to melt on the
plains his plan mas formed.
The few dreary months of winter appeared to him five

times their usual length, but in this region he was greatly
favoured, as spring commences early; indeed, I have seen
the ground covered with a carpet of flowers before the
middle of February. When the snow had disappeared on
the plains, young Souk determined to attempt a journey

A Mountain~Torrentin the M w t a u .

over the mountains, accompanied by only one companion.
On his next visit to the Khan he wished to avoid sr~spicion;
and did not risk his favourite steed, knowing the ride would
be both difficult and dangerous to man and horse.
r 9
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Some of the mountain torrents forced them to ride far
out of their route, and in two instances they were in great
peril of bcing carried away by the flood. Notwithstanding
they reached the aoul of Djan-ghir on the fourth day, and
found him still at his minter quarters.
He was greatly astonished to see his guest, believing the
mountains impossible to cross at this season. Souk was
received with every mark of friendship, the Khan even inquiring when the Sultan intended meeting him to complete
the preliminaries of the marriage. Souk said that his father
proposed deferring his journey till the end of May, when he
would visit the Khan at his pastures; but messengers would
be sent on to announce his arrangements.
As Djan-ghir and his tribes intended moving to another
valley in a couple of days, the young Sultan's stay was
cut short. Still he found an opportunity of communicating
his plans to the Khan's daughter, and prepared her for his
next visit. She communicated to him that everything had
been settled for her marriage wit,h the Khan of Badakshan;
that the kalym would be brought by his chiefs to her
father's summer pastures in the Mus-tau, and that she was
to return with them to his encampment.
When the Khan broke up his aoul to proceed to other
pastures, Souk started on his homeward journey. Three
months had yet to pass before he could make an effort
to carry off Ai-Khanym, for he was fully convinced that it
would be madness to make t,he attempt before the first week
in June, as the mountain torrents and the snom in the
passes might retard or even stop their progress, and thus
the speed of their fleet horses would be of no avail.
Souk had watched the spring glide on, and the summer
a~~proach;
he had seen the snom melt on the lower mountains, while the serrated crests of a still higher chain were
protruding their dark masses through the wintry covering,
and each clear sunny day was dissolving the white patches
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on their rocky heights. These were indications that
told him the passes would soon be free. May had arrived,
bringing glorious weather, and this was highly favourable to
his project.
As the days rolled on his anxiety increased. He trained
his steed for the task he mas about to undertake. He
had not breathed his intentions to his most intimate
friends, fearing, if it became known to his father and the
chiefs, they would adopt severe measures and frustrate his
plans. I n order to allay suspicion he announced his intention of spending two or three weeks with some friends near
the Ili, to join in a hunting expedition after wild horses,
which a t this season are found in great herds near the foot
of the mountains beyond that river.
This animal is not like the wild horse of South America,
which undoubtedly sprung from those taken into the c o u n t q
by the Spaniards. He is of a distinct race from the Asiatic
horse, very small (not so large as an ass), beautiful in form,
having a small head and short ears, and varying in colour from
black, bay, grey, and white, the latter being the most rare.
He is called "muss" by the Kirghis. His sense of smell
is very acute, which renders him most difficult. to approach.
He is exceedingly fleet, and few horses can run him down.
I will describe the mode of hunting him :-A great number
of Kirghis assemble, and when the scouts have found the
herd, the horsemen form an extended line at a considerable
distance towards the steppe. When so much has been
accomplished they gradually ride up, forcing the herd
towards a pass in the mountains. As they approach near to
the ravine the hunters draw closer, forming a crescent, and
proceed with extreme caution till the stallions enter the pass.
While this has been going on, another party of hunters have
made their way into the pass, taking their stand in the narrowest part, and waiting till the herd appears. Having
signalled to the hunters on the plain that the pass is secured,
r3

A GREAT DELICACY.

tlie wliole body close up and the poor animals are in a trap.
They are now driven onward till stopped by the l~unters
above, when the work of slaughter begins, and vast numbers
of these beautiful creatures are killed by their battle-axes.
The Kirghis consider their flesh the greatest delicacy the
steppe affords.
Joining in this hunting expedition would not take Souk
far out of his route; he therefore started, taking two horses,
riding one and leading his own to save him for his mountain
gallop. The mountain streams were forded with ease, and
he found the snow lying in small patches in some of the
passes. The aoul of his friends mas reached on the second
day. Having spent two days there, he started with his
two steeds for the pastures of Djan-ghir Khan. He knew
the region in which the tribes were feeding their herds,
but not the exact locality. As they never remain more
than eight or ten days on the same spot, it is often no
easy matter to find them on such vast spaces. The Khan
had stated to young Souk on his last visit that the Sultan
mould find him in some of the upper valleys of the Terric-sou
until the end of May, but that after that time he should be
far to the south-west, in the Mus-tau. And this was all the
information on which he could rely.

CHAP. XlII.
A KIRGHIS ELOPEMENT.

THE young Sultan pursued his lonely way, intending to
strike upon the Terric-sou far up towards its source, where
he felt sure Ai-Khanym was anxiously watching for his
arrival. A solitary ride over such a region would have
terrors for most people, especially Europeans. Even
Kirghis seldom make such journeys alone, the risk by flood
and mountain being too great. Tigers are often found here,
and bands of marauders are always hovering about in the
neighbourhood of the encampments.
To avoid falling in with any of these, Souk followed a
route to the eastward of the region in which the tribes had
pastured their herds. Two days passed over, and no living
being was seen; on the third he came upon trails, but they
were several weeks old, and four days and nights passed
without any adventure worth recording.
About two in the afternoon of the fifth day, he crossed
a high ridge whence he had a view into the valley of the
Terric-sou, but neither aoul nor cattle was visible. Hc
passed on towards the river, and soon found traces of the
herds; continuing his ride, he came to the place of their
encampment, when he perceived that it had been long deserted. He was now fearful that he sho~ildnot find them
at their next resting-place, and this induced him to hasten
onward. As he proceeded up the valley he had no difficulty
in tracing out their route, and a little after dusk piqueted
his horses and spread his saddle cloth for the night on one
Y 4
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of their encamping grounds. The following morning he
started early, and continued his journey up the valley. At
length, after a long ride, he arrived at a part where another
narrow rocky valley opened to the westward, and here there
was also a Kirghis trail.
Black clouds had long been rolling up behind some high
snowy peaks to the south-west, and he perceived that a
storm was gathering. The sun was setting when he came
upon this spot., and now a great difficulty arose as to which
trail would lead him to the Khan. This could not be solved
in the dark, nor was it possible for him to proceed further
that day.
While occupied examining the trails, and speculating
on the route, he had not observed the storm advancing towards him; but II roll of distant. thunder caught his ear, and
then he saw that the high peaks were enveloped in a black
mass of surging vapour, from which fiery shafts were darting
in thick streams, and the thunder became louder at intervsls
of a few minutes. The Terric-sou was rushing over its
rocky bed with a great noise at about a mile distant, but
this was soon lost in other sounds.
A little brook ran through the middle of the narrow
valley, its banks covered with thick bushes and a few stunted
trees ; these, however, could afford him no cover. He turned
hastily towards the precipices, hoping to find a nook which
would shelter both himself and. his steeds. Having arrived
at some deep recesses, no time was lost in securing his
horses under their projections; but this was scarcely accomplished when the bellowing thunder and the big drops toId
him the warring elements were near; while a sable pall was
rapidly spreading over the valley, rendering all objects
indistinct except when lit up by the electric flash.
Another sound mas heard approaching, like the roaring
of the sea when its mighty billows are breaking on a rocky
shore. Louder and louder it became, till the fearful hurri-
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cane swept down the valley, tearing up trees and bushes,
and scattering them like chaff. Then came rain, not in
drops but in streams, while the red lightning shot forth incessantly. The thunder now became one continued roar,
causing the horses to crouch and tremble, as one explosion
after another rent the clouds asunder and shook the solid
rocks.
Suddenly the rain changed into hail, cutting down the
herbage, and quickly changing a summer landscape into a
wintry one. These are terrific phenomena, but when
witnessed by a solitary traveller in such a region they have
(as I can vouch) a most appalling effect. In about an hour
the fearful storm had passed, leaving a serene and calm twilight, with a chilling temperature, while the rippling brook
had become a torrent, that rushed forward with great force.
The flood rendered it quite impossible to obtain fuel, and
the traveller went supperless to his stony couch.
Before the grey dawn began to streak the eastern sky
the horses were piqueted to feed, and Souk mas preparing
for his departure. The difficulty which beset him before
the storm had not been removed, but after due consideration
he decided on following the trail leading to the westward.
Having ridden through the narrow minding valley for several
hours, he reached a part where it opened into another of
considerable extent, with high mountains to the south, and
a lower chain to the north. Nature had distinctly marked
out his route, and he continued his ride westward to the
upper part of a valley, that ended in a granite region. This
was picturesque and beautiful, uniting savage grandeur with
luxuriant vegetation. He pushed on- his way through a
labyrinth of stupendous objects,-isolated masses of granite
formed into most fantastic shapes. Advancing onward, the
precipices became more lofty and rugged as the pass narrowed, and its bed rose rapidly. This led him to a mountain slope, whence he saw the sun sink below the horizon,
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compelling him to seek a resting-place and pastures for his
steeds. Darkness quickly following as usual, he was once
more shrouded in gloom.
.
The night, however, passed without either man or animal
being disturbed, and when ~norningcame he examined more
closely his position. He was now on a high mountain plain,
extending to the base of a very lofty ridge running far to
the south-east, some seven or eight miles distant,. After
leaving his night quarters he had not gone far when he
discovered that the herds had pastured on this spot. A new
difficulty now beset him. Here was a vast space not less
than seven miles broad and twen t,y-fivein length, over which
the herds had grazed, leaving tracks in all directions. He
scanned the country around him, but neither man, animal,
nor landmark was visible to guide him to the tribes. X7hich
ever way he turned a vast solitude was before him, while
the characters stamped on the plain were so numerous,
crossing each other to all points of the compass, that they
only added to his perplexity.
He knew the Kirghis would be engaged in their domestic
duties, and he gazed anxiously over the plain in the hope of
seeing smoke rise from some of the aouls; but without success. The young Kirghis felt a painful sensation, and
pushed his horses into a gallop, riding westward, and drawing nearer to the base of the mountain. Having gone on
for a considerable distance in that direction, he reached
an elevation that gave him a view far over the plain; but
neither Kirghis, their dwellings, nor their cattle were visible.
His only chance was to proceed quickly onward, and two
more hours were neacly passed when he reached the edge of
a great depression.
Beneath him aouls and herds lay scattered over the
valley. The sight caused him to push forward at a ripid
pace, and he speedily came up to several herdsmen; they
recognised him, and one offered to guide him to the Khan.

The man turned towards the south, leading the way lip
to the mountains. Souk now learned that the tribes had
been encamped five days' at these pastures, that the Khan
left them only two days ago, and that all the aouls would
move westward shortly.
As they proceeded he acquired much valuable information from his guide, who pointed out a short route to the
Terric-sou. By crossing the mountains to the north, one
of the lower valleys of that river could be reached in less
than two days; the oqly drawback to this route being the
upper part of the pass, which was so difficult that few men
would attempt it a second time. The young Sultan noted
down in his memory the several points by which he could
be guided in this direction. A great chasm was cleft in the
ridge, forming a landmark that could not be mistaken, and
this, his companion said, mas the pass by which he was
to cross the chain.
Having ridden seven or eight miles they reached the crest
of a low ridge, whence they looked down upon the aoul of
the Khan, standing in a lovely nook, sheltered from every
blast save the south. As they descended, several men rode
out to meet them. They recognised the young Sultan, and
told him the Khan was absent, and would not return for
a few days; but that Ai-Khanym and her mother were in
the soul. In a few minutes he was in their yourt, when he
met with a most affectionate reception.
Souk had arrived at a favourable moment, when several
of the chiefs were absent, having been sent on a mission by
the Khan ; but Ai-Khanym told him that hkr father would
return the following evening, that the aoul would be moved
to another valley in a few days, and that all the tribes were
to assemble three weeks hence in one of the higher valleys
. of the Mus-tau, where the chiefs from the Khan of Badakshan were to meet her father with the kalym and to take
her away.
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The yoling Sultan thought that, being unattended,
neither the Khan nor any of his people would suspect his
intentions, and that therefore Ai-Khanym would be free from
restraint. I-Ie lost no time, however, in making his plans
known to her. After she had heard them it was agreed that
they should leave the aoul at daybreak on the morning when
the tribes moved, as the herdsmen would then be busy preparing for the march. This being settled, they had little
more to arrange excepting how Ai-Khanym was to get
possession of the Khan's favourite steed, the fleetest in his
stud. This animal was so highly prized by her father that
he never permitted him to travel from one pasture to
another except in his train. On these occasions Ai-Khanym
often rode him, and he was always piqueted near the yourt
a t night.
Souk knew tKat his own horse was fresh for his work, and
that if they could escape with the two, even with only an
hour's start, no other horses in the Khan's stud could come
up with them. With most of the people he was a favourite,
indeed many of them looked upon him as belonging to
the tribe. Some of the chiefs, however, were thoroughly
acquainted with the Khan's plans, and knew that the time
was not far distant when the two families would be at deadly
feud.
The Khan returned a t the appointed time, and received
his young guest most kindly, inviting him to accompany the
tribe to their other pastures, that he might return home by
a different route. During the three days' visit the young
couple went o h hawking twice, once accompanied by the
Khan, and once attended by his people. The sedgy banks of
a small lake a few miles distant from the aoul, had supplied
abundance of game for their sport. The last evening of
the stay of the tribes at the present pastures had arrived,
and the Iihan had given instructions for the march. Part
of the people were to leave with the herds at daybreak,
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pitch the mid-day encampment, and wait there till the chief
and the rest of the tribe joined them. He had also ordered
the favourite steed to be saddled for his daughter: thus all
promised well.
The hours of this night were passed in a state of great
anxiety by the confederates, who were convinced that if
their plan failed it would be fatal to their hopes; rthe young
lady, moreover, was fearful for her lover's liberty, if not
for his life. Souk was out before the morning dawned attending to his steed, which presently was saddled for the
journey. Ai-Khanym now appeared with her saddle and
trappings; she handed them to a Kirghis, telling him to
prepare her horse, while she brought out her favourite
hawk. In a few minutes she returned fully equipped.
The herdsinen were already driving off their different
charges; some were tending the camels and horses, others
the oxen and sheep, and numbers of horsemen were galloping
to and fro to force them into their right position. While
this was going on, the maiden had mounted her steed; a
Kirghis then placed the hawk on her wrist, to whom she left
a message for her father that she was going to the pastures
by another route, intending to fly her hawk on some of the
small lakes. Souk left his spare horse under the charge
of one of the Khan's attendants, to be taken forward with
those accompanying the chief.
Before the men had succeeded in getting the inass of
animals fairly on their march, it was daylight, and when the
young couple left the aoul to follow in their rear, the sun
was tipping the icy peaks of the Mus-tau. The progress of
such vast herds keeps the herdsmen in constant motion, as
some are frequently refractory, and lead the others from
their route; the men had therefore little leisure for observation.
A bright sun was flooding mountain and valley with his
glorious light, when the lovers reached some low hills about

.
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two hours distant &om the aoul. From these they had a
view of a small lake in the valley to the north. Ai-Khtinym
told some of the herdsmen that she should try for game,
and meet them farther up in the mountains. The herds
moved slowly on their way as the young couple cast their
last look after them, and then turned towards the lake.
Before they had reached half-way to its shores, both men
and animals had disappeared beyond the hills.
Fortune had favoured them greatly; they were now in

A1-Khanym seb ftee her Hawk

a valley four or five miles broad, but exposed to full view

from the ridge on the south, immediately beneath which, on
the opposibe side, was the aoul of the Khan, not more than
four miles distant. from them. Reining in their horses,
they looked around, but. no one conld bc seen. Ai-Khanym
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took the hood and shackles from her hawk, when he soared
aloft and wheeled around in freedom, never to perch again
on the hand that had so often caressed him. After watching his flight for a few minutes she gave her steed his head,
and in a gallop across the valley endeavoured to hide her
painful feelings.
Before reaching the northern summit their-eyes were
often turned in the direction of the aoul, but nothing was
seen to indicate that their flight had been ciiscovered. They
hastened onward, and shortly came upon the route by which
Souk had travelled to the aoul. Now they must decide
upon their course. Far to the north was seen the mighty
cleft the Kirghis had pointed out to the young Sultan,
and he told Ai-Iihanym of its dangers, though he believed
it to offer the surest means of escape. She knew the difficulties, and thought the risk too great to incur, because the
pass had proved so fatal to several of her father's tribe that
it had been abandoned. Only two summers ago, as she
stated, seven of their people travelled that way, when three,
with their horses, fell over a precipice and perished; theother four found it impossible to return and struggled
onward, but only succeeded in taking two horses over, the
others being killed in the pass.
She then informed her lover that there was another route
not far distant to the westward, by which the tribes sometimes passed, but it was unknown to her. Souk gave up his
intention, and determined to follow his route to the Terricsou; for doing this he entertained hopes that their flight
n-ould not be discovered till evening, when the Khan reached
his pastures; and as their trail could not be followed in the
night, they would have a start of twelve hours in the chase.
Their ride onward was rapid, without distressing their
steeds, and it mas about an hour past noon when they rode
into that wonderful labyrinth of rocks through which Souk
had passed. He led the way to a spot where there was
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pasture and water for their steeds; a spring supplied drink,
and some slight nourishment they had carried with them,
refreshment.
They presently resumed their flight, and arrived where
the young Sultan had slept. Here they supped, and sat
conversing on their prospects till long after darkness had
warned them it mas time to sleep.
Their morning meal required Little preparation, and was
soon dispatched. The hurricane had swept down this valley
with terrific force, uprooting the trees that fringed the river,
and laying them prostrate i n all directions. Their ride now
was a long one, for darkness shrouded the valley before they
stopped on the bank of the river, where a pleasant sheltered
spot was found for their bivouac.
On looking around the next morning Souk recognised
their position, and knew that i t would take eight hours of
rapid riding to reach the path by which he had descended to
the Terric-sou. He feared that if Ai-Khanym was right
about the pass to the westward, the Khan's people might
reach it before them. This contingency caused them much
anxiety ; finally, he decided on seeking another route more to
the eastward, in the hope of escaping any men that might
have been sent to cut them off in front, and trusting to the
speed of their horses to keep far in advance of those in their
rear.
They rode down the bank of the stream, and its course
being exceedingly rapid and over a rocky bed, they were
obliged to ride seven or eight miles before they found a
place to ford; even then i t was not accomplished without
great risk.
Souk scanned the rugged slopes with the practised eye
of a mountnineer, and soon selected a path. Both steeds
were accustomed to climbing, and the dread of capture gave
t,heir riders courage for any risk. The mountain they were
going to scale mas not more than 5,000 feet above the valley ;
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lower down it wss considerably less, but their enemies were
there. An hour's ride brought them to the first acclivitya grassy slope, rather steep, reaching to the base of some
rugged rocks that formed a series of terraces rising several
thousand feet.
The first part they rode up with ease, but the rocky
terraces gave them much trouble; for in some places it
was like a gigantic staircase, up which it seemed impossible
for horses to climb. The maiden, however, took the lead,
riding over portions that would have severely tried the
nerves of many of the stronger sex. Her light weight enabled her horse to hold on and scramble over places, where
Souk's steed could not (with his weight) maintain his
footing.
Each new difficulty that arose in her path as she ascended
from crag to crag only added to her courage,-sometimes
riding along a narrow ledge with her foot dangling over a
precipice, and her keen eye scanning a more dangerous part
above. Higher and higher she ascended, riding up places
over which Souk was compelled to lead his steed.
Each new terrace gained gave them a more extended
view over the valley that was spread out like a map at their
feet, while the Terric-sou appeared like a band of silver as
its waters fretted over its rocky bed. After much toil and
great risk they had nearly reached the summit, when they
were suddenly brought to a stand by some objects far away
in the valley below. They were so small that, at first sight, it
was doubtful whether they were cattle feeding, or bushes.
he figures were those of horsemen, and they presently
separated into two groups, one going down the valley, and the
other corning towards the fugitives.
They both dismounted, leading their horses upwards to
prevent discovery, and speedily reaching some fallen crags
that concealed them from view. Leaving AY-Khanyrn on the
watch, Souk led the horses up the ascent and piqueted them
z
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in a sheltered spot far out of sight. On his return the
party were distinctly visible. They were the Khan's people,
a part having gone forward, probably in hopes of securing
the pass lower down, while the others anticipated meeting
the fugitives in the valley.
Souk had thrown the remains of his fire into the river,
as a wreath of snloke would point out their trail. The
riders came on at a rapid pace, and in about an hour were
passing near enough to be reco,pised; among them were
three of the Khan's chiefs. They were twenty-three in
number, and several were looking for the trail. Souk knew
that they had ten or twelve miles to ride before they could
reach its first indication, unless they should turn to the
bank of the stream; this, however, they seemed to avoid.
While he had been gazing at them beneath, Ai'-Khanym
had scanned the upper part of the valley, and there discovered other horsemen approaching. The yoang Sultan's
attention was quickly turned in this direction. This group
was also in motion, and he knew that in little more than
an hou; the two parties must meet, and would soon be on
the trail.
Ai-Khanym was convinced that her pursuers were led
by her father's chiefs, who would spare neither man nor
steed in the chase. Her only hope lay in the dangerous
crags they had just ascended, which men even on foot
could not scale in the dark.
After casting a last look up the valley they mounted
their horses, rode up the mountain crest, and shortly
gained the summit. It was nearly flat, extending about
300 yards in width, and was covered with masses of quartz
and granite, that rendered it exceedingly difficult to ride over.
They presently came to the brink of a fearful slope, forming
a vast crescent scooped out of the mountain ; so steep that
scarcely a vestige of herbage mas visible on its surface.
Souk examined this mighty curve as far as his eye could
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reach, and found it utterly impassable. They rode along
the crest to the north, where it descended rapidly, forming a
high plateau, whence several spurs ran down into a deep
valley, that extended for many miles to the north-east.
By descending here many dangers would be encountered, but there was no alternative; and they turned to the
north-west. Here they had to pick their way among the
ruins of mountain summits that time is constantly cutting
down and disentombing their long-buried mineral treasures.
I n some parts of the chain large veins of lapis-lazuli are
found, as well as splendid nephrite of a dark green colour,
with large bbtches of orange marked with dark veins, surpassing in beauty any specimens I have ever seen from
China. Silver and lead are also here; and the Kirghis say
that splendid stones which sparkle like flame have been
found in the region,-probably rubies.
The lovers, however, thought neither pf silver nor gems.
Painful was their toil among the masses of wreck. As they
descended they were compelled to watch each step of their
steeds, to prevent an accident that could not fail of being
instantly fatal.
Having reached the bottom they were in rich pastures
on the shore of a small lake, upon whose glassy suisface
thousands of waterfo~vlwere feeding and sporting, apparently
without any dread of the strangers,- man had probably
never visited their haunt before. It offered a resting-place
as pleasant as it was secure. When the horses were piqueted
and the fire blazing, the fugitives walked along the shore,
examining it with care. They found that neither man nor
savage beast had preceded them, for they could discover only a few footprints of deer and argali. On their
return the last rays of the sun flooded the upper end of the
valley; and presently all around them was in shade.
Gradually the grey gloom crept up the mountain sides, till
one summit after another lost its golden hue. A little
2
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longer, the snowy peaks and glaciers of the Mus-tau flashed
forth their rosy beams.
Though the speed of their horses had hitherto availed
them little, the valley they would now have to croes
would give them an opportunity for trying it further. They
started shortly after sunrise, and rode along the shores of
the lake, when they disturbed vast multitudes of waterfowl
and several groups of deer. Their steeds were presently put
into a gallop, and having proceeded several miles, they
reached a point that afforded a view of the chain they had
passed. No living object was visible there, nor in the opposite direction, with the exception of some herds of deer and
antelopes. The valley extended in a north-easterly course,
but they could not see its termination; still, toward this
point Souli proceeded. A few miles carried them into the
broadest part of it, that appeared to be about ten miles
in width, enclosed by picturesque mountains -those to
the south-east being the most lofty, some few peaks rising
above the line of eternal snow, while in many parts of the
lower range their northern faces were covered with dense
forests.
The mountains to the north-west were lower, having a
more sterile aspect; they were principally slate. Most of
the upper ridges were a dark purple, and this sombre colour
had given the name of Kara-tau to the chain. Some of the
precipices presented a peculiar appearance, having strata of
djfferent colours, a cream-coloured band 150 to 800 feet
thick; above that a pale green stratum of nearly equal
thickness. Over this another bed of about 50'feet in depth,
of a fine Indian red, that towards its upper surface changed
into vermilion: then came a light bluish purple, probably
100 feet thick, and above that a dark purple, almost black,
of equal if not greater dimensions.
These strata were occasionally horizontal, extending for
several miles. In other parts great disruptions had taken
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place, and the beds had been heaved up into nearly vertical

positions. In another part a vast dome-shaped mass was
e S
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thrown up, of a deep crimson colour, on which scarcely's
blade of grass had taken root; while the range beneath was
covered with a thick sward of the brightest green.
After going about eight miles further it was observed
that the valley branched in two directions; one running up
into the mountains to the south-east, and the other turning
to the north. Towards this opening the lovers galloped,
and in half an hour had passed the jutting rocks, and
entered a small hollow, with a rapid stream running down
its centre; they mere obliged to follow it some distance before
it could be forded. They then proceeded onward, and
found that the torrent entered a narrow ravine. I n many
parts the cliffs rose from the water's edge, rendering it impossible to find a route in that direction. This forced them
to ascend the mountain and seek another path. There were
few difficulties in their way, and in about an hour they
reached the summit.
From here their ride was down into one of those high
mountain valleys which a t this season are clothed with a
carpet of flowers and luxuriant herbage. On reaching a
spring the fugitives pulled up their horses and let them feed,
while they partook of their own simple fare.
It required but a short time to reach the opposite
summit, whence they had a view into the lower ground,
which Souk recognised as an opening he had passed through
qn a former journey. Once in this valley he knew his route,
and this would disarm the chase of half its terrors. He,
however, saw a t a glance that the descent would be a
tedious one, and could not be accomplished before night.
As the sun began to tip the snowy peaks the lovers were
in their saddles and riding in a more northerly direction.
Having travelled about an hour they saw smoke rising from
behind a mass of rocks several miles distant, and not
far beyond the point where their route turned into a pass
leading to a high plateau.
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Souk led the way to the left, riding close to the foot of some
precipices to conceal them from view. Should they be seen
before they could arrive opposite to the pass, they would have
to make a dash for it, and trust to the speed of their horses.
Having reached some masses of granite that jutted far
out into the valley a t about two miles from the pass, completely hiding everything beyond, he deemed it necessary to
dismount and reconnoitre. He had not climbed far when he
obtained a view of the encampment, which caused him to
descend instantly. Great mas his astonishment when he
discovered that a large party were riding cautiously up the
valley, and were already nearer the pass than themselves,
while those at the camp were busy saddling their horses.
Some of the scouts must have discovered their approach,
and it was evident that the men were now preparing to take
them. I n a few moments he explained their danger to his
companion, leapt into the saddle, unslung his battle-axe, and
urging her to ride hard, dashed out into the valley. In
a few moments the Kirghis discovered them, and setting up
a terrible shout, started for the pass, with the great advantage of a quarter of a mile in point of distance.
Having gone about half the distance, Souk perceived that
they had gained considerably, but three of their opponents
had drawn far ahead of their followers, and were intent
on securing the pass. The fugitives knew how much
depended on the speed of their horses for the next mile,,
for they had determined not to be taken alive. As they
drew near their enemies, Souk told his companion to give
her animal his full speed while he checked the foremost
pursuers, two of whom were trying to cut them off.
On they came at a furious speed, their battle.axes in
hand, but Ai-Khanym shot past them when they were
within a few strides of her. At this moment Souk, calculating his distance well, touched his steed, causing him to
bound forward; as he passed, his battle-axe flashed aloft
z 4
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and fell on the head of the first horse, bringing him dead to
the ground, and sending his rider rolling over on the grass.
The second man seeing this, swerved on one side, and saved
his steed from a similar fate, as the young Sultan dashed at
full speed into the pass by the side of his fair companion.

The hca md EmbpfA

The lovers heard the shouts of their baffled pursuers, but
proceeded without attempting to look round.
At length they emerged from the pass on to a fine
undulating plain, and Souk pointed out the last blue moun-,
tains, immediately beyond which was the valley of t.he Ili,
while Lake Tenghiz was shining like a mirror, and extend-

ing so far into the steppe that land, water, and sky were
mingled in misty haze. He felt almost at home as he gazed
on the land of his birth. Ai-Khanym looked intently
towards the plains that were to be her future home, and
contemplated them with pleasure.
The fugitives kept about a mile in advance; sometimes a
few of their pursuers approached nearer, but they were soon
distanced whenever greater speed was expedient. I n the
afternoon the band pulled up on the bank of a small stream,
finding it necessary to feed their horses. On seeing this
Souk turned to a little brook, and both parties were soon
refreshing themselves on the same stream, within little more
than half a mile of each other.
The horses having rested, the lovers were the first to
move. After riding on at an easy speed for several miles,
on looking back they noticed half a-dozen men separate
from the main body and go in a north-westerly direction, three having spare horses. Suspecting their design
the young Sultan continued his course, inclining a little
to the eastward. The two leading steeds kept increasing
their distance from their pursuers without putting forth
their full power, and many of the Khan's people were
falling behind.
Souk still kept inclining to the east, and rapidly increasing the distance, till it was too dark for the Kirghis to
observe the trail. Then letting his companion follow, he
led the way towards the mountains on the north-west, at full
speed. Ai-Khanym was at his side in a few moments, and
they rode rapidly for several miles. At last they stopped
and stood still, listening for their pursuers, but no sound
reached them. The young Sultan dismounted, and laying
his head on the ground, presently heard the distant roll of
hoofs. They gradually approached nearer for about ten
minutes, and then died away. After regaining his saddle,
the horses were walked quietly, as other ears were likely to
be on the ground listening.
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They rode on, occasionally stopping to listen : while thus
engaged a sound was heard approaching that caused the
horses to snort and become restive. It suddenly ceased
when at no great distance from them, and Souk knew it
proceeded from a herd of deer that had been disturbed, most
probably by a party of the Khan's men. He was therefore
certain there were scouts out in that direction, and not far
distant.
This was a warning not to be neglected, and they proceeded onward. More than two hours had passed, when
they reached a stream which Souk was aware was not far
from the pass. Here they stopped for the night.
As daylight spread over the c o u n t y the young Sultan
examined their position, and found that they were near the
base of the mountain, and not far from the pass. He also
scanned the c o u n t y around them, and ascertained that
scouts had been sent out in the night, as the smoke of
their fires was curling up, though at a long distance.
They started, riding up a low ridge that afforded a view
over the vast plain, and Souk observed the smoke of their
enemies' camp at some six or eight miles' distance ;but neither
men nor horses could be seen.
The pass was formed in a mountain of granite by a
sudden and great convulsion, making one of those vast
chasms that shows the mighty power a t work beneath the
earth; and wild goats were seen feeding and springing from
ledge to ledge, where it seems impossible to find a footing.
The argali looked down from the lofty crags, and the largebearded eagle reared his young among the pinnacles of
basalt.
It is a splendid sight watching this feathered monarch
as he soars aloft, or swoops down upon his prey. The
young of the argali and the kids he clutches in his terrible
talons, carrying them to his eyrie with ease. Even the larger
animals are not safe from his attack; he has been seen to
force them from a dangerous ledge by his powerful swoop-
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following their fall through the air like a shot, ready to
strike his prey before it reached the bottom. He is by far
the most dangerous and daring of the feathered tribe that I
have ever encountered.
The wanderers wended their way through this gigantic rent, proceeding with caution, carefully examining the
windings in the gorge, and fearing at each turn to behold an
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enemy. The frowning cliffs cast so deep and sombre a shade
over their path, that Ai-Khanym could not shake off her
dread of danger. Yet they went on undisturbed, and after
a ride of near four hours, emerged into a narrow valley
running to the eastward. A bright sun mas shining on the
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green turf, causing a cheerful change, and from this point
the broad and. glittering surface of Lake Tenghiz was
seen, with some of the branches by which the Ili empties its
flood.
The sight of places so near his home urged the young
Sultan to greater exertions, and the horses were put
into a sharp gallop. Having gone along the valley some
four or five miles, they were suddenly.surprised by seeing a
small party galloping over a low hill about two miles
drstant to the westward. It appeared doubtful whether
these men had observed them ; nevertheless here waa cause
for alarm, as Souk knew that no tribes were in this region.
From the course taken by the horsemen they appeared to
be travelling to the north-west, the direction Souk and
his bride must proceed.
On reaching the point of exit, tbe country waa well
scrutinised, but nothing in the shape of an enemy could be
seen, yet the men that had been observed on the hill could
not be far distant. Puahing on at a brisk pace they soon
reached another opening that led into a lower valley, extending about twelve miles to the north-west in the d i i t i o n
of their route. Along its south side precipices of limestone
rose up from 100 to 150 feet, pierced by several ravines
ascending the higher chain. They had not gone further
than a mile when a party of horsemen sprung out of
one of these gorges not more than three hundred yards
from them, as several well mounted men galloped across the
valley to cut off their escape in that direction ; while others
spread themselves out in front, and two dashed out from their
line, riding straight toward the fugitives, and calling on
them to surrender.
At this moment Ai-Khanym observed that other horsemen were closing up in their rear. Souk directed her to
pass the men on her right, then to gallop along the val,ley
till he joined her. She followed the suggestion, and &eked
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to be riding into the midst of her enemies. .This caused
several of the band to dash up, thinking to surround
her; but in doing so they left a considerable break in
their line. Seeing this she suddenly wheeled round within
a few yards of the men, and dashed past them like a
swallow.
Her lover singled out the foremost of his
caused his horse to swerve slightly, and bound forward,
giving room for the full swoop of his battle-axe. It severed
the handle of his enemy's uplifted weapon, inflicting a terrible wound on his breast, and struck him to the ground,
while his horse started away at full speed.
The fall of one of the chiefs caused some confusion in
the band, and Souk galloped through their line, not one of
the men having courage to meet him; but as soon as he had
passed, they were like hounds in full cry. His attention
was fixed on his companion, who had shot far ahead, followed
by one of the chiefs and by several men. Souk soon passed
these and had left them behind, when the horse belonging
to the wounded chief dashed up to his side, gave a snort,
and rushed on after his companion.
The young Sultan saw that he was a Turcoman of great
value, and that the chief before him was equally well
mounted. So intent was the latter in the chase of the fair
fugitive, that he had not looked back. Not. so A'i-Khanym ;
she had frequently cast a glance backwards, and when she
saw Souk within a few hundred yards of her, she made a
sweep and rode round her pursuer. This soon brought her
to the side of the young Sultan, when he and the chief
reined up their horses and stood face to face at no great
distance from each other; and the riderless steed rushed
up to his companion.
It was obvious to the chief that his comrade had fallen.
Souk commanded him to take the horse and return to his
band, or he would cut him down before any of his people
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could come to his assistance. The tone and manner were
impressive, and the man thought it wisest to turn his horse
and ride away. The lovers, putting their steeds into a
' gallop, went over the plain at a speed that put pursuit out
of the question in an open country. Souk determined to
strike on the river several miles below the place where it
was usually crossed, fearing an ambush might be concealed
in the thickets. Having ridden onward till long past midday, the pair at length stopped for an hour to refresh their
horses; but this was on an open plain where they could not
be surprised.
The nearer they approached the Ili, the more anxious
the young Sultan became; still he hoped that a few hours
would place them out of danger. The sun was sinking
fast as they neared the belt of willows, reeds, and bushes
that extended for miles along the river bank, and rose
far above their heads. Proceeding cautiously along the edge
of the copse, they had not gone far when Souk observed a
fresh trail, made by a number of horsemen. This warned
him of danger, and they rode 'slowly on, fearing the sound of
their hoofs might be heard. Having ridden several miles
Souk led the way into the thicket, and after some trouble,
they reached the bank at a bend in the river.
After fording the stream he told her that they were
now in the Great Horde, and apother day would take them
to his home.
Not far from the bank an open space was found, with
abundance of grass, and the horses were soon piqueted to
feed. A sheltered spot was selected for their resting-place,
and Souk collected '' argolls " for a fire, as these give out
neither ~mokenor flame. While the young Sultan was thus
engaged, his bride walked back to the river; he watched her
turn along its bank, and ih a few minutes she was lost to
his view. The fire was soon lighted, and Souk was busy
making preparations for their evening meal. While thus
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engaged, he wss suddenly startled by a, fearful shriek'at no
great distance.
Seizing his battle-axe he rushed towards the spot : he saw
no one. Calling out the name of his bride, he dashed forward
through the thicket, but nothing could be seen; he then
stood still, and again called her name loudly, but there was no
response. The suspense became agonizing, and he listened
for several minutes with intense anxiety, till he heard the
crashing of branches in the distance ; he rushed frantically
towards the spot, but his career was quickly stopped by an
object on the sand-the torn and bloody gaiment of his beloved ! The fearful mystery was at once' explained. She
had retired to this secluded spot to offer up her devotions,
having, as is customary, taken off her outward garment and
spread it on the sand. On this she had prostrated herself in
prayer, when a tiger had sprung forth and killed her before
she could utter a second cry. His huge paws were deeply
printed on the sand, and the trail was visible along which
she had been dragged. Souk seized the rent and reeking
garment, and &th uplifted battle-axe dashed into the
jungle.
He crossed'the thicket in several directions, but in vain.
Night having a t last compelled him to give up the search,
he returned to the encampment, where he sat down in fearful agony. A firm resolve had taken possession of his soul,
to track the savage beast to his lair, and kill him or perish
in the conflict, IIours passed on, and he waited with impatience th,e return of day.
At last a narrow streak of light appeared in the east and
began to extend along the horizon, but he thought that daylight would never come. Then the eastern sky became
a reddish grey, gradually increasing to a deep crimson just
above the horizon. A little longer, and the under edges of
the clouds were tinged with the glowing colour, that spread
rapidly and gave out the light of day. Before the sun ap-
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peared Souk had prepared for the conflict. Knowing that
his kalats would afford no protection against the claws and
fangs of the tiger, and might impede his action, in a few
minutes they were thrown on the ground; he then eagerly
seized his battle-axe and started forth.
He reached the blood-stained spot, and saw the lair
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whence the beast had sprung and the deep footprints made
in the sand when he struck his victim. By daylight the trail
was distinctly marked, and he followed it. Pieces of her
garments were leff on some of the bushes, and where the
beast had crossed the sand, other marks were imprinted. The
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tiger had gone nearly half a mile to the edge of a bed of
reeds without once stopping with his burthen.
Souk started on the tiger's trail across a sandy waste
extending for several miles. Beyond this was a jungle, in
which he tracked him for some distance, till the trail was
lost in the bed of a stream ; unwilling to relinquish his object, he continued the search, but without success, and after
hours of painful toil was forced to return.
He mounted one horse and led the obher, and started at
full speed, nor did he check their career. It afforded him
some relief as he left the place behind. Before night closed
in he stopped on the Kara-tal, more than fifty miles from the
Ili, and on the following afternoon reached home.

CHAY. XIV.
CARAVAN ROUTE AND MAI-MA-TCHIN.

ENGLISH
merchandise will sooner or later find its way into
the northern provinces of China, through the Tatar
merchants engaged in trade among the Kirghis hordes; I
shall, however, point out another and more direct route by
which commerce may be carried into these regions, if a fair
were established on the Indus. During my wanderings I
became acquainted with several merchants who had frequently visited Yarkand, Kashgar, and Cashmere. Between
these places caravans often pass, so that various wares are
constantly being transported through this country without
any extraordinary difficulty. It may, I think, be taken for
granted that wherever trade can be carried on with profit,
all natural obstacles have been surmounted. It is a well
known fact that the caravans that travel from Kulja into
some of the interior provinces of China, encounter greater
dangers than will be met with between Yarkand, ~ a s h ~ a r ,
and the Indus.
From Yarkand there is a caravan road going to the
north-east, in a direct course into Mongolia; numerous
routes branch from it into the tea provinces, and to various
parts of the Chinese empire. Yarkand is a large town,
which, I mas informed, contained nearly 14,000 houses; and
tlie population was estimated at from 85,000 to 90,000 in
1852 ; by some of the merchants, at 100,000. There is also .
a Chinese garrison of 5,000 men. It is a place of considerable trade, and a great number of Chinese, Tatar, Bokharian,
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and Cashmerinn merchants reside here. Formerly Persians
were also numerous, but now there are but few to be found
in the city. The bazaars are three miles and a half in
length, and on market days present a busy scene. Rich silks
and porcelain are conspicuously displayed,--also embroidered
Kanfa kalats, for which the Kirghis chiefs give twenty and
thirty horses in exchange-brick tea appears in vast quantities -as well as printed calicoes from Kokhan. The
loom of Cashmere contributes its quota to the mass of
manufactured goods.
Jade abounds in the vicinity; some is found in the
riven ; other kinds in the mountains. Notwithstanding
that the Emperor claims the right over such treasures, it is
largely sold, and the merchants succeed in obtaining it both
in the rough state and in ornaments. Vegetables and fruit
are abundant, and of excellent quality; the grapes are particularly fine both in size and flavour. Apricots, peaches,
pears, apples, and water-melons are g r o m in every garden ;
and the people are excellent horticulturists.
Shortly after leaving Yarkand, the route crosses the
river of that name, and then proceeds to the north-east,
and passes the Kashgar at the small town of Bar-tchuk,
after which it follows this river for more than 200 miles over
a fertile county, till it reaches Kara-tal, where it crosses
the Ac-sou. Hence it takes a course towards the Syrtn-Shan
Mountains, passing the small towns of Yeil-gan, Dja-ban,
and Sha-yar, crossing the river Sha-yar, whence it turns
due north to Koutche.
This town contains between 5,000 and 6,000 inhabitants
besides the Chinese garrison. To the north of this place is
the Moussoor-Daban (or pass), on the route to Kulja, and
the great volcano Pe-shan is on the east. Iron and copper
are abundant in this region, and the latter mineral is
worked. Sulphur and saltpetre are also found, and chloride
of ammonium. Some fine specimens of this were brought to
AA 2

me that had been obtained in a large cavern near the
Moussoor-Daban. To the south of Koutche a considerable
quantity of rhubarb is produced. I t is taken by the
caravans to Mai-ma-tchin on the Siberian frontier.
After passing Koutche the route runs due east to Tokanai, along the foot of the Youl-douz Mountains, passing
through Bugur or Youg-gur and several other small towns,
till it reaches Kalga-man, at the western end of Bosteng-Noor,
and thence proceeds to the town of Kara-shara. About forty
miles to the north rises the Bogda-Oula, the highest summit
in this part of Asia. It i s ' s stupendous object, its dark
precipices rising 7,000 or 8,000 feet above all the surrounding summits ; and its canopy of ice and snow seems to
pierce the skies. Kara-shara is a large town. One of my
informants stated its population to be 30,000 ; another made
it less. The whole region to the north is densely populated
with nomades, who possess vast herds of cattle.
The next town of importance through which the route
passes is Tonrfan, and then Pidjan. About twenty-five
miles north of Tourfan is the volcano Ho-theou, which was
in violent action in 1852, and had been so for many years.
On leaving Pidjan the route ascends the first ranges of
Kongor-adzirgan, then crosses the chain and joins the route
coming from the Tarbagatttsi and Tchoubschak, and thence
to Barkol or Tchin-si. This is a large town, having a
population of 10,000 and a garrison of 5,000 men.
Numerous caravans pms through this place on their way to
Tchoubachak and Ourga.
On leaving Barkol the route turns more to the north,
and passes for more than 200 miles over a grassy steppe, on
which the Mongol tribes find good pastures for their herds
of horses and cattle.
It then enters on the sandy plain of Tchagan-Tala.
Water is found here, but very little pasture. Having passed
this dreary waste, the traveller reaches thc southern slopes of
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the Khangai-Oula, where pasture and water are abundant.
It then crosses the chain by a pass in the Koukou-Dnban, a t
a point about fifty miles west of Kara-Korum, on the river
Orkhon. Here is the town once so fatned when Genghiz
held his court. A friend of mine, a Cossack officer, with a

party of his men and two mining engineers, explored the
Orkhon twenty-five years ago in search of gold, when
they visited the site of the ancient capital of the Hongols. I ascertained from his description that there are fern
n r 3
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remains left to mark its magnitude, and nothing to indicate
any former splendour.
Some of the summits of the Khangai-Oula I have seen
covered with snow in Ailgust. The north-eastern face of
these mountains give rise to a great number of rivers that
full into the Selenga, which collects nearly all the water on the
south and west of the Baikal, and becomes the great affluent
of that mountain sea. The route then descends into the
valley of the Orkhon, crossing several torrents before it
reaches that river, and passes some ruins on the shore of a
small lake.
It then follows the north bank of the Orkhon for
more than 100 miles to its junction with the Tola. This
river runs from the east, having its rise on the western side
of the Khin-gan Mountain, and on the eastern face of the
chain is the source of the Keroulun, the longest affluent of the
Amoor. ~ k e crossing
r
the Orkhon, a little below the junction of the rivers, the route turns due east for about 130
miles, till it joins the road between the Chinese towns of
Mai-ma-tchin and Ourga. It enters the road at a poststation, Kountsai, about sixty miles from the latter town and
120 from the former. From this point the caravans follow
the post-road, going north-west over the mountains, and
passes eight post-stations before reaching Mai-ma-tchin.
This town is what its name implies, "The place of trade,"
and stands on the edge of a plain that stretches out to
the south to a chain of wooded hills, extending to the east
thirty or forty miles, nearly to the river Kiran, mhich falls
into the Tche-koi, while to the west it runs up towards
the Selenga. At a few hundred yards to the north of
the Chinese t o m is Kiachta, the Russian town, and three
miles beyond this is Troitska-selo, standing among hills.
From those to the north-west of the town I obtained an
extensive view over the country to the southward. The
plain on mhich these towns stand is said to be about 2,500
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feet above the level of the sea; snow seldom falls here in
the winter.
My visit to this place was at the time of the great
Chinese festival, 6 L The white month," which commences on
the 4th of March. The Governor-General of Oriental Siberia
provided me with letters to the officials, and other friends
commended me to the merchants. During my stay I was
the guest of the Director of the Customs, an officer holding
a most important position, particularly as regards all mercantile transactions with the Chinese: in fact, he is the only
official recognised by the Sargootcha (Chinese Governor),
and at this season visits of ceremony take place between the
two.
For the first time since the establishment of the trade
with China, Russia had appointed a Civil Governor, to reside
at Kiachta; and he had arrived at his post three weeks
before the festival. This circumstance created some difficulties, as he expected to take precedence of the Director,
and that all communications between the Chinese Governors
and the Russian government should pass through his hands.
The Sargootcha, however, thought otherwise, and declined
to hold any official communication with him. He was willing to receive the Governor as a Russian officer of high rank,
and give hixn a Chinese dinner in that capacity, but would
recognise him in no other way. This was a most unexpected
circumstance; and the Russian, who had just left the Chancery of Count Nesselrode, gave vent to expressions in nowise
flattering to the Chinaman. They were overheard, and
rendered the breach still wider. The Director of the Customs and the resident merchants, through whom all the
trade between Russia and China is carried on, tried to bring
about a reconciliation. After some days they were successful,
and the Sargootcha consented to receive him as Governor,
but would give no pledge as to future communications.
A day mas appointed for the reception, and the Governor,
A A 4
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intending to make an impression, had ordered all the Russian officials and the merchants to be in attendance. Every
carriage and droshky in the place was held in requisition for
the important event, and a guard of mounted Cossacks preceded the procession and brought up the rear. As this
cavalcade passed over the neutral ground that separates the
t o m s , both Russians and Chinese gazed with astonishment
at the display of uniforms. Chinese streets, however, are
not calculated to give an imposing effect to any procession, and the carriages were obliged to be left at the gates.
I n this instance it was difficult for even a small number to
find standing room; and it was remarked that the gates
into many of the courtyards were closed, which were always
filled with spectators when the Director made his annual
visit of ceremony.
At length the procession reached the dwelling of the
Sargootcha, and entered the court-yard, where it was formed
according to rank, and proceeded along a covered gallery to
the house. A number of Chinese officials were in attendance
to receive the Governor and conduct him to the Sargootcha.
The meeting was characterised by a bland politeness on
the part of the host, and an extraordinary degree of hauteur
on the part of the guest. The presents which the Governor
had brought for his host were tendered and received with
cool politeness. The dinner, of near sixty courses, passed
without producing any change for the better, and they
separated with mutual feelings of distaste. A few days
later the Governor performed the office of host, when the
Sargootcha returned the ceremonial visit, and presented
some of the choicest products of the empire, partook of his
hospitality, and left without having excited the slightest approach to cordiality. The amiable politeness with which
the Chinaman treated his host only exasperated him the
more, and rendered him irritable towards the other officers.
It was not my first acquaintance with the Governor, '
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and on my visits he once or twice showed that a strong prejudice had taken possession of his mind with regard to some
of his colleagues: this soon became apparent in his intercourse with the Director and some of the other officials,even the merchants were not exempt. I must state that at
this perfod the circulation of gold was strictly prohibited, so
much so that on my first visit to Kiachta the Director
inquired if I had any gold with me. Having assured him
that I had only sufficient for the expenses of my journey,
he desired me to deposit it with him, and he would send an
order for me to pass the gate without being examined. He
also informed me that I was not to pay for anything, and
sent to one of the merchants, Mr. Igoumnoff, to procure
whatever I wished. Althoilgh I was taken into the town in
the Director's droshky, and was driven by his coachman,
both the man and vehicle were searched each time they
passed.
Having called to pay my respects to one of these wealthy
merchants, he and his fanlily received me with great kindness, and we were sitting talking of acquaintances in Siberia
and Moscow, when a party of Cossacks marched up and surronnded the house. Three police officers kntered, with ten
or twelve men at theireheels, and having stationed a man at
each door with orders to permit. no one to leave the room,
they announced that they had come to search him and his
house for gold, as it was known that he had both coin and
gold from the mines on his premises.
My friend remonstrated, and assured them that he had
no gold in his possession. He also inquired why they had
surrounded his house with Cossacks, and entered it as if they
were after a common thief. At last, having demanded to be
taken to the Governor instantly, one of them showed him.
that high functionary's order for the proceeding that had
excited his indignation. They therefore commenced their
search, rummaging every part of the house, even examining
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his pnpers and letters, and his wife's and children's wardrobes, without permitting her to be present; in short,
explored-every corner, but not a single coin was found.
This circumstance created a great sensation in the little
town, and the merchants, feeling that no one of them was
safe from suspicion and outrage, refused to hold intercourse
with the Governor. Mr. Trepaznikoff having in vain endeavoured to obtain information as to his accuser, or redress for
the wrong he had suffered, announced his intention to break
up his establishment and leave Kiachta, which he shortly
afterwards fulfilled.
The town of Mai-ma-tchin is composed entirely of wooden
buildings, and is surrounded by a wooden palisade having
two gates : one on the north facing Kiachta, and the other
opening to the south on to the plain. A narrow street runs
straight through the town from one gate to the other, the
distance being between 500 and 600 yards. Parallel to this
are other streets on each side, and a space of about thirty
yards in width extends from the houses to the palisade.
Other streets run at right angles, and thus they divide the
town into numerous blocks. At the intersection in the
centre of the two principal streets there is a square edifice,
standing on four square pillars, that form openings into the
four streets. It contains three stories, and the upper ones
diminish in size like a Chinese pagoda. The angles of the
roofs are ornamented with Chinese dragons and other
monsters; in each face of the upper stories there are openings filled in-with highly decorated trellii work, cut in
wood, with balconies and an ornamented balustrade beneath.
The walls are curiously painted in red with green monsters,
and other allegorical figures. A small staircase winds up
- i n one of the pillars, and this leads into the observatory of
Mai-ma-tchin.
On my first visit to the town a group of twenty people,
or perhaps more, wcrc assembled near this tower, playing
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at a ghme quite new to me. They were formed into a circle,
having 8 small shuttlecock, which they were kicking up
with the side of tlle foot. Some of them tossed it t~velveor
fifteen feet high for twenty times together, then it was tossed
to the opposite side of the circle, arid if the man near whom
it fell missed'kicliing i t up, there Tvns n great shout nncl L:
forfeit. This scemccl t o be a favourite game.
A lit>tlc beyond the tower is the residence of the Snr-

gootcha, which is ~ntcrccl,like all othcr Chinese clwellings,
through a pair of folding cloors. 'I'hcse lcnd into a corerccl
gallery or colonnade, its roof stnndins on pillars, nnd estending across the coart-yard about 125 feet in ~vidtli. It
was intersected in the centre hy a sin~ilargallcry that estendecl to the right 2nd Icft; the left lccl to the Snrgootchn's
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residence and the right to the theatre : the distance betwecn
tlie fronts of these buildings is about 180 feet. The house
of the Sargootcha, like all the others in the town, is .one
story in height, and that not lofty, the rooms not being
more than nine feet high; nor are any of them of large size.
The covered colonnades render them somex+hat dark and
gloomy, the windows not affording much light,
they are
small and formed of mica, placed in wooden frames; some
are of curious pattern. Several divans and small tables
were placed in the rooms, on some of which stood magnificent porcelain vases and a few Chinese bronzes.
On leaving the house of the Sargootchn, the Temple of
Fo stands on the right hand, and on the left the court of
justice. The temple is a small quadrangular building, with
an opening in the centre that affords a view into the
interior. The other parts of the front are constructed of
curiously-formed lattice-work, in which are two doorways
giving entrance to the side aisles of the temple. Rich
Kanfa curtains separate the aisles from the centre, where
stood a table with a considerable number of small images
placed upon it, among them numerous silver and brass cups
containing offerings. Near the end of the centre part of the
temple there mere four statues the size of life, painted with
various colours, that gave them more the character of
demons than gods. Several musical instrumcnta were
hanging on the walls: among them were two somewhat likc
clarionets, one about seven feet long, and the other five
feet; there were also several gongs ready to add their
sonorous sounds to those of the monster clarionets. Numerous flags aud banners were suspended from the roof,
forming a canopy of the most brilliant colours. Tbese, with
the elaborately embroidered and beautifully colourcd curtains, produced a cl~armingeffect. IIere the Chinese artist
had displayed his thorough knowledge of colour, in which
he excels almost every nation. Tho effect was perfect.
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Opposite the temple was the court of justice, over which
a red flag was fluttering; on the walls mere various implements of torture and several bamboos piled up in front,
perhaps as a warning to any refractory Chinese. At the
further end of this building, and against the wooden fence
of the court, mas a large room with a number of small
lattice windows in its front, and a doorway near the end.
From this place there issued a most terrific volume of
sound, and my curiosity led me to ascertain its cause. The
interpreter whom the Director had ordered to attend me
said it was a concert. I therefore lifted the latch and
walked in. The room was about twenty-five feet long, and
fifteen feet wide; its height was not more than ten feet;
and numerous benches ran from side to side. Near the
centre of one side of the room a tall Chinese was standing,
with two small sticks in his hand. On the benches about
thirty performers were sitting and standing, each having a
gong, on which he mas plying two thick sticks with all his
might. As the master waved or clattered his wands the
volume of sound was regulated, and the din of gongs
became deafening. This, however, seemed to add to their
enjoyment; and as the thundering increased, each performer appeared absorbed in the harmony he believed he
was producing. At length they reached the climax: the
wand dropped; every hand ceased wielding its stick; the
men looked at each other with evident satisfaction, and then
burst into a fit of laughter. They had produced one of the
most thundering performances to which it was ever my lot
to listen.
Afterwards I proceeded along the centre colonnade to the
theatre, that stands at the opposite end to the Sargootcha's
dwelling. This is a small building, and immediately in front
is a recess on each side of the colonnade, which form rooms
about twenty feet long, and fifteen feet wide. In the centre
of these were two pictured groups considerably larger than
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life; and the moment I saw them it was obvious to me that
they were subjects from Greek history. That on the right
hand represented a wild horse rearing on his haunches, held
by two slaves. Although rudely executed in sandstone,
there was much spirit and character in the composition, and
the story was well told. In the left-hand recess the group
consisted of a horse, probably the same animal, being led by
a single figure, after his fiery temper had been subdued. I
recognised the story of Alexander and Bucephalus. Without giving any hint of my own views on the snbject, I
desired the interpreter to inquire from the Chinese officer
sent with me by the Sargootcha what these figures meant,
and the literal translat.ion of his answer mas, "Philip of
Macedon." I could obtain no information as to when and
where they were executed, but they are supposed to have
been brought from China shortly after the building of Mnima-tchin.
The theatre was a building of little importance; the
stage small, having seat,s in front for the Sargootcha and
his officers, the other part of the audience having to stand
in the colonnade. The walls were covered with Chinese
paintings, but none of any interest; and the performances
almost invariably take place in the daytime.
During my numerous rambles in Mai-ma-tchin I visited
the dwellings of most of the Chinese merchants; they
resemble each other so much that a description of one will
be sufficient. Each has its courtyard, and is enclosed within
its own fence. The wealthier merchants have their abodes
along the line of the principal streets; those of a lower
grade are in the narrow lanes nearer the palisade. The
courtyard is entered by a pair of folding doors from the
street; and immediately the visitor has passed the threshold
he finds convincing evidence that the establishment is kept
with great care and cleanliness. The courtyard is twentyfive feet wide, and forty feet deep; on the right hand are
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several private apartments, about ten feet square, and in
the centre of this front there is an altar to Fo. The
windows are filled in with mica; some are highly ornamented. On the left hand are the kitchens and rooms
of the domestics.
A t the end of the court is the magazine, with a doorway
in the centre; and the roof over this part of the establishment is decorated with dragons and other monsters
of Chinese invention. I t extends to the width of the
courtyard and the rooms on each side; is twenty feet in
width, and divided in its length into two rooms,-one
being about twenty feet by fifteen feet, and the ot,her thirty
feet by twenty feet, with a large opening between them.
At the extremity of the large room there is a raised platform ten feet wide and two feet nine inches high. A small
stove is constructed beneath this in brickwork, with an
opening in the centre for the fuel; the other part forms a
large air chamber, heated by the stove, that maintains a
warm current which is diffused through the rooms. This
platform has a boarded floor, extending the whole width of
the room; and on it the inmates sleep.
The malls are tastefully decorated with silk and Chinese
paintings, and here the merchant has his choicest wares;
silks of great variety and beauty, embroidered Kanfa kalats,
jackets, and various other articles of costume ; porcelain vases
of most exquisite workmanship and great value--various
dinner and tea services, some of them exceedingly costlyornaments in jade-and groups of flowers formed in variouscoloured stones, showing the patience of the Chinese workmen. Window screens are articles on which they bestow great
labour; some of them are most minutely carved in ebony, on
others they execute foliage and flowers in' green and white
jade. One piece of wood-carving was shown to me, about
six feet high and four feet wide; the centre was covered
with a multitude of flowers and fruit in amethyst, beryl,
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chalcedony, and jade. The price of this was equal to £600.
It had remained several years without a purchaser, and now
was about to be returned to Pekin.
Almost a11 the merchants have adopted the Russian
somervar, and the teapot seems in action from morning till
night. At whatever hour I called, the tea was ready. I t is
presented with a great variety of sweetmeats, for which the
Chinese are justly celebrated; dried fruits they also have in
great abundance. Very little tea is offered for sale in these
magazines ; it is taken from the caravans into the government
warehouses in Kiachta, and then it is removed by the
Russians to the custom-house at Troitska.
Chinese dinners have been so often described that I shall
only say that the Sargootcha afforded me the opportunity
of appreciating his hospitality in its fullest extent. No
one is allowed to reside in the Russian t o m Kiachta
except the merchants through whom the trade with China
is conducted, a number of custom-house officers, an officer
of Cossacks with 200 men, and a considerable body of workmen with their families.
Free intercourse is permitted between Kiachta and M d ma-tchin from sunrise to sunset; after that hour the Chinese
shut their gate, and the Cossacks stop the egress from
Kiachta. The resident merchants have become exceedingly
wealthy by acting as agents for those in Moscow and in
other parts of the empire. Several of their dwellingy are
spacious and built of brick, and some are furnished with
taste. They contain many articles of Chinese production,
and some of great value. These men, like all the commercial class of Russia, possess the true spirit of hospitality.
A visitor in these far-off regions who can give them news of
what is going on in Europe is quite a godsend.
My abode was in Troitska (as no one would have dared
to give me a night's lodging in Kiachta). Here is the
custom-house, where all merchandise, whether from China
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or Russia, must be deposited in the government warehouses,
and where the barter is actually carried on. It is thus a
place of much commercial activity while the various wares
are passing through. Hitherto Mai-ma-tchin has been
almost the only town whence Russia has received her tea.
The importation has now reached near six millions of Russian
pounds, no portion being cheap or common tea. Until within
the last few years the whole of this, as well as other Chinese
merchandise, was pilid for in Russian goods, the value being
decided by the authorities in Troitska, Kiachta, and Maima-tchin. Now a portion is paid for in money, greatly to
the advantage of the merchant.
Beside the trade in tea, that in rhubarb is important. I
was informed that 360,000 lbs. pass through Mai-ma-tchin
annually. Silks of various kinds are imported, but these
are principally purchased in Siberia.
The merchants from Moscow and a few other towns in
Siberia usually reach Troitska and Kiachta in the beginning
of February; and before the middle of March their transactions are completed, and long caravans are on their march
towards Irbit and Nijne-Novgorod.
The custom-house and warehouses in Troitska are on an
extensive scale; they stand in a good position, a little removed from the town, arid employ a vast number of people.
Nearly all the custom-house officers are sent from different
parts of Russia, and think this a banishment. During my
stay a gentleman and his family arrived from Odessa; he
had received the appointment as second in command, and
when he reached his destination and knew that he was to
remain in this rebion for ten years, he was in terrible digtress.
With Russian and Chinese merchandise the transit trade
through Siberia is of considerable importance, affording employment to a vast number of horses and men. The best t,ime
for conveying the goods is in winter ; beside, the sledge being
B U
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of easier draught, the rivers, the passage of which often occasions great losses, are crossed without risk. The merchants
engaged in the tea trade always try to send their purchases
by the winter roads; and as these are formed six weeks or
two months before the Baikal is frozen, the caravans have
to pass round the western end of the lake.
It is seldom that the tea can be sent on sledges from
Troitska to Oust-Kiachta at any period during the most
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severe winter, as snow rarely remains -on the ground near
Kiachta. It has to be taken about twenty-five miles in
telagas and then placed on sledges. The country over
which the tea caravans have to pass by this route is exceedingly difficult. On leaving Oust-Kiachta it turns to the west
a t no great distance from the Chinese frontier, and crosses
the Selenga. This river has its source far to the westward in
the lake Tsa-gan; on its shore there are some remains of a
very ancient date. The people have no tradition in connec-
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tion with them, but their appearance inclined me to think
them Druidical.
After passing the Selenga the route is over rr country
inhabited by Bouriats. After continuing about 100 miles,
it reaches the mountains that rise on the south-western side
of the Baikal. These, although not of great elevation, offer
'serious obstacles, and at some periods of the year the road is
really dangerous. Before reaching Sne-jinoi it enters the
mountains, and ascends the steeps of the lower range of
Amar-daban.
This routc was made by the Cossacks and hunters
when endeavouring to penetrate into the region beyond the
Baikal. The pursuit of game and sables first led them in
this direction; but even these daring men never succeeded
in riding their horses over Amar-daban, which is the highest
summit in the region. It rises in rugged precipices and
abrupt rocky slopes so steep that the early attempts to scale
it often proved fatal, tradition having handed down many
accounts of the fearful disasters that befell the pioneers in
this region. At last, after many years, they succeeded in
forming a horse track, by which it was possible to cross the
chain, though only for a short time in summer, from the
middle of June to August; so that this was almost useless as
a means of communication even for hunting.
When the tea trade mas opened with China, a road became a matter of the first importance, and as this was the
only direction by which the caravans could reach Maima-tchin, the Russian government sent an order to the
authorities in Irkoutsk to make a good one round the
western end of the Baikal. The best engineer at their disposal (a peasant) was sent to direct the operations, and by
perseverance and the aid of a sound judgment he succeeded.
I t was, however, a work of immense labour. The trees
kere carried up by Bouriats to the top of the highest summit in the chain, and the road passes over its peak, that
BB 2
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being the only part practicable. The abrupt face of the
mountain had to be scaled by zigzag lines, running along
the edge of deep precipices, which are protected by wooden
pillars and rails.
Having passed Amar-daban the road descends into
numerous ravines, and after travelling over these rugged
places, the caravan reaches Sloudenka. Even here, near
the shore of the Baikal, the path descends like a staircase,
broken into many flights, and the small wooden rails seem
but a frail protection. When the caravans commence their
first winter journey, it is attended with great danger. The
snow is often from six to eight feet deep, and in some places
the road is covered to four times that depth, and has to be
cut through. But in ordinary cases of six feet deep, a good
track is formed by drawing empty sledges with broad runners over the snow. I believe not a winter passes without
this operation proving fatal to both men and horses. Even
in spring I have known the post be two days in travelling
over a station of thirty versts.
From Sloudenka to Koultouk the distance is only twenty
miles, but a part of. this station is very bad, till the road
descends to the shore of the Baikal, which it reaches near a
mass of rocks named Shaman Kamen. Formerly these
religious fariatics executed their criminals here. Their religion and its ceremonies are founded on sorcery ; they believe
in good and evil spirits, and sacrifice parts of the maral to
their god, whom they name Bour-Khan. They give themselves little trouble about t,he good spirit,, but for the evil
one they have a great reverence. They believe him an
inhabitant of our earth, t.hat he has his abode in dense forests
and rugged mountains, and that he is ever active in the
midst of terrific storms. They also think that he has the
power to transform Inen into whatever shape he pleases.
With the Shamans the priesthood is hereditary; it is s
rare instance that a st.ranger is admitted into it.

Not far from this place there is a beautiful natural arch ;
its effect at a short distance is like a deep moulded and
richly decorated Gothic port.al.
The road, after leaving Koultouk, ascends some high
ridges which bound the Baikal to the north; they arc
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covered with a dense forest, where large game and bears are
numerous. The forest on the north shore of the lake is a
fatnous hunting ground for the Cossacks and peasants; here
they obtain venison in abundance, and many valuable skins.
There is very little open country on this route; but small
patches have been cleared around the stations sufficient to
feed the horses. In summer they seek their food in the forest,
where they occasionally become victims to Bruin. At length
the route descends the steep and wooded hills to the bank of
the Angara, which at this point spreads out to near 600 yards
on3

in width, and on the opposite bank stands Irkoutsk, the
capital of Oriental Siberia.
This has always been an important town, as the GovernorGeneral exercises authority over a country more than ten
times the size of England. Within the last few years its
consequence has increased by the great acquisition on the
Amoor. The plan and preparations for effecting that object
emanated from the present Governor-General Mouravioff,
who has well earned his title of Count d'Amoor. He has my
good wishes for a long life to enjoy his honour.
My first approach to Irkoutsk was by the post road from
Russia: it enters the valley of the Angara at Polovinnia
station, about seventy miles to the north-west of Irkoutsk;
hence it runs along at a short distance from the river. On
the west side of the valley densely wooded hifis arise, and on
the east are seen the cliffs a t the foot where the Angara is
rolling on its rapid stream. Along the bank and on other
parts of the plain fine clumps of trees are growing, between
which the sparkling water is seen, and t,hen lost behind thick
foliage, till, by a bend in the river, it bursts forth into a wide
expanse. Several views on this route made a strong impression on my mind ; they were really beautiful : indeed,
many charming subjects for the pencil may be found here.
At last, at a turn in the valley, I caught sight of a dome
and several tall spires rising over the tops of a forest of
birches and pines. This was the monastery of Saint Irkou+,
which stands in a very picturesque position on the bank of
the Angara. I was surprised to find an architectural edifice
possessing so much taste, in these far-off regions. Having
passed the monastery, Irkoutsk was before me at about ~ W O
miles distant. This was on a Sunday afternoon- beautiful
day, and a sky without a cloud; the Angara was seen in its
full width, stretching up to the walls of the town, where it
made a great bend to the westward and appeared like a lake.
The gateway formed a striking object: it mas massive and
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imposing. Beyond the walls numerous towers, domes, and
spires were visible, rising far above the dwellings. As these
objects were scattered over a considerable space, it gave the
place the appearance of a large city. I shortly afterwards
reached the river, the Yemstchik, drove on to the ferry-boat.,
and I passed through the gate.
Having spent two winters in Irkoutsk, and two summers
in the regions to the south, I necessarily saw the preparations which were in progress for the annexation of the Amoor,
and had an opportunity of judging of their efficiency. I beheld the chests of arms for the new regiments of Cossacks, as
they passed through; and some of my friends received important appointments on the Trans-Baikal; one has since
been made General, and now commands from 30,000 to 40,000
Cossacks,-fine daring fellows they are. He has also several
batteries of Cossack artillery, thoroughly equipped, and competent for any service ; he could march to Pekin in a month.
Irkoutsk stands in a curve of the Angara, on its eastern
bank, at the western edge of a plain, in lat. 52" 40' N, and
long. 104" 20' E, and 1,360 ft. 6 in. above the level of the sea.
Wooded hills extend on the east and north-east, also along the
western bank of the Angara, till the latter joins the valley of
the Irkout. The small river Ouska-kofka runs from the eastward, and is crossed by a wooden bridge near 300 yards in
length: this stream divides the tom from the prison and
the workshops in which the convicts are employed, as well
as from the Admiralty and dockyards on the eastern bank of
the Angara.
The principal part of the town stands in an angle formed
by the Angara and the Ouska-kofka. The streets run
nearly parallel with the river, and are crossed at right
angles by others. There are many @;oodhouses, and some
with considerable architectural pretensions ; each has a
large courtyard; many have gardens. There are but few
shops, and these are in the Gastinoi-Dvor : they are large and
B B 4
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well supplied with almost all necessary European goods that
find their way through the fair at Nijne-Novgorod, and with
Chinese articles from Mai-ma-tchin.
A fine broad road runs along the bank of the Angsra;
towards the upper end of this is the residence of the Governor-General. It is truly a magnificent mansion, and was
originally built by a merchant who realised an enormous
fortuie in the Chinese trade. Here, on the confines of
China, he surrollnded himself with European luxuries, and
did much, by example, to change the rude habits of his
countrymen. At his death the family left to reside in Moscow, and the house was bought by the Government. Several
merchants have built good houses fronting the river; and
my friend Rosguildaoff is doing much to improve the taste
of the people, and at the same time adding to his architectural fame.
Several of the merchants here might vie with our commercial princes,-their wealth being enormous. One has a
taste for the fine arts, and I was greatly surprised to find
his folios filled with proofs of every important engraving
from Landseer. He is also a book collector, and has built
an excellent library, in ehich he has stored upwards of
5,000 volumes. His collection of Chinese ornaments is both
choice and valuable; besides, he is a great horticulturist,
and spends large sums in procuring plants from Europe. I
.might instance several others who are also aiding in the work
of refinement. .
The Cathedral is a large building on the Great Parade,
and near it are two other churches : on the opposite side are
the courts of justice and other Government offices. The
different churches are all well placed, with fine open squares
around them. Many were designed and built under the
superintendence of two Swedish engineer officers, who were
made prisoners at the battle of Pultava, and were banished
hither by Peter. They must have made architecture a
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study, for they have left monuments that few Europeans
have surpassed. I must not omit the name of Kouznetsoff,
a merchant who died during my stay. He has been a great
benefactor to the town and people. He built a very large
house, containing magnificent rooms, with every accommodation, and furnished it without regard to cost; even including plate and a grand piano. This he presented to
the town, as a residence for its civil governors. He endowed some of the schools, and left a sum etual to £50,000
for various purposes and improvements; besides leaving
more than half a million to two nieces. His own mansion,
which was far advanced, was on a princely scale; but I fear
its present possessor mill never complete it.
I have mentioned these men to show that there are enterprising and energetic minds in this part of Asia. Their
descendants will find s new field for commercial enterprise
down the Amoor, and into the Pacific. A time is not distant when a mercantile fleet will be moored in their hai*bours,
in the Gulf of Tartary and the Sea of Japan.
Irkoutsk has a population of near 20,000, and the number of its buildings has increased considerably of late years.
The transit trade between China and Russia has made many
wealthy ; but accidents sometimes cause great losses in tea,
one of which I witnessed. Large quantities are conveyed
to Pasolsky by the sledge roads and put on board a vessel,
called a '' Soudna." One, having taken in 1,200 chests,
crossed the Baikal and reached the Angara; while descending the river, she struck on some masses of ice that had
grounded, was nearly cut in two, and had the greater
portion of her cargo washed out of her. Though this entailed a loss on the carrier of £20,000, it was deemed a
matter of little moment. The Angara is the last river
in Siberia to close and the first to open; the former occurring on the 13th of December, the latter on the 11th of
April.
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The markets are well furnished with all kinds of provisions except mutton ; beef is good, and is principally supplied
by the Bouriats beyond and on the north of the Baikal. I
have bought a live calf, six weeks old, for a rouble (3s. 2d.) ;
so that veal is both cheap and good. Game of all kinds is
abundant and cheap, and 80 is fish; in short, all the necessaries of life which are produced in the country are exceed-

ingly moderate in cost; but European articles, and other
foreign produce brought from Russia, are very expensive.
Sugar is 2s. 73d. per lb. ; coffee, 3s. 2d. ; rice, 6d. ; lemons,
3s. 2d. each ; oranges, 2s. ; sardines, 4s. 9d. per box ; English porter and Scotch ale, 11s. Id. per bottle; French
brandy, 11s. Id. per bottle, (mostly made in Russia).
Wine equally dear; Champagne, 16s. 10d. per bottle, and
more of it is drank than of any other wine. Those who
can dispense with these luxuries will find living cheap in
the capital of Oriental Siberia. When communications are
established between the Angara and the Amoor, and mer-
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chantmen discharge their cargoes in the latter river, a great
change will be effected throughout Siberia.
A t the time of my visit to Irkoutsk there were six of
the exiles still living in the town, viz., Prince Volkonskoi,
Prince Troubetskoi, and Colonel Pogge, with their families;
the others mere, Mokhanoff, and two brothers Barrisoff.
These formed the best society in Irkoutsk, and some of the
most agreeable days which I spent in Siberia, was in enjoying my intercourse with them. They werd now living in
comfort, mixing in society, and gathering around them all the
best that Irkoutsk afforded. The Princess Troubetskoi had
spent several of her youthful years in England, associating
with the highest families in the kingdom. She was a clever
and highly-educated woman, devoted all her energies to the
education of her three daughters and a young son, and was
the first lady who followed her husband into Siberia. I
heard from her own lips an account of her journey through
those dreary regions, when she was attended only by e maidservant, as well as of her reception and treatment when at the
mines of Nerchinsk. The Princess Volkonskoi was the next
to follow: she had a son and daughter; the latter one of
the most beautiful girls I ever beheld. Both these families
possessed everything they could desire, except liberty to return to their homes; with the others it was afferent, and
with two of them it was indeed a hard struggle for existence.

CHAP. XV.
TRANSBAIKAL AND THE SOUBCES OF THE AMOOR.

MY way on leaving Irkoutsk was along the bank of the
Angara. I had travelled it once before, but then on n
stormy day, and my errand was a melancholy one. I t was
to select a block of granite on the shore of .the Baikal, to be
placed over the grave of a friend, Basil Mouravioff, who
died in Irkoutsk the year before my visit. The last time
we met was on the road more than 3,000 miles from his
final resting-place, where we breakfasted together at the
post station. He was on his journey to Irkoutsk, full of
hope, and delighted with his new position. He was a nephew
of the General of Kars, and a cousin and aide-de-camp to the
Governor-General of Oriental Siberia. In less than two
years his career had terminated. A contusion caused by a
cannon ball passing near his head during an engagement in
the Caucasus~wasthe cause of his death.
Shortly after leaving Irkoutsk the road enters a wooded
part of the valley of the Angara, and runs along at a
considerable elevation above the river. I observed that
both sides of the valley were clothed with timber down to
the water's edge. Sandstone crops out here and forms high
cliffs, rising from the water, and the flood was rolling on at a
rapid rate. About ten miles from the town I came upon
a line of twenty horses towing a soudna up the stream to
the Baikal. This vessel had conveyed a cargo of 600 chests
of tea and 25,000 bricks of tea to Irkoutsk, and was on her
return in ballast. Although the distance from Irkoutsk to
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the Baikal is only forty miles the current is so strong that it
takes three days to draw the vessels up the river to within
four miles of the lake, and then it required another day to
draw her up the rapid, even with double the number of
horses.
As the road winds along the valley, it passes many points
that present magnificent views. In some parts enormous
cliffs arise crowned with dark pines and cedars; in other8
the thick forest descends to the river's brink, and the broad
sheet of water is seen rolling onward. Shortly after passing Pash-kou-a station the valley becomes more rugged, and
the rocks rise in huge masses, with deep ravines running up
into the mountains. Beyond this the road has been formed
along the edge of a cliff, at a considerable elevation above
the river. Both sides of the valley show that this part
of the earth's crust has been much disturbed, and that here
great disruptions have occurred.
About five miles before reaching the Baikal a scene is
presented that causes almost every traveller to stop. The
valley becomes wider, and the mountains rise abruptly,to a
much greater elevation. The Angara is more than a mile
in width, and this great body of water is seen rolling down
a steep incline, forming a rapid nearly four miles in length.
At the head of this, and in the centre of the stream, a great
mass of rock elevates itself, called the Shaman-Kamen.
Beyond is the broad expanse of the Baikal, extending about
fifty miles to where its waves wash the foot. of Amar-Daban,
whose summit is usually covered with snow, even in June.
The mighty torrent throwing up its jets of spray, the rugged
rocks with their fringes of pendent birch overtopped by
lofty pines, and the ethereal colouring on the mountains,
produce a picture of extraordinary beauty and grandeur.
A few miles further and the Baikal is seen spreading
out like a sea, and its rolling waves are heard lashing
the rocky shores. The Shaman-Kamen is more distinctly

seen. As I stood gazing at it, I could not help recalling to
mind some of the scenes that have been enacted there. It
is held sacred by all of the Shaman creed, and they never pass
it without offering up their devotions. Rude figures have
been sculptured upon its surface, and formerly both men,
women, and children have been offered up on its summit, or
hurled into the flood.
The steamboat station is not far distant, and I npas

Kolo-kolni.. on the BniW.

not long in rcaching Listvenitz, when I found that both the
steamers were on the opposit.e side of the lake; the larger
one taking in a cargo of tea at Pasolskoi, and the small one
searching for a convenient harbour-the navigation usually- closing at the end of September.
As she would not be ready for her return voyage to-'
Pasolskoi before the fourth day, 1 had time to explore the
neighbourhood.
The danger and delay in crossing the B ~ i k a in
l boats was
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very great ; it was no uncommon occurrence to be detained
three weeks on the voyage without being able to land on
either shore; and accidents were frequent. This induced an
enterprising merchant, Menchnikoff, to place a steamer on
the lake; but it was done at a great cost : the engines, boiler,
and all the machinery were made in Petersburg, and had to
be transported by lapd more than 4,000 miles. Mr. Baird,
the mechanical engineer, sent a competent person to the
Baikal to build the hull, and this, under his superintendence,
the Russian peasants accomplished. With their aid the
mechanics put in the engines : after a few trials the vessel
steamed across to the Mongolian shore, and the dangers of the
13aikal had vanished. Both the Siberians and hlongolians
gazed with astonishment when they beheld the steamer make
her way across in a heavy gale.
Without wasting time I arranged to explore the shore
going to the eastward, and to be taken up by the steamer
at Golo-oustnaia. A crew of five men and my Cossack were
my companions in the boat. Shortly after leaving Listvenitz the shore of the ~ a i k abecomes
l
exceedingly abrupt;
the rock -a coarse-grained granite - has a dense larch
forest growing on the mountain above, which rises considerably to the north. This formation continues for more than
twenty miles, and many picturesque and striking scenes
were presented to me. I t then changes to conglomerate
exceedingly coarse-grained, the shingle on t.he shore being entirely composed of it.. Several torrents have cut their
channels through these precipices, forming, in some, beautiful
waterfalls.
The north shore is by far the most lofty; in some parts

.

- the precipices rise 800 and 900 feet, and a little beyond the

river Anga, to 1,200 feet. I shall not attempt to describe
-- the strata, which are here exposed for more than 400 miles in
length, as my description would interest the geologist only,
and would take a much larger space than I can afford.
Beyond the island of Olkhon basaltic cliffs appear, some-
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times rising from deep water to an elevation of 700 feet.
At little more than a boat's length from their base, soundings
have been taken i o the depth of 900 feet. After passing
these the shore becomes somewhat less elevated,'but exhibits
unquestionable evidence of volcanic action. I n some of the
ravines were great masses of lava, which, unfortunately, I
was unable to trace to its source. No doubt it has been
ejected from a crater in the Baikal chain to the north, and
probably from near the sources of the Kerengha. Hot
mineral springs are also found in several parts of the chain.
Between the shore of the lake and the Baikal chain an
elevated steppe, extends for about 130 miles in length,
and in some parts it is twenty-five miles in width. Here
are numerous aouls of Bouriats, who possess large herds of
cattle, and the plain gradually descends towards the mouth
of the upper Angara. This river falls into the Baikal at its
most northerly point, and is exceedingly valuable to the
Siberians for its fishery of omula (Salmo omul Pall), which
is caught here in enormous quantities, salted, and then sent
to all parts of Siberia. Thus preserved, they equal the best
Dutch herrings, and when fresh are- the most delicious fish I
ever tasted. A great number of men are engaged in the
fishery. They leave Irkoutsk about the first week in July,
and the fleet of soudnas usually reach the upper Angara
before the 1st of August, when the omula ascend the river
in such vast shoals that the fishermen speedily obtain their
cargoes, and make several voyages to Listvenitz before the
season closes. The river is not navigable much beyond the
village of Upper Angarsk, and can never be made a means
of communication with the Amoor, as some persons have
supposed.
Instead of meeting the steamer at Golo-oustnaia, I continued my explorations, and on my return visited the
south shore of the island of Olkhon. It is about sixty
miles in length, in some parts fifteen miles in breadth, and
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is separated from the north shore of the lake, called by the
natives "the Little Baikal," by them considered the most
sacred part of this " Holy Sea." The island is about eight
miles from the north shore, excepting at its western end,
where a great mass runs out into the lake for several miles,
and forms a magnificent entrance to the sacred sea. A little
farther to the west the rocks rise to about 1,200 feet, forming a stupendous object when seen from the water.
The people have a tradition in connection with this
region which they implicitly believe. They say " that Christ
visited this part of Asia and ascended this summit, whence
he looked down on all the region around. After blessing the
country to the northward, he turned to~vardsthe south, and
looking across the Baikal, he waved his hand, exclaiming,
Beyond this there is nothing." Thus they account for the
sterility of Daouria, where i t is said '' no corn will grow."
The south shore of the island is exceedingly abrupt, and
very few points are presented where it is possible to land.
We had been rowing on for marly hours without finding any
place on which to sleep; night was drawing on apace, and
rt stiff breeze springing up. I n the cliffs opposite I observed numerous caverns, and in front a promontory of high
.rocks jutting out into the lake, containing several others, and
in some places it was pierced by galleries.
We had noticed the indication of a squall to the southeast, and the boatmen wished to land in one of the caverns,
there to pass the night. To this proposition I decidedly
objected, fearing we might be detained for some days. Our
prospect was a bad one, unless we could pass the headland,
and reach shelter beyond ; but a streak of white was observed
approaching, and all were aware what it foreboded.
Knowing what effect example has on these men, I threw
off my jacket and took one of the oars, the Cossack seized
another, and this induced the men to pull with a hearty goodwill. Before we could round the point, the squall caught us
cC

.
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and covered us with spray: at this moment the steersman
called to us to pull for our lives, or we should he driven
against the rocks. I t was a struggle I shall never forget;
at last we shot out beyond the rocks, that were t.hen only a

Caverns oh the B s i U

few boat's lengths from us, and the thundering of the waves,
as they rushed into the caverns, was truly appalling.
Having passed t>hisdanger, a sandy beach was seen about
a quarter of a mile distant; towards which we pulled with all
our might. The waves rolled in and a great surf was t.hrown
upon the shore; presently we dashed through it, but the
boat was nearly half filled befbre we could run her up the
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beach. This was a narrow escape; and we were kept
prisoners here for three days.
After spending nineteen davs in exploring the northern
shore, I reached Golo-oustnaia, where the steamer picked me
up. When I got on board, the captain stated to me, in
English, that my long absence had excited some apprehensions of my safety. I was not a little astonished to hear my
native tongue spoken in the Baikal, and my look of surprise
inust have been evident; the captain explained, by informing me that he was a Swedish officer, and had served in our
navy under Admiral Codrington. . He had been eight years
in his present occupation ; sometimes' steaming acrossthe lake
when it was smooth as glass, at other times in fearful storm%- .
which he declared were worse here than in the ocean;
more especially when the garra (or mountain gale) came
rushing from the mountains. I inquired if he had sounded
the lake, but learnt that he knew the depth only by running
out his cable when trying to anchor. Once, during a gale,
he ran out 200 sagknes (1,400 feet), within 100 yards of a
sand-bank, and on another occasion 300 sagknes (2,100 feet), without finding a bottom. This proves the great irepth of
the lake, and such prodigious abysses are often found close
to places where the rocks are not ten sagknes under water.
The day was calm, and the steamer ran across in three
hours and a half, when I left the worthy captain, and landed
a t Posolsky.
There is a monastery here of the Transfiguration of our
Saviour, that possesses some claims as an architectural composition, for its numerous turrets formed picturesque
groups, and the whole building had a pleasing effect when
viewed from the Baikal. It was founded by Abbot
Feodosayi, about the year 1682, to commemorate a tragic
event that occurred on this spot. I n 1650 a Russian
ambassador, Zabolotsky, and his retinue, were murdered
here, either by the Bouriats or Mongolians. Herlce it is

.
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named Posolsky, or the Monastery of the Ambassador.
The building and the village stand on a low plain that
runs along the shores of the Baikal, commencing about four
miles to the south-west of the landing-place, and extending
north-east to the mouth of the Selenga. From Posolsky the
road crosses the Delta, following the shore of the lake for
about eight miles, and then turns eastward, to the post station at Stepnoi, near the mouth of the western branch of the
Selenga. The river divides into eight branches before it
falls into the Baikal; and from the north-west to the southeasterly channel is a distance of twenty miles.
This delta undoubtedly occupies what has formerly been
a portion of the lake, which in the course of ages has been
filled up by matter washed from the Mongolian Mountains.
It is named by the people Kounderenskoi Steppe; like all
such deltas, it is a most fertile spot, and well cultivated.
This contradicts the tradition I have quoted, as an abundance of rye and wheat grows here. After leaving Stepnoi
the road continues along the western bank of the Selenga:
the hills to the right rise considerably, and are well wooded.
On reaching Kabanskoi the river makes a great bend towards
the north-east for about thirty miles, to Ilenskoi, and the
mountains to the south-west become higher.
The first monastery established on the Transbaikalian
shore, that of Troitska, stands in a picturesque spot at some
ten miles before reaching Ilenskoi. I t was founded by
Abbot Feodosayi, who settled here in lG81, accompanied by
a few monks from Moscow. The selection of this spot and
the style of the building prove that those ecclesiastics, like
their brethren in all ages, were men of taste. Though the
structure must have produced a striking effect on the minds
of the Bouriats, whoin the abbot intended to convert, they
could not be induced to change their faith.
After passing Ilenskoi, a route turns still more to the
nortli-east., and approaches the shores of the Baikal. It leacis
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into a most highly interesting region, where the mountains
have been tossed up and broken into precipices and deep
ravines. This route affords many extraordinary scenes on
the Bsikal, and, when the traveller looks down upon its vast
expanse, reflecting on the terrible phenomenon that caused
such a rent in the earth's crust (if rent it he), he will cease
to wonder at the superstitious dread of the ignorant people
who inhabit its shores. I have heard the subject reasoned
upon by some of the most eminent mining engineers and
geologists in Siberia, who have visited almost every part of
its shore, examining the structure of its precipices, and
have observed the composition of the strata laid bare. They
differ widely in opinion from one German author, who,
after a "gallop across the lake" of seven German miles,
in about two hours, by moonlight, settled this difficult
problem. I am in hopes of seeing it elucidated by one
thoroughly acquainted with this singular region, for which
the materials have been collected during many years of
patient investigation.
On this coast there are several hot mineral springs,
that of Tourkinsk is the most accessible, and has become the
Buxton of Oriental Siberia. Many families from lrkoutsk
spend part of their summer here, and people go more than
a thousand miles to take a dip in its waters. Between this
place and Oust Bargouzin there are other springs, in which
the gushing fluid scalds the hand if placed in it. About
forty miles beyond there is proof that volcanic agency has
once been active, for here is an extinct crater, from out of
which vast quantities of lava have poured. I n the vicinity
of Bargouzin, naphtha and bitumen are constantly rising in
the Baikal, and earthquakes are not uncommon.
Some of the exiles of 1825 were sent to live in Bargouzin,
after undergoing a severe part of their sentence in the
mines. One only was living there when the present Emperor recalled them to Russia, and he, having married a

-
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peasant's daughter, chose to remain, rather than return with
his family into a society where he felt they would be out of
place. He had served as a midshipman in the British navy,
on h a r d the same ship as young Codrington ; they passed
their examination together, and a strong intimacy had
sprung up between them. He desired me to wait on the
admiral on my return, and give him an account of his old
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messmate, who had turned sable hunter. I arrived in
England too late to fulfil my promise.
Bnrgouzin is famed for its sables; no skins have yet
been found in any part of the world equal to them. The-fur
is of a deep jet black, with the points of the hairs tipped
with white, and this constitutes their peculiar beauty. I
have seen a single skin for which the hunter demanded
the sum of eighteen pounds.
Lcaving the sable hunters, I return to Ilenskoi, and
follow the Sele~lgnup tlie valley, near the station of Polovena
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(or half way), where the prospect is very picturesque, for
high cliffs, fringed in parts with trees and huge granite rocks,
diversify the scenes as far as Verknoi Oudinsk. This is a
small town, prettily situated, and many of its houses, and
three of its churches, are built of stone ; the green domes and
spires have a pleasing effect when Peen at a distance. Many
of the inhabitants have become wealthy through the fisheries
and the transport of tea to the Baikal.
After leaving Oudinsk the scenery on the river becomea
exceedingly beautiful. Granite rocks rise to a considerable
elevation; they are rent asunder and piled up into pinnacles
in every variety of form. No one can pass through this
valley without being struck by the beauty of its scenery,
portions being equal to anything on the Rhine. I saw these
masses in t,he setting sun and under t,he influence of a
young moon, and then passed through them for some hours
in the darkness, to Selenginsk.
It was some time after midnight when the Yemstchik
drove into the town, and I desired him to take me to tlie
house of the brothers Bestoushoff, two exiles. I was the
bearer of letters from some of their comrades in a far distant part of Siberia, and of a watch for one of them. At
last the driver pulled up his horses in the middle of a
large yard.
I instantly stepped out of the tarantas, but the night was
so dark that objects were scarcely visible. The Yernstchik
turned me in the direction of the house, and I saw a dark
mass before me, but neither window nor portal was visible.
Having reached the wall, I passed along and found a door.
Knowing that neither bar nor lock guards the Siberian
chambers, I opened t.he latch and walked in. Not a sound was
heard; I groped my way onward, and opened a second
door. The moment the latch was lifted a female voice
called in Russian, " MTho is there? " I asked for Nicholai
Bestoushoff. I was directed to seek him in another part of
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the building-the
wing. Bidding the voice good night,
I depnrted, and shortly found the persons I sought, from
whom, on presenting my credentials, I received a hearty
welcome, and remained enjoying their hospitality and answering their questions till daylight.
Tlie following morning I was introduced to their three
sisters, when I found that on entering the house I had
opened the door of the mom in which two of them were
sleeping. These gentlemen were also naval officers, and
had been trained in the British navy. One of them spoke
English, and I managed to converse with the other in
Russian and German. Their history I had heard from their
comrades, but I mas not aware that their sisters had sacrificed all their prospects in life, and had, after many difficulties, succeeded in joining them; an order, however, had
been given that they were not to be permitted to return. I
then left them with regret, and for ever.
Selendinsk was the residence of two English missionaries,
who, from all I heard, were most estimable men; ncvertheless, they were unable to make converts among the
Bouriats.
My next point was Petropavlofskoi, a Zavod on the
south side of a s m d chain of mountains which separates the
Ouda from the Khilok. Here are iron and machine works,
and since the acquisition of the region of the Amoor they
have become of vast importance. They had also another
interest for me, as this was the place where the exiles of
,1825 -worked out their last five years of hard labour. In
the summer they were employed in making roads. The
Princes Volkonskoi, Troubitskoi, and also all their comrades,
used the pick-axe, barrow, and spade on several of the roads
around this Zavod. I n winter they worked in a mill, grinding corn like the mill horses.
The engines for the first steamers that Russia placed
on tlic ifmoor, were made here. Guns ha.ve also been cast
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alld bored here; and now there is a good machine shop
under the control of a very clever superintendent, having several intelligent iubordinates. Under the present
enlightened and energetic Goverslor-General of Oriental
Siberia these works will be organised on a great scale.
Good efficient officers and practical men will be selected
to superintend the mechanical operations, and then the
place mill become of vast importance in connection with the
Russian steam fleet on the Amoor.
Hence my route mas southward to the Tchikoi, and into
the Khingan hfountains across to the source of the Onon,
which, with the Ingoda, forms the Schilka. Bouriats are
numerous throughout this region, and they possess fine
herds 'of cattle. The Keroulun has its source on the south
side of the Icentai, or Icente mountain, about forty miles
from t<he source of the Onon. I befieve it to be the
longest affluent of t.he Amoor; and some of my friends, who
were engaged many years as mining engineers in Nertchinsk, confirm this supposition. Tiro of them ascended more
than 200 miles beyond Lake Koulun, into which this river
falls. I n some parts of its course it is'exceedingly picturesque, and at one place they found it rushing through a
deep and narrow gorge. Having re-crossed the chain, over
a very difficult route, and descended into the valley of
Onon, we proceeded onward, passing along the lines of
Cossack picquets to Akchinskaia. After this the route goes
nearly north, passing through a number of Cossack villages,
and crosses the chain which separates the valleys 6f the
Onon and Ingoda. A t about thirty miles beyond the mountains I reached Tourinskai, on the road to Nertchinsk. The
route follows the Ingoda, passing over some sandy hills that
descend td the steppe; and here the Cossacks hunt the
badgers. Before reaching the station of ~aida-lovskaia,s
large Cossack village, the country is slightly wooded. Between this place ancl Bnaz Bere-govia there are Toungouz

.

tribes, governed by one of their Princes Gantemouroff, who
formerly served in t.he Russian army. The road passes over
high hills, and the Ingoda runs 'between elevated cliffs,
fringed with dwarf elmg. Here the country is sandy, and
granite rocks crop out along the bank of the river. There
is very little change in the aspect of the country, or in the
banks of t.he river for the next forty miles, till it joins the
Onon, and the united streams form the Schilka. Shortly
after the junction there are several islands, and in some
parts the bed is rocky, producing rapids. The count,ry on
the right bank of the Schilka is marshy, but on the left it
is hilly, with very little wood except the willows. The
Nertche falls into the Schilka from the north ; it runs through
a pretty valley, where the river is thickly shaded with elms
and willows, and its banks are but little above the waters.
To European travellers the view of Nertchinsk, with its
churches, must have a pleasing effect, as it recalls home
views, and, for the moment, creates a forgetfulness of the
various Asiatic tribes through which he has wandered to
reach this distant spot. Nertchinsk has, however, other
associations, and it's name is known by, and has been the
dread of almost every peasant. It was not, however, t.he peasant alone that had felt a dread of. it; many a noble has
shuddered when its name has reached his ear. The convicts
from every part of the empire are marched towards this spot,
and have ample time for reflection during their journey of
eleven months. Nertchinsk has had within its district some
of the most daring and desperate characters any community
could produce. On the other hand, vast numbers of serfs
have been sent hither, wh6 have been driven to resistance
by the bad treatment of their masters; and several touching
stories of the kind have come to my knowledge.
The climate is not so horrible as many have supposed;
nor is the earth a perpet.ua1 mass of ice at a few feet below
the surface, as I have seen it stated. The summers are not
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so long as in Europe; but they are very hot, and the country
produces a magnificent flora. Both agriculture and horticulture are carried on sukcessfully, and vegetables of almost
every variety can be grown here. Tobacco is extensively
cultivated, for which the people find a sale among the Bouriats and Toungouz.
The town is in lat 51" 58' N., and in long. 116" 40' E., and
stadds on the left bank of the Nertche, about three miles
from its junction with the Schilka. The first settlement was
formed nearer the mouth of the river; but the constant risk
from inundations caused its removal to the present s i t ~ n o r
is it always safe here. An officer, who has resided in the place
many years, informed me, that in the summer of 1840 the
lower part of the town was seriously injured. It was under
water for several days, and at one time he expected that it
mould be entirely destroyed. The Ingoda and Onon poured
down such vast floods, that the Schilka rose twenty-two feet
above its usual level, thereby damming up the waterin the
Nertche, which caused great losses to many of the inhabitants. Small inundations are frequent.
The churches, the hospital, and a few houses are built of
brick and stone ; the others are of wood, and the population is
about 5,000, many of whom are engaged in trade, purchasing
and bartering furs for tea, powder, lead, and other necessaries required by the hunters; some of them are engaged
in the Chinese trade, and convey their merchandise to the
fair at Irbit, where they exchange it for European produce.
Nertchinsk is an important place in connection with the
vovernment, and with the distribution of the convicts who
b
are sent to work in the different mines.
Its mining district extends over a considerable area, and
for a long period of years produced a considerable revenue
to the crown,. besides employing vast numbers of convicts
who would otherwise have been non-productive. The mines
were worked under the supervision and direction of a clever
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and experienced chief, having a numerous staff of officers,
and many of the most distinguished mineralogists and
geologists in Russia have commenced their career here. Up
to the year 1847 silver and lead formed the principal products; of the former 250 poods, and of the latter 35,500
poods, were produced annually. All t.he lead, excepting
500 poods, was transported to Barnaoul, where it was used
in smelting the ores of the Altai. The lead of Nertchinsk
never found its way to the Russian arsenals; it would have
cost six times the price of English lead delivered either in
Petereburg or &loscow. This supply, so essential to the
rnining operations in the Altai, suddenly ceased, from the
fact of the greater part of the population on the TransBaikal being made Cossacks when the annexation of the
Amoor was decided upon in 1848.
Tin and zinc ores are found, but neither have as yet
been much worked, and I am not aware of the existence of
quicksilver, though it is said to be found in these regions.
An engineer officer of my acquaintance was engaged from
the year 1825 to 1830 exploring many of the valleys of the
Khingan and Yablonoi in search of gold, but the indications
of this metal were not of such a character as to induce the
director to carry on the works. The wood-cut represents a
singular formation lying between the limestone and granite
found on a small lake in the Khingan. Up to the year
1837 the quantity obtained never exceeded 4 poods, sometimes not 3 poods. In 1838 a captain of engineers discovered gold near the mouth of the Kara, a n d obtained in
that year 11% poods; and this gave a zest to the operations.
It was not, however, till the year 1850 that the gold in
this district began to be largely developed, when a certain
Captain left his service in the Oural, and proposed to the
Minister of Finance to work the mines in some of the valleys
running from the Yablonoi to the Schilka. The Captain
pledged himself to the Minister to produce 100 poods a

.
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year if he mas permitted to organise the men and carry out
the operations. It was too t e t ~ ~ p t i nag' proposal to resist,
and the order mas given. As an inducement to exertion, he
obtained his colonelcy before he left Petersburg.
He arrived at Nertchinsk in the autunm, and'during the
winter organised parties to'commence exploring the valleys ;

A Curious Geological Fornlatioo.

for early in the spring of. the follo\ving year his great
operations mould be proceeded with. There was no lack of
convicts for his purpose. Several valleys n-ere thoroug1:llly
explored, and this proved that nearly all those of the
Yablonoi running down to the Schilka contained gold. Other
parties discovered the precious metals beyond the junction
of the Schilka and the Argoun on the Amoor, and it was
nsccrtaincd that a rich auriferous region estendecl far to the
cast.
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MORTALITY AT TIIE MINES.

The Colonel commenced extensive operations in the
spring of 1851, having a large body of the " unfortunates "
a t his disposal. They were marched to the mines under
a guard of Cossacks, divided into several parties, . a n d
the works began in the different valleys. Whenever gold
mines are first opened, sickness is sure to ensue, for which
preparations are always made beforehand by all who desire
to save the people. Temporary hospitals are prepared, and
a medical officer is engaged to remain during the whole
period of washing. I ever found this the case throughout
the Oural, the Altai, and a t the mines on the yeiiissey.
Besides these precautions, proper dwellings for the workmen are invariably provided.
I n this instance, however, nothing of the kind was done:
The people had to throw up huts of earth, and roof them
with either grass or bark; and in such habitations were so
t,l~icklystowed that many preferred sleeping in the open air.
As the works proceeded, sickness began to spread among the
men, and numbers were confined to their damp, earthy
couches. Added to this, the food was said to be both bad
and deficient. I n a short time many died, but their places
were imniediately taken by others sent to keep up the r&
quisite' number of hands. The work of excavating and
washing went on, and gold was being accumulated. No*
one was allowed to neglect his work ; and it was only
when quite struck down by disease that they were permitted to retire to their damp and smoky dens.
The deaths became so numerous, that it was found absolutely necessary to separate the sick from those who were
able to work. 'l'emporary hospitals were raised, having berths
formed like those in a ship's cabin, with this difference, that
there was only just room for a man between the tiers,and these
were four in height. As men could not be spared to act as
nurses, such as were able to move mere compelled to attend
to their comrades. The more the works were opened, and
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the men exposed to wet and a burning sun, the more
malignant the disease became; and great numbers died.
Yet fresh detachments were sent, and the works pushed on
incessantly. The Colonel determined that the 100 poods of
gold should be obtained, at whatever cost of life ; nor did he
once relax his exertions. More than half the season having
passed, and not half the quantity obtained, it mas evident
that greater efforts must be made.
'Additional hours of labour were insisted on, and tho
birch applied if the duty was not fulfilled. The poor creatures laboured till they sank at their barrows.
A short time before the close of the season it was discovered that some of the Nertchinsk merchants had been
engaged in smuggling a large quantity of brick tea, and that
the officers had been bribed ; some serious charges were also
made against the officials in Nertchinsk. In consequence,
the Governor of Irkoutsk sent one of his ofiicers to investigate the matter; and circumstances connected with this affair
took him to the gold mines, where he had to examine a number of men said to be implicated in the transaction. Some
named on his list were dead, and others were in their berths
uhable to be moved. This conlpelled him to enter the
gloomy place. I-Ie found the odour horrible, and as he described it to me, it was worse than the black hole in Calcutta.
He was preparing to rush out, when several feeble voices
begged to be removed into the open air, or they should die.
lie stopped and spoke to them, and, as his eyes became more
accustomed to the gloom, he distinguished the objects that
surrounded him. But his horror mas intense when he saw
that the berths contained both dead and dying; and some
had been left so long uninterred, t.hat it mas impossible to
approach the spot.
He called in a number of men, and all the living were removed into the huts, and then ordered that the rest should
be instantly buried. The object of his visit was not accom-
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plished; but he had the satisfaction of knowing that he had
released many poor creatures from their misery. I saw hi3
report, but its details were too horrible to be repeated.
The season ended by a sharp frost, stopping all the
operations at the mines, and seventy poods was the produce
to set against the misery many had endured, and the
terrible sacrifice of life. This was the most costly gold
that ever entered his Imperial Majesty's treasury; for it has
been stated, and qn good authority, that every pood cost
him thirteen lives. This circumstance created a great sensation throughout the Altai and in all the mining districts,
and every one expected it would be a matter of serious consequence to the officer who had shown such utter disregard
for the lives of those under his charge.
By the first winter roads a caravan left Nertchinsk, carrj ing the produce of the mines to Petersburg. The Colonel
nccompanied it as far as Irkoutsk, where I saw him several
times before his departure; but the extent of the calamity
was not then generally known. He preceded the caravsn to
the capital, and by some means prevented the circumstances
of the case reaching the ear of his Imperial master, or a
pension mould never have been granted for extraordinary
service.
I must say a few words about some of the exiles who were
banished to'this distant spot.
Erman says, Vol. II., p. 183, " The ' unfortunates' of
the 14th of December, who had been condemned to hard
labour, were confined to the settlement at Chit&, which lies
beyond the Baikd, on the road from Verkne Oudinsk t,o
Nertchinsk. There are no mines there, so that, in order
to carry out the sentence of the convicts to the letter, they
have erected a polishing mill, in which to employ them."
Whoever has read this paragraph will have corlcIuded
that the exiles never were employed in the mines; but such
is not the fact. Rfy informants were the " unfortunates"
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and their wives, all of whom were living in Irkoutsk, and in
other places that I have visited. I was on terms of great
intimacy with these people, and retain many pleasing recollections of them.
They were taken from the capital in chains, each man
in a telega, attended by a gendarme (this is an especial
corps under the command of the secret police), but not by
the usual route through Moscow: they were sent by Yaroslav
and Vatka. This was through a part of the country but little
travelled, and they entered on the great Siberian road before
reaching Perm. Orders were given that no time should
be lost on the road, nor any stoppage allowed except for
refreshment. Their journey was a long one, 7,029 versts,
and they were hurried onward night and day. On the
evening of the thirtieth day they reached Nertchinsk, and
were handed over to the authorities. Here they slept, and
the next morning started for the mines, at a distance of 279
versts. They reached them in the afierncson of the following
day, having travelled over 7,308 versts in thirty-two days.
Here wae their prison and place of punishment, and they
quickly found themselves in the hands of a man who determined to carry out their sentence in its utmost rigour.
They arrived on the Wednesday, and on the following
Monday morning Prince Volkonskoi, Prince Troubetskoi,
and four others began their mining labours. This mas
hard service; wielding the pick-axe and hammer was a new
occupation, a i d their keeper made their toil severe. The
others, as they arrived, were divided into gangs and sent
into the mines. Each was known only by his number, and
here they worked for two years. Others mere banished to a
aolitary life in the foreits of Yakoutsk, and of theee exiles
I could also give a few incidents that would not my much
for the '&leniency of the Government or ite servants," of
which Mr. Erman speaks.
I am not one of those who acquit these men of blame,
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or think their banishment unmerited; my allusibns are
directed only against the agents who made that banishment
a torment.
Several of these exiles (convicts he calls them) were advanced in years, and had left grown up sops and daughters ;
others, their juniors, were torn away from young children;
and mothers, with infants in their arms, had pressed up
to the telegas to give the. father a last look at his child.
Some had been but recently married, many were single,
and a few had not reached their twentieth year.
The first lady who followed her huaband was the
Princess Troubetskoi: she was young, and determined to
share the fate of her partner, and, if possible, sooth his
years of banishment. It was with great difficulty that she
obtained permission ; and when it mas granted, it was coupled
with a condition that '.'no lady who followed her husband
to his place of exile should ever return." Even such a condition did not change her resolve, and she started, accompanied only by a faithful maid-servant, who determined to .
share her danger and her exile. She narrated to me an
account of her adventurous journey of near 5,000 miles,
made .during a severe winter, when she often encountered
the fearful storms so frequent in Siberia. Nor were they
the only dangers-she had seen the wolves running on each
side the sledge ready to pounce on the horses if they slackened their speed or fell. These were not slight trials for
a delicate female to encounter; but some of the incidents of
her adventure are among the most touching I ever heard.
She, however, reached Nertchinsk in safety, and a
mining engineer officer, who was returning to the Zavod,
kindly offered to escort her to her destination. Her inquiriea of this gentleman were numerous. She wished to
know the fate of her husband. He gave her an assurance
that he mas well, but evaded all other questions. . On their
arrival she was taken to that officer's home, and his wife

offered all the comforts their dwelling afforded, while he
sent her passport to inform his chief of her arrival, and
expressed to him her desire to see the Prince.
Presently a police officer arrived, and told her that he
had received instructions to conduct her to her quarters, and
that she would be permitted to see her husband. on the
morrow. A single room was assigned to her and the maid,
bearing all the aspects of a prison, and it was announced
that she was not a t liberty to visit any one in the town
without permission. Next morning she was taken to the
house of the chief, when she urged her request to see the
Prince, and also to be permitted to spend some hours each
day in his society. The first part of her request was
granted, but the latter was refused; and this man said as
she had come to share her husband's exile she must submit
to prison discipline; adding that she was not to be permitted
to write a single line without its passing tl~rough his
hands.
After this he ordered the police to conduct her to the
Prince, giving his number-but not his name-and then
to her dwelling. A sledge was waiting for them, and the man
drove them several versts to one of the mines, when she
mas conducted down and along the gallery to where the
exiles were working. For a few moments they all gazed on
her in amazement, thinking it a vision; and the spell was
only broken when she rushed into her husband's arms. I
dare not attempteto paint this interview; but the clanking
of his chains recalled her to a knowledge of his position, and
the police officer proved that he possessed a better heart
than his chief, by removing h a from a scene heartrending
to all.
The chief placed her on prison fare, nor would he permit
her to have tea. After this she saw the Prince once a
week, but not in the mines. In about a month two other
ladies arrived, and went through the same ordeal. Eighteen
D O 2

months passed without ally change, when this brute was
called before a tribunal from which none can escape. I can
only hope t,hat he possessed some unknown good qualities
that would recommend him to more mercy than he extended to those under his charge.
After his death another officer was appointed, who
received the ladies and treated them as members of his own
family. He did everything consistent with his duty to
relieve the unfortunate exiles, and through his intercession
at the end of two years they ceased to work in the mines,
and then were removed to Cheta and the blill.

CHAP. XVI.
THE KEBOULUN, THE PRINCIPAL SOGRCE OF THE AMOOB.

INmy h s t chapter the Keroulun was traced from its source
in the Khingan Mountains to Lake Koulun, or Dalai-Noor.
I shall commence this with the Argoun, where it issues from
the north-eastern end of the Lake. Between its outlet and

Bourint Bncunpment.

the river Kttilar there are several rapids, and numerous small
lakes are entered along its banks.
The Kailar falls into the Argoun from the eastward, by
two branches, and this river has its source in the Khingan
D D 3
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chain, which runs nearly due north, and ends in a low hill
near the head of the Amoor. This chain forms the eastern
side of the valley of the Argoun, and portions of it have
been slightly explored by the mining engineers of Nertchinsk,
who believe that this region will, some time or other, afford
another profitable field for mining operations.
I n some parts the Argoun presents a peculiar character;
its bed is rocky, and its banks are strewn with numerous
pieces of red and white chalcedony and agates,-whiie dark
rocks rise into picturesque cliffs.
On its western hank
there is a line of Cossack piquets, extending near 300 miles,
and the men keep up a strict guard against the flight of
convicts in that direction. Notwithstanding their vigilance
escapes are frequent ; but each week throughout the year fills
up the vacancies they occasion. Proceeding downward the
river approaches the mountains, receiving in its course many
small streams from the east. It is celebrated throughout
Siberia for its carp, which are carried in the winter several
thousand miles, when they are produced at the tables of
the wealthy as a great delicacy. One of my friends, who
had spezt seventeen years in Nertchinsk Zavod, believes that
this fish abounds in the Dalai-noor, whence they descend the
river. The carp is not found in any Siberian river.
There are numerous encampments on the east side of the
Argoun, where good pasture exists on the steppe extending
up to the Khingan chain. None of these summits rise to a
great elevation, but they become more lofty to the southward; some of them rising far above the snow line. The
Gazimoor falls into the Argoun on the west side; it has its
source ia one of the best mining districts of Nertchinsk.
About twenty-five miles below the mouth of the river is
Oust-strelka, a post of Cossacks, who, like those on every
part of the Russian frontiers, are traders. In January
they ascend the Argoun, and meet the natives on different
parts of it; these places become little yermaks (fairs),

PROFITABLE GOLD FIELD.

and commerce is a t once established among them. The
Cossacks carry with them, for barter, flour, powder, and
lead- these articles being much in request -receiving furs
in exchange.
The Shilka below Nertchinsk increases considerably in
size, as numerous streams pour into it from the Yablonoi
Mountains, and in most of them gold is found. Islands are
also numerous-they have been formed by the alluvial soil
washed from the mountains ; many are covered with willows,
and others with cheromika. There are also several villages ;
some of the older ones being occupied by convicts, and many
new ones have been formed by the Cossacks since 1850, when
it was decided to add the region of the Amoor to the empire.
These men are ever the pioneers in the advance of Russia,
and they accomplish their object well. One of these villages,
Byan-keno, is large, and contains two churches, one of wood
and the other of brick: at this place the banks of the Shilka
are frequently inundated, as a few days' rain in the Yablonoi
raises the river twelve feet above its usual level.
The Aradi falls into the Shilka further down, and the valley runs far up into the mountains to the northward. Auriferous sand is carried down by this stream, and it is expected
that a profitable gold field will be discovered here. At a
considerable distance beyond, the river Motankana fitlls into
the Shilka on its south bank; it has its source in the mining
district of Nertchinsk. A part of its course is between
granite cliffs of no great elevation; but these, where they
are fringed with wood, afford many picturesque scenes..
Stratenskoi, on the south bank, is another ancient village
occupied by these hardy pioneers ; here they cultivate European vegetables, and the Cossacks show that they are an
industrious race by the comforts, they contrive to gather
around them. At a short distance to the south there is
a lake where thousands of water-fowl congregate; while
snipes and woodoocks are found in great numbers. . Tphe
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Cossncks never use shot; both animals and birds are obtained by them with the rifle. As a woodcock is too
awift and erratic, when on the wing, to be dropped by a
bullet, they have adopted a small whistle, with which they
imitate his call, when he pops on to a tuft of grass to look
round, and is instantly knocked over.
Between Stratenskoi and Shilkinskoi the left bank of the
river is well populated; the country is good, and most of the
necessaries of life easily obtained. Fish and game are abnndant, both in the Shilka and in the numerous small streams
that come from the mountains. Granite rocks mostly predominate on both b a n b of the Shiika s s far as the village
of Botie; beyopd this limestone prevails. A great change
takes place here-the cliffs become lofty, and their summits
are riven into numerous picturesque turrets, while beneath
are openings leading into many caverns. In some, considerable quantities of bitumen are obtained by the people of
the villages of Tcha-boo-tche and Oule-getche.
A few miles beyond these villages, the valley of the Shilka
opens out, and the rocks recede to a considerable distance till
they reach the valley of Tchal-boa-tchenskoi, which runs to
the north-west towards the Yablonoi,-and dow~nthe centre
of i t flows the r i h r Tchal-boo-tche. On the space formed
by the receding rocke etands Shiiinskoi Zavod; the houses
are built of wood, and extend along the bank of the Shilka
as far as the mouth of the Tchal-boo-tche. On the opposite
side of this river ia the smelting works; they were formerly
used for lead and silver; but iron will now be found a more
profitable commodity.
Several of the barges were built here for the first great
expedition on.the Amoor, in 1854, which my friend Colon4
Korsakoff commanded; and here his party were fitted out
with all the necessaries and military stores for the voyage. The Government have also a glass manufactory; and
a very large tan-yard is an important part of the establish-

ment at Shilkinskoi. The leather made here has a great
reputation among all the tribes beyond the Argoun and in
Mongolia. It is famed even among the Russians in Siberia.
The cause of ifa superiority, I was told, waa its being'
tanned with bimh bark; but this cannot be the only one, as
I have known other tan-yards in Siberia where the material
used and the process were exactly the same, and the leather
from the two tan-yards could not be compared.
There is a considerable tract of meadow land along the
bank of the Shilka, and good pastures are found in many
parts of the valley of Tchal-bou-tchenskoi, where the cows
and homes of the peasants feed, and wood for fuel is close
at hand. Game is plentiful in the forest. There are
many small lakes, which swarm with water-fowl, and wild
geese come in vast numbers. Since the acquisition of the
Amoor, Shilkinskoi has become a most iinportant establlhment. The Shilka is navigable for s m d craft to the
Amoor; but the barges and other vessels could not descend
fully laden, and the voyage up the stream is both Iong and
tedious. There is plenty' of iron ore in the vicinity of this
Zavod, and the present General-Governor knows the advantage to be derived by making it the great mechanical
establishment on the Trans-Baikal. As commerce extends
into the region on the south of the Amoor, steam will
be required to aid in its transit, and here both steamboats
and their machinery can be advantageously constructed.
General Anosoff used to say that he would make the
valley of the Tom the Birmingham and Sheffield of Siberia,
and then he could supply the whole of Central Asia with
r'des, cutlery, needles, and other useful articles. His ideas
may in some degree be carried out; at Shilkinskoi all the
materials are near at hand, and Russia may thus employ
some of her convict population to a greater and more permanent advantage than a t the gold mines. No industrious
population' has ever sprung up where gold seeking has been
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their employment; .nor has the establishment of convict
villages in different parts of Siberia been successful :
wherever I have found them, squalid misery has predominated. These men can only be induced to work by a strict
supervision, and this could easily be given in a mechanical
establishment and cutlery workshops. An industrious and
rising population is sure to be the result.
The river Kara falls into the Shilka on its right bank, a t
about ten miles below the Zavod, and here are the most
extensive gold priesks yet discovered on the Trans-Baikal.
Lately gold seeking parties have been exploring the country
on the left bank of the Shilka, to the north-west, and have
found the precious metal in many places between the mouth
of the Kara and the Gorbitza. Beyond the Kara several
small rivers fall into the Shilka, before reaching the new
Cossack station on the Great Koularke. This is also an
important position, and several barges were built here for
the Amoor expedition. Opening that river has caused a
great change; for thriving villages are rising where the
bear, the elk, arid the maral were almost the sole inhabitants.
Further down the Tchornoi falls into the Shilkta by two
channels. The former has its source among the higher
summits of the Yablonoi Mountains, and mns through a
well wooded and picturesque valley. Near its mouth there
is another Cossack station.
Shortly after passing the Tchornoi the scenery changes
on the south aide; perpendicular cliffs of limestone, with
groups of birch and larch growing on their tops and in the
small ravines. Over these rounded clummits appear, and a
long chain of hills stretches out towards the Argoun. The
left bank is also well wooded, and many islands occur in this
part of the Shilka, and prove a serious obstacle to its navigation, more especially when going against the current.
: All through this limestone formation the scenery possesses a similar character till it reschep the Cossjck station
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of Gorbitza. Here the valley of the Shilka becomes considerably wider, forming extensive rneadoms along the shore.
On this flat place stands the village of Gorbitza, with its
wooden church, and cottages nestling in its sheltered nook,
mhich seems to invite the traveller to quiet and repose.
The high ridge to the south continues beyond, and is
frequently intersected by deep ravines that bring their
streams to swell the flood of the Amoor.
The river Gorbitza was the boundary between Russia and
China until the acquisition of the Amoor, and has its
source in the lower hills of the Yablonoi, and at no great
distance from its mouth. Not far distant a yermak 4s held
annually at a mineral spring, Bogdoi. A few Russian merchants and Cossacks assemble to meet the Manjours who
come to barter. They ascend the Amoor from Aigoon in
large boats, bringing printed cotton goods, silk, tobacco, and
Chinese brandy, which they exchange for glass mare, soap,
and the horns of the rnaral. I n this place, and all along the
Chinese frontier, the Cossacks provide the Chinarnen with
an article so much prized in a Chinese pharmacop~ia.
Leaving Bogdoi, mhich to this little gathering of
traders is regarded with as much importance as freighting a ship for any distant port, the river enters a part
where the cliffs become considerably higher than in the
limestone formation. Here it is granite lieaved up into
huge masses, which time, frost, and sun have riven and
shattered into curious forms. Ravines are also rent far
into the mountains, and down them these clear streams
descend gushing into the river. A little further down the
stream the shores become wooded; pine trees are growing
along the banks, but on the upper slopes are black and
white birches, with occasional clumps of larches, while the
dwarf d m is growing from the clefts in the rocks.
Mineral springs are frequently met with on the banks of
the Shilka, and some are resorted to by the natives. One

is found in a beautiful and romantic spot near two small
waterfalls, Moshen-dakhan and Moshen-da. If this place
was within reach of Europeans it would prove a dangerous
T
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rival to Matlock and the German Spas. The natives in
their fur clothing, and the Manjours in their curious costumes, would give variety to the usual society found at the
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Brunnens, while sportsmen would find occupation for their
rifles in the yablonoi.
At a considerable distance below the mineral spring is
the mouth d the river Djel-tou-gee, one of the principal
affluents of the Shilka. It has its source far to the
north-west in the Yablonoi, and collects the contents of
many rivulets in its course. .During the heavy rains it
pours a great torrerit into the Shilka. A t other seasons
its water is pure and transparent, nor does it mingle with
the turbid water of the Shilka, for the two streams are seen
running side by side for a long distance, and the Cossacks
say that the fish of the Shilka are never seen in the other
stream. Again, the river enters a granite gorge; in this
part it is rapid and free from islands. At the end of
the gorge is one of the best fishing grounds in the Shilka.
The Cossacks from Gorbitza, from the banks of the Gazemoura, and the inhabitants from very long distances, come
here to fish, and the supply seems to be inexhaustible.
Further down are several islands, on one of which,
named Sable Island, pine, larch, and birch trees are growing. Beyond this is Bere-zoom, a long, low wooded island,
and the country on both sides the river is covered with
a forest, consisting principally of larch and pines; the
latter of great size. At the river Bankova, that has its
source in the mining district near the Argoun, and falls i i t o
the Shilka from the south, there is another place where
a yermak is held by the Cossacks of the Argoun and the
Toungouz of the Yablonoi. The latter bring skins, horns
of the maral, a few sable s k i s , and those of the fox. These
they barter with the Cossacks for flour, wodky, powder, and
lead. It is somewhat curious to see these people collecting
from such great distances, and the punctuality with which
they assemble. They meet under the shade of some tree8
on the bank of a stream, and there, with all the gravity
of men engaged in vast mercantile transactions, exchange
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their commodities, and at the end of the third day depart
for their homes.
The nest point of interest is a deep valley that opens
from the Shilka and extends northward towards the Yablonoi. Along it is the road to Bouch-tens-kene gold priesk.
On leaving the upper part the track enters into a wild
part of the mountain range. On the second day's journey
the traveller reaches the Amagar, and then commences the
most difficult part of the route, where it follows the river
towards its source, p d crosses the summit of the chain.
Tt is a journey of five or six days from the Shilka to the
priesk. This mine is on the north side of the mountains,
and near the source of the principal branch of the Olekma.
Gold is found here in a sufficient quantity to render the
working profitable ; but lower down, Solavioff discovered
a priesk which has proved immensely valuable, although
at a depth of seventy feet beneath the surface. The great
drawback to the mines in this vicinity is the short time
that they can be worked. The people cannot commence
operations before the 20th of May, and the works are closed
by the frost on the 1st of September. Notwithstanding
such a long winter the frost never penetrates into the
ground more than five feet, even in lat. 55" N., and long.
123" E.
One of my Siberian friends explored the southern slopes
of the Yablonoi range, in 1828, as far as the source of the
Zeya, or in lat. 54" 30' N., and long, 126" E., and in several
parts he discovered gold. He believes that valuable gold
mines will be found on most of the streams that flow
from the north into the Amoor. Thus another source of
vast wealth mill open out to Russia aa the region of the
Amoor begins to be developed.
For more than twenty miles below the Ban-kova there is
little or no change in the country; it is only after passing Pere-valnia that the river assumes a more picturesque
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appearance. Its shores become abrupt' near7 the mineral
spring of Bonde-Kova, on the south bank of the Shilka.
The inhabitants and the Cossacks have a tradition in connection with the ravine in which the spring has its source.
They say that a great robber, named Bonde-Kova, had
hi's dwelling among the sandstone recesses that are found
here; that he used to make long journeys, and plunder
the people in the villages, carrying his spoil to his gloomy
abode in the glen, whither none dared to pursue him. . His
scouts were always on the watch, and if any persons
approached the district they were sure to become his victims. At length none dared to pass within severd miles
of it. Finding that all shunned his domain he became
bold, made an attack on one of the Zavods, and carried off
some silver. This closed his career; Cossacks were sent
in search of him, and after a long chase he was hunted to
his lair and secured. His trial was short. When brought
before the chief he admitted his guilt; the Cossacks were
ordered to put him in irons and give him a berth among
the convicts.
Beyond this robber's dwelling the river runs on between
the sandstone cliffs till it reaches a bend in its course that
forms a whirlpool, by the water striking against the jutting
rocks; and this rendcra the navigation dangerous. A little
further on, the Son-ghe-noi enters the Shilka from the
south; not far distant there is a salt lake, from which
the Cossacks and the Orotchons obtain their supplies. They
assemble here in considerable numbers in the month of
August.
Afew miles below the Son-ghe-noi there are two islands
in the Shilka, and a little beyond these the sandstone rocks
rise abruptly from thc water, affording one of the best scenes
on the river. The rocks recede to the southward, and a small delta has been formed extending to the mouth of the
Argoun; on this, a lake, stretching along at the foot of the
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ciiffs, abounds with carp. About a mile beyond is OustStrelkoi Karaoul, which stands close to the junction of the
two rivers, in lat. 53' 19' 45" N., and long. 121" 50' 7" E.,
and here the Argoun and Shilka form the Amoor.
Some geographers say that the Onon must be considered
the source of the Amoor, which, when united with the Ingoda, forms the Shilka. But I am inclined to give the
Keroulun the honour of being parent to this great river of
Asia. The same opinion is held by many eminent mining
engineers who have lived long in Nertchinsk, and have
thoroughly explored the country. The Keroulun and the
Argoun have a course of about 1,000 miles, whereas the
course of the Onon and the Shilka does not exceed 750
miles. It was on the bank of the Keroulun that Genghiz
first saw the light; many historical events are associated
with its name, and great battles have been fought in the
Yalleys.
From 1689 to 1854 the junction of the Argoun and
Shilka was the most easterly point of the Russian empire in
the region of the Amoor. But, during all this period of 165
years, the frontier Cossacks were constantly penetrating into
the country on the north of the Amoor ; and many wild stories
have been handed down of the contests these hardy hunters
had with the Manjour race. Besides which, many convicts
have escaped from the mines, and descended the Amoor only
to be captured by the people on its banks. An exile escaped
this way and succeeded in passing all the Chinese posts in a
canoe, or small boat, by keeping to the north side of the
river. He lived on the produce of his rifle, enduring great
hardships, and finally reached the mouth of the Amoor, in
the hope of getting away in some vessel. I n this he was
disappointed, and after all chance of escape had vanished,
started on llis return. He fell in with a party of Tpungouz
sable hunters, and spent the hunting season with them.
After which they crossed the country towards the upper
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part of the Zeya, and ultimately brought hirn to one of
the fairs attended by the Cossacks. He was recognised by
his countrymen and carried back to t,he niines of Nertchinsk,
after an absence of more than eighteen 1nont.h~.
The information which he had acquired was considered
of so much value that the chief got his sentence remitted, on
condition of his taking another journey to gain more knowledge of the region. At the season of t,he yermak he was
provided with powder,'lead, and a few other necessaries, and
accompanied the Cossacks to the fair, in the hope of meeting
his old companions, the Toungouz. They were there, delighted
to see him, and he having been provided with a packet of
powder for each man, was again admitted as a brother, and
invited to accompany them to hunt the sable. At the end
of three days the fair broke up, when he said goodbye to
his countrymen, and started with the Toungouz on their
homeward journey. This time he acquired a knowledge of
the southern side of the Yablonoi, and discovered a short route
to the sable-hunting ground far down towards the mouth
of the Amoor. Having spent another season sable-hunting,
he retuned with his companions to the fair, and then to
the Zavod, bringing much valuable information about the
different people dwelling on the banks of the Amoor, and
opened up a road into a valuable fur-producing country.
This exile was sent a third time with instructions to
penetrate into the regions on the south side of the Amoor,
during the sable-hunt,ing season, and return in time to
accompany the Toungouz to the fair. They, however,
arrived, but he was not with them, nor was he ever heard
of afterwards. After him several convicts escaped down
the river, but no one returned to tell his story, and it is
supposed that they were killed.
I n ,1848 it was decided to explore the Amoor, when an
officer, with four Cossacks, were sent in the spring of that
year on an expedition down the river in a boat; they were
EE
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armed and provisioned, and it. was hoped that this small
party might be permitted to pass unmolested. He also
carried instruments for making observations, a telescope,
and a quantity of gold coin. It was well known that great
jealousy existed among the Chinese authorities; that they
always endeavoured to stop the Cossacks pursuing game
into their territory, and it was only the dread of their deadly
rifies that enabled them to escape from superior numbers.
The officer was instructed to avoid coming in contact with
the authorities, if possible; to examine their towns and
villages from a distance, but not to enter them. He was
desired to conciliate the people on every opportunity, and he
carried various articles for presents. It was expected that
this party would accomplish the object, if permitted to proceed, in about nine months, and, if stopped, that they
would speedily return.
Time passed on, and nine months had elapsed ; but there
were no tidings of the officer and his men. During the
winter the Cossacks inquired from all the Orotchons who
attended the fairs, if these men had been seen; but no one
could give any tidings about them. The Tongouz sablehunters were promised a reward if they could find them, or
learn if they were detained by the Chinese; but all efforts
proved fruitless. I n 1852 an application was made by the
Governor of Kiachta to the Cliinese governor in Ourga,
stating that an officer and four men had deserted, carrying
away with them a large sum in gold and several instruments;
that they had descended the Amoor, and it was believed that
they had been captured by the Chinese officers, and were
detained in one of the towns. If so, the Russian Government desired that they should be delivered up, either at
Kiachta, or at any of the forts on the frontier. This produced no results, and I have good reason to believe that
they have never been heard of.
The Governor-General of Oriental Siberia determined to
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explore the Amoor, and in 1854 a great expedition was
organised by him for that object. It was on such a scale that
the Chinese could neither check his progress nor prevent
him taking possession of the north bank of the river. I n
less than six weeks the whole of this vast region, including
the country between the Amoor and the Russian frontier to
the horth of the Yablonoi, had changed masters; it had
now fallen into strong hands, and before the end of the year
the entire Chinese army could not have dislodged the small
body of Cossacks placed in position. General Mouravioff had
seized on all the points which his keen eye and practical
experience told him were necessary for the security of the
new acquisition.
Russia has now got possession of the great water-course,
and the only one through which access from the sea to the
vast plains and mountain districts of Central Asia can be
obtained; the Lena, the Yenissey, and the Ob being
sealed in the Arctic Ocean. This is a great water-way,
extending more than 2,200 miles into the eastern portion
of the empire, with its outlet into the Pacific. It will
also open up a water communication into the vast region
bordering on the Sea of Japan, and up to the great deserts
of Gobi. It is the commencement of a new era for Siberia:
foreign produce will flow in by this channel, and Siberian
products will pass through it to the ocean, and thence
to other nations. Many of the resources of the country
that have long lain dormant will now be called into active
operation, and an industrious and intelligent population
will spring up whcre ignorance and indolence have long held
sway.
Innmediately after the junction of the Argoun and Shilka,
the Amoor enters a narrow valley, with lofty slate crags
extending along the shore, and sometime8 rising from the'
water's edge. I n other places these rocks recede, leaving
rich meadow land stretching out between t.he river and their
ElsP
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base. After passing these rocky cliffs, the Mou-koon-doi
enters the Amoor from the north: it is a broad stream, and
.
pours a considerable body of water into the river. The hills
slope down to the valley, and form meadow land stretching
along the bank; many small rivulets flow from the hills and
cross the level tracts, in which the anglers would find plenty
of sport.
Some miles further down is the small river Koude-khan :
the country is wooded in the vicinity; pines and larches
predominate, and various shrubs are growing along the
- bank. Here is stationed the first Manjour frontier guard.
The men have not a very formidgble appearance, and a
pointed pole, with a bow and arrows, are but poor weapons
against a Cossack rifle. The flat meadows along t,he bank
produce excellent hay ; many of the small valleys could be
used for pastures, and some for agriculture. The valley of
t,hc Ampor becomes wider near the river Yapan, and is
covered with clumps of white birch, pine, and larch trees.
Along the foot of the slopes several lakes extend for a considerable distance ; these are probably formed by inundation.
The next river is the blon-gholia; this falls into the
Amoor from the north; and here begins a great stretch
of meadow land on both banks: in some parts it is covered
with long grass, and many wild boars are found in this
portion of the valley. To the sportsman it will afford
great excitement; but boar hunting is attended with some
risk, as many of the animals are of large size.
The Ama-zara is a largexiver that falls into the Amoor
from the north, having its source high up in the Yablonoi
chain ; near its mouth there is a village of Orotchons. Beyond this the north bank of the Amoor is formed by lofty
and picturesque slate cliffs, and these extend as far as the
Aon-khan. This river has its source in the high summits
of the Yablonoi, and along the bank of this stream the
Toungouz hnve made a route to one of the affluents of
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the Oleckmi and the Alda-noo - their favourite hunting
grounds for the Alain. After passing the Aou-k han the valley
of the Amoor becomes 'kider, and the shores are flat,.wvith
several islands in the river covered with shrubs.
The Elin-tchnoi falls into the Amoor on the south : the
Cossacks have given it this name from the red pine growing
on its bank, which produces a resin that gives out a strong
aromatic scent when burning -they call it the " holy oil."
A few miles below is the mouth' of the Ouran-tche, that
comes from the north; the country through which it runs
is flat and well wooded, and in parts fine open pastures
where cattle might graze. Beyond, the valley-of the Amoor
changes; the hills on each side rise higher and are overtopped by conical mountains, wooded to their summits; and
these the Cossacks have named " Med-vajaya Sopkas," on
account of so many bears being found here. It is a great
hunting ground for both the Orotchons and Cossacks : the
latter come here from the forts on the .Argoun. Below this
place the valley opens out wider, and islands are formed in
'the river; one extends four miles in length from the mouth
of the Koude-khan to the Monas-tirke rivers. The latter
takes its name from a monastery built on its banks by the
Cossacks, in 1671. The district is famed for its sables and
squirrels.
Many Orotchons and Manynrgs live in this part of the
valley. The meadows extend for three miles in breadth, up
' to the foot of the wooded slopes on the north and south, and
numerous small lakes are scattered over the surface. These
tracts of meadow land stretch along the water for many miles,
to the mouth of the Oldoi-ya, and a little above this there is
a Cossack post. This river is of considerable magnitude;
it has its source in the Yablonoi Mountains, near to some of
the affluents of the Oleckma. Below the Oldoi-ya the Amoor
makes a considerable bend towards the south-east, where the
valley becomes narrower, and the river is divided by islarids
E E 3
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into three streams, which take the names of Tchar-pel, Daunon, and Gonau.
The Gonau branch makes a great curve to the northward,
extending over fourteen miles, and at its lower end stands
the Cossack post, at the mouth of the Koto-mang-da. The
Bour-gatche is nearly opposite the Cossack post; and fmm
this point the Amoor turns more to the southward: the
banks are high and abrupt, and the mountains recede on
each side, giving a broad expanse to the valley. Looking
downwar&, the river assumes the appearance of a lake
studded with islands, and in the distance high mountain
summits are visible.
A few miles further down the river is Albazin, 103 milea
from Oust-Strelkai-Karaoul; this was the first Russian fortress and settlement on the Amoor. It stands on the site of
an ancient Toungouz town, and derives its name from Albazq
a Daourian Prince who lived there. Several attempts were
made to penetrate into the region beyond the Yablonoi by
these pioneers-the hunters and Cossacks-and some of them
had reached the Amoor, and others the upper branches of
the Zeya. Each party found an almost inexhaustible supply
of animals, such as were valuable for their fur, as we'll as
those'proper for food. It was not, however, till the year
1643 that a party of Cossack hunters crossed the Yablonoi,
reached the Amoor, and descended to the sea. After their
success, and the reported wealth of the region, it was decided
that a settlement should be made on the Amoor. In the year
1650, Khabaroff was dispatched from Yakoutsk, with s body
of Cossacks, to select a position on the Arnoor, and fortify
themselves in it. After a difficult march these warriors
reached the river; and having made a careful examination of
several localities, Albazin was chosen, as affording most of
the requisites for such an establishment-wood, water, and
good pastures.
In 1551 the fort mas completed, and its position corn-
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manded all the approaches. A numerous body of hunters
followed the Cossacks, and took up their abode here. Thue
the town sprang up rapidly, and before the hunting season,
sufficient dwellings were erected to shelter all the inhabitants. This ddditional force of mell-armed men rendered
their post quite secure, and no body of Chinese troop8
could dislodge them. When the hunting season came round,
these men dispersed in every direction, and game was found
in abundance.

Manyam Boy and Girl.

Orotchons, Manyargs, m d some other tribes, who live
by the produce of their forests, deemed this an intrusion on
their domains. But the Cossacks and hunters looked upon
the territory as their own, and wherever sables could be
obtained, there they followed their pursuit. As the animals
became less numerous in the forests around, they descended
the Amoor, and drove the natives from their hunting
grounds, often committing other depredations.
E
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Year after year these men oppressed the people, and
others of a worse character sought here escape from the
punishment which awaited them in Siberia. Thus a
number of daring and desperate characters were ever ready
for mischief; and when the hunt failed the&, they did not
l~esitateto appropriate any property at hand. At length they
became more daring, crossed the Amoor, pillaged the villages, and set the Chinese authorities a t defiance. Remonstrances were frequently made by the Chinese, but without
any avail; and each year, as the hunters had to proceed
further to obtain the animals, their labour became more
severe. Even by great exertion they could not always
obtain a sufficient supply to satisfy their rapacity. When
this happened, a large body scoured the country and plundered every tribe on their route.
These proceedings roused all the ire of the Celestials,
and in 1657 an army from the Central Flowery Land sat
down before Albazin and summoned the garrison $0 surrender thefort and leave the country, taking their arms and
property. To this they sent a defiance; and the Chinese
general commenced operations by erecting batteries on an
island fronting Albazin.
The ruins of these works still
exist, and they are of considerable extent. I shall not
attempt any description of the siege, cr repeat the traditions
that have been handed down, and which may be still heard
when sitting around a Cossack camp fire. It is only
necessary to say that the siege lasted till late in 1658, nearly
two years, to prove that the defence was a determined one,
and that want of provisions alone colripelled the Cossacks to
surrender. They marched out, however, with their arms,
and returned into Siberia, the Chinese anny attending them
across the frontier; and Albazin mas destroyed. All the
prisoners taken during the siege were sent to Pekin, and
hence in after years Russia stipulated to send a mission to
give spiritual instmction to the Cossacks of Albazin.

The valuable furs that were obtained in this region and
were constantly being bartered at the different Yermaks on
the frontier, were too tempting to many of the wild spirits
who had been driven out. I n 1665 a number of hunters
descended the ~ k o o to
r Albazin, and some of them restored
their old habitations. This time they mere more prudent,
avoiding the hunting grounds frequented by the natives;
and thus they were left in peace. I n 1670. Neliifir
Tchernigovsky organised a small body of men at Kerenska,
and descended the Amoor. On his arrival at Albazin he
found it occupied by the few hunters, but they were living
among the ruins. As he knew that in its present state he
could not hold it if the Chinese came to dispute possession,
he set about restoring the fort. The works went on
without molestation, and in due time were finished. It was
soon made known in Siberia that Albazin mas restored, and
this induced numbers to join the little garrison.
I n about two years Tchernigovsky had more men under
his command tlian were engaged in the first siege, and he
kept them under control, avoiding as much as possible all
intercourse with the %Ianjours. Under his command the
place flourished, and the Chinese perceived that it would
endanger their power. This induced them to build the
town of Ai-goon on the Middle Amoor, to counteract its
effect, and, if possible, force the Russians to leave their
territory.
On the 4th of June, 1685, the Chinese army appeared
before the town, and took up their former position om
the island. The general had a large force, and, as the
batteries had not been destroyed, he was soon ready for
t,he attack. Tolbouzin was appointed to the command in
Albazin; the place was put in the best possible state for
defence, -but the Chinese outnumbered his men ten to one.
On the 22nd the enemy made an assault, when Tolbouzin
and his garrison defended the town with the utmost bravery
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for several days; subsequently however, perceiving that it
was impossible to hold it against such numbers, he withdrew in the night. The Chinese entered the fort the following day, and again levelled the works ; having accomplished
this, they retreated to Ai-goon.
Tolbouzin left scouts to watch their movements, and
when informed of their departure, he marched back to
Albazin. On the 7th of August he began restoring the fort;
and before the winter set in, w a ~
in a position to defend
the town. During the cold season he made preparations
$ox another struggle, and endeavoured to render his post
impregnable. The snow and ice stopped the return of the
Chineae, but he learned that their next campaign would be
on a greater scale, as they were determined to destroy the
Muscovites.
Early in the spring of 1686 the Celestials commenced
their preparations; the whole of the Amoor flotilla was
collected to take a part in the coming struggle and aid in
the complete annihilation of the Russians. Long before
t h e i sailed Tolbouzin knew that' the Chinese general had
collected an overwhelming force, but, great as was its
numbers, he mas not daunted, and his officers and men
determined never to yield. When the ice broke up on the
Amoor, supplies were sent from Nertchinsk, and his little
garrison were soon provisioned for the siege. I t was the
last week in June when the Chinese land forces marched
into their position before the town ; their naval expedition
arrived ct few days later.
On the 2nd of July the enemy began his operations
against the town, using both- his land and naval forces;
but without making any impression on the besieged. Both
the attack and defence mere conducted with the utmost
bravery for several weeks, and Tolbouzin was killed. This
was a great loss to the Cossacks; but it gave hope to the
Chinese, and they pressed on the siege with more vigour.

-.

The command in Albazin now devolved on an oEcer named
Beaton, and he continued to hold the place against the
Celestials in spite of all their efforts, till severe losses and
the approach of winter compelled them to retire to their encampment. This determined defence had not been maintained without loss, a8 many Cossacks were killed: the
survivors were, however, left in peace throughout the winter.
In the following spring Beaton received reinforcements
and provisions from Nertchinsk, and prepared for another
obstinate defence. The siege was again renewed as soon as
the season permitted, and was continued throughout the
summer; but the Chinese gained no advantage. Notwithstanding the great superiority of the htter in numbers, winter
found Beaton and his Cossacks still unconquered and in possession. He held Albazin for a period of two years, until
the winter of 1688, and then retired, after having defended
the place against ten times his force. Beaton gave the
Celestials many proofs of his bull-dog courage, showing that
it does not evaporate even in the wilds of Asia; and I have
the best authority for saying that he w d an 'Englishman.
On the 27th of August, 1689, a treaty was concluded at
Nertchinsk between the Russians and Chinese, by which
Russia was compelled to surrender all her settlements in
Manjouria; it was stipulated that neither power should
occupy Albazin, and a boundary was defined from the Baikal
to the Sea of Okhotsk. Other disputes arose, and as it was
found impossible to prevent the Siberian hunter from pursuing his avocation beyond the prescribed limits, a second treaty
was concluded from Chinese dictation, in June, 1728. At
that period Chinese authority predominated, and Russia was
subjected to numerous insults, and his Celestial Majesty
believed that she was his vassal.
What a change has come over the scene since Khabaroff
and his Cossacks were apparently imitating the old buccaneers! and tradition has handed down to the present
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h c e s on the Amoor an account of the plundering and
.piratical conduct of these men, whose names even yet cause
a dread. I n this year of grace 1860, Russia's power in
these regions is not in idea, but in fact. One hundred and
.thirty-two years have elapsed since her Cossacks, after performing prodigies of valour, were compelled to retreat from
their settlements on the Amoor. In 1854 the descendants
of these men took possession of this great river, from its
commencement to the sea, and added nearly half of Manjouria to the Russian empire; and this was accomplished in
Jess than six weeks. Were it now either necessary or politic,
.Moumvioff, with his Cossacks, could pitch his celestialp/'\i
- .born Majesty, mandarins, pigtails, and all, into the Gulf
,
'
4 ',, ' \ ., . s f Pe-tche-lee.
Albazin will, I have no doubt, assume a new importance: its situation is good, surrounded by rich pastures
where great herds of cattle can find food, and agriculture may be introduced into some of the valleys. Sables
and squirrels are numerous in the vicinity. The forests
assume anothe~aspkct here ; the Siberian character has given
place to a more European type. Oaks clothe the mountain
slopes, elms stretch forth their branches, and the ash pushes
out her graceful foliage, while the hazel and wild rose cover
the forest with underwood : all these objects will recall to
$he mind of the emigrant his European home.
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CHAP. XVII.
THE UPPER ABfOOR.

THE Amoor expands in width immediately below Albazin,
and the islands become numerous, rendering the navigation
extremely difficult. When settlements are established at
and near Albazin, the Russian peasant will soon make himself acquainted with the difficulties of the navigation, and
become a pilot in the river. I n fact, it will be a wise
arrangement if the Government were to direct attention to
this subject.
There are many villages of Rlanyargs in the country
between Albazin and the Pango-the latter falls into the
Amoor from the south-and again about the river Semelke.
The pencipal occupations of the men are fishing and
hunting; the first is usually performed with a spear when
taking large fish, and the latter with a very rude Chinese
rifle. Still, with these implements they obtain both fish and
sables.
Although horses are not numerous among these people,
they treat them as do the Kirghis, leaving them to provide
their own food in winter by scraping the snow from off the
ground. They have no idea of making hay. Their conduct
towards the women does not differ from that of .their
brethren in the steppes. All the hard work, putting up the
yourts, making clothing, cutting the mood in the forests,
and d;awing it home, devolves upon the female, and is never
ended; whereas, when the man returns from either fishing
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or the chase, he puts down his weapons and remains a t
rest.
Before reaching the Koukou-khan the Amoor turns
to the south, and then makes a great bend towards
the north. In this part there are many islands covered
with cheromika, and the sandstone rocks form in many
places a bold shore. The valley of Tchal-bouet runs from
the Amoor to the northward, where the river of the same

name bas its source among the lower hills at the foot of
the Yablonoi. Some twelve or fifteen miles below this
is the place where Admiral Pouteatine was obliged to leave
the steamer in which he ascended the Amoor, in August,
1855: it was found impossible to proceed higher, as thii
part of the river is obstructed by a bar. There is a large
mass of sandstone here, which rises to a considerable elevation, and juts far out into the Atnoor. Under the shelter of
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this rock the steamer waa moored, and for the protection
which it afforded their " Little Hope," the Russians have
given it the steamer's name, 'L Maloi Nadejda."
The bar will prove a great obstacle to the navigation
hereabouts, as there is only three feet of water for the
summer months; in the spring it has ten feet, but this is
only for a short period, while the snow-water is running
from the mountains, when every river and stream is
pouring down its contents to smell the great Amoor.
Below Nadejda the banks disclose their sandstone formation,
but no striking features are exhibited before reaching the
mouth of the Bou-renda, which enters the Amoor from the
north., It is a fine valley, in which the Cossacks, under'
Khabaroff, formed a settlement, and this, like their other
positions, shows that it was selected with judgment. The
post here commands a fertile valley, stretching far up among
the hills, and affords good pastures, as well as access into a
region abounding in game; while in the river they could
obtain an unlimited supply of fish.
Leaving the Bou-renda, the river still runs on between its
sandstone banks, above which are seen forests of poplars,
elms, and the black birch, with broad spaces of what appears
good pasture land. There are many Manyargs living on
the banks of the numerous small rivers which fall into
the Amoor; also on the banks of the Bour-gali, that
comes from the south; shortly after passing which it
makes a great turn towards the north-east, and islands
appear, some of them thickly covered with willows. For
about twenty-five miles below Bour-gali the Amoor runs
in a more southerly direction, and then it makes a great
curve towards the south-west, receiving many smnll rivere
coming from the south. Below this place the Amoor expands considerably; where it has scooped out its course
in the sandstone dlies, several islands have been formed,
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which are covered with cheromika and other shrubs. The
country is also well wooded, and produces a luxuriant
vegetation.
At the lower end of the curve the Bou-sou-lee enters
the Amoor from the north-east: on the opposite, or now
Manjourian, side of the river there are high cliffs, extending
for many miles, and numerous islands are dotted over the
broad stream, giving it the appearance of a lake. The
scenery on this part of it is better than higher up, but
there is nothii~gparticularly striking excepting the broad
stream flowing slowly on. Further down is the Gerbelyak, another broad stream flowing from the north-east,
having its rise in the mountain chain which divides the
upper d u e n t s of the Zeya from the Amoor. The country
is more open, with clumps of trees dotted over the valley,
and several Manyarg families dwell in the vicinity.
Beyond the Gerbel-yak the Amoor takes a course due
south to the mouth of the second Bou-sou-lee, and here the
country greatly improves. Broad valleys extend far to the
north-east, and vegetation assumes a new aspect. The trees
of Siberia have become nearly extinct, and everything betokens a more genial clime. The valley of the Augan. is
of considerable extent, is rich in pastures and beautiful
woodland scenes. It is a favourite spot of the Manyargs,
who have adopted more pastoral habits than any of their race
higher up the river. Great numbers of ponies are bred by
these people, and the country is well adapted for grazing.
The Cossack and Russian will not be slow in taking
advantage of this locality, and, ere many years are passed,
the hill-sides will be seen waving with fine crops of corn,
while the valley will be covered with herds of cattle. It is
true that the animal whose furs make their present wealth
will disappear before civilisation and agriculture; but
a settled population will rise up and aid in developing its
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resources. The hunter will then have to seek his furs in
the upper region of the Zeya.
As the wild animal disappears wherever man takes up
his abode, so will it be with the present races; and their
means of obtaining a livelil~oodwill be rendered ten times
more difficult than at present. They will have to seek it in
a wilder district, subject to many vicissitudes which they

now cscape ; the introduction of wodky will accomplish
the rest.
Between the Angan and the mouth of the Onon the
river runs through a granite region for about thirty miles.
There are but few islands in this part, and the water rolls
on in one great stream about half a mile in width, and in
FF
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some parts seventy feet in depth. The Onon is a large
river, running in a very wide valley that stl.etches out into
meadow land of great extent, and several Manyarg villages
are scattered over it. This is another fine position which
an industrious population will speedily render valuable.
The natives remain here through the winter, living in their
settlements, about three miles above the mouth of the Onon,
and in summer they take up their abode in yourts on an
island, of which there are several close a t hand, and all are
covered with cheromika.
After passing this river a broad strip of meadow land
stretches out on both banks of the Arnoor; that on the
north-east slopes down to the water's edge, and on the other
the granite crops out in low cliffs. The meadows are dotted
over with clumps of elm, black birch, and poplar, giving
them a park-like appearance. About eight miles below the
Onon is Tsa-ga-yan, a succession of granite masses that
rise up close to the water, having a flat shore at both ends
covered with timber. These are named by the Chinese
Tcha-kha-yan-Khada, or the " boundary cliffs." The river
is more than half a mile in width at this place, and becomes
rapid, which proved somewhat dangerous to the expedition
in 1854. Some of the barges got into a strong current, and
one was carried ashore, where she was in danger of being
broken up. Fortunately the commander had a strong
force at his disposal, and 400 Cossacks were set to work to
discharge the cnrgo, when they got her off without much
damage.
The shores of the river continue low for a long distance,
as far as Cape Ele-Khan, which the Russians have named
Cape Kosekavitch in honour of a naval officer of my acquaintance, who is now Governor of the Amoor. The
summit of the hill that forms this cape is covered with
fine trees that descend in patches down its slopes, more like
the work of an Asiatic gardener than Madame Nature,
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who has here produced some beautiful bits of woodland
scenery. On the opposite or west side the rocks rise into
high cliffs, named Van-ym; after passing these the river
turns to the south-west and forms two great curves, in both
of which there are the mouths of small streams. Then it
takes a course nearly due south through a more fertile
region, where the valleys stretch out into plains, extending
for many miles up to the foot of the mountains. A
luxuriant vegetation covers the ground, and clumps of
trees are scattered over the valleys, while the hills are
clothed with oak and other timber.
It may be said, and with truth, that this country has
charms for every class; the agriculturist and the grazier
would look upon it with delight in anticipation of the crops
and herds of fat cattle it would produce; the horticulturist
would view its sloping hills, and think of the clusters
hanging on his vines and the vintage which would ensue in
a country where the grape is indigenous; and the florist
would be charmed with the variety and beauty of its flora ;
the miner would scan the mountains and think of the
mineral wealth they contain; and the sportsman could
indulge in his favourite pursuit of almost every kind of
feathered and large game, from a woodcock to a tiger;
while the lover of nature would gaze on the great stream
and its accompanying scenes with admiration.
Below Van-yan the river has a moderately straight course .
for a long distance, and then makes a sudden tu+n, after
which it expands, and then runs among a complete labyrinth of islands formed near the mouth of the Koomar. On
reaching this spot the scene changes; great numbers of
Manyargs are seen skimming over the water in their light
boats, and Manjour merchants are observed plying their
trade.
The Koomar is the greatest affluent of the Upper Amoor,
which falls into it from the Daourian side. It has its source
F F 2

in the Eke-gou-Kooda Mountains, near their northern end,
that abuts on the Amoor, to the east of the Argoun.
Some of my friends from the mines of Nertchinsk have
visited these mountains, and have descended into the upper
valleys of the Koomar, and thus they have obtained a knomledge of the mineral wealth of this region, which will never
be productive in the hands of the Chinese. The river is
little short of 600 miles in length, more than one-half of
which is -navigable, and the upper part of the valley is
inhabited by Daourians, who are engaged in agricultural
pursuits and in the breeding of cattle.
There are two yermaks held near the mouth of the
Koomar; one begins on the 1st of December, and the other
on the 10th of March. To the first of these fairs the Manjour authorities go to receive the tribute of furs that
the Manyargs have to pay. Manjourian merchants from
Daouria also attend to barter their wares for the produce
of the hardy hunter's rifle. They bring Chinese goods,
consisting of coarsely-printed or dyed dabi, common silks,
tea, salt, rice, millet, tobacco, powder, and lead; also that
abominable stinking stuff, Chinese brandy. Lead and powder
are the essentials for the hunter; but the merchant tries to
tempt him first with his other wares, and, if possible, obtain
all his skins before he has supplied himself with the means
of obtaining more. If he succeeds in this, the man is in his
power, and no usurer in civilised life could fleece him better.
Although professing great benevolence, and a parental affection for the poor fellow, he does not fail to read him a
severe lecture on his improvidence. After this his conscience permits him to demand two sable skins for the hunter's ammunition ; more than one hundred times its value.
The Daourians from the valley of the Koomar attend
the fair with their agricultural produce, and the Cossacks
from the Argoun go there in March, carrying powder and
lead, with a few articles of Russian produce, which they
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barter for sable and squirrel skins. The latter pass current among these people as money, and anything can be
purchased with them. The tax which the hunter pays to
the Manjourian authorities here is the same I found them
paying on the southern slopes of the Altai, viz. a sable skin
t~nnually. None of the Manyargs under twenty years of
age is called upon to contribute to his celestial Majesty's
coffers; after that age no excuse is permitted-every person must deliver his sable skin, and those who do not hunt
barter for them with the Manjourian merchants at the rate
of seventy squirrel skins for a sable. Nor are the people
taken as soldiers before the age of twenty or after forty;
having attained the latter age, they are free.
The religion of the Manyargs is Shamanisim. They are
exceedingly superstitious, and the priests possess great power
over them, influencing all their actions, even in their domestic and family intercourse.
.
Some of the islands at the mouth of the Koomar are of
considerable extent; a few are covered with willows, and
many others with cheromika. One is meadow land, with
good pastures : on this were the Manjourian guard, consisting of three officers and a body of Chinese troops. They
are stationed here in summer, and in winter they return to
Ai-goon. Khabaroff was here in 1652, and built a small
fort on one of the islands; some of the remains still exist.
This was after his establishment at Albazin.
The banks of the river oppositethe mouth of the Koomar
attain a considerable elevation; and one part is remarkable
both for its appearance and name. This is a mass of volcanic
rocks thrown up in rugged crags, but in most picturesque
forms, and i t bears the name of " Long-tor" among the
Manyargs. By the Manjourians it is called Da-o-she-Khada.
Long-tor has no connection either with Daourian, Manjourian, or any other Asiatic language, and thus it seems
strange to find it here. The only way in which I can
rr 3

account for it is this:-Beaton
(whose name I believe was
Beatson) was here on the 12th of March, 1686, and it is
probable that he remained some time in the fort which
Khabaroff had built, standing directly opposite this singular
rocky mass. He may have thought that it resembled some
of the rocky cliffs in his own land, designated by the word
" Tor," not uncommon in Derbyshire, and thus, as a re-

membrancc of his native home, he may have called i t
" Long-tor " on account of its ext.ent,. At all events, thc
name is significant.
Unfortunately, like many others, this appellation has
been changed, for that of a young man who accompanied
the expedition. Now it is Capc " Bibikoff; " I much
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fear that this case will be no exception to the rule, '(that
a bad name requires no care," and thus Long-tor may
be lost. From the lower end of these cliffs a strip of
meadow land extends for about six miles along the bank
of the Amoor, till it reaches the mouth of the Bele-yan,
which runs from the high land dividing the Zeya and the
valley of the Amoor. It is a small river running in a broad
valley, m-here pastures, covered with rich herbage, extend
far up among the hills; but a t present there are no cattle
to crop the luxuriant grass.
Below Bele-yan it rims for some distance between rocky
shores, with a wooded country on each side, and islands are
still found, covered as usual with cheromika. Before reach.
ing Ouloo-sou Modon it turns to the west, making an enormous curve. I n fact, it encloses n great space, leaving only
a narrow neck of land between the commencement and the
end of the curves, and on this the Karaoul of Ouloo-sou Modon
is placed. This is another Chinese military post, where the
Manjour frontier-guard perform duty during the summer,
usually arriving from Ai-goon in May.
This Karaoul consists ~f three small dwellings for the
officer and his men, and near them a small Temple is built,
fronting the river. It is a Temple of Confucius, and close to
its entrance were two yew trees, with flags suspended from
their branches. The curve encloses a space of about twelve
miles in length, that forms a large area, and a number of
Chinese live here, who are engaged in cutting wood to float
down to Ai-goon. From this place the Amoor runs nearly
due south, and both its shores are covered with forest,
wherein a great number of Chinese were engaged cutting
their winter fuel. The Kerleu falls into the Arnoor on
the right bank; here, larch trees are scattered over the
narrow valley through which this river runs, and a few
conical yourts were seen in the distance.
Below this part it becomes broader, islands are less frePP 4
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quent, and tlie country is more open, with extensive'tracts
of meadow land, that continue with but little change to
the village of Amba Saghalian. Here was a group of poor
dwellings, built of clay and roofed with wood ; and everything
indicated that the people understood little either of cleanliness or comfort. A little further is the village of Dag-ega,
which consists of about forty dwellings, scattered about
under clumps of elms, maples, and acacias, each cottage having its garden. From this point the Amoor runs through a
broad expanse of meadow land, uninterrupted on the left
shore as far as the Khingan Mountains. The character of the
country now changes ; the mountains are no longer covered
with dense forests as on the upper part of the Amoor: here
is a fertile region of vast extent, on which groups of elms,
birches, maples, and acacias are dotted, giving it an appearance, very pleasant to the eye, while everything indicates
that population, under a proper government, is alone wanting to make this part of Asia as valuable as the best portions of Europe.
The Zeya has its outlet on this broad tract, affording
a good means of communication into a vast region on the
north-east. This is by far the largest affluent that falls
into the Upper Amoor; and from its source in the Yablonoi
Mountains, to its mouth, it has a course of more than 700
miles. A river flowing over such a distance presents varied
aspects : the lower and middle regions are capable of sustaining a great population, with vast herds of horses and
cattle; while the upper valleys are clothed with immense
forests abounding in wild animals; and here the hunter
obtains valuable skins. The early Russian explorers of the
Amoor, under Poiyarkoff, in 1643, descended by this valley,
and several Cossack posts were afterwards formed in the
upper region.
At a short distance from the mouth of the river, Zenovioff
commenced building a fort; but the Chinese stopped it,, and
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drove the Russians from all their posts in this country before the fall of Albazin. Although their forts were destroyed
the hunters paid their annual visits to the upper forests and
hunting grounds, whence they derived a considerable amount
of valuable furs; and thus the route was kept open.
In the meantime the Manjours formed permanent settlements on the Zeya, villages were established near its
mouth, and some of the people were sent higher up. Many
of these settlements remain a t the present time, and are inhabited by Manjourians 6nd Daourians, who are occupied in
agriculture and in breeding cattle. This is destined to become a place of commerce in the hands of the Russians, who
will develop its resources, and before long its mountain chains
will be explored by intelligent engineers. Its mineral
wealth will then be ascertained, and whatever is valuable
will be extractecl, to add to the other resources of this enormous territory. Iron was discovered while the Cossacks
occupied the country; it will be of vast importance to the
settlements on the Amoor.
The mouth of the Zeya, a t its junction with the Amoor,
is about 1,100 yards in width, and pours in a vast flood to
swell the already great river. On the right, or Chinese
bank of the Anloor, stands the Manjourian villages of
Khona-Khour-Kha and Tong-don ; below these is the village
of Ovour-Toxso, opposite to which is a large island, separated from the Manjourian shore by a narrow arm. Beyond,
the bank becomes more elevated and rocky, and here are
t,he settlements of Bordo and Nertchu. In short, lower
down the country is thickly populated; villages and dwellings may be observed nestling under woods and clumps
of tr.ees as far as the eye can reach, while cattle and horses
are seen grazlng on the pastures. These people live in a
fine climate and a fertile region.
Blagovestchinsk is intended to be the chief town on the
Amoor. The site selected is a short distance below the
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mouth of the Zeya, on the left or Russian bank of the
river. This is an excellent situation, in the midst' of a
numerous population, occupied tilling the ground, on which
they have been long established. The Governor-General
has made a wise selection, as here he secures an industrious
people already prepared to his hands, who, I hope, will be
better treated by their new masters than they were by their
Manjourian rulers, who are notorious for their cruelty and
extortion.
When Khabaroff descended the Amoor in 1651, he
found three towns, each having a fort, about twenty miles
below ihe mouth of the Zeya. They were governed by
three Daourian Princes-Tou-roon-ga, Tolga, and Omou-tae.
These men tried to stop his descent, but it mas unavsiling; he took the fortresses, destroyed them, and burnt
the towns, after which he proceeded on his voyage. On
the place where the first of these forts stood is the village
of Djoue-aikho, and this is the ancient site of Ai-goon, or
Saghalisn-Oula-Khoton." In 1685 this was deserted, and
the new town was erected on a more eligible situation, four
miles lower down, on the right bank of the river. On
approaching Saghalian-Ouls-Khoton numerous villages are
seen on both banks of the river, each house having its
garden, and agriculture seems to be the occupation of
the inhabitants. Before reaching the town the village of
Sir-khan-tse-toxo is passed on the left bank, and almost immediately opposite is Eldijo Tadea.
This is the harbour, and immediately below is the town
of Saghalian-Oula-Khoton, or Ai-goon, the head-quarters of
the Chinese Amoor fleet, which consists of thirty-six boats
of various sizes, some of them able to carry five tong, the
others considerably smaller. These will do but little should
they ever enter into a contest with the Russian armed
steamers. Ai-goon is the seat of government for the whole
of the Upper Amoor, from the commencement of the river
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at the mouth of the Argoun, t o the Rhingan Mountains.
Its influence extends over a distance of more than 800 miles ;
indeed, until recently reached beyond the sources of the
Zeya to the boundary on the Yablonoi. It is now terribly
curtailed in its dimensions and population.
The town stands on a flat piece of land, which stretches
along the bank of the Amoor for a considerable distance, and
the buildings occupy a space of about two miles in length and
600 yards in breadth. A largespace is enclosed in the centre
of the town, that forms the fortress; within this enclosure
stands the Amban, or Governor's house, several Government offices, the courts of jostice, and numerous small
temples. The other streets run parallel to each other, and
are crossed a t right angles, dividing the town into numerous quadrangular plots, occupied by the dwellings of the
inhabitants. The houses are built of wood, and are nearly
similar to those I have described in Maiina-tchin. As in
almost all Chinese towns, the buildings are only one story
in height; and although there are many temples to Confucius here,'there is no remarkable feature to attract the
attention of the traveller.
The river is about one mile in width, with an island
opposite the lower part of the t o m , on which a fortress
formerly stood. This was built after Khabaroff had destroyed those higher up. Immediately below Ai-goon there
are villages scattered over tohebroad belts of meadow land
that extend along the banks. I n this region vegetation
assumes a more European character ; elms, limes, and poplars
are seen growing among the villages, with occasional clumps
of oak and black birch, while aniong the bushes that fringe
the banks of the river, hazel, briony, and dogwood are found
mingled with others of Daourian type.
The flat plain on the right bank is bounded by a small
mountain chain, called Bal-Iihada, branching from the
Khingan, and which runs nearly parallel with the course
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of the stream. About twenty miles below Ai-goon the
mountains turn to the northward, and terminate on the
river in a high conical mount rising abruptly from it., The
Amoor turns to the left, and has scooped out a deep indentation in the mountain, forming a natural harbour, which
the Chinese have improved and turned into good docks for
their war boats. Here is the large Daourian village of
Khor-mol-djend, and several 'others are seen at a little distance from the river. A large island has been formed
nearly opposite these villages, on which the wild grapes
of the Amoor were found flourishing most luxuriantly,
and my friend Colonel Korsakoff, who partook of them,
assured me of their excellent flavour and sweetness. The
cork tree was also growing on this island, the only spot on
which it had then been found on the Amoor. The ground
was covered with the lilies of the valley in full bloom,
filling the air with their fragrance.
After passing Bal-Khada, a mountain chain is seen to
the south, but so far in the distance that at times it is lost
in haze, while the great plain that extends in that direction seems like a sea of herbage waving to and fro in the
breeze. On the left bank there are no elevations visible ; it
is one uninterrupted plain, stretching out till it appears to
dissolve into vapour. Here are rich pastures, on which tens
of thousands of cattle can find food, and where corn and
other agricultural produce can be grown to an almost unlimited extent. Such is the nature of the county nearly as
far as the mouth of the Nurnan.
This river is one of the great affluents of the Upper
Amoor, and it falls into it by two mouths on the left side;
it has its source in the most northern part of the Khingan
Mountains, and receives many aflluents in its course. A
little to the west of the Numan low hills appear, in which
there are a few ravines thickly wooded, but no trees grow
on the hills. The mouth of this river was selected by the
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Governor-General for one of the first settlements on the
Amoor, and now a Russian town is rising on the site.
Timber for building purposes is obtained in the upper
valleys of the Numan ; an inexhaustible supply of fire-wood
can also be floated down the river. The water and the
climate is good,- the vegetation luxuriant; the place is
surrounded by good pastures, and the entire country well
adapted for agriculture. There is every requisite on this
spot to render the population comfortable and even wealthy.
Shortly after leaving the Numan the stream becomes
studded with islands, and on the right bank rises the
Marma chain, which extends along the river, sometimes
close to the water, and then the hills recede, leaving extensive plains well suited for cultivation. On the left
bank there are several lakes, some villages and small
settlements, and the people are engaged in tilling the
land and hunting. Still farther down on both sides the
hills rise up into slopes, which are covered with a, rich
vegetation ; and here the people follow their agricultural
pursuits. These elevations continue along the river till they
terminate abruptly at n high cliff, named Cape " Sverbeef."
Here is another folly of the Russian geographer; he has
robbed a rugged cliff of its characteristic name, and has
substituted one of perfect insignificance. Who in after
years will care to know that this was named after a stripling who accompanied the expedition? I sincerely hope
that His Imperial Majesty will issue an order to stop this
desecration of ancient names, or few places in his new
acquisition will remain unappropriated.
Beyond Cape Sverbeef the Amoor runs in mountain
channels, sometimes between high cliffs, and then again
between slopes covered with dense forests. There are many
inhabitants in the small valleys; they are chiefly of the
Daourian race, and occupy themselves in cultivating the
soil and in killing animals for their skins. Having passed
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through the hills, the river continues its course along a
channel near two miles in width. The mountains recede on
each side, and form extensive tracts of meadow, which
terminate in a wide valley. At the end of this the Oubera falls into the Amoor on the right bank, and here is
stationed the Manjour frontier-guard. Shortly after pasing
this place it enters the gorge in the Khingan Mountains, in which its bed is reduced to about half a mile in
width, but its pent-up flood now qttains a depth of 70 feet,
and rushes on with increased rapidity. The cliffs on each
side are riot of great elevation, except a t a few points,
but this enormous body of water rolling onward for more
than 60 miles and dashing against the rocks, has a sublime effect.
Although the cliffs are not high, the mountain slopes
rise very abruptly to a great elevation, and many of them
are covered with larch and pine, while oak, elm, and birch
form extensive forests. ~ ta short
'
distance from the end of
this rapid are two islands; one is a mass of red rock, fringed
with shrubs, and the other is lower, and covered with trees.
A few miles beyond the.gorge of the Khingan the river
turns to the eastward and expands in width, and here is
presented. one of the most characteristic views on the
Amoor. A vast multitude of islands lie scattered over the
river; many are thickly covered with trees, others would
afford good pastures for herds of cattle. These masses are
strewn so thickly over the flood, that the water seems to be
encircling them in a network of silver; nor does it appear an
easy matter to guide a barque through these intricate mazes,
On both sides of the river a vast steppe stretches out till
the sky and the horizon seem blended into one. The plains
commence from the south-eastern slopes of the K h i n p
chain, forming an immense area of country, which appears
never to have been cultivated. The soil is composed of sand
and clay, with a stratum of rich dark mould above, created
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during a succession of ages by decayed vegetable matter, that
has produced a crop of the most luxuriant grass and plants,
--only to be cut down by the frost, and add their portion to
the earth. The bend of the river on this plain is the most
southern point of the Amoor; it is in lat. 47" 42' 18" N.;
under this parallel it runs about sixty miles to the mouth of
the Soungaria, and beyond it turns to the .north-east. The
temperature on these plains is sufficiently warm to produce
almost any vegetation. On the 25th of June the thermometer
stood in the tent at 31"Reau. (102" Fahr.); out in the open
air, in the shade, 27" Reau. (93" Fahr.) ; and in the sun a t
41" Reau. (125" Fahr.) On these plains many birds are found,
which come from Java, Sumatra, and the neighbouring
islands.
About twenty miles below the most southern point the
Amoor divides into several arms, and these run in deep beds,
the banks being from twenty-five to twenty-eight feet above
the water, and in many parts they were covered with a
dense forest of black birches, oaks, and aspens. Lower down,
on the right bank, Russia has established a Cossack post; it
is near the large river Bi-djan, which flows from the Bi-djanvodze chain, having a course of more than 200 miles; it has
cut a deep channel through the plain.
A few miles beyond, the Bi-djan unites into two great
arms; one runs to the south-east and receives the Soungaria. The united streams flow on for a short distance, and
then join the other arm, when they form the great Amoor.
Two small mountain chains bound the valley of the Soungaria; looking up the valley, the river is seen winding its
course towards the mountains on the left, and running some
distance along their base. It then sweeps across the valley
till it reaches the mountains on the right, and gradually approaches the Amoor. On the left bank of the Soungaria,
and near its mouth, stands the village of Djang-djoon, containing a atrong guard of Chinese soldiers and their officers.
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An immense plain commences at the mouth of the Soungaria, which extends along its bank up to the mountains; it
is covered with high grass. Numerous lakes are formed
upon it, and many of them are surrounded by a belt of
bamboos, while others have a clear shore. From. the great
quantity of drift-wood that is strewn over the plain, there
can be no doubt of its' being covered with water during the
high floods in spring, when this will appear a mighty
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stream. When the Soungaria and the Amoor meet, the+
do not mingle; they run on, each in its course, for many
miles. . The water of the latter has a deep tinge of
burnt sienna, but is bright and pellucid; that of the former
has a deep tint of green, caused by minute particles
of vegetable matter, giving it a semi-transparent appearance.
The same phenomenon occurs in some of the large Sibe-
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rian rivers at the latter end of June and in the early part of
July. The whole body of the*water becomes thick with
plants so exceedingly small that they give the water
the appearance of a pile green soup. The Siberians name
this "the flowering of the water." They cautioned me
against drinking it at this period, as it might be attended
with serious consequences. Horses will not touch water
when in this state.
The Soungaria is about a mile and one-third in breadth;
it joins the Amoor by one, not, as it has been supposed,
by two streams. It runs sluggishly on till it flows into
the rapid current of the Amoor, where a considerable commotion is raised by the meeting of the waters. The Soungnria has its source on the north-eastern side of Tchan-boshan, " the great white mountain," as the Chinese name it.
Its course, according to Manjour authority, is not less than
1,000 miles in length, before its junction with the Amoor.
It has five great affluents, one of which, the Noun, has its
source in the south-eastern side of the Eke-gou-Kooda Mountains to the eastward of the Argoun; and this river has a
course of near 500 miles before it joins the Soungaria.
The valley of the Soungaria and those of its affluents are
said to be the most densely populated portions of this part of
the Chinese Empire. Besides the people settled in the numerous t o m s on the banks of the river, there is a great nomade
population engaged in breeding cattle, and the river opens
up a water-way for Russian commerce. There is, however,
;Bere a great drawback to the success of Russia, in the distance
which her European products have to be transported, and the
long winters which close up her inland navigation. Either the
Americans or the English can deposit their manufactures in
the warehouses on the Amoor at one-third of the sum it costs
the Russians. Besides which they can produce their goods at a
cheaper rate, and unless a heavy protective duty is put on all
merchandise arriving by sea Russia will not be able to comGG

pete with the Saxon races. It will be much more profitable
if her merchants are established on the Amoor, to distribute
European mares brought seaward; this too will materially
benefit the people by making' the various articles they
require cheaper, while opening a market for their own products. They who now have to clothe themselves in fish
skin, requiring a long time to prepare, will then be able
to use articles from European looms at one-tenth p a r t of
their cost of production, by which means the resources of
the country will be enabled to keep pace with its progress
in civilisation.
The Manjourian merchants from Elan-Khala, or EtchaKhoton, on the Soungaria, carry on a considerable trade with
the inhabitants of the Amoor. They descend the Soungaria
in large boats laden with Chinese produce, which they
distribute here, charging an enormous price. The g d s
they supply are coarsely-printed calicoes, Chinese silk materials, rice, and millet; also bracelets, ear-rings, tobacco, and
brandy ; for which they receive in exchange valuable furs,
isinglass, and the dried spinal bones of the sturgeon,-the
latter are highly prized in Chinese cookery. The Mangoons
from the Lower Amoor enter into this trade: they collect
the furs from the hunters in every part of the region, and
the other simple products from the people quite down to the
Sea of Okhotsk. With these they ascend the river, bartering
as they proceed, till they reach the Soungaria, and then
ascend to Etcha-Khoton, exchange their commodities,
and return with a Chinese cargo to their winter stations,
where they remain till the following spring. So they pass
their time; one voyage in the year realising enough for all
t,heir wants.
The Manjourians, who ought to be the best judges on
the subject, claim for the Soungaria the honour of being
parent to the Amoor, and say that that part of the river
abovc its mouth is only an affluent.
Although some
'
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discussion on this subject has taken place in the Imperial
Geographical Society of St. Petersburg, I think it may be
fairly inferred that Russia will not seriously dispute the
point with the Chinamen, but leave them to establish the
fact. This being done to their satisfaction, she may then
have a few words to say about a treaty which has ceded to
her the whole c o u n t y north of the Amoor, and presently
find herself possessed of the best and most densely peopled
regions of Manjouria. The immediate establishment of her
posts on the upper waters of the Soungaria will save
her much trouble and expense, which is certain to be incurred a few years hence if they are formed on the spurious
Amoor. Another advantage will also accrue to the Brother
of the Sun -he will have a near neighbour to fly to in case
his fanatical subjects of the north succeed in reaching his
capital.
I shall say a few words on another point touching the
Amoor. A good old proverb, " Give every one his due,"
induces me to put in a word in favour of an old acquaintance.
It has been distinctly stated by a Russian 'authority that
the Onon is the parent of the Amoor, as this river and the
Ingoda form the Shilka, which runs to the head of the
Amoor. Should the Chinese make the Amoor only an
affluent, I cannot help entertaining a different opinion, and
shall claim for it another origin. I apprehend that geographers will admit that the longest branch, measured from the
point where the two rivers unite and form one, taking a new
name, fairly claims the priority, and on this the Keroulun
shall take its stand. The Onon and the Shilka have a
course of 650 miles from the source to Oust-Strelka, whereas
the Keroulun and the Argoun have a course of 850 miles
to the same point where the Argoun and Shilka form the
Amoor.
I t is 209 years this summer since Khabaroff first saw
the Soungaria. He descended the Amoor in 1651, on
ao 2
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an expedition of discovery, and passed the mouth of the
river without being stopped by the Chinese guard. He
continued his voyage downward, and satisfied himself that
the country mould afford sufficient supply for all the wants
of his people. As he had not taken a sufficient force to
plunder, he returned with his party in the autumn to Albazin. I n the following spring he again descended the river,
accompanied by a strong party, succeeded in eluding the
vigilance of the Chinese guards, and obtained a considerable quantity of grain and other provisions from the people,
with which he passed down the Soungaria in the night,
and carried his booty in safety to the forts. This became
a constant practice, and Khabaroff, with his Cossacks, levied
a " black mail " far into Manjouria. His daring deeds, and
some cruelt.ies, have caused his name to be handed down to
the present race of llanjourians.
Stepanoff was the next leader who penetrated the proscribed region. In March 1654, he descended the Amoor,
and sailed up the Soungaria. He was discovered by the
Chinese in the evening of the third day, when a considerable number of boats gave chase, and compelled him to
return. The following year Stepanoff made another descent
on the Manjourians, accompanied by Poustchin and a strong
party, when they succeeded in taking a large quantity of
grain and other valuables, with which they returned to the
fort, having provisioned themselves for a year.
Each spring a marauding expedition was led on by this
indefatigable man, who determined that his neighbours
should provide the supplies. These descents were made so
suddenly, and sometimes with such ferocity, that the poor
llanjourians fled like sheep, and left their homes to be
sacked by the plunderers. At length the Chinese authorities were roused into action, and in the spring of 1658 a
large body of Chinese troops were marched to the mouth
of the Soungsri:l, and 1% strong fleet of their war boats
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concealed among the islands in readiness to kill or capture
the band. On the night of the 30th of June 1658, Stepanoff
dropped down with his little flotilla to the mouth of the
Soungaria, and anchored to reconnoitre before sailing up
the river. As soon as daylight appeared, he found himself
in a trap; a division of war-boats rowed out into the water
above him, and began to bear down upon them; another
division formed across the river. Towards this he turned,
hoping by the aid of the strong current to break through
their line, but the Chinese were so numerous that the whole
party were either killed or captured ; and this stopped any
further descent on the Manjourians.
Russian policy and cohmerce have already opened the
Soungaria. The Manjourians have learned the value of silver
roubles; these and scarlet cloth they willingly take in exchange for their sables, and the Russian steamers will, if
needed, pass up the river in spite of any fleet of war-boats
sent to oppose them. It is fortunate, however, that the
valley of the Amoor has been added to the empire without
a single contest with the people. The Cossack posts have
been quietly placed a t the different points, and Russian settlements are being established without opposition. Ten years
hence the aspect of this region will be materially changed,
flourishing towns will be seen on the banks of the Amoor,
the vessels moored on the shore will show that the people
are actively engaged in commerce and other industrial
pursuits, while the white churches with their numerous
turrets and green domes mill prove thzt religion and civilisation have taken the place of idolatry and superstition. A
country like this, where agriculture and cattle breeding can
be carried to an unlimited extent by an industrious population, where all the necessaries of life can be easily produced, must prosper ; and if a just and wise governor
continues to rule in Oriental Siberia, this country is
destined to have a great future.
ca 3

Beside the Manjourian soldiers stationed on the Soungaria, the Toungouz have formed settlements in different
parts near the mouth of the river, and their chief occupation
is hunting and fishing. They are a quiet, inoffensive people,
living in conical yourts covered with birch-bark, exactly
like those I have seen on some of the lower affluents
of the Yenissey. Like the Toungouz of that region, they
.

are tattooed ; both the men and women adopting this decoration. There is also another race, the Touzemtz, dwelling
here; they are of Toungouz origin, and have adopted the
Manjourian manners and costume. Many are engaged in
trading with the Goldi, and Mangoons; also with the other
tribes on the Lower Amoor. They collect furs from the
hunters, and exchange them with the Manjourian merchants
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for Chinese wares, which they distribute far over the
country.
Others of this race are scattered about in villages on the
Amoor, where they are employed as fishermen, and some of
the fish they procure and dry, are sent to Pekin. In addition to this branch of their trade, they supply the Manjourian
population on the Soungaria with the principal part of their
food. The Touzemtz may be considered as the most industrious race on the Amoor.

CHAP. XVlII.
THE MIDDLE AMOOR.

BELOW the mouth of the Soungaria t.he Amoor stretches
out, and several islands have been formed in its bed. Its
course is to the north-east, which seems to be a direct continuation of the Soungaria, extending for about twenty-five
miles. As the Amoor enters it in this place nearly at right
angles, I think the Chinese have reason for their opinion as
to its being the affluent. There are numerous large islands
here that appear to have been formed by the waters of the
Soungaria, which is now being swept away by the more
rapid stream of the Amoor.
A little further down the river greatly expands, giving it
the character of s large lake, which idea, however, is quickly
dispelled as the rapid current floats the traveller past the
islands. Flat shores extend for some distance on each side;
they are covered with long grass, and the bank is fringed with
willows. In many parts where the rocks protrude through
the plains their summits are clothed with shrubs and flowers,
while around their base there are rich pastures, which prove
the fertility of this virgin soil. Vast tracts of country are
spread out, where it is probable man has never broken the
turf. Beyond rise well-wooded mountain slopes, where
timber can be easily obtained for constructing dwellings
and for fuel. Numerous rivulets cross these plains, well
stored with fish, and game is abundant; but so long as its
scanty populations are compelled t o pay their tax in sable

skins they will form no permanent settlements, nor turn their
attention to the riches of the soil.
The river still runs on among clusters of islands, covered
with luxuriant vegetation and fine clumps of trees, under
which are seen nestled the small straw and bark dwellings
of the inhabitants. A few miles further down, the aspect of
the country changes, the Gai-djen is seen winding its course
across the plain, and a chain of blue mountains, in which it
has its source, is visible in the distance. It falls into the
Amoor on the right bank, and opposite to its mouth there is
a large island, on which a few Toungouz families have
taken up their abodes. Some of the islands are inhabited
by a single family, who seem to be cut off from all intercourse with their brethren. Although they are living on
these isolated spots, like so many Crusoes, the hand of
oppression grasps them, and the Chinaman obliges them to
leave their quiet abodes and seek the sable in the wild region
to the north.
Beyond the mouth of the Gai-djen the Amoor runs at
the foot of rocky cliffs, where there is no vegetation. These
extend for many miles through a branch of a small mountain chain, and in some parts they rise into rugged summits
overhanging the water, by which deep ravines have been
cut, giving them the appearance of huge forts placed to
defend the river. At the eastern side of this chain a great
plain stretches out to the south-east, and ends in a valley
that seems. to run far up into the mountains which forms the
watershed between the Arnoor and the Oussoure. Here is
another vast space on which thousands might be settled,
where, by a moderate share of industry, the soil could be
made to supply not only the necessaries of life, but many of
its luxuries. The plain is watered by numerous brooks that
flow from the hills, and in many parts the ground is covered
with a carpet of flowers, while in others the tall grass

*

reaches above the head of a man when sitting on horseback.
The only inhabited spot visible on this great plain was
the village of Khoun-garia; it extends along the shore for
about a mile, and its background of luxuriant green
foliage gives it a most refreshing aspect. The people are
Toutlgouz, who live by hunting and fishing; they never
think of cultivating the soil, and thereby place themselves
beyond the reach of want that now often assails them. No
doubt it is somewhat difficult to change the habits of the
wild hunter and make him till the ground, nor will it be
accomplished in my time. The example of the Russian
colonist will do much to bring about this change; his labour
too will become more valuable than killiig sables, and then
the rising generation will enter on a new mode of life without the prejudices of their parents.
A t a distance of about twenty miles beyond Khoungaria another branch of the mountain chain approaches'the
river. I n the course of ages the Amoor has changed its
course, sweeping away the lower slopes and cutting the elevated ridges into high and picturesque headlands, that give
singular variety and beauty to the scenery on the river. One
of these is Derke, a fine bold mass of igneous rocks that rises
to a gr&t elevation, and terminates in pinnacles far above
the ridge. Tigers are numerous in this chain, especially to
the south, where the people, in consequence, find it impossible
to keep horses. The panther is also found in the forests,
and these animals deter the sable hunters from visiting the
mountain region, as their rifles and bows are poor weapons
to use against such dangerous beasts.
On the left side of the river the country contdns some
extensive plains, and wooded hills stretch across them.
Many are covered with a thick forest of oaks, elms, and
lime; the latter growing to a great size. Another flat shore
extends beyond Derke, and a valley runs at the foot of
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the mountains far to the southward. 'Further down
another mass of rocks is thrown up, named Etau; portions are exceedingly rugged, and crowned with huge
pinnacles of bare rock, while in other places they are
covered with larch trees that have taken root on every
ledge. On the opposite side there are similar cliffs, also
well wooded; and between them the great river rolls on its
flood more than a mile in width. This may be considered
a great cleft cut through the mountain, which the river is
constantly making wider. At the lower end nature has been
most prodigal; she has thrown together many stony masses,
that are piled up in singular and picturesiue forms, rising
from the water that dashes against their base like waves in
a gale. I n some of the deep recesses magnificent oaks and
the Manjourian lime-trees are growing most luxuriantly;
the latter attaining the height of sixty feet, while birches
are to be found in the upper clefts draping the rocks with
their pendant foliage.
Beyond, the islands become numerous, the banks less
elevated, and the current less rapid. On one part the shore
was strewn with blocks of stone, extending over a great
space, and appearing as if the cliffs had been uprooted and
hurled into a heap; among these were gigantic ferns and
various shrubs. This is a considerable fishing station, and
the Manyargs come here in great numbers at certain seasons
and procure vast quantities. A little further down the
river Bou-ka-tcha falls into the Amoor : it descends from the
elevated land on the right side, in a series of rapids, and
makes a thundering noise.
Not far from this place the Manyargs have their summer
dwellings; they are conical, and formed by a number of
poles, like those of the Kalmucks in the Saian Mountain, with
this difference, that the Manyargs cover theirs with reeds
instead of birch bark. In winter the latter live in more
substantial dwellings, which they build of wood. Like the

Kalmucks, they are fond of finery; they will exchange anything for rings, ear-rings, and calico, or silk of vivid colour,
especially red or crimson. Tobacco and brandy are temptations they cannot resist, and the Manjourian merchants
employ both to o.btain the hmd-earned furs at one-third
their value. By these means the Mnnjourians keep the
people constantly in their power, and always in a state
of abject poverty.
I trust that Geneml Mouravioff will exercise the same
benevolence towards the tribes on the Amoor, that have now
come under his charge, he previously displayed towards
the Sayots. This race would soon have been extinct,-caused
solely by the Russian traders stripping them of everything
for wodky, and then keeping them in their grasp by supplying them with ammunition for the following year:
fortunately for them, the General prohibited wodky being
bartered for their furs, and only allowed the exchange
of their skins for such goods as mere necessary to them.
After two days the yermak is closed, when both traders and
hunters are obliged to depart for their homes.
Should the General adopt the same plan on the Amoor,
a thriving population will arise in the place of those whom
the Chinese have reduced to a condition as pitiable as
slavery. This mill shortly give the Russians a moral influence that will spread rapidly over Manjouria and destroy
the power by which China holds the people in thraldom.
The punishments and tortures the authorities inflict on
the unfortunate men -when unable to pay the t a x are so
atrocious that I will not distress my readers by relating
them. I may, however, mention that it is no uncommon
circumstance for the hunter to sell himself for life for a
single sable skin to ransom himself from their cruelty. The
sooner, therefore, General Korsakoff and his Cossacks sweep
the Chinese out of Manjouria the better.
Not far from the Bou-ka-tcha there is a large island
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where the cork trees grow, which, under proper management, may become a source of wealth to many in this
region. The Amoor at this part is two miles in width;
in some parts the whole breadth is visible, and its mighty
current is seen rolling on. Below the- island the right
bank of the river again rises into cliE3 that continue for
a considerable distance, but at no great elevation till they
reach Koun-olee, a high craggy mass about five miles in
length ; in some parts the water washes the rocks, in others
they recede, forming a vast crescent, encircling a natural
garden covered with plants, shrubs, and flowers. Again
the rocks turn, and jut out into the stream, where the water
is gradually undermining the lofty crags, and one after
another they are being hurled into the flood.
After passing this the Amoor is divided into innumerable branches, forming islands of great magnitude, and on
both sides of the river the country stretches out illto immense plains, which are admirably adapted for colonisation ;
thousands of families might find homes here, and soon
surround themselves with every comfort; and as the mountain chain to the south of the Oussoure is supposed to be
rich in minerals, n wide field may be opened for the more
adventurous spirits. Some of my friends, the mining engineers, have an idea that a second California exists in this
region. I have no reason to doubt this, seeing that the
country is on tlie same parallel with the gold deposits which
are known to exist on the southern slopes of the Altai.
Since these opinions were expressed exploration has
proved that the Manjourians are already working gold
mines on the La-ou-djan, one of the southern affluents of
the Soungaria. The investigation of other portions of this
region will soon make known its mineral wealth.
Still further to the east is the village of Sel-gha-koo,
which stands near the mouth of a small river coming from
the great plain. The people are Jianyargs, and on the
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The
opposite side of the river there is another village.
men have all adopted the Chinese mode, having t h e i r hair
plaited into long tails. Fishing and hunting is t h e i r occnpation; the river teems with the finny tribe, a n d many
large sturgeons are caught. The plain and the hills beyonh
form a good hunting-ground; on the former wild boars are
numerous, and these they usually kill with a spear, as their

rifles have a very small bore. They meet Bruin in the asme
manner; the conflict is hand to paw, and is often dangerous. The elk, the maral, and wild goat, they shoot.
Looking at the weapon they use, it appears surprising that
they ever succeed; this is, however, owing to their th*
rough acquaintance with the habits of the animals they
pursue, their untiring efforts in the chase, and their unfliiching courage.
They eat the bear, believing that hie flesh gives a zest
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for the chase, and renders them proof against fear. They
need such a stimulant occasionally, especially in their encounters with the wild boar, as he is one of the most
dangerous animals the hunter has to grapple with, and
a stroke from his tusk often proves fatal to rnan and horse.
- I n their encounters with the bear they are careful not to
injure his head; as they offer it to their god, and it must
be without blemish, enclosed in birch bark, and suspended
from a tree: this they believe to be a certain antidote
against evil spirits.
About twenty miles below Sel-gha-koo the Amoor expands to more than three miles in width, with many islands
scattered over its bed; it then narrows again, and runs past
the foot of Ak-dar, beyond a broad arm makes a curve to
the south, having more the appearance of a lake than a
river : this is named Tar-gong. The country on the right
is a plain covered with long grass-clumps of willows and
trees are scattered over it. On the north side a series of
small valleys and wooded hills extend to a great distance;
beyond these are seen the summits of a mountain chain.
After a winding course of many miles the different
branches are united, and the river flows on in one great
stream, more than two miles in width. The banks are sand
and clay, thickly covered with timber; in some places vistas
are formed through the dense forest, leading to a fine open
country beyond, where rich pastures stretch out to a great
distance; but the grass is never cropped except by the wild
animals. Both banks partake of the same character, and,
notwithstanding their luxuriance, they wear a desolate aspect,
neither man nor his works being visible, and nature pours
forth her bounties only to wither arid die unheeded.
Russia has obtained a territory more valuable than all
the supposed cotton districts of Africa, watered by hundreds
of streams flowing into the great artery that passes through
its entire length. The climate is good, and well suited for
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Europeans; its animals belong to both the cold and warm
regions, while its luxuriant herbage and magnificent flora
prove that the temperature is neither severe in m-inter n o r
excessively hot in summer. I t is possible that some of
these great plains may be suited for the culture of t h e
cotton plant; if so, a supply of this valuable product will,
ere long, be found at the Russian ports in the Sea of Japan
and in the Gulf of Tartary.
Again the Amoor stretches out, with numerous islands
dotted over its surface; most of these are low, and covered
with willows. At the time of the spring floods they are
inundated, and then it exhibits a mighty stream, near
five miles in width, that extends for thirty or forty
miles. The hills now close in and force the flood into
a narrow channel till it reaches another great expanse,
named Sen-dha-koo. The country becomes highly interesting; on the north several valleys run far up among
wooded hills, which extend towards the Khingan Mountains,
whose summits are so distant that they appear almost like
clouds on the horizon. To the south the mountains of
Khouk-tcher-khoorene are seen stretching far beyond the
Oussoure, and into the supposed llanjourian " El-dorado."
Fertile plains extend along the bank of the river, watered
by numerous rivulets that descend from the distant hills.
Clumps of maple, poplar, and lime-trees are dispersed over
this tract, and willows fringe the borders of the streams.
This scene would be improved by herds of cattle browsing
on the plain, and waving crops of corn on the hill sides.
Time, however, will bring about this change, and even
tlle llanyargs and Blangoons may become an agricultural
people.
As the river continues on its downward course the
aspect of the country changes; cliffs begin to rise on both
shores, in mhicl~many ravines have been cut'by the torrents
that come tumbling from the higher ground into the Amoor.
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These continue for many miles without any material change
till they reach Khor-roko, where the river expands into a
deep bay on its southern shore, and this is named Nounggia. There is a Toungouz settlement here, and although
the chief occupations of the people are fishing and hunting,
each dwelling is surrounded by its garden, in which both
vegetables and flowers are cultivated. The women are exceedingly industrious, and, unlike the Toungouz and Kalmucks of Siberia, keep their dwellings neat and clean.
Both men and women possess all the qualities required in
an industrious population. They are an exceedingly imitative race, and example will go far towards changing
their habits.
J3eyond the bay a large tract of meadow land runs
up into a great curve turned by the mountains, where they
sweep round towards the Oussoure, ending in high cliffs on the
bank of the Amoor, and these are the rocks of Kirma, which
form a bold and picturesque headland. A small arm of the
Amoor makes a turn to the south at this point, and runs
on towards the mouth of the Oussoure, having a narrow
tract of flat land along the bank.
On a rocky eminence which juts out into the river a
little beyond Kirma are the remains of an ancient fort, and
near it the ruins of Atchanska. The rocks run nearly perpendicular down to the water, and form a little sheltered
cove that can only be approached in a boat, and a narrow
neck connects this mass with the high bank. In the summer of 1651 Khabaroff visited the Oussoure, and after deciding to form a permanent settlement near its mouth,
selected this place, as nature had done much towards rendering the position secure. Without loss of time he commenced operations, first securing his little fleet of boats
in the cove that formed a good and safe harbour; a path
was soon formed that enabled the men to scale the cliffs,
H H

and then he began building a fort in which to upend the
winter.
His position was discovered by the Chinese in the autumn before he had completed his works, and a body of
Manjourian troops was sent to dislodge him. They were
numerous enough to sweep him and his followers into the
Amoor, but his prowess had already made an impression on
the minds of the Celestials, and they behaved like curs,
barking at the lion at bay, but taking especial care to keep
out of the reach of his teeth. When the winter set in he
was left in peace, and his enemies retired to their cantonments to brood over their disappointment.
After their departure Khabaroff set about finishing hia
works, and did everything he could to render his position
impregnable, as he was well aware that a large army would
return in the spring. Another difficulty beset him, far'
more to be dreaded than Chinese soldiers, and that was the
want of supplies. Fish was abundant in the Amoor, and
game could be obtained in the mountains, but he required
more than these to enable him to stand a siege, and corn for
bread could only be procured from the foe. Khabaroff
had overcome too many obstacles to permit this to daunt
him, and his men were ready to go wherever he led.
Before the L L braves" were established in their winter
quarters, the commander of the fort, with a strong party,
ascended the Oussoure and passed several of their towns.
This was not his first voyage up the river, for he had previously ascended far beyond the Nora, and knew all their
positions. Having reached a depBt, the boats were run
in, and he made an attack on the place so sudden and
desperate that the Manjourians were taken by surprise and
driven out. w i t h a few of his picked men, he kept in
check a strong body of Chinese soldiers, while others helped
themselves to what they wanted. When this was accomplished he retreated, sprung into the boats, and pushed out
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into the river without the slightest loss. I t was not so with
his opponents, for every shot that had been fired had been
fatal, and the rifles of Khabaroff's Cossack hunters became
the terror of the whole Chinese army.
As the party descended the river it was soon obvious
that an alarm had been spread, and that they would have to
run the gauntlet in passing the towns where Manjourian
troops were stationed. On drawing near the first, the commander saw a line of boats filled with men pushing out into
the river to cut him off. A strong current and a breeze
was in his favour; they carried him rapidly down, and he
ordered his men not to fire till they were near the enemy,
then to sweep the twvo nearest boats, and the current would
take them past in the confusion. His plan was successful,
and his boats cut through the line-but this time his men
did not escape unscathed, several being wounded; wind and
current, however, soon carried them out of danger from
Chinese missiles, while the Cossack rifles speedily checked
any daring spirits that approached too near. The other
towns were passed in the night, and in little more than
a week, Khabaroff had provisioned his garrison at the cost of
his enemies. Such mas the daring of this man that his
fame among the people was like that of Nelson among
English sailors. The Cossacks of the Argoun have many
traditions concerning him, and his name is ever associated
with victory.
Khabaroff and his band were not idle during the
winter, and as large game was abundant in the Khouktchcr-Khoorene there was no lack of provisions. He had also
secured some Toungouz in his service, who visited the llanjour
towns and informed him of the preparstions that were there
being made for a siege. A vast armament was coming
to assail them, under the command of two distinguished
Manjourian officers, who had promised to kill or capture
every man; nevertheless, no one appeared alarmed. All
a m
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had confidence in their leader, and calmly waited the event,
without even discontinuing their hunting excursions.
At length the winter passed and spring returned,
when the spies announced the movement of the Chinese
troops; and early in April a great body of men took up
a position before the fort. Before hostilities c o m m e n d
the generals summoned the garrison to surrender, and promised that all the men should be escorted to the frontier,
but their commander they demanded rn a prisoner. This
was answered with a shout of defiance, and an invitation to
come and take him.
The besiegers commenced throwing up batteries, but w e r e
not permitted to accomplish this in quiet. Iihabaroff opened
on them with his few small guns, while the Cossacks picked
off the men with their rifles whenever they could get within
range, and many fell, with little loss to the garrison.
Although retarded in their operations, the loss of Inen was
of little moment to the Chinese commanders, and by the
aid of the numbers at their disposal the works advanced
rapidly. 'It was not many dnys before they replied to the
Russian guns with five times the number. Had they
been as well served and pointed, the &air would soon have
been ended. As it was, each day robbed Khabaroff of one or
more of his men, while the loss to the enemy was considerable. Three weeks had passed, the bombardment still continued, and reinforcements were constantly arriving at the
Chinese camp ; but though the Cossack6 made several sorties,
inflicting great losses on their enemies, no great advantage
was gained.
Khabaroff became aware that with his limited resources
it was impossible to drive away his numerous assailants.
Beside which, his ammunition was so reduced that he could
no longer use his guns, and his enemies were only kept at
bay by his rifles. After standing this unequal siege for
n month, and learning from his spies that a fleet of boats
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was approaching, he decided to retreat. Before, however,
abandoning his position, he determined to give them one
more lesson, as a parting remembrance. He proposed to
burn the Chinese' camp, if half a dozen of his Cossacks would
volunteer to accompany him. This call was instantly responded to by all, but the men coupled it with a condition
that their commander should not be permitted to join in
the expedition; and so eager were they to go on this
dangerous errand, that the fort would have been deserted.
Khabaroff selected six men and one of his officers, and
a boat's crew was ordered to row thein to a ravine in the
rocks about half a mile off, by which they could approach
the rear of the enemy's camp. After giving them time to
reach'within a short distance of the tents, he ordered the
guns to open on the Chinese forts, and personally led a sortie
into the enemy's lines, which quickly threw the whole army
into confusion. This secured the success of the expedition,
and very soon the tents were seen in flames at several different points. The sudden attack and conflagration so
bewildered the Chinese that the little party retreated to the
boat unmolested, and reached the fort in safety, though some
of the other men were wounded in the sortie.
The camp cont.inued burning for some time before it
could be extinguished, and in the morning Khabaroff had
the satisfaction of seeing half of it destroyed. At an early
hour the boats were loaded with the remaining stores, and
only a few sentinels remained at their posts; when all was
ready these were withdrawn, and the men sent down the
cliffs to the boats. Their commander remained in the fort,
and was the last to descend. ~ i r e e t he
l ~stepped on boaril
the oars were vigorously used, and they were soan out of
reach of their enemies. The Chinese at last discovered that
the fort was deserted, but Khabaroff and his companions
had eluded their vengeance and escaped to Albazin. Mter
his retreat the enemy demolished the fort, and the Chinese
H H 3
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have remained in undisturbed possession for more than 200
years; but during this long period the daring acts of this
Cospack leader have not been forgotten, for tradition has
handed down his name to the present race.
The Oussoure is one of the great affluents of the Amoor;
its source is in the lake Khin-kai, and its course more
than 400 miles. The Noro and Mouren, which fall into the
Oussoure on the west, are large rivers, and numerous
affluents bring their waters from the mountains to the east
to swell its flood. I n some parts this runs through sandy
plains; and here, in exactly the same parallel of latitude
as on the Kirghis steppes, near 4,000 miles to the westtvard,
the tortoise rears her young in the beds of warm sand.
The mouth is about a mile in width, and on its western
bank there are numerous lakes, most probably the remains
of spring inundations. This is a low and fenny district,
extending far to the south ; the high reeds and rank grass
which it produces are suggestive of ague. On the opposite
side of the river the country assumes a very different aspect;
the Khouk-tcher-Khoorene Mountains are seen rising from
the water, in some places abrupt, in others in long wooded:
slopes, terminating in craggy summits. Here the tiger and
the leopard rule, but the time is approaching when Russian
colonists will dispute their right, and either kill or drive
them into other regions. In addition to the prospect of
agricultural riches to be acquired here, mineral wealth is to
be obtained; and I do not believe that anything could stop
the adventurous spirits of this age in their search after gold.
A little below the Oussoure is the ~ o u n g o u zsettlement
of Tourme, and not far off is a villt-ige containing a variety
of these migratory races. There are to be found Manjour
officers and soldiers, Touzemtz, Toungouz, and some of
the Goldi race, congregated by mercantile interests, each
having something to exchange. These people obtain great
quantities of sable skins, as the animals are numerous
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in the district. They also procure the tortoise-shells from
the banks of the Noro and other parts of the valley of the
Oussoure. The villages and settlements are surrounded by
gardens, where excellent vegetables are grown, and there
can be no doubt as to the successful cultivation of European
varieties. The maple, the lime, and the oak thrive, and
wheat is also grown.

Tourme and several other villages are dotted in small
valleys a t the foot of Khouk-tcher-Khoorene, near its slopes
and abrupt faces, which run down to the Amoor. Most
of these are covered with forest, and numerous deep ravines
have been cut in the mountains by torrents that keep up
a constant mar. In many bf the gorges the vegetation has
a
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a most luxuriant character, and it is among these thick a n d
tangled rnasses that the tiger makes his lair. Here, again,
neither the Manjourian officers nor the people are able to
keep horses; they speedily become food for these feline
ravagers. Bears and foxes are also numerous, and their
skins are articles of barter.
There are many villages on the right bank of the
southern branch of the Anloor, the bed of the river being
many miles to the north, and enclosing an enormous island,
round which the branch makes a considerable curve to t h e
northward, and meets the great stream at the rocks of
Beree. These are cliffs which run down into the water;
the whole body of the Great Amoor is poured at a right
angle against them, and here the two streams unite.
The result is a tremendous eddy that causes this part of
the river to whirl and boil up like waves breaking on a
rocky shore. The Toungouz have built a village, whence
they have this vast mass of surging water constantly in
view.
The rocky heights of Berce extend for a long distance;
in some parts they recede from the river and become less
abrupt, and these places are thickly covered with trees.
Further down is Khol-Yakee, where the sandstone formation
is heaved up in enormous rnasses that rise perpendicularly
out of the flood; in other parts huge blocks have fallen from
above and lie scattered on the shore. Beyond them the shore
Calls into a broad valley, in which runs the river Daou-sa-man,
and here the country is inhabited by Goldi and Toungouz.
Many of their villages 'are placed in lovely and romantic
spots. These semi-civilised people show great taste and
jud,pent in the selection of a site for their dwellings.
Their positions are not the effect of accident, as I have seen
numerous instances of their sacrificing convenicnce for picturesque effect.
- Beyond these pretty villages the shore cont.inues sloping
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a t a moderate elevation for a long distance, and the country
beyond is covered with fine timber. I n one of its open
glades another village appeared, and some ten miles further
are the sandstone cliffs of Kirrnis-Khon-Konee. Afterwards
the mountains recede on each side, and a broad valley opens
out, through which the Amoor winds its course, having
inany islands sprinkled over a surface more than two miles
i n width.
Numerous settlements are dotted down on the banks of
the Amoor in this region ; some are nestling a t the edge of a
dark forest, and look gay with their gardens around them.
Others are placed under clumps of trees on the verge of
great tracts of pasture land that extend far into the interior. If industrious colonists are sent here they will find
i t better and much easier to raise their crops than in the far
west in America, where it takes years to clear even a small
space ;-pastures are already formed to their hands, where
thousands of cattle would find food.
Like the inhabitants of the western plains of Asia, these
people are attracted by gay colours; their fondness for
them carries them in extravagance beyond my friends
the Kirghis, \\rho love to clothe their persons in " bright
array," whereas the inhabitants of the Amoor paint all
their. household goods and portions of their dwellings with
the most vivid t i ~ ~ t sand,
;
like the Chinese, possess an
excellent knowledge of the harmony of colours.
Sakha-tche is a bold mass of basaltic rocks that forms a
fine promontory on one side of the Ray of Gas-si-en-ga.
The Amoor spreads at this point to a great width. A
slightly undulating country stretches out to the north, and
the summits of a mountain chain are seen in the distance.
Many small and some large islands have been formed in
this part of the river; several are covered with trees, and
inhabited by a few Toungouz, and others by Goldi. They
Beem quite cut off from the world, and live on fish,
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with which Providence has bountifully stored this mighty
stream. By a ramble in the forest on either shore they
can procure game, and their gardens grow sufficient vegetables for all their wants, while fur-bearing animals are
so numerous as to render it eaay to obtain valuable skins;
and thus they have everything around them to render life
comfortable. Unfortunately, a bane which is the ruin of
thousands in civilised life, finds its way to these solitary
spots, and brings misery into their abodes.
The Chinese trader penetrates to every inhabited spot,
with tea and various articles of clothing, but the greatest
portion of his cargo is brandy, and he here, as elsewhere,
soon strips the people of their valuable skins for one-tenth
part of their value, paid in this most disagreeable composition. His customers are then compelled to make over to him
a portion of the next year's produce to procure the few necessaries they require, which are only to be obtained at an
enormous price. These scoundrels become rich by the demoralisation and ruin they produce.
Opposite to one of the large islands are the high
volcanic cliffs of Saen-doo; they jut far into the river,
and stand out of the water like gigantic castles, quite in
keeping with the vast flood at their feet. Several miles
beyond this is another volcanic mass, Mo-dad-ze, a picturesque group of rocks rising to a great height, with deep
recesses at intervals, which give the appearance of towers ;
the tops of some are split into turrets and pinnacles, that
when viewed at a distance, assume the character of an
enormous Gothic structure. In some of the recesses clumps
of elm and pine trees are growing, while in other parts
birch and ash have taken root on the terraces, and their
graceful foliage is seen waving in the breeze.
This part of the Amoor, for a space of from forty to
fifty miles, is not surpassed by any river scenery. Its great
breadth, the numerous islands that seem floating on its sur-
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face, and the high cliffs that rise out of its bed, produce
a series of grar~dand constantly changing scenes. Oukse-me is one of the last ; it stands at the lower end of this
vast line of crags, rising like a wall from the water to
the height of 150 feet, and extends more than a mile in

Above Onk-sbrnc.

length. Deep ravines have been cut in the mass by torrents
which come t~unblingdown. They can only be heard, as
groups of elm, ash, and birch screen their falling streams,
. while the pine, aspen, and other trees crown the summit.
After passing Ouk-se-me the islands disappear, and the
Amoor rolls on in one great stream; a broad valley has
taken the place of the rocky cliffs, which, after a few
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miles, extends into a great plain. The plain spreads ti11
both water and land are lost in haze on the horizon; but
before reaching the village of Tcher-e-me the Amoor is win
divided into two great branches, of which one turns a
little more to the north, and leaves a long and broad island
between them. Near the junction of these two arms stands
Tcher-e-me, surrounded with bushes and willows. It is
a village o f . Toungouz: on an island nearly opposite is
another village, and a Manjourian merchant from a town o n
the Soungaria has an establishment here. He carries on a
considerable trade, being paid for his merchandise in skins.
About twenty miles below Tcher-e-me the Amoor expands to about six miles in width, and here are numerous
islands, some inhabited by Goldi. Further down is the
Doon-doon; it has its source in the mountains to the
south-east, and after ti course of near 400 miles falls into
the Amoor on the right bank.
Near this place are
many Goldians and Touzemtz, and a considerable trade in
skins is carried on with the Chinese, who arrive with their
well-laden boats in the early part of summer, and then
comnence the barter of sable skins for brandy. These
fairs are not of long duration, for when the men become
intoxicated the barter goes on rapidly. The crafty traders
in a few days transfer all their valuables to the boats, when
they sail away to plunder other settlements in the same
manner, and leave their deluded victims to misery.
It is to be hoped that Russia will introduce a better
system by limiting the supply of wodky, and on no account
permit her traders to make that the principal article of
exchange. So long as the Chinese have possession of the
Soungaria, no restriction on the Russian side will avail;
a whole army of Cossacks would not be able to check the
introduction of the demoralising liquid. That river is the
great highway into the eastern provinces of the Chinese
empire; by it every article travels to supply the wants of
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the whole region of the Amoor and the Oussoure. Both
the Soungaria and the Oussoure liave been explored-the
first -step towards occupation -and I hope, ere long, to hear
that my friend General Iiorsakoff has established his Cossacks from Dalai-noor to the sources of the Soungaria.
When this is accomplished, a new and a better era will corn.
mence for the Dwurians and all the people on the Amoor.
About thirty miles below the river Doon-doon the cliffs
of Doloe commence : they are rocks of igneous origifi, and
extend over a distance of more than thirty miles. At this
part the Amoor opens out to a great width, and a large bay
pweeps past the upper end of the cliffs, in which there are
several islands. The rocks of Doloe are neither abrupt nor
of great elevation, except in a few places, where they form
headlands and project into the water; all the others are
thickly covered with timber. Sometimes a flat shore is
formed at the foot of the rocks, and on one of these stands
the large Goldi village of Doloe. A short distance further
is another, called Sou-zoo.
The Amoor is divided again by several large islands,
bearing willows and a few trees; a flat shore stretches
along, and extends up to the foot of the Giong Mountains. This chain has no great elevation, it is covered with
timber to its summit, and continues down the leEt bank,
enclosing the Amoor in a narrow valley, but without
curtailing its width. Tigers and leopards are said to be
numerous in the Giong chain, and as game and large animals
abound in the district, they find plenty of food, .as well
as an ahnost impenetrable cover, from which it is impossible to dislodge them; they not unfrequently attack the
people.
On a beautiful spot, where an open glade runs up towards the mountains, the Touzemtz have placed their
village Daeso. I t seems to have been erected in this situation solely to save their neighbours the tigers a long walk

.
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in search of prey, for by all accounts they never fail to make
a feast on any unfortunate person who wanders even a short
distance into their domain.
Further down the Tchol-yat-se Mountains close i n on
the Arnoor, and stretch far to the northward along its
course. The Nootch-Koutch is a rapid torrent that enters
the Amoor through a great chasm in the mountains. High
precipices of hornblende rise up on the shore, forming a
magnificent portal through which the foaming water rushes,
while luxuriant vegetation is growing a t their base. A
few miles beyond the mouth of this torrent the Amoor is
divided into several strenms, and between two is the island
Icerella.
At this part some of the spurs of the Tchol-yat-se run
quite down to the river and form several rocky headlands,
and all the arms of the Amoor become united into one great
stream that rolls on without interruption till it strikes
against the bold rocky promontory of Sar-koo, from which
it is thrown back in sheets of white foam. A little beyond
the Sar-koo is the An-gooa, and then comes another series of
cliffs that terminate in a small headland rising from the
shore. - A Manjourian merchant has formed an establishment here, and holds a fair in the spring, when the sable
hunters come and exchange their furs. There are several
islands on this part of the river, and immediately opposite,
on the left rises the mountaih Ou-ot-ze-arl, or L'Moung-gooKhong-ko " (silver mountain).
In all ages and countries, wherever the precious metals
have been found, the position, it is said, has been guarded
by spirits, whose only duty was to prevent mortals procuring
even a small portion of the treasure. I n Europe these
superstitions have long lost their power. I n South America
they still exist, and on the banks of the Amoor they are
implicitly believed.
Moung-goo-Khong-ko is represented by the natives as one
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of those mysterious mountains where a host of spirits watch
over its mineral riches, which they represent to be %nbounded. They relate traditions of former races who
perished in their attempts to elude the spectral guardians
and snatch only a handful of the precious metal; and
aver that whoever approaches the spot will be shrouded in a
fearful storm, from which it is impossible to escape, when
the culprits will be seized and hurled into an unfathomable
abyss in the centre of the mountain. They also relate
stories of a more recent period, handed down from their
grandfathers, telling of bands of men who, being driven
to desperation, rushed to the mountain determined to possess some of its wealth, but that thundering5 were heard so
terrible that several ran away in the greatest alarm; the
rest, more daring, proceeded, but the thunder became more
fearful, shaking the mountains and heaving up the water
in the Amoor: after which, they say, it became calm, but
not one of these reckless adventurers was ever again seen.
A few years ago, when the expedition descended the
Amoor, two mining engineers and half-a-dozen Cossacks
dared the anger of these dangerous spirits, though warned
by more tales of horror than I have space or inclination
to relate. No one could be induced to biar them company
or guide them to the spot,. and when they departed they
were looked upon as men doomed to a terrible death. In a
few days they returned, having destroyed two illusions of
the people by proving -first, that no spirits were there ;
and, secondly, that there was no treasure to guard. The
bright metallic veins seen in the rocks, that had given rise to
this terrible tradition, were arsenic.

CHAP. XIX.
THE LOWER AMOOR.

THERokee blountains rise on the right of the Amoor, extending northward for more than ten miles, and then the slopes
descend to a plain that stretches out to a great distance.
The Amoor is more than six miles in width at this point,
and when the whole stream is seen running onward during
the spring floods, with thousands of trees floating on its
surface, it shows what vast tracts of forest are uprooted
every year. On the left shore the country rises gradually
towards a mountain chain that is visible far in the distance.
Islands become more frequent in this broad channel, on
some of which the Goldi have thcir villages.
Further down a small mountain chain descends to the
river on the left side, and then turns to the westward, extending far up toward the sources of the Gorina. The
river Elbean-bera has its rise in this chain, and here it
is expected that mineral treasures will be found. A little
beyond this, on the right side of the Amoor, the Ong-meeKhang-koo Cliffs commence, and continue for a great many
miles. Sometimes these rocks rise from the water, in other
places they recede, leaving broad spaces of flat shore covered
with clumps of trees and a luxuriant vegetation. On one
of these secluded spots is the village of Ong-mee: the dwellings are shaded by clumps of splendid trees, while picturesque rocks form a background to a beautiful rural
scene.
At a considerable distance below the village the rocky
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island of Omou-an rises out of the water, covered with trees
and plants-in most parts the rocks are quite perpendicular.
A little beyond is the Goldi village of Kho-da-le, standing
on a slope above. Shortly after passing it the shore
presents a long line of igncous cliffs, and on the opposite
aide of the river is the village of Sam-bae. The people on
this part of the Amoor are mostly Goldis, and of the
Shaman creed, and the priests possess great power over the&.
The Amoor becomes much narrower where it flows
between the high igneous shores, that extend a distance

A Group of Ooldi Children.

of nearly one hundred miles. Islands are frequent even
here, where the stream is more confined, and numbers of
~ o l d ivillages are found on both shores. The country is
covered with forest as far as the eye can reach. Tigers and
panthers are very numerous, and they often visit the
villages searching for prey. One of the latter, Mil-ke, stands
on a beautiful spot surrounded with fine cedar and other
trees. The Amoor becomes still narrower till it reaches
.the village of Djong-me. Although there are many inhabitants along the shores in this district, and the settlements
numerous, there is space for one hundred times the popuI I
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lation, and the country is exceedingly rich in fur-bearing
animals.
Shortly after passing Djong-me the land on the right
bank of the Amoor becomes better adapted for apiculture;
meadow stretches along the shore, and broad tracts of
pasture are seen in the distance. The change is made immediately obvious by the number of villages that are scattered
about, arrd almost invariably beautiful situations have been
chosen. Nature has been exceedingly bountiful in this
region, and has bestowed on the people some of her most
valuable gifts. Magnificent forests contain timber suited
for every purpose, oak for ship-building, with elm, birch,
and pine for domestic purposes. She has stocked these
vast forests with animals-many suited for the food of man,
while others produce furs of great value, for which he can,
always find a market; and all multiply around him without
giving him a moment's care.
She has provided rich pastures for domestic animals, and
the luxuriant vegetation which springs up everywhere show
that man need only scatter the seed into the earth, to ensure
an abundant harvest, while the Amoor and its affluents
afford an inexhaustible supply of various kinds of fish.
Again the Amoor expands in width, and numerous
islands appear as it approaches one of its great affluents, the
Goreena, which enters on the left side by two mouths, that
pour rt great body of water into this vast drain of Asia.
The Goreena, it is supposed, has its source far to the west in s
part of the Khingan Mountains, but it has not been explored
by the Cossacks further than about fifty miles from its
mouth. The Goldi and Toungouz ascend this valley on
hunting expeditions.
I n several of the Goldi villages near the mouth of this
river bears a i d eagles are domesticated; that is, the former
are accommodated in separate apartments, formed like a
penfold, with wooden palings secured at the top, and the
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latter are sometimes in cages, but are usually chained to
a stump. The bear is held in great veneration by these
people, who bestow much care upon him; his dwelling is
kept clean, and he is well fed; in short, it may be said that
h e leads the life of a gentleman, living in luxury, and
receiving every attention. Unfortunately for Bruin, he finds
out to his cost that a selfish motive has produced all this
attention, and procured for him the delicious fruits with
which his palate has been pampered. ~ o t m i t h s t a n d i n ~
the endearing epithets of son and brother, he is at last
removed from his room, paraded about with marked consideration, and then barbarously murdered in the presence
of all his friends; and what is still worse, they finish by
showing themselves cannibals, and feast on the body of him
whom they constantly addressed as their nearest relative.
This is a sacrifice made on their great festivals.
The natives here have also a custom which I found prevailing in other parts of Asia among the Kalmucks, some tribes of
the Kalkas, and the Toungouz, of providing their deceased
brother with all the tools and implements necessary to enable
him to carry on his trade or occupation in the land of ghosts.
If this duty be neglected, they believe that his spirit wanders
for ever through dark and dismal forests, without finding a .
place of rest. The custom varies among different peopIe,
but all tend to the same end. For instance, the Kirghis
chief has his favourite horses buried with him, that he may
not be compelled to walk in his ghostly state, -a thing he
abhors when living. The Kalmuck and Kalkas have their
weapons, clothes, and implements placed in their graves,
that they may appear suitably apparelled before their
friends, and able to engage in their ordinary pursuits. Rut
the Toungouz races have similar articles placed on their
grave, to be ready for service the moment they awake from
what they consider to be their temporary repose.
The Goldi and some other tribes have a slight knowledge
r r
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.of astronomy, which I believe is common to the Asiatic
races. The Kirghis and Kalkas are obliged to know t h e
.stars, for they are their only guides through many a dark
and dreary night., when riding over the vast plains.

Nearly opposite the mouth of the Goreenrr is the river
Belgo-Kha-van-e-bera; Tchieng-ka, and some other large
villages, were on its bank. Here the Goldi and Mangoon
races begin to mix. Even in this region, so far removed
from civilisation arid refinement, a jeweller finds occupation,
the men wearing rings of iron, copper, and silver on their
thumbs and fingers, while a Goldi village belle hangs an
ornament from her nose, to give greater effect to her
charms.
Whatever may be the opinion of my fair readers rn to
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her personal appearance, I can assure them that -the most
favoured of them arrayed in all the splendour necessary for a
Court presentation, does not regard herself with half the
satisfaction the Goldian belle feels when beholding her nasal
ornament and large ear-rings. To the portrait of her
presented on the opposite page, is added that of a Goldi
exquisite, bearing a pipe of a new pattern.
The Goreena and Se-du-bera are considered by Russian
authorities to mark the division between the Middle and
Lower Amoor. With this the local geological change
from igneous rocks to sandstone has nothing to do; but the
change that takes place in the flora and fauna is deemed
sufficient to establish a line of demarcation between the two
regions.
A short distance beloiv the Goreena the mountains recede
and form a deep crescent, with a flat shore covered with rich
vegetation, where stands the settlement of Ka-our-me, also
containing a mixed population of the two races. Six miles
further down is the village of Goolda, occupied by the Mangoons. Looking across the Amoor to the mouth of the
Goreena, a mountain chain is seen branching to the north
and the west, while the Amoor is girded on both sides with
hills, and is in most parts covered with wood. From this
point several islands are visible, and the river extends to
a great width till it reaches the Onee, which falls into it
on the right bank; a littIe beyond is the Mangoon village of
Tchoue-tcha. A flat shore stretches along for many miles,
containing a numerous population, all of whom are engaged
in hunting and fishing.
The Mangoons, like the Goldi, are descendants from the
Toungouz race, retaining their language and religion. The
Shaman is all-powerful with them, and nothirig of importance is undertaken without consulting him. Resides
being the spiritual adviser, he is the family physician, and
by the influence which he acquires in the two characters, he
r r 3
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moulds the people to his will, and directs many of their
actions. No hunting expeditions are planned without him,
and, like all other good priests, he has his tithes.
The Mangoons have now frequent intercourse with the
Cossacks at their posts, and the Russians at their settlemenMany have adopted the costume of their new n e i g h b u m
instead of their fish-skin coverings, and have already begun
to speak the Russian language. The example of these industrious colonists will show them the advantage of agricultural pursuits, The Mangoons are a highly imitative
race; even in their present rude state they cultivate the fine
arts, and apply their genius in decorating their clothing.
Some of their articles of dress are beautiful; while their caps
and hats, of birch bark, are graceful in form and chastely
ornamented. Many of the patterns they design and work
would throw into the shade much of the stiff and unmeaning decoration invented in classic Greece. Nor do I think
they will be slow in adopting a better mode of constructin,o
their 'ciwellinga. Russian stoves and glass windows will
take the place of their ineffective heating apparatus and
of the fish-skin covering for their windows.
Such improvements will tend to establish and spread the
power of Russia in these regiws. If her officers govern
the people with justice, few families will remain on the
Manjourian side of the river to endure cruelty and oppression. Nor will it be long before the Mandarin and his
satellites will' be made to beat a retreat towards the great
wall.
Descending tlie river towards Addee-Adze, several moderately high summits are seen on both banks. The right is
not much elevated above the water; in some parts i t is
covered with fine timber, and in others extensive tracts of
pasture seem to stretch up to the lower slopes of tLe Peueso
;Mountains. Many of the summits in this chain rise into
rocky peaks, while the ridges beneath are covered with a
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fhick forest. The left bank is formed by rocks rising perpendicular from the water. In some places they recede, and
a narrow flat shore extends along, which is occupied by
Mangoon dwellings.
Beyond Addee-Adze the country assumes another aspect.
The mou~itainshave become bare and bleak; narrow <ocky
valleys and ravines extend from the Amoor far up among
the hills, and numerous torrents pour into the river. Clumps
of birch and picta grow in the rocky glens, and scattered
groups are visible on the distant elope; while cliffs of slate
on each side bound the great stream, whose course at this
part is uninterrupted. No islands are visible, and the vast
flood runs smoothly along till it reaches the Mangoon settlements of Tasch-e-go and Poso. After this it increases in
width; the mountains recede, leaving flat shores of considerable extent ; and several small villages appear. Not far
beyond is the settlement of Deren.
A few years ago the people in this neighbourhood committed a most atrocious act. Two Catholic missionaries,
De In Bruniere and Venault, after a residence of some
years in different parts of China, had found their n a y into
Manjouria. They visited many of the towns in this portion
of the Celestial Empire, and exercised their vocation whereever there mas an opportunity of making converts. It is said
that among the settlers on the upper part of the Oussoure
they mere successful, and remained with their proselytes
some time. Frorn the Manjourian merchants they acquired
information about the different tribes inhabiting the banks
of the Amoor, and learned that the whole population were
Shaman.
Intent on attacking Shamanis111 in its stronghold, they
made their Gay down the Oussoure, and exercised their
calling at all the towns on their route, with what success I
cannot say, as most of the people are followers of Confucius.
They, however, arrived at one of the towns on the lower
1 1
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part of the river in the autumn of 1845 ; too late to proceed
further, therefore here they spent the winter.
In the following spring, when the ice broke up, they
prepared to continue their journey, and arranged with some
Manjour merchants for a passage in their boats as far as the
villages of the Goldi. After a voyage of several days they
reached the tribe, who received them hospitably ; and here
their guides left them. Up to this period all is certainty,
but wit11 regard to their subsequent proceedings this is by
no means the case.
The Goldi admit that the strangers visited them in 1816,
and remained for a considerable period, travelling from one
village to another, disputing with their Shamnns, and assuring them that the god whom their priest called upon in his
song could neither hear nor answer his prayer, and that he
had no power to do them good or evil. The missionaries,
it appeared, had also stated that their God created the world ;
that without him not only the sun would not shine, but that
it would be constant winter and darkness. Also that Shaitnn
had been chained deep in the earth, whence he could never
reappear, not even at the call of the Shaman. These were
startling assurar~ces;they astonished the people, but did not
co~ivillcethem-the Shaman and his sorcery had too strong
a hold on their minds.
Naviqg laboured hard, but in vain, the good fathers continued their journey, and a t length reached the Mangoons,
whoin they also tried to convert. They travelled from
village to village, using every argument a t their disposal t o
shake the belief of the people in the power of the Shaman,
which so enraged the priests that their position became
critical, The Mangoons are a quiet, inoffensive race, and
could not easily be roused t o acts of violence. Notwithstanding the threats of the priests, and the fear they inspired,
these brave men did not relax in what they deemed a duty ;
they were, however, forced to leaxe the Mangoons and resume
their labours in another direction.

DIABOLICAL MURDER
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De la Bruniere and his colnpanion entered the country of
the Gelyaks, among whom Shamanism is more deeply rooted
than in any other race in Asia. I n short, they are fanatics
of the deepest cast, and constantlj- practise sorcery. Here
is the seat of the Arch-Shaman, whose priests delude the
people by their pretended enchantments and jugglery, and
over their minds esert unlimited sway.
Nevertheless the missionaries were not daunted; they
commenced their labours with energy, and exposed the
impious tricks of the high-priests of Satan, which so roused
the malignant feelings of the latter that they never rested
till they had induced their dupes to put the strangers to
death. The Gelyaks admit that this diabolical murder was
perpetrated among their tribes, at the instigation of the
Shaman.
A little below Deren the Amoor is divided by an island,
on which there is a Mangoon settlement. Further on the
banks are formed by a series of rocky declivities consisting
of aphanite, with stunted trees and shrubs growing in the
clefts. I n many parts deep ravines intersect these stony
masses, and some are filled with trees. About eight or ten
miles below, the rocks recede on each side, and the Amoor
opens out into a broad expanse that extends as far as Kil-ban.
From here the scenery changes, and the river narrows to
about a niile in width, with high cliffs rising on each shore, in
many parts thickly covered with pine and birch trees.
It retains the same character till it reaches the settlement of Polsia, when islands again appear, and not far
from this is Dar-ach-ta. From this point it makes a turn
to the east and approaches a mountain chain seen in
that direction; a spur from which extends down to the
river and forms a fine rocky headland, that projects out
into the water. This is exposed to the full force of the
current, causing the waves to recoil and form a dangerous
whirlpool. As it cannot be approached without risk in a

.
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small boat, the natives take care to give it a wide berth.
In a sheltered nook looking down upon this turmoil of water,
the Mangoons have built. rt village; its picturesque position
being apparently the only inducement for selecting the site.
From this place the valley of the Amoor expands, and
mountain chains are visible on each side. Some of the
summits are of considerable elevation, and terminate in
rugged crags, while beneath the ridges are covered with
forests. Flat shores extend for a long distance, across

A Group of Mangoon Children.

which the river Nu-re-me winds its course, and enters the
Amoor on its right bank. Beyond is the village of Dzare,
snugly placed in a sheltered nook overtopped by pine trees,
each house having a garden.
After passing Dzare, the Amoor is divided into two
great branches and several small channels. One of the
large streams turns to the right, and passes the village of
Gobnee; a few miles further is the entrance to the lake of
Icezee. On the lower side, and at a short distance from the
outlet, is Mariensk post, one of the most important stations
that Russia has planted on the Amoor. A battery has been

,

LAKE KEZEE.
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erected that commal~dsboth the river and the erltrance to
this inland port, and a t o m is rapidly rising.
The entrance from the Arnoor is about one third of a
mile in width, but several small islands interrupt the passage, rendering the nitvigation difficult; a steam-tug will,
however, obviate this.
The lake is- about twenty-seven miles long, and its
greatest width is three miles, but it becomes considerably
narrower as it extends to the eastward. A chain of mountains, which attain a considerable elevation, runs nlong its
southern shore, and terminates on Castries Bay. The Ai
has its source in this chain, and after a course of near 200
miles, pours a considerable body of wnter into the lake. A
small chain of hills extends along the north side, and
numerous minor streams flow into the lake on both shores.
Only twenty miles of high land intervene between the
eastern end of the Kezee lake and the Gulf of Tartary.
A channel through these hills \vould be invaluable to
Russia, and save the great expense that must be incurred
by constructing a railway from llariensk to Castries Bay.
The distance between the two points is about fifty-three
miles, and over a difficult country. As neither labour nor
materials for such an undertaking can be procured here,
or even from Siberia, the cost of making a single line of
iron-may mill far exceed that of any line that has yet been
constructed in Russia; nor is commerce sufficiently developed
in this new acquisition to pay by its transit one-hundredth
part of the expense of working it. The time, however, must
come when the locomotive will be seen sending out its puffs
of steam in this remote part of Asia.
A short distance below Mariensk the Amoor takes a
course nearly due north, and contains many islands. Both
shores are flat, but hills appear in the distance on each side.
Further down they approach nearer, forming the valley of
the Amoor, which is thickly covered with a forest of pines

GELYAKS.

and birch. But little change takes place in the aspect of
the country for a long distance, except that the hills become
a little more abrupt, while many small valleys branch
to the right and left, in which the &fangoonshave formed
settlements.
About 100 miles below Mariensk is the village of Pul,
the Nijne-Novgorod of these regions, where the hunters
and traders assemble from all quarters. Toungouz hunters
from the Zeya and the Yablonoi bring the produce of their
rifles. Gelyaks from the shore of the Sea of Okhotsk attend

with their furs, and the Mangoons, with their neighbow,
the Goldi, bring skins from the Oussoure and Goreena.
Manjour merchants from the Soungaria meet them with
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wares from China, and Japanese come to barter their goods
with the hunters for the produce of their forests. Such an
assemblage can only be collected on this spot, where curious
and highly-characteristic scenes take place .between the
daring hunter and the crafty Manjour and Japanese.
At one of these singular gatherings, in 1841, men of a
different race appeared, carrying skins like other hunters,
but their features and language .showed the Asiatics
that they were not descended from any of their tribes.
They had, homtbver, proved themselves good woodsmen, had
gained the esteem of the Toungouz, among whom they
had been living, and were introduced as belonging to the
brotherhood.
In the summer of 18.39 three Polish exiles disappeared
from the neighbourhood of Nertchinsk; a strict search was
made in every direction, but no clue was found by which
they could be traced. A few of their comrades alone
knew their plans and the direction they had taken, which
was down the Amoor. Escapes were not uncommon in
this district, notwithstanding the vigilance of the guards,
afld a reward offered to the Manjours for every prisoner
they found beyond their frontier. Many fugitives were
brought back and severely punished, as an example to their
comrades.
The Poles were officers who had served in the wars, and
knew that a flogging and hard labour in the mines would be
their fate if caught; and their comrades were well assured
that no force of the Manjourians would ever take them alive
when once they had got across the frontiers. It has since
been ascertained that these men provided themselves with
rifles and descended the Amoor as far as the Onon, where
they joined a party of Toungouz hunters, whom they accompanied on an expedition to the sources of the Selindja.
By a display of. courage and intelligence they succeeded in
establishing a mutual friendship between these simple people
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and themselves, and spent two minters in their dwellings.
In the autumn ~f 1841 they went with their friends to P u l ;
after the fair the exiles bade them adieu, and proceeded with
the Japanese traders to the island of Saghalien, where one of
them died. The others made their way to the eastern
coast, and after a stay of some months had the satisfaction
of seeing a ship anchor off the coast, bearing a flag with
the stars and stripes. A boat's crew, with the captain,
landed to obtain provisions, and mere astonished at being
addressed in English by one of the exiles, who explained
his position, and requested a passage to any place where he
and his comrade might find a ship for Europe.
The kind-hearted seaman instantly consented to take them
on board and land them in America if no better opportunity
offered of sending them to Europe; but he informed them
that he was an American whaler, and as his ship had not
her full cargo, that they would probably be delayed 'some
months on the voyage. He kept his word; and when he
put them on shore made known their history to his countrymen, which excited both their sympathy and generosity.
Ten years afterwards one of them reached Paris, and
succeeded in making known his escape to his unfortunate
comrades in Siberia, from one of whom I obtained the
particulars.
From Pul to Michaeloffsk the country retains much of
the same character, but the river becomes narrower, and
attains a depth of 115 feet. Several streams fall into it
both on the right and left shores. About twenty miles
lower down the Omogun falls into the river on the left side,
and this is the great affluent of the Lower Amoor. It has
its source in the Khingan chain, and its course is about 450
miles. Beyond this the river becomes wider, and makes a
great curve to the north-west; after passing Teb& when
within a short distance of Lake Orel, it turns suddenly to
the south-east, and extends to more than two miles in width,
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with many islands dotted over its bed. Here there are
numerous Gelyak villages, inhabited by people said to be
the least civiliscd on the Amoor.
From Tebak high mountains rise on both sides the '
river, the banks are frequently formed by rugged cliffs, and
the country is thickly covered with timber. After passing
the settlement ' of Vait, all the branches of the Amoor are
united in one stream near two miles in width, and varying
from 150 feet to 200 feet in depth. This broad tide rolls
on to Nicholrtiofsk, the great defence of the Amoor. These
works have been designed and constructed under the superintendence of eminent engineers, and their armament would
speedily stop any ships that attempted to enter, while the
fleet would remain safely moored higher up the stream.
The long winter here is a great detriment, and the place
can never become a first-rate commercial port, as the ships
will always be obliged to leave early. Frost approaches
at the end of October or the first few days in November,
and seals up the river, which for six long months is one
vast sheet of ice, and during a greater part of the seventh
it is impossible for vessels to move from their moorings
on account of the floating masses. So that five months
is the only period during the year when this part of the
Amoor can be used for commercial purposes. Bad as it
is for ships to be frozen in n t Cronstadt, it would be much
worse at Nicholaiofsk; and this will ever remain a serious
disadvantage, and check the development of the various
resources of the country.
Martello towers are built on Cape Tebak and Cape
Pronge, to defend the mouth of the river; they would
not be easy to pass; and similar towers have been raised
on the coast between Cape Pronge and Castries Bay, at
every point best suited for defence.
The latter will ultimately be the port of the Amoor. It
is only for three months in the winter that vessels would be

.
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sealed up here, even if caught in the ice; a circumskince
that would rarely happen, as sailing a degree or two south
would take the ship into a more genial clime.
I have many friends among the nuulerous Russian
settlers who have left their homes and service in Europe to
pitch their tents in the country between Pronge and Castries Bay : I sincerely wish them success, and feel assured
that they will establish a hardy and industrious race here,
that must ultimately play a great part in these regions.
Both sides of this Strait will before long be peopled by
Russians, and the Island of Saghalien be added to their
empire. The latter contains valuable beds of coal, whend
Russia can draw supplies for either a steam navy o r for
industrial purposes ; it will also give her splendid harbourv
in the Pacific, and leave her fleets free foi- operations
throughout every part of the year.
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MAMMALIA
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THE VALLEY OP THE AMOOR.
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UPPER AMOOR

rutila
Alces
Capreolus
Elephus
Lu u s .
vuPpes
Hemionus
auritue
rr 2

Ek.
Roebuck.
Fox.

Caracal
borealis
alpinus
Tolai
variabilis
vulgaris
Taxus
moschiferus
decumanus
erminea
sibirica
zibellina
MYOWALAX talpinus
NYCTIREUTESprocyonoides
SCIURUS
vulgaris
vulgaris
SOREX
scrota
Sus
TAMIAS
striatus
.VESPERTILIO Daubentonii
borealis

Alpine hare.
Hare.
Otter.
Badger.
Rat.
Ermine.
Polecat.
Sable.
Bear.
Racoon dog.
Squirrel.
Wild boar.
Striped squirrel
Bat.

MIDDLE AMOOR.

LEPUS
MELES
Mosc~us
Mus
MUSTELA

vuipes
Capreolus
Elephus
Caracal
Irbis
Tigris
variabilis
Taxus
moschiferus.
decumanus
erminea
sibirica
zibellina
procy onoides

Red wolf.
MT0lf.
Fox.
Roebuck.
Stag.
Lynx.
Panther.
Tiger.
Badger.
Rat.
Ermine.
Polecat.
Sable.
Racoon dog

QUADRUPEDS IN THE VALLEY OF THE AMOOR.

SOREX

PYgm?us
vulgaris
Sus
scrofa
Uasus
Arctos
VESPERTILIODaubentonii

Wild boar.
Brown bear.
Bat.

LOWER AMOOR.

alpinus
Lu~us
vufpes
Alces
Capreolus
.
Tarandus
ERINACEUS auritus
FELIS
Carncal
LEPUS
variabilis
Mus
decumanus
MUSTELA
erminea
sibirica
zibellina
PY€?==us
vulgaris.
striatus
Arctos
Daubentonii

Red wolf.
Wolf.
Fox.
Elk.
Roebuck.
Reindeer.
Hedgehog.

Lynx.
Rat.
Ermine.
Polecat.
Sable.
Striped squirrel.
Brown bear.
Bat.
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BIRDS
IN

THE VALLEY OF THE BYOOH.

UPPER AMOOR.

Cucaus

CYP~ELUS

alpestris .
pratensis
ispida
acuta
Boschas
Clangula
Crecca
falcata
Fuligula
glocitans
nigra
Querquedula
garrula
Jotaka
(Bgialites) curonicus
pluvialis
nigra
cyaneus
gelastes
glacialis
c aneus
drax
Corone
dauricus
canorus

Apus
Ciria.

Sparrow
Lark.
Kin@sher.
Pintail duck.
Duck.
Golden eye.
Teal.
Duck.
Tufted duck.
Duck.
Black scoter.
Teal.
Bohemian chatterer.
Night-jar.
Plover.
Blkk stork.
Marsh harrier.
Dove.
Blue jay.
Raven.
Crow.
Daw.
Cuckoo.
Swift.
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EMBERUA

aureola
pith ornus
ruti a
ripodocephala
FALCO
atra
candicans
Tinnunculus
FRINQILLA Montifringilla
GARRULUS- glandarius
GBYS
leucogeranus
domestica
HIRUNDO
riparia
urbica
LAGOPUS
albus
LANIUS
phenicurus
LARUS
minutus
MOTACILLA alba
flava
NUMENIUS
arquat.a
ORIOLUS
sinensis
PANDION Halietos
PARUS
caudatus
cyaneus
palustris
PLECTROPHANBS
nivalis
PICA
cyanea
PICUS
martius
. major
minor
PODICEPS cornutus
Aedon
SALICARIA
SCOLOPAX major
SITTA
enropaea
uralensis
STERNA
leucoptera
longipennis
STRIX
brachyotus
Bubo
funerea
Nyctea
Otus
STURNUS
dauricus
SYLVIA
aurorea
Cglliope

I'

- .

.

K

K
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Hawk.
Kestrel.
White crane.
Swallow.
Ptarmigan,

Gull.
Wagtail.
Yellow wagtail.
Common curlew.
Chinese oriole.
Osprey.
Long tailed tit.
Blue tit.
Marsh tit.
Snow bunting.
Blue jay.
Woodpecker.
Little woodpecker.
Double snipe.
Nuthatch.
White-winged tern.
Tern.
Short-eared owl.
Horned owl.
Snowy owl.
Owl.
Starling.
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SYLVIA

TETBAO
TOTANUS

T ~ G A
WDW

uma

VANELLUS

cyanura
karnschatkensie
Locust*
Proregulus
sibirica
bonasia
Tetrix
Glareola
glottis
minuta
Temminckii
fuscatus
EPOP~
cnstatue

Red-necked nightingale.

Wood hen.
Black grouse.

Blackbird

Hoopoe-

Lapwlng

MIDDLE AMOOR.

hypoleucos
Ispida
acuta
ANas
Boschas
Crecca
cl peata
f cata
alericulata
istrionica
nigra
Querquedula
Bernicla
ANSEB
cygnoides
grandis
B
Q
~ albicilla
pelttgica
cinerea
AaDEA
virescens
BUTEO
vulgaris
Jotaka
CAPRmus
C ~ a ~ a n a m s mongolicus
CICONIA
ge aetes
COLUMBA
glacialis
COLmus

Acnns

ALCEDO

9

f

nir'

King-fisher.
Pintail duck.
Duck.
Teal.
Duck.
Harlequin duck.
Black scoter.
Teal.
Goose.
Eagle.
Heron.
Buzzard.
Night-jar.
Bla& stork.
Dove.
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Corone
da~zricus
Cucaus
SP.
musicus
cyams
Ciris
CmELUs
EMBEBIZA aureola
spodocephala
candicans
Tinnunculus
FRINGXLLA Montifringilla
G a ~ ~ a u s landarius
eucogeranus
GRUS
ost ralegus
TOPU US
riparia
HIBUNDO
phenicurus
Lmus
canus
LARUS
minutus
alba
flava
lugubrie
cinereo-alba
narcissina
SPcaryo-catactes
sinensis
Halidtos
at er
cyaneus
sturninus
SP.
caudata
cyanea
minor
Aedon
europaea
Hirundo
leucoptera
longipennis
brachyotus
Bubo
Otus
cyanura
kamschatkensis

f

Crow.
Daw.
Swan.

Hawk.
Kestrel.
White crane
Oyster-catcher.
Swallow.
Gull.
Wagtail.
Yellow wagtail.

Chinese oriole.
Osprey.
Blue tit.
Pheasant.
Magpie.
Blue 'ay.
woodpecker.
Nuthatch.
Common tern.
White-winged tern.
Tern.
Short-eared owl.
Horned owl.

Owl.
Red-necked nighthgale.
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. . .
sibirica
,(Zosterops) chloronotus

.

nasia
canadensis
Tetrix
Glareola
minuta
Temminckii
fuscatus

Wood hen.
Black grouse.

Blackbiid.

LOWER AMOOR.

hypoleucos
lspida
acuta
Boschas
clypeata
Crecca
falcata
galericulata
nigra
Querquedula
albicilla
pelagica
cinerea
Lagopus

Heron.
Buzzard.

"
i8
l:

Raven.

Ciris
aureola
spodocephala
candicans
Tinnunculue
Montifringilla
leucogeranus
ostralegus
riparia
minutus
alba
lugubris

Kingfisher
Pintail duck.
Duck.
Teal.
Duck.
Black scoter.
Teal.
Eagle

Hawk.
Kestrel
White crane.
Oyster-catcher.
Swallow.

Gull.
Wagtail.
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SYLVIA

Haliatos
cyanea
martius
minor
Adon
europaea
leucoptera
longipennis
brachyotus
0tus
cyanura
kamschatkensis
Proregulus
sibiica
bonasia
canadensis
Gheola
crassirostris
minuta
Temminckii
fuscatua
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Osprey.
Blue jay.
Woodpecker.
Little woodpecker.
Nuthatch.
White-winged tern.
Tern.
Short-eared owl.
Owl.
Red-necked nightingale.
Wood hen.

Blackbird.
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TREES, SHRUBS, AND FLOWERS,
THE VALLEY OF THE AMOOR.

UPPER AMOOR.
obovata
Ginnala .
setacea
grandiflorus
verticillata
apennina
daurica
genevensis
angulosum
majus
fruticosa
hirsuta
laricina
lenense
villosa
nemorosa
atropurpurea
leptoceras

Fir.
Maple.
Milfoil.
Adonis.
Bugle.
Garlic.
Alder.
Chickweed.
Madwort.
Androsace.
Rough chervil.
Columbine.

OxysTala

parvi ora
vulgaris
ASPARAGUS

oli~oclonos
Sieboldi
ASTERANTHEMUM
dauricum
ATBAGENE sibirica
platysepala

Wormwood.
Asparagus.
Starwort.

PLANTS IN THE VALLEY OF THE AMOOR.'

AURICULA
BETULA
rn

minima
alba
daurica
palustris
palustris Gmelini
CALLISACE
daurica
CALTIIA
palus t,ris
CALYPSO
borealis
CALYSTEGIA dauricum
CAMPANULA punctata
CAREX
csespitosa
Mnackii
Meyeriana
pediformis
pedunculata
stricta
C E N O ~ C E rangiferina
CERASTIUM arverise
CHAM~EDAPHNE
calyculata
CHELIDONIUMmajus
CHRYSOSPLENIUM
alternifolium
CLEMATIS
angustifolia
fusca
Manjouria
CONVALLARIA majalis
CORNUS
alba
sibirica
CORYUALIS remota
heterophylla
CORYLUS
manjouria
COTYLEDON
CRATBGUS
pinnatifida
sanguinea
C Y N O C T E ~(Rhodostegia) roseum
CYPRWEDIUM Calceolus
guttaturn
macran thum
ventricosum
DENTARIA
tenuifolia
DIANTHUS
dentosus
DICTAMNUS albus
D~LICHOS
DRABA
lutea
ERIT~ICHIUM Martckii

SOD

Auricula.
Birch.

Marsh-marigold.
Calypso.
Bearbind.
Bell-flower.
Carex.

Cenomyce.
Ceratium.
Celandine.
Golden saxifrage.
Virgin's bower.

Lily of the valley.
Dogwood.

.

Corydalis.
Nut-tree.

.

Navelwort.
Hawthorn.
Lady's slipper.

Dentaria.
Pink.
Fraxinella.
Dolichos.
Whitlow-grass.

E R I T R I C H ~obovatum
E R Y S ~ M altaicum
EUONYM-US Maackii
EUPEORBIA Esula
.FBAGARIA vesca
FRITIUARIADagana
GAL^
verum
GENTIANA
humilis
GERANIUM eriostemon
sibiricum
G~ENSTADT
pauciflora
IA
HEMEROC~IS
flava

s;urge.

Strawberry.
Fritillary.Bedstraw.
Gentian.
Crane's-bill.

I

I

Day-lily.

graminea

HYPEBICUM

ll~~yr~n

IMPATIENSnoli tnngere

IRIS

arviflora
loudowii
dichotoma
Giildenstadtii

b

St. John's-wort.
Balsam.
Iris.

1:cvipt:~

pauciflora
~ibirica
miflora
ventricosa
IXERIS
versicolor
JUGMS
manjourica
JUNIPERUS
daurica
LAMPYXUS
sibirica
LARIX
daurica
LATHYRUS
humilis
LEDW
palustre
LEONTOPODIUM
aibiricum
LESPEDEZA bicolor
L I L ~
Martagon
pulchellum
spectabiie
tenuifolium
LYCHNIS
sibirica
LYSIMACHIA brachy stachys
daurica
MAACKXA
amurensis, nov. gen.
Rupr.
M A J A N T H E ~biifolium
MAXIMOVICZIA amurensis, nov. gen.
Rupr.

Walnut.
Juniper.
Larch.
Lathyrus.
Labrador.
Lion's-foot.
Lespedeza.
Lily.

I
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Gmelini
dauricum
laterifiora
caespitosa
sylvaticus
s lvestris
Lurica
tenuifolia
sessWorum
alpinum
nudicaule
obovata
quadrifolia
scabioeaefolia
fuscescens
amurense, nov. gen.
Rupr.
Pichta
Cembra
manjourica
pumila
s lvestris
c lorantha
gran diiorum
pauciflorum
coeruleum
officinale
stenophyllum
vulgare
POLYSTICHUM
fragrans
P o m s
tremula
suaveolens
POTENTILLA
fragarioides
subacaulis
PRIM~A. cortusoides
hmus
Padus
PULSATILLA vulgaris
PYROLA
rotundifolia
QUEBCUS
mongolica
R ~ ~ a r c a u sauricomus
propinquus
RHAMNUS
daurica
R B A P O N T I C uniflorum
~
RHODODENDRON
dauricum
RIBES
Dikuscha

dl 1

Melic-grass.
Moon-seed.
M~hringia.
Scorpion-pas.

'

E

Pmny.

.

Panax.

POPPY.
Paris.
Patrinia.

Pitch-pine.
Pine.

Platanthem.

Greek valerian.
Solomon's seal.

Poplar.
Cinquefoil.
Primrose.
Plum.
Winter-green.
Oak.
Crowfoot.
Buckthorn.
Rhododendron.
Currant.
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Rosa

glabellum
nigrum
procumbens
rubrum
acicularis
cinnamomea
daurica
cordifolia
idaeus
cinerascens
depressa
pentandra
rosmarinifolia
viminalis
racemosa
septentrionalis
austriaca
aizoon
sanguinolenta
campestris
repens
ersicum
avescens
aucuparia
angustifolia
chamaedrifolia
digitata
lobata
salicifolia
sericea
tomentosa
baicalensis
radians
.Chamaejasme
amurensis
collinum
amurense
angustifolium
aquilegifolium
cochleariforme
Serpyllum
cordata
europaea
Lupinaster
asiaticus

li

Currant.

Rose.
Madder.
Bramble.
Willow.

Elder.
Saxifrage.
Viper's grass.
Stonecrop.

CatchB~.
Nights ade.
Sophora.
Spirea.

Hed e-nettle.
Stitc wort.
Stellera.
Lilac.

1

Meadow-rue.
Shepherd's purse.
Thyme
Lime-tree.
Win ter-green.
Trefoil.
Globe-flower.

glabra
pumila
Vitis id,=
uliginosum
officinalis
nigrum
tubiflora
Opulus
multicaulis
atratum
acuminata
dactyloides
discuta
Gmeliniana
Ircutiana
macrantha
mirabilia
multicaulia
Patrini
subglabra
variegata
amurensis
cordifolia
indivisa
riparia
caruleum

Nettle.
Whortle-berry.
Valerian.
Veratrum.
Speedwell.
Viburnum.
Vetch.
Violet.
'

Vine.

.

MIDDLE ABrIOOR.

ABIES
ACUA
ACER

ACONITUM
ACT=

obovata
ajanensis
chinensia
Dedyle
Ginnala
Mono
tegmentosum
~rcuatum
volubile
erythrocarpa
sp~cata
LL

Fir.
Acarna.
Maple.

Wolf 'a-bane
Act aea.
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ADENOPHORAlatifolia
ADIANTUM
pedatum
AGRIMONIA pilosa
A
L
L
m
anisopodium
lineare
ALNOBETULA fruticosa
ALNUS
hirsuta
AMARms

AMETHYSTEAcserulea
ARABIS
pendula
ARALLA
manjourica
ARISTOLOCHIAcontorts
ARTEMISIA latiloba
sacrorum
samamisica
scoparia
selengensis
szlvatica
E llix femina
ASPIDIUM
ABTERANTHEMUM
dauricum
ASTRAQALUS uliginosus
BECXMANNIA eruc;~formis
BERBERIS
amurensis
BETULA
alba
Maackii
Maximowiczii
ovalifolia
reticulata
BIDENS
tripartita
pinnatifida
BUPLEURUM longiradiaturn
CACALIA
aur~culata
CALAMAGROSTIS
epigejos
CALAMINTHA chinensis
CALLISACE daurica
CALYSTEGIA daurica
CMIPANULA punctata
CARAGANA Altagana
CARDUUS
crispus
CAULOPHYLLUM
robustun1
CELASTRUS flagellaris
CHANBDAPHNE~81yculat~
CHABZ~EMELUM
limosum
CHENOPODIUM
ficifolium

Maiden-hair.
Agrimony .
Grarlic.
Alder.
Amaranth.
Amethystea.
Wall-cress.
Aralia.
Aristolochia.
wormwood.

Milk-vetch.
Beckmannia.
Berberry.
Birch.

Bidens.
Hare's-ear.
Cacalia.

Bearbind.
Bell-flower.
Siberian Pea-trec.
Thistle.
Caulophyllum.
Staff-tree.
Goosefoot .

PLANTS I N THE VALLEY ,OF THE AMOOR

CHLORANTHUSmanjouricus
CHYLOCALYX perfoliatus
CIECAU
alpina
lutetiana
Maackii
pendulum
CLEB~ATIB
angustifolia
fusca
manjourica
CLKNTONIA
udensis
COMMELINA communis
C O R I S P E ~elongatum
latifolium
CORNUS
canitdensis
sibirica
COBYDALIS
Maackii
speciosa
Cosnus
heterophylla
manjourica
rostrata
COTYLEDON
CRATBGUS
pinnatifida
CUSCUTA
DIANTHUS
z%!us
DICTAMNUS albus
DIOSCOREA quinqueloba
ECHINOSPERMUIK
deflexum
EL~EOCHARIS acicularis
ovata
palust ris
ELEUTHERO- senticosus, nov. gen.
COCCUS
Maxim.
ERIGERON
acre
EUONYMUS

Chloranthus.
Enchanter's nightshade.

C~SI~JM

Virgin's bower.

Commelina.
Tick-seed.
Dogwood.
Corydalis
Nut-tree.
Navel-wort.
Hawthorn.
Dodder.
Pink.
Fenella.
Yam.
Echinospermum.

Erigeron

g",::~.
verrucosus

EUPHORBIA lucorurn
FIMBRISTYLIS
leiocarpa
FRAXINUS manjourica
GAL^
boreale
GEBLEEA

latifolium
sungariensis
L L 2
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Spurge.
Fimbristylis.
Ash-tree.
Bedstraw,

GEBLERA
GERANIUM
GLYCEBIA

sufliuticoss
vlassovianum
fluitans

Crane's-bill.
GIyceria.

lr~~~torhiza

GLYCYBREIZApallidiflora
GYPSOPHILA lat ifolia
perfoliata
HABENABIA linearifolia
HETEROPAPPUSdecipiens
HOTEIA
chinensis
HYPEBICUM Ascyron
attenuatum
Irmu
britannica
linarisefolia
salicina
ISOLEPIS Micheliana
Juo~lws
manjourica
Lacmca
amurensis
LARIX
daurica
LATHYBUS palustris
pilosus
LESPEDEZA bicolor
LIBANOTIS
seseloides
LIOULARIA
sibirica
Lamv
callosum
LIMNANTHEMDM
nymphoides
LINARIA
vulgaris
LUZULA
campestris
minor
LYCHNIS
fulgens
LYCOPOD~M
complanatm
clavatum
LYCOPUS
lucidus
LYSIUCHIA
barystachys
LYTHRUM
Sallcaria
UCKIA
amurensis, nov. gen.
Rupr.
MAJAKYHEMUM bifolium
MAXIMOVICZIA amurensis, nov. gen.
Rupr.
MELAMPYRUM roseum
MENISPERMUM dauricurn
MENTHA
origanoides
METAPLEXIS Stauntonii

St. John's-wort.

Isolepis.
Walnut.
Lettuce.
Larch.
Lathyrus.

Toad-flax.
Luzula.

Water-horehound.
Loose-strife.
Lythrum.

Cow-wheat.
Moon-seed.
Mint.

PLANTS I N THE VALLEY OF THE AMOOB.

MITROSICYOS lobatus, nov. gen.
Maxim.
MULQEDIUM
sibiricum
NYXPHAU
Wenzellii
interrupts
ONOCLEA
sensibiis
OROBUS
lathyroides
PACONIA albiflora
obovata
Pmax
sessiliflorum
PARIS
obovata
quadrifolia
PATRINXA rupestris
scabiosaefolia
PEDICULARIS
resupinata
sceptrum
PHELLODENDRON
amurense, nov. gen.
Rupr.
PEILADELPHUS
tenuifolius
PHRYMA leptostachya
PICEA
Pichta
PICRIS
japonica
PINUS
manjourica
Pichta
P L A T ~ H E Rhologlottis
A
PLATYCODON
grandiflorum
coarctata
P oA
nemoralis
POLYGONUM
nodosum
Convolvulus
minus
POLYPODIUM
Phegopteris
vulgare
POLYSTIC
HUM
spindosum
Pornnus
tremula
suaveolens
POTENTILLAb i i r c a
P ~ m (Pmus)Maackii
s
P T ~ C A mongolica
PYROLA
renifolia
PYRUS
baccata
ussuriensis
QUERCUS
mongolica
R A N I J N ~ ~ amurensis
L~~
L L

s

Mdgedium.
Water-lily.
Onoclea.

Panax.
Paris.

Lousewort.

Syringa.
Ox-tongue .
Pine.

Persicaria.
Polypody.
Poplar.
Cinquefoil. '
Plum.
Winter-green.
Pyrus.
Oak.
Crowfoot.
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Rmcaus

amuricus
Crow foot.
chinensis
Buckthorn.
RHAMNUS
daurica
Rhododendron.
RHODODENDRON
dauricum
Currant.
RIBES
rubrum
ROSA
cinnamomea
Rose.
RUBUS
cratse,@folius
Bramble.
ibus
RUMEX
maritimus
Dock.
SALVINIA
natans
SAMBUCUS racemosa
Elder.
SANGUISORBAofficinalis
Great burnet.
tenuifolia
Saussurea.
SAUSSUREA pulchella
Saxifrage.
SAXIFRAGE
bronchialis
congesta
SCHIZOPEPON bryonisefolius, nov. gen.
Maxim.
SCORZONERAmacrosperma
Viper's grass.
Skull-cap.
SCUTELLARIA
de endens
ga ericulata
japonica
SEDUM
Aizoon
Stonecrop.
Middendofii
SELAGXNELLA pulvinat a
Setaria.
SETARIA
SILENE
Catchfly.
S m
cicutsefolium
Water-parsnip.
SOLIDAGO
Virgaurea
Golden-rod.
SOPHORA
flavescens
Sophora.
SORBUS
aucuparia
SPXF~A
flexuosa
Spiraea.
salicifolia.
sericea.
SPIBANTHES australis
Spiranthes.
STACHTS
bai kalensis
Hedge-nettle.
STYLOCALYX perfoliatus
SYNEILEISIS aconitifolia, nov. gen.
Maxim.
SYRINGA
amurensis
Lilac.
vulgaris
TANACETUM boreale
Tansy.
vulgare
TAXUS
baccata
Yew-tree.
'

Y

fiiz

PLANTS IN THE VALLEY OF TIIE AMOOR

latifolia
Ser yllum
cor ata
manjourica.
parviflora
natans
Lupinaster
flavescens
Kolomikta
glabra
montana
auberosa
Vitis iduliginosum
grandis
longifolia
Opulus
pallida
volubile
amurensis
major
subcordata
'bbiflorum
aackii
Maximoviczii

Meadow-rue.
Thyme.

l

Water-caltrops.
Trefoil.
Trisetum.

Speedwell.
Viburnum.
Vetch.
Vine.
Woodsia.

LOWER AMOOR.

ajensis
Dedyle
Mono
spicata
fruticosa
hirsuta
volu bilis
integrifolia
reticulctta
Maximoviczii
cdyculata
L L 4

Fir.
Maple.

Actsea.
Alder.
Columbine.
Wormwood,
Birch.
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CIMIC~UQA
CLEMATIS

simplex
fusca
CLINTONIA
udensis.
CORNUS
sibirica
alba
CORYDALIS
Maackii
CORYLUS
manjourica
CRATBGUS pinnat ifida
CYPERUS
bufonicus
limosus.
ELEUTHERO- senticosus, nov. gen.
COCCUS
Maxim.
Euo~~aarre macropterus
GENTMA
tdora
JUGLANS manjourica
JUNIPERUSdaurica
LEDUM
(palustre) dilatum
MMCKIA
amurensis, nov. gen.
Rupr.
PICEA
Pichta

POLY
QONUM
Popaus

tremula

P~OLA
QUERCUS
mongolica
RHAPONTICUM
RHODODENDRON
dauricum
Rwus
ihus
SAMBUCUS racemosa
SORBUS
aucuparia
S P I ~
salicifolia
THYMUS
Se yllum
TXLIA
cor at&
VACCINIUM uliginosum
Vitis idsea
XYLOSTEUM c~eruleum
'bbiflorum
aximoviczii

'B

%

Bugwort.
Virgin's bower.
Dogwood.
Corydalis.
Nut-tree.
Hawthorn.
Cyprus.

Spindle-tree.
Gentian.
Walnut.
Juniper.
Labrador.
Pitch-pine.
Persicaria.
Poplar.
Winter-green.

Oak.
Rhododendron.
Bramble.
Elder.
Spirsea.
Thyme.
Lime-tree.
Whortle-berry .

MAMMALIA
KIRGHIS STEPPE, ALA-TAU, KARA-TAU, AND TARBAGATAT.

Bos

cms

Bobac
fulvus
leptodactylis
mugosaricus
Bubalus
aureus
Caragan
Corsac
Lupus

yAmmon
F:y

Lms
LUTBA

Ibex
Fiber
Alces
Capreolus
Elephus
p~gargus
Caballus sylvestris
auritus
Catus
LFX
Ties
Tolm

MARAL

MELES
Mus
citillus

Marmot.

Buffalo.
Jackal.
Corsac fox.
Wolf.
Fox.
Argali, or Wild sheep.
Ibex.
Beaver.

Elk.

Roebuck.

"t

wil goat.
Wild horse.

LYTiger.
Hare.
Otter.
stag.
Badger.
Mouse.

s
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Mus

j aculus
Rattus
typhlus
erminea

PHOCA

?E,":zs

SOREX
Sus

fodiens
acrofa

TALPA
U~sus
VESPERT~IO
discolor
pipistrellus

Rat.
Ermine.
Polecat.
Marten.
Seal.
Wild boar.
Mole.
Bear.
Bat.

BIRDS
OF TEE

KIRGHIS STEPPE, ALA-TAU, KARA-TAU, AND TARBAQATAI.

alpestris
Olor
rutila
Tadorna
comata
asiaticus
tartaricus
nigra

EEkla
Corax
frugilegus
landarius
factylisonans
aureola
hortulana
Spinua
Spinus asiaticus
apivorus
Chrysdtos
Chvsaijtos ragouja
nobllis
F",;",Cs;
cinerea

Lark.
Swan.
Red duck.
Heron.
Plover.
Plover.
Stork.
Black stork.
Wood pigeon.
Jackdaw.
Raven.
Rook.
Jay.
Wheatear.
Siskin.
Honey buzzard.
Eagle.
Bearcoot.
Crane.
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Gaus
leucogeranus
R~MATOPUS
ostralegus
HIRUNDO
alpestns
LARUS
canus
LOXU
persica
MERQUS
Merganser
MOTACILLA flava
Luscinia
Om
tarda
Tetrax
PEXDBIX cinerea
PFIASIANUS colchicus
PHALAc~ZOCOR
carbo
AX
PELECANUSOnocrotalus
PICA
caudata
PLATALEA leucorodia

PPBRHULA
SAXICOLA
SCOLOPAX
STERNA
Smrx
S m s
TANTALUS
TETRAO
TRINGA
UPWA

(Enanthe
stapazina
allinago
6irundo
Nyctea
Otus
scops
falcinellus
longicaudata
aradoxus
tanellus
EPOPS

White crane.
Oyster-catcher.
Swallow.
Seagull.
Yellow wagtail.
Nightingale.
Bustard.
Bustard.
Grey partridge.
Pheasant.
Cormorant.
Pelican.
Magpie.
Spoonbill.
Bullfinch.
Wheatear.
Russet wheatear.
Small snipe.
Common tern.
Snowy owl.
Owl.
Scops-eared owl.
Starling.
Quail.
Lapwing.
Hoopoe.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND FLOWERS,
FOUND ON THE

KIRGHIS STEPPE, ALA-TAU, KARA-TAU, AND TARBAGAUI.

Millefolium
Calamus
apennina
autumnalis
vernalis
aquatica
truncata
vulgaris
Plantago
bisulcum
Cepa
sativum
tartaricum
pratensis
micropetdum
tartanca
nana
aphylla
rupestris
esculentus
alba
caerulea
narcissiflora
patens
sylvaticus
nobilis
genistifolium

Milfoil.
Acorus.
Adonis.

Lady's mantle.
Water-plantain.
Garlic.

Foxtail-grass.
Madwort.
Amaryllis.
Almond.
Anabasis.
Bugloss.
Anemone.

Chamomile.
Snapdragon.

APPENDIX.

Linaria
pendula
Abrotanum
Absinthium
Dracunculus
nivea
nutans
Santonica
tartarica
sibirica
altaicus
chinensis
elegans
sibiricus
contortuplicatus
falcatus
fruticosus
longiflorus
melilotoidea
ph sodes
su catus
tenuifolius
uliginosus
verticillaris
virgatus
vulpinus
frutescens
hortensis
sibirica
tartarica
sylvestris

Snapdragon.
Wall-cress.
Womwood.

Swallow-wort.
Asphodel.

P

emarginata
sibirica
grandiflora
officinalis
alba
daurica
fruticosa
Galbanum
urnbellatus
odontalgica
coronata

Atra haxis.
Orac e.

E

Oat-grass.
Amaryllis.
Barberry.
Betony.
Birch.
Bubon.
Flowering rush.
Cachrys
Bell-flower.

P M T S OF THE EXIlOHIS STEPPE.

grandiftora
lilifolia
macrantha
punctata
sarmatica
verticillata
monspeliensis
s inosa
Irundo
cyanoides
arenaria
curta
Carui
simplex
aromaticus
alata
glast ifolia
maculosa
orientalis
radiata
tartarica
trichocephals,
Siliquastrum
salsum
graminea

it$c;)

palustm

glauca
graveolens
carthamoides
ciliatus
desertom
helenioides
serratuloides
officinalis
malacophyllum
serrata
spinosa
monogyna
Oxyacantha
baccifer
longus

Camphorosma.
Caper-tree.
Thistle.

Caraway.
Clove-tree.
Centaury.

Judas-tree.
Wallflower.
Goosefoot.
Gum-succory.
Bugwort.
Virgin's bower.

Scurvy-grass.
Cotoneaster.
Navelwort.
Hawthorn.
Campion.
Cyperus.
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plGe-.
macran thum
venqricogum :
deqtatus '
orientalis
yernavulgare
angustifolius
arenarius .
junceus
sabulosus .
sibiricus .
tener
monostachya

helioscopia
palustria
persica
sibirica
vesca
hirsuta
adscendens
dgida
aquatica
macrophylla
triflora.
asperrima
aprica
arabidifiora
tartarica
Gmelini
murorum
niger

k",fz;?
fl avissima
longispatha
setosa

Lady's slipper.

Cytisus.
Dodartia.
Whitlow-grass.
Globe-thistle.
Vipers' bugloss.
Oleaster.
Lyme-grass.

~,he'b.
Horse-tail.
Cotton-grass.
Rocket.
Spurge.
Falkia.
Giant fennel.
Fescue-grass.
Strawberry.
Sea-heath.
Gentian.

Glycyrrhiza
Rocket.
Hawkweed.
Henbane.

Inula. -

Iris

PUNTS OF .THE KIRGHIS STEPPE.

ISATIS
tinctoria
Juscus
Vpha
.
JUNIPERUS communis
excelsa .. . .
nana .
Sylvia
hyssopifolia .
incerta
coronopifolium
latifolium

I

.

4

Woad.
: . ' , Rush. .'.'
Juniper.

5-29
3

'

:.;
'

..

.-

'

pulchra
punicea
tartarica
8ornithopodioides
fulgens
tartaricum
ruthenicum
vulgaris
Salicaria
Althaea
crispa
crispata
sativa
undulata

'

Kochia. . ..
Leontice.
Pepperwort.
Gromwell.
Lonicera.
Birdts-foot trefoil.
Lychnis.
Box-thorn.
Loose-strife.
Lythrum.
Mallow.
Medick.
Mint.

nitida
salsa
simplicissimum
uniflorum
cseruleum
alpina
tuberosa
Cembra
orientalis
Pallasiana
Pichta
sibirica
asiatica
maxima
M M

Saintfoin.
Onosma.
Star of Bethlehem.
Broom-mpe.
Canary-grass.
Phlomis.

Pine.

Plantain.

.

.
.

.

. minuta

Plantab.

salsa

Podalyria
acidulum
crisplllum
divaricatum
frnt escens
ocreatum
salignum
tartaricum
undulatum
balsamifera

Persicaria

nigra
suaveolens
oleracea
astracanica

Purslane.
Cinquefoil.

bifurca
fragarioides

~;p

multifida
nivea
prostrats
ruthenica
Salesovii
sericea
stipularis
supina
dasycarpa
sibirica
aquaticus
aquatilis
cassubicus
falcatus
fluvialis
salsuginosus
tenellus
capsicum
compactum
hybridum
palmatum
tart aricum
undulatum
aciculare

Plum.

Crowfoot.

Radish.
Rhubarb.

Currant.

Diacantha
Grossularia
procumbens
saxatile
triste
sibirica
frutescens
Halodendron
acicularis
berberifolia
daurica
flore semipleno
grandiflora
lutescens
Pallasii
pauciflora
pimpinellifolia
reversa
sanguisorbifolia
Patientia
herbacea
pentandra
arbuscula
laniflora
oppositifolia
vermiculata
Hablitziana
mollis
officinrtlis
arvensis
isetensis
stellata
acicularis
(Arundo) Phragmites
lacustris
palustris
caricifolia
eriosperma
purpurea
acre
Aizoon
hybridurn
quadrifidum
w m 2

.

Currant-

'

.

Robinia.
Rose.

Dock.
Glasswort.
Willow.
Saltwort.

sageScabious.
Club-rush.

Viper's grass.
Stone-crop.

.

*

.

populifolium
spinosum
tectorum
amara
angustifolis
centaurioides
coronata salicifolia
tinctoria
altissimum
integrifoliurn
ferulacea
flexuosa
G melini
minifolia
atifolia
Limonium
scoparia
saffruticosa
sibirica
ermanica
fursa pastoris
ceratocarpon
mutabilis
pratense
repens
repens
sylvestris
palustris
europea
campestris
humilis
pumila
officinalis
tenuissirna

House-leek.
Groucdsel.
Saw-wort.

Mustard.
Sisyrnbriurn.

r'

angustifolia
grandis
incisa
laciniatlr
multifida
neglect8

Feather-grass.
Tamarisk.
Shepherd's purse.

Trefoil.
Wheat.
Tulip.
Cat's-tail.
Furze.
Elm-tree.
Vakrian.
Cress-rocket.
Mullein.
Veronica.

VERONICA
.
VIBURNUM

VIOLA

ZYGOPHYLLUM

pinnata
sibirica
spuria
'dauricum
Opulus
altaica . .
canina'
uniflora
.

Veronica.

. Viburnum.
Violet.
Bean caper.

.

*
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THE TRANS-BAIKAL AND SIBERIA.

Ammon
sibiricus
Bobac
amphibius
obscurus
rufocanus
aureus
Corsac
Lagopus
Lupus
Vulpes
Fiber
Alces
Capreolus
Elephus
Tarandus
srtgitta
auritus
Lynx
Tigris
borealis
alpinus
hyperboreus
Ogotona
Tolai
vnriabilis
vulgaris
Taxus
moschiferus

Argali, or Wild
sheep.
Marmot.
Water-rat.
Jackal.
Corsac fox
Arctic fox.
Wolf.
Fox.
Beaver.
Elk.
Roebuck.
Stag.
Rein-deer.
Hedgehog.
Lynx.
Tiger.
Glutton.
Alpine hare. .

Otter.
Badger.

ANMAIS OF THE TRANS-BAIKAL AND SIBERIA.

decumanus
minutus
musculus
eminea
sibirica
vulgaris
zibellina
gregarius
MYODES
PLECOTUS auritus
volans
PTEROMYS*
vulgaris
SCIURUS
vulgaris
SOREX
SPE~OPHILUSEversmanni
scrofa
Sus
europaea
TUA
ni,qra
TAMIAS
stnatus
Arctos
URSUS
VESPERTILIO borealis
dasycnemus
Daubentonii
Mus

635

Rat.
Mouse.
Ermine.
Polecat.
Sable
Flying squirrel.
Squirrel.
Siberian marmot.
Wild boar.
Mole.
Striped squirrel.
Brown bear.
Bat.
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BIRDS
OF

THE TRANS-BAlKAL AND SIBERIA.

montanellus
h oleucos
a pestris.
arvensis.
Ispida
acuta
Boschas
Clangula
clypeata.
Crecca
Fuligula
glacialis.
histrionica
nigra
Penelo~e
~uer~iedula
rutila
albifrons
Bernicla
cinereus
grandi s
segetum
arboreus.
japonicus.
pratensis.
albicilla
nevia
nobilis

F

Lark.
King-fisher.
Pintail duck.
Duck.
Golden eye.
Teal.
Tufted duck.
Harlequin duck.
Black scoter.
Whistler.
Teal.
Red duck.
Goose.

Eagle.
Barcoot.

BIRDS OF THE TRANS-BAIKAL AND SIBERIA.

Nisus
palumbarius
arrula
&agopus
europtzus
(Bgialites) curonicus
(Bgialites) Hiaticula
morinellus
pluvialis .
nigra
Pallasii
cyaneus
rufus.

garcticus.
:t

CREX
Cucaus
CYPSELUS

glacialis.
septentrionalis
Corax
Cornix.
Corone
dauricus
pmtensis
canorus
Apus.
Ciris
Bewickii.
musicus
aureola.
cioides.
pithy ornus.
pusilla.
rustica.
rutila.
Scheniclus.
s odocephala
6salon
candicans
peregrinus
subbuteo
Tinnunculus
vespertinus
brunneonucha
linaria
Mon tifringilla

Bohemian chatterer.
Buzzard.
Night-jar.
Plover.
Ringed plover.
Dottrel.
Black stork.
Marsh-harrier.
Dove.

Diver.
Raven.
Crow.
Daw.
Land-mil.
Cuckoo.
Swift.
Swan.

Hawk.
Kestrel.
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FULICA

Coot.

GARRULUS
Gsus

White crane.

atra
infaustus
leucogeranus
cinerea
HIRUNDO
riparia
rustica
urbica
JYNX
Turquilla
LAGOPUS
albus
LANIUS
major
phanicurus
LARUS
cachinnans
canus
minutus
ridibundus
LIMOSA
cinerea
rufa
LOXIA
curvirostra
leucoptera
MERGUS
albellus
Merganser
serrator
MILWS
niger
MOTACILLA
alba
carnpest ris
citreola
flava
sulphurea
NUCIFRAGA caryo-catactes
N U M E ~ S arquata
ORIOLUS
Galbula
OTIS
tarda
PANDION Hali&tos
PARUS
caudatus
major
palustris
sibiricus
PASSER
domesticus
montanus
PASTOR
sturninus
PERDIX
cinerea
PHALACROCORAX
carbo
PHALAROPUS
cinereus
rufescens

Swallow.
Wryneck.
Ptarmigan.
Shrike.
Gull.
Gull.

White nun, or Smew.
Kite.
Wagtail
'Yellow wagtail.
Common curlew.
Oriole.
Bustard.
Osprey.
Long-tailed tit.
Marsh tit.

Grey partridge.
Cormorant.
Phalarope.

BIRDS OF THE TRANS-BAIKAL AND SIBERIA.

PH(ENICOPTERUS
roseus
PICA
cyanea

caudata
Bcus
leuconotus
major
martius
tridactylus
PLECTROPHANES
lapponica
nivalis
PODICEPS cornutus
subcristatus
PYRRHULA erythrina
rosea
sibirica
vulgaris
SAXICOLA
E n a n the
rubicola
saltatrix
SCOLOPAX gallinago
gallinula
major
rusticola
SITTA
europea
STERNA
longipennis
minuta
STREPSILAS in terpres
STRIX
Bubo
brachyotils
funerea
nyctea
Otus
Tenp a l n l i
uralensis
.Smms
vulgaris
SYLVIA
aurorea
Certhiola
Eversmanni
kamschatkensis
Locustella
Proregulus
sibirica
suecica
TETRAO
bonaaia
Tetrix

Flamingo.
Blue jay.
Magpie.
Woodpecker.
Snom-bunting.

Bullfinch.
Wheat ear.
Snipe.
Large snipe.
Woodcock.
Nuthatch.
Tern.
Horned owl.
Short-eared owl.
Snowy owl.
Owl.
Oural owl.
Starling.

Red-necked Nightingale.

Blue-throated warbler.
Wood hen.
Black grouse.
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TETRAO
TOTANUS

TRINUA .

TURDUS

UPUPA
.VANELLUS

urogalloides
Urogallus
Glareola
glottis
ochropus
pulverulentus
Canutus
Cinclus
pugnax
subarquata
fuscatus
iliacus
musicus
pilaris
ruficollis
Epps
cnstatus

Knot.
Ruff.
Blackbird.
Redwing.
Thrush.
Fieldfare.
HoopLapmng.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND FLOWERS,
SIBERIA AND MONGOLIA.

palmatum
tartaricum
alpina
Gerberi
impatiens
barbatum
biflorum
versicolor
volubile
coronopifolia
tricuspidata
az ureum
baicalense
bisulcum
fistulosum
lineare
nutans
obliquum
pusillum
sibiricum
tartaricum
leucantha
micropet,alum
tartarica
Sieversii
daaycarpa
sibirica
rupestris

Maple.
Milfoil.
Wolf s-bane.

Garlic.

Marsh-mallow.
Madwort.
Amaryllis.
Almond.
Bugloss.

APPENDIX.

lactiflora
macrocarpa
alba
cserulea
Fischeriana
narcissiflora
patens
sibirica
ouralensis
anemonoides
atropurpurea
bicolor
.
'daurica
glandulosa
grandiflora
jucunda
leptoceras
~endula
iibirica
viridiflora
pendula
graminifolia
j uniperina
longifolia
rigida
verticillata
annua
glauca
inodora
inteqrifolia
lacin~ata
neglecta
nivea
nutans
palustris
pauciflora
pectinata
rcpens
rupestris
Santonica
sericea
Sieversiana
t nnacetifolia
dauricus

Androsace.
Anemone.

Columbine.

W all-cress.
Sandwort.

Wormwood

Asparagus

PLANTS OF SIBERIA AND MONGOLIA.

altaicus
elegans
sibiricus
contortuplicatus
falcatus
fruticosus
r!:;5-Jn7i
longiflorus
meGlotoides.
microphyllus
.
physodes
semibilocularis
sulcatus
tenuifolius
uliginosus
verticillaris
virescens
virgatus
vulpinus
condensata
incana
sibirica
hort.ensis
rubra
sibirica
tartarica
amaranthoides
hybrida
rostrata
Latn
pallida
emarginata
sibirica
grandiflira
daurica
fruticosa
parviflora
odora
pendula .
tartarica
aureum
hastat.a
rhombifolia

Spignell.
Orache.

Stinking horehobnd.
Bartaia.
Eerberry.
Betony
Birch.

.

Bidens.
Biota.
Hare's-ear.
Cacnlia. '
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CAMPANULA

coronata
grandiflora
lactiflora
lilifolia
macrantha
punctata
sarmatica
sibirica
speciosa
stylosa
verticillata
CARAGANA
Altagana
arenaria
frutescens
Halodend ron
jubata
mBea
edovskii
sibirica
spinosa
tragacantholdes
CARDAMINE prorepens
CARDUUS
cyanoides
CARUM
simplex
CENTAUREA Adami
alata
Fischeri
glastifo lia
maculosa
orientalis
radiata
sib'irica
sordida
hrtarica
trichocephala
CEPHALARIA dbescens
isetensis
ouralensis
Scabiosa
CERATOCARPUSarenarius
CHORISPORA arcuata
sibirica
ten ella
CHRYSOCOMA biflora

Bell-flower.

Siberian Pea-tree.

kYe

Lady's smock.
Thistle,
Caraway.
Centaury.

'

'

Goldylocks.

PLANTS OF SIBERIA AND MONGOLIA.

dracunculoides.
fcetida
glauca
macrophylla
sibirica
speciosa
sibirica
daurica
glauca
graveolens
sibirica
carthamoides
ciliatus
desertorurn
elatior
helenioides
tartaricus
uniflorus
potentilloides
alba
rossica
longiflora
nobilis
ouralensis
serrata
pinnatifida
tartarica
monogyna
capitata
daurica
guttaturn
macranthum
ventricosum
wolgaricus
altaica
Mete1
amcenum
cheilanthum
cuneatum
dicty ocarpum
elatum
flore pleno
glabellum
grandiflorum
N N

Bugwort.
Cineraria.

Claytonia;
Virgin's bower.

Coluria.
Dogwood.
Corydalis.
Navel-wort.
Sea-kale.
Hawthorn.
Cunila.
Cymbaria.
Lady's slipper.
Cytisus.
Daphne.
~h&rn-a~~le.
Larkspur.
-
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DELPHINIUM. hybridum
laxiflorum
mesoleucum
palmatifidurn
puniceum
revolutum
triste
DIOTIS
ceratoides
Doaomcm
altaicum
DRACOCEPHALUM
altaicum
argunense
botryoides
grandiflorum
nutans
palmatum
peregrinum
sibincum
speciosum
thymiflorum
ECHINOSPERM~M
squarrosum
ELSHOLTZIA cristata
ELYMUS
distichon
Hordeum
junceus
sabulosus
sibiricus
tener
EPHEDRA
monostachya
EPILOBIUM dauricum
EREMURUB spectabilis
E R O D ~ M serotinum
ibericum
ERYSIMUM
sessiliflonun
EUPHORBIA pilosa
ourdensis
FERULA
sibirica
PILAGO
Lagopus
FRAN~ENIA hirsuta
GAGEA
circinata
GENISTA
sibirica
GENTIANA adscendens
algida
gelida
laniflora

Delphinium.

E hedra.
T Tillow-herb.
Eremums.
Heron's-bid.
Hedge-mustard.
Spurge.
Giant fennel.
Cotton rose.
Sea heath.
Gagea.
Genista.
Gentian.

PLANTS OF SIBEIUA ASD MONQOLU.

Gentian.
Crane's-bid.

macrophylla
collinum
dauricum
eriostemon
sibiricum
asperrima
aciculare
acutifolia
altissima
panicdata
prostrata
repens
suffiticosa
alpinum
argenteum
fruticosum
sennoides
flava
graminea

Glycyrrhiia
Gypsophila

sibiricum. .
aprica
arabidiflora
Gmelini
lyrat um
sibiricum
phy saloides
erectum
attenuatum
Ascyron
elegans
Lophanthus
parviflora
sibirica
brachycuspis
dichostoma.
flavissima.
G iildenstadtii.
halophila.

Pallasii.
ruthenica.
setosa.
sibirica.
ar

r4

2

Rocket.
Hawkweed
Henbane
St. John's-wort.
Hyssop.
Balsam.
Ipomm.

Iris.

647
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spuria.
tenuifolia.
ventricosa.
fumarioides
tartsrica
daurica
excelsa.
nana.
hy ssopifolia
versicolor
mutabilis
pisiformis.
crispus
sibiricus.
supinus.
coronopifolium
Meyen.
altaica
longifolium.
dauricum
pomponium
pumilum
tartsrica
pentaphy Uus
ruthenicum
nivale
laxa
taraxacifolia
affine
hirsutum
crispa

Iris
Fxi0
? pnon.
r *
Juniper.
Kochia.
Lagoseris.
Lathyrus.

Pepper -wort.
Leuzea.
Lovage.

Lily.
Lonicera.
Bastard lupine.
Box-thorn.
Macropodium.
Malcomia.
Horehound.
Mint.

cunr id~a t aa

MOLUCCELLA tuberosa
tartarica
Moaus
NASTURTIUM sagittatum
NEPETA
bot ryoides
lamifolia
multifida
Mussini
teucriifolia
Schoberi
nitida
deltoideum

Molucca balm.
Mulbe~
Nasturtmm.
Cat-mint.

Nitraria.
Water-lily.
Cotton thistle.

PLANTS OF SIBERIA AND MONGOLIA.

simplicissimum
ONOS~
ORNITHO~~LUM
uniflorum
angustifolius
OBOBUS'
Fischeri
lathyroides
luteus
OXYTROPIS
altaica
deflexa
dichoptera
pilosa
uralensis
albiflora
anomala
daurica
hybrids
rubescens
sibirica
tartarica
tenuifolia
unifiora
PAPAVEB
armeniacum
bracteatum
luteum
nudicaule
rubro-aurantiacum
PATRINIA ruthenica
sibirica
PEDICUTABIS
compacta
euphrasioides
myriophylla
resupinata
uncinata
F'EQANKJM
dauricum
PERDICIUM 'Anandria
PEUCEDANUM
sibiricum
PHACA
arenaria
PHLOMI!~ agraria
alpha
pungens
tuberosa
P w s o c ~ ~ a. why~saloides
PINUS
gembra
Pallasiana
Pichta

.

R R

a
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Onosma.
Star of Bethlehem
Bitter vetch.

Oxytropis.

Lousewort.

Peganum.
Perdicium.
Sulphur-wort.
Bastard vetch.
Phlomis.

Pine.
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PLANTAGO asiatica

maxima
salsa
PLATYCODON
grandiflorum
PLATYSTEMON
leiocarpns
POLEMONIUM
villosum
POLYGO~M
acidulum
.
crispulum
divaricatum
frutescens
ocreatum
.
salignum
tartaricum
undulatum
POPULUS laurifolia
suaveolens

POTENTPRIMULA

altaica
cortusoides
daurica
dentiflora
integerrima
nivalis
Pallasii .
sibirica
PBUNKJS dasycarpa
sibirica
PWONARIA daurica
PUSCHKINIA
scilloides
Pmmam
bipinnatum
millefoliatum
PYBUS
baccata
prunifolia
R m ~ c n w r s cassubicus
fumariaefolius
salsuginosus
R H A M ~ S erythroxylon
RHODODENDRON
atrovirens
chrvsanthum
da~ricum
RIBES
Cynanchum
Diacantha
sibiricum
ROSA
acicularis

Plantain.

Greek valerian.
Persicaria.

Poplar.
Cinquefoil.
Primrose.

Plum.
Lungwort.
Puschkinia.
Feverfew.

Crowfoot.
Buckthorn.
Rhododendron.
Currant.
Rose.

PLANTS OF 8IBb;BLh AND MONGOLIA.

astracanica
biirca
daurica
flore semipleno
fragarioides

Rose.

~;;p~

ScILLA
ScoszoNEaa

lutescens
multifida
nivea
Pallasii
paucifiora
pruinosa
reversa
ruthenica
sanguisorbiiolia
sericea
stipulark
supina
cordifolia
laniflora
vermiculata
Hablitziana
mollis
pulchella
cordifolia
crassifolia
punctata
sibirica
sibirica
caricifolia
eriosperma
altaica
grandiflora
lupulina
macrantha
Aizoon
altaicum
dauricum
Ewersii
fulgens
hybridum
Lychnia

maximum
mn 4

Madder.
Saltwort.
Sage.
Saussurea
Saxifrage.

S F .

Viper's grass.

-

Figwort.
Skull-cap.
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nigrum
populifolium
purpureum
s inosum
agelliforme
angustifolia
centaurioides
coronata
salicifolia
erecta
amaena
chamfolia
effusa
jeniseensis
procumbens
repene
saxatilis
sibirica
sperphfolia
tenuis
viscaginoides
volgensio
cernuum
salsum
altissimum
integrifolium
sibiricus
tartaricus
alpina
Aruncus
chamsedrifolia
crenata
digitata
lsevigata
lobata
sorbifolia
thalictroides
triloba
lanata
sibirica
ferulacea
flexuosa
Gmelini
gmmidolia

tP

SILYBUM
Smoa

smmm

Houseleek.
Saw-wort.

Sibbaldia.
Catchfly.

Silybum.
Honey-wort.
Sisybrium.
Sow-thistle.
Spiraea.

PLANTS OF SIBERIA AXD MONGOLIA.

latifolia
scoparia
sufFruticosa
daurica
Laxmanni
altissima
melica
sibirica
contorturn
petdoideum
sibiricum
squarrosum
lanceolata
ceratocarpon
mutabilis
platy carpos
ruthenica
asiaticus
hybridus
intermedius
Arguzia
tricolor
racemosa
humilis
pumila
cannabina
aspera
nigrum
anpstifolia
grandis
incisa
laciniata
multifida
neglecta
pinnata
sibirica
spuria
biennis
altaica
uniflora
acinoides
dasyantha
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Stellera.
Feather-grass.

Thermopsis.
Shepherd's purse.
Goat's-beard.
Fenugreek.

Tournefortia.
Tulip.
Turnera.
Elm-tree.
Nettle.
Valantia.
Veratrum.
Speedwell.

Vetch.
Violet.
Ziziphora.

IND

proposed marriago with the Khm of
Bndakahan, 324; her elopement with
Sonk, and remarkable adventures during
Abakamoff. Captain, commander of Ruasian artillery, sent into the Aln-tan, 92;
their light, 335; her tragicsl death, 351
Ala-Kwl, the, a lake of Chinese Tartary,
h i devotion to natural history and the
chase, 93; conducts an expedition in the
arrival at the aoul of a tribe occupying a
mountains in search of timber and fireregion to the west of, 41
wood. 104; the Author invited to partake Ala-tau (Variegated Mountain), the, three
distinct zones of lnxnriant vegetation on,
his Christmas fare at Kopal, 164; his
89; a Rnssian battery aent into, 90; arsuccessful resistance to a Kirghin attack
rangements made by the artillery for
on the fort at Kopal, 297
their winter quarters on, 92; made priAc-Mastchet, important RIlssian fortsew on
mners by a snow a t o m in the gorges of,
the Syr-Dark, 280
Ae-Molenskoi, the r a t of government over
94; a gallery formed in the wow. for
communication with their kitchen on, ib.;
an extensive district in the Middle Horde,
280
the Author's desire to join tho tribes in
their march to tho summer pastures of,
Ac-sou, the, a river of Asiatic Tartary,
184; effect of funeral music in the rocky
stupendous mountain mass near the
valleys of, 190; beautiful effect of sunrise
sources of, 90;danger in fording it, 194;
on, 247; dangerous position of two
probable ~ c i e n bed
t of, ib.; view of the
children on a precipice of, 267; perilom
snowy peaks above, 121 ; nnmerous anmarch of the tribes through a gorge of,
cient tombs near the mouth of, 191 ; im258; danger encountered by the Author
possibility of ascending b the gorge of.
during a fog on, 260, 263; descent of a
190; appalling effect of t i e torrent that
deep ravine in, 265
rashes through the gorge of, 192; method
Albazin, the first Russian settlement and
adopted in crossing a torreut of, 204
fortrean on the Amwr, 424
Ac-tau (White Monntain), the, Author determines to visit the npper valleys of, 99; Almatee, or Apple River, new R n h
settlement on, 289
the glacier and sno
peaka of, 127;
magnificent view o f x e white summits A l t G the, Ruscrian director of mines in, 69
of, 100, 21 1 ; beantifnl effect of annset Amagar, the, a river, 414
on one of the highest peaks of, 212; scene Aman-Knm-gai, a wooded region between
lakes Hebelai and Oubaghan Dcnghis,
of. terrible desolation on. 215; terrific
976
cavern in, 228; scenes of unparalleled
beanty and grandeur in, 218, 233; snm- A ~ G - ~ a b a na, mountain of Mongolia,
B7 1
mer paetnres of the Kirghis
- at the foot of,
~ & a l z a r a ,the, a t r i b u t q of me Amoor,
271
420; village of the Orotchons on, ib.
Adi-yo& a Kirghia chief, delivers n p a fugitive Russian soldier discovered a t hie Axnoor, the, valley oC the Author's object in
writing an ~ c c o u n tof l ~ wanderings
i
in,
aoul. 181
1 ; extent of territory ceded to Russia in,
Agates,
sever$ found by the Author in the
2; tbe peaceful acquisition of, 45s; fnAc-tan, 222
tare prospectd of the territory acq*
Ai, the, e rirer in the O d , 491
by R d a in, ib.
Ai-Khan m, daughter of Djan-ghir Khan,
a Eireiis chief. her ameanmce and ac- Amwr, the, R d a n acqniitions on, 374;
the Anthor witneasea the preparations
compbhhmenta; 317; conference relating
for the annexation of, 375; new field for
to her marriage with Bonk, a yonng
commercial enterprise on, 377; d h v
Kirghis ehief, 318 ; difficnltiea regarding
of a rich auriferoue region on, 897;
the wttlement of the kalym, 310; hea

.
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ferent opinions as to the source of, 416,
451; explorations of Russian exiles on
the banks of. 416, 417; the"flowering
of the waters" of. 449; advantageous
position for Russian merchants on, 450;
Khabaroff's descent of, in 1651, 451; various islands inhabited by single families
in, 457; great number of tigers and panthers infesting the monntains, forests,
and ravines in the neighboarhood of,
458, 472; singular and pictaresqne
masses of rock on, 459; Manyarg fishing
stntion on, ib.; supposed second California on, 461 ; importance of the territoy
acquired by Russia on, 464 ; probability
of the successful cultivation of European
vegetables and treea on, 4 i l ; favourable
position for colonists on, 473; great
number of f u r - W i n g animals in the
lands bordering on, 482; inexhaustible
supply of fish in, ib.; dangerous whirlpool in, 489; union at Vait of all the
branches of, 4 9 5 ; Martello towers defending the mouth of, ib.
Anemone, varieties of, in a mountain vnlley, 213
Anga, the, a river of Siberia, 383.
Angara, the, a river of 'Oriental Siberia,
374; the closing and opening of, 377;
melancholy errand of the Author in his
former journey on the banks of, 380;
strong current and extraordinary rapid
in, 381
Angarsk, Upper, a Siberian village on the
Upper Angnra, 384
BnosotT, General, the commercial projecta
of, 409
Antelopes, herds of small and beautifully
shaped ones in the Kirghis Steppe, 56
Aou-Khan, the, a river flowing from the
Yablonoi mountains, 420; ronta to the
bunting grounds of the Toungom along
the b a n b of, ib.
Aoul (Kirghis encampment), picturesque
Bcene at one, 244; speedy dismantling of
one, 214; excitement caused in some by
the approach of the Author and his escort, 46, 55. 57
Aphonite, r o c k of, on the Lower Amwr,

found on the banlts of, 406; line of Cac
ssck piquets on, ib. ; partial exploratioP
of the valley of, ib.
Arkat, the Great and Little, mountains in
the Kirghia Steppe, discovery 4 f rich
mines of lead and silver in the Steppe
west of, 6 0 ; negotiations between the
Russian director of mines and t h e Kirghb
for the acquisition of thii territory by
Russia, 78 ; transference of the mine
and pastures to the 'Great m h i Ebaq*
~
80

Arrak, a kind of spirit, fondnerr of the
Kirghis for, 191
Ashiret (copper emerald), d i m v
Asia, Central, gradual extension
authority over, 2 ; the meantii d br
Russia to extend her sway over, a;C o
sack driving in the plains of, 69; roam
by which the caravans carry o n armmercia1 intercourse with, 273; pillars of sand
seen by the Author in the plains 4 278;
considerations on the best meam clf
establishing commercial intenmane rkh
the inhabitants of, 291 ; di5cdtics of a
march in the deserta of, 295
Atchanska, the ruins of, on the b m .

~FZCZ

465

Atmosphere, its purity a &use of the deceptiveness of distance in m o a n m h m
regions, 262
Angan, the, valley of, n favourite spot rith
the M a n y ~ 434
a
Avalanche,
Author's ' encampment
alarmed by the cmah of one, 270
Ayagna, a Cossack fortrcss in the &pp.
33; the civil and military anthorides at,
ib.; large supply of wine necesnry for
the Cossack 05ce.m at, ib.; the Krghk
give a wide berth to, 32; annual leguL
tive council at, 34; numerous yonm rod
extensive he& of a Tatar merebant i
the vicinity of, 35; negotiations for tbe
p a r c h of a rich mining country re.f
of the Arkat mountains at, 7 8
Ayagus, the, a river in the Eirghii Stppk
34 ; a Ruminn mining expedition rn to
examine the territory on, 68.

489

Apricots, dried, and raisins, usod by the
Kirghh as a substitute for bread, 35, 4 3 ,
Aradi, the, a tributary of the Shilka, probable discovery of a gold-field on, 407
Arasan, the, a hot mineral spring rising in
a ravine of the Ala-tan. 184; the Author's arrival at, ib.; number of harmlcsa
serpents formerly swarming at, 185; natural production of soda water at, ib.
h a l i , wild sheep, 29.92, 138; tantalizing
chase of, 140; shynesa of. 187; movemenu of the Author and his party curiously watehcd by a group at a safc
distance. 235
Arfioun, the, a river issuing from lake
Konlun, 405; chalcedony and agate

Badonn, the, a tributary of the Inchi 277
Baikal, the, a lake of Siberia, 381 ; b g n
and delay in croasin it in boars, 383; mt e m i n g geologicafi fonnuion oo its
ahoreq ib.; Siberian tradition of a riai(
by our Saviour to, 385; Author a&
by a squall on, 386; great depth of, 397;
question d a t i n g to the stmctnre d nrtain remarkable precipiced on irs shores,
and evidence of former volcanic q n c r
on, 389
Baikd, Little, the most srned part of tbs
a Holy Sea" (Lake Bail;.1), 085

,
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Bakash-Aoul, an ancient cemetery, 274
Balaghan, a shelter formed of pine branches,
nuder which the Author found refuge
from a winter storm, 149
Balkash, the, a river in the Kirghis Steppe,
on the bunks of which several of the tribes
fix their winter quarters, 43, 189; its
banks the reaort of numeroua tigers,
305

Balkash, lake, sce Tenghiz.
Bal-Khada, a small mountain chain branching from the Khingan mountains, 443
.Ballalika, a guitar with three strings, 167;
effect of ita music on the Author and his
Cossack followers, 185
Bankova, the, a tributary of the Shilka, a
Yermak (fair) held on its hanks, 413 .
Barak, a wealthy Kirghis chief, cordial reception of the Author by, 203; the vast
domain and numerous flocks of, ib.; examination of a thief before, 203
Barantas. Kirghia plundering expeditions,
48, 59

Bards, their influence over the Kirghia
when relating their martial deeds, 252
Bargonzin, a Russian settlement on Lake
Bnikal, Author's rencontre with aRussiun
exile at, 390
Barluck Mountains, the, east of the great
Asiatic plain, 36
Barnsoul, chief town in the mining district
of the Altai, alarmed by the reported
invasion of three thousand Asiatics led
by the Author, 10, 11; origin of the report, 15; Author's arrival at, 25
Bascan, the, a river of Chinese Tartary,
Author's arrival & 202; scene of desolation in a valley of, ib.; frail bridge over,
203; dangerous attempt to reach the
glaciers and sources of, 204; lofty peak
and tremendous precipice near the source
of, 213
Batak-Kwm, the desert of, 275
Batyr. a Kirghis Sultan, visit to thc tribe
of, 57; hospitable entertainment of the
Author by, 58; the chair of state of. ib.;
evening occupation of the family of, 59;
fearful attack on his aoul by robbers led
by his own son, 60
Bea, the, a river forming the only outlet of
the Altin-Kool, 20
Beau, the, a river separating the pastures of
the Great and Middle Hordes, 58; alleged
volcano and cavern near the eoarces of,
137, 139

Bean, valley of the, rocky cavities bridged
with snew in, 139; encampment and
sport in, 140; a singular glen in it where
the Kirghis make their Ai-ran in summer, ib.; precautions tnken against the
attack of wolves in, 142
Bearcoot. the, or Black Eagle, trained by
the' Kirghia to hunt foxes, doer, and
wolves, 58; vicinity of hunters and game
indicated by the presence of, 145; incident showing the power and courage
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of, 116; a finc one belonging to a chief,
246

Bears, one disturbcd at play with her cubs,
105; fatal leap of one in pursuit of a
maral, 111; unsuccassful pursuit of a
large black one, 180
Bee, a Kirghis magistrate, examination of
a criminal before one, 204
Beef, aversion of the Kirghis to, 7;
Belgo-Kha-van-e.bera, the, a tributary of
the Lower Amoor, 488; mingling of the
Goldi and Mangoon races on the banke
of, 484
Bel-goosh, the, sterile region south of, 278
Beree, the rocks of, union of tho Great nnd
Middle Amoor at, 472
Bi-djan, the, a river which, receiving the
Soungariq forms the Great Amoor, 447
Birioussa, the, a river of Siberia, forming the
boundary between the governments of
Irkoutsk and Yenissej, 15; escape of
Circassian prisoners from the gold washings on, ib.
Blagoventchinsk, intended chief town on the
Amoor, 44 1
Blinneys, eaten by the Russians preparatory
to the fast after Carnival, 171
Boar-hunt, a, in the snow, 161 Bogda-%la, a atupendous mountain mas8
M) named, 131
Bogdoi. the, a mineral spring in Transbaikal,
at which a Yermak for tra5c with the
Manjoors is held, 41 1
Bokee Mountains, the, on the Amoor, 480
Bokl~ara,cnravan route from Orenburg to,
274 ; from Troitsk to, 275; from Petropavalinsk to, 277
BondeKova, a robber, tradition of, 415
Boots, inconvenient form of those worn by
the Kirghis, 250
Bordo, a Russinn settlement on the Amoor,
441

Bou-kn-tcha, the, a tributary of the Amoor,
459

Boura-Kol, the, the most westerly point of
the Kara-tau, 288
Bouran, a violent gale of wind, 94; their
frequency in the months of December
and January, 95; their fatal effects on
men and nnimals, ib.; a succession of
them at Kopal, 157; disasters caused by
them, 189
Bou renda, the, a tributary of the Amoor,
431

Bouriata, the, a tribe dwelling north of the
Baikal. 37 1
Boa-sou-lee, the, a tributary of the Amoor,
431

Boutch-tens-kene, the, a branch of the
Olekma, a gold priesk on, 414
Brandy, Chinese, a liquor much esteemed
by the Cossacks, 17 1
Byan-ja-rouk, a mountain in tho steppe
held sacred by the Kirghis, 183
Byan Keno, a Cossack village on the Shilka,
407

from Djar-gum-lm-gut& to Ac-Mdenskoi, 277
Coasaeks; one of their piquets in the
steppe attacked by Kirghis, 31; merna
Calicoen, English, trade in among the N*
used to indnce them to settle on the
madm of Central h i s , 291; a d i e .
Eiighis steppe, 97; hardship of the llfa
putable transaction in, ib.
to which they must submit, 98; tbeir
Camels, their flesh eaten by the Kirghi on
sense of honour in the chase. 111 ; their
festive occasions, or when killed by m i contempt for the superstitions of the
dent, 77 ; their curions appearance at a
Kirghis, 150; their privations during the
Kirghis migration, 254
erection of the Russian fort at Koprl.
Caravans, the mercantile stock and the
153; exposure of several to a bouran
hading transactions of one that arrived
while out in the forest, 162; A u t h a
at Kopal during the Christmas holidaye,
joins hi friend Anna Pavlovna in one
168
of their chluncterietic dances, 168; AmCuetries Bay, the probable future port of
thor's regret at parting with those of Ida
the Amoor, 495
escort, 186; accident to one in attendCavern of Sbaitau (Satan), the, 229
ance on the Author, 197
Caceolo, a species of large game formerly
abounding in the %rharellq 142
Cedar (Dwarf), a remarkable specimen
among tbe roclrs of the Ac-tan, 815
Cheese, n peculiar kind used by the Kirghis, prepared from eheep and cow's Dance, Cossack, the Author joiu A n m
Pavlovna in a, 168
milk, 200Chiefs, a Kirghis one of patriarchal ap- Da-o-she-Khada, a remarkable mass of
volcanic rock on the Amoor. 437
p e d c e a d manners, 252
Chita, a settlcmeng beyond the Baikal, for Dsourinns, the, a tribe dwelling on the
Amwr, 445
Rnsaian convicts, 4OO! journey of distinguished Russian exiles to, 40 1 ; la- Daon-sa-man, the, attractive sites c h w n
by the Qoldi and Taungouz for their
borious life of the exilee at the mines of,
dwellings on, 472
ib.
Chort (the devil), circumstantial account of Darma Syrym, a Kirghis Sultan, the h e ral ceremonies observed on the d e a h of,
his visit to, aud temptation of, a Busaim
62
soldier, 182
Christmas, the Author's recollections of an Deren, a Russian settlemeh on the Lower
Amoor, 467; atrocions act committed by
English one, 163; dinner and ball8 st
the Gelyaks at, ib.
Kopal in celebration of, 163,167 ;comedy
Derke, a mess of igneous ro&
ua the
arranmd by the Prot~-Popefor, 170
Amoor, 458
~hmh,"the fiusrrian, a burlGue performance at Kopal, satirieing the doctrines Desert, the, the Author's jonrney over. 5s;
piquets and dines in, ib.; its solitude
and clergy of, 172
compared with that of the forest, 55,
Chutes, an ancient people said to have been
effect on the horaea of the firat discorer~
the first to dkcover the mines of Siberia,
of vegetation and water in, 54; rhs
86
guides direct tbeir course over it by cr
Circassian prisoners, exciting narrative of
star, ib.; remarkable pillare of sand in,
the escape of several from the gold mines
278; sand stonn in, 295; its effect on
on the Biioussa, 15; Halmucks and Sicamela, horses, and oxen, 296
berian hunter8 sent in p u m i t of, 21
Commerce, specnlatione on its extension Desolation, unparalleled scene of, in the
Steppe, 902
into the regions beyond the Selenga and
Director (Russian) of mines in the A M ,
the sources of the Amoor, 293
admiration of the Kirghis at the equipage
Conbetween the Great and Middle
of, 69 ; anwillingneasof f i g h i 8 horser to
Hordes to nettle their disputed boundary,
be yoked to it, 70; his journey to pur175; singular nature of the discussion
chase mining ground from the K i i i a ,
at, 176; fails in the acwmpliehment of
72; interchange of compliments betwean
its object, 178
him and the Sultan owning the lend, 73;
Convict villages (Siberian), miserable conentertainment given to the Sultan by,
dition of the inhabitants of, 410
74; his proceedings on visiting the minCookery, Kirghis, want of cleanline88 a
ing ground, 76; a e d o n produced by
great drawback on the enjoyment of,
the banquet given by him on the con200
clusion of the bnrgain, 78; athletic epom
Cossack oScers, insolent conduct of some
and horse-racing exhibited before him by
to the Author when visiting Prince Gorthe Sultan, 80
tchikoff, 8.
Cossack poet for the conre ance of go- Djan-ghir Khan, a formidable chief of the
Knra Kirghis, 900; inclusions on the
vernment deapatchw, 26; Ene of piquets
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Chinese frontier by, ib.; fkiendly c m pact between Sultan Timom and himself, &.
Djani-bek a Friar Tuck-looking Kirghis
chief, 194 the Author's arrival at the
yourt of, 13.; his inability to comprehend.
the r e a e ~ lwhy any one l o n l d wander
among the mountains, 195; hi delight
on the Author's return to his eod, 246;
hi astonishment on obeewing the process of cleaning a rifie, 148; fkrt visit of
hi daughter's intended htleband to his
soul, ib.; ~plendidcwtume of the latter,
250; curiosity with which he and his
followem were regarded by the women
of the chief's family, 25 1
Djany-Daria, the, a river flowing tbrongh
the desert of Kara Koom, 275
Djany-djoon, a Chineae village on the
-Sohngaria, 447
Djel-ton-gee, the., a tributary of the Shilka,
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trodnction into the northern provinces of
China by Tatar merchante, 354; more
direct route by which ita trnnsporr may
be effected, ib.
Escort of Kirghi an d Cossach in attendance on the Author, 61
Exodus of a Kirghis C
r
b
i 244.

Fairs, the best means of opening np trade
with Central Asia, 291; probable consequence of their establishment on the
Indus, 294
Finery, effect of, on a Kirghii Sdtan, 80
Flag, a white one on a spar the indication
of the death of a young Kirghis female,
190

Fl&&e. their early appearance on the

Steppe, 171
41 9
Fog, n, disasters w h i travelling in the
Djoue-aikho, a deserted village on the
mountains during, 271
ancient 'site of Ai-goon, 441
Forget-me-not, home associations excited
Doloa, a Goldi village on the Amoor, 477;
by the night of one in a Kirghis valley,
cliffs of igneow origin at, 13.
264
Dolomite, fallen mseses of, in the Ac-tau,
FO=;
black one and her cub% 99
231
Freebootm, Kirghis, carry off men, women,
Doon-doon, a tributary of the Amoor, 476;
and children from the aoulq 57
trade in skins and brandy w@hthe Chi- Funeral rites, the, observed on the death of
nese on, ib.
a Kirghis Sultan, 62;savage scene during
Duue, a plersant d h p on the Amoor,
the celebration of, 63
490
'Fur coats used in winter by the Kirghis,
56; di5culty of distinguishing the eexa
in, ib.
T."

a

Ikgle. the large bearded, his mcrgnacent
swoop on hi prey. M 6
Earthquake, an appalling one at Kopal
during the msslinits or canrival, 169
Ekaterineborg, great importation of Kkghh cattle and sheep to, 6 ; great rterine
all Sib& with
works near, repplying
.. .
candles, 7
Eke-gou-kooda Monntsim, a range abuttine on the Amoor, 486; rise of the river
~ c % m a rin, 435 ;. their mineral wealth
unproductive in the hands of the Chinere,
436
Elan-Khala, or Ekhn Khotw, on the
Soungaria, the Manjourian merchants
of, 450; their trade with the inhabitante
of the Amwr, ib.
Elbean-hers, the, expected discovery of
m i n e d treasures on, 480
Elin-tchnoi, the. a tributary of the Amoor,
421; growth of the red pine on the
banks of, ib.
Encampment (Kirghis), the Author joins
one, i87; appearance and occnpation of
the men women, and children composing, 188; pictareqne wene pwsented
by one, 21a
Enginear, a B w i m one in hie mps, 178
England, m e r c h m d i of, ita probable in-

Gai-djen, the, a tributary of the Amoor,
457
Game driven into the higher mountain
regions, by the wolves, on the appnwch
of winter, 149
Qarra, the, a mountain gale in Siberia, 387
Gazimoor, the, a tributary of the Argonn,
406
Qelyaks, the, a tribe dwelling on the
Lower b o o r , atrocious act committed
by, 488
Qenii, the, Kirghis tradition8 of their contests with the spiritr inhabiting part of
the Gobi, 88; the tombs of. 89; deacrip
tion of one into which the Author entered, &.; rsvinea in the mountains attibuted to the aword strokes of, 98; their
defeat by Shaitan in the vdley of the
Kom, 119
Oentiann, varieties of, in a valley of the
Kirghis Steppe, 264
Geologist, a remarkable roclry rcene affording a fine stndy for the, 298
Qerbel-yak, the, a tributary of the b o o r ,
432
Giants' Tomb, the, 123; regnrdd with
snperetitiow awe by the Kirghir, 124
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Qiong Mountains, a range on the Amoor,
477
Glen, a singular one frequented by the
Kiqhis, 140
Gold mines, great consumption of Kirghis
cattle at those of Siberia, 6
Goldi, the, a tribe dwelling on the Lower
Amoor, 454, 481 ; the villages of. 481 ;
domesticated eagles and bears in the
villages of, 482; pecuhr treatment of
the bear by, 483; a superstitious custom
of, ib.; their knowledge of astronomy,
484
Golo-oaotnaia, a village on Lake Baikal,
387; pleasant meeting with a Swedish
officer at, ib.
Gorbitzn, the, a river that formed the
boundary between Rusaia and China
before the acquisition of the Amoor by
the former, 4 1 1
Gerbitza, a Cossnck station on the valley
of the Shilka, 411
Goreen, the, an affluent of the Amoor, 482;
marks, with the Se-da-be-ra, the division
between the Middle and the Lower
Amwr, 485
Gorge, dangerow throng of homed, camels.
and oxen, in a precipitous oue in the
Steppe, 256
Gortcblkoff, Prince, Governor-General. of
Western Siberia, Author's visit to at
Semipalatinsk, 7 ; mrlg and insulting
conduct of the Cossacks and offlcers in
attendance on, 8 ; cordial reception of the
Author by, 9 ; informa the latter of a
strange adventure in which he had been
unwittingly implicated, ib.; meaaures
taken by him to repel a reported invasion of Asiatics, 14; rapid travelling between Omsk and Semipalatinsk by, ib. ;
endeavours to dissuade the Author from
pursuing his journey to Barnaoul, 25; induces the Sultans and chiefs of h e Great
and Middle Hordes to meet in congrena
. in order to settle their disputed boundaries, 174
Grsnitc, maasea on the Stepp, with broad
veilis of rose quartz protruding, 184; remarkable man.* of, perforated by natural
arches, 225; the action of water on, ib. ;
blocks of grey, contaicing crystals of
black shorl, 27 1
Great Horde, the, the pastures of, 85; evidence of the engineering skill of the
people formerly inhabiting the country
occupied by, ib.; description of some of
the ancient works of, 86; occupies nearly
the whole of ancient Songaria, 299
Guides, Kirghis; effect of a flask of gunpowder and a few balls, as a reward, on
one, 209; acknowledgment of one of the
Author's that he had formerly belonged
to a furmidable band of robbers, 21 1; tlie
influence of old scenes and associations
on his mind, 226; his delight and gratitude on rcceivulg t b promised reward,

239; exhibition of the lance exerebe by
one, 246

IIade-Yol, a Kirghis chief, 41
Hawks trained by the Kirgh to w
e
feathered game, 58
Hordes, the Great and Middle, marauding
at Kopal
warfare between, 174; conto settle the disputed boundaries of, ib.;
effects of a Russian military displuy on
the ehiufs and warriora of, 175; srrange
' deliberations of the rival chiefs of, 177;
impoasihility of inducing either ride to
make concessions, 178
Horse, the wild, called m w " by the Kirghis. 325; the mode of hunting him, ib.;
his tlesh considered a p t delicacy by
the Kirghis, 326
Horses (Kirghis), immense herds of, attended by mounted herdsmen, 56; great
aaerifice of, on the death of a Kirghis
Sultan or chief, 62; excellent riding
qualities of those trained by the K i r g h i
70; their rebellion under harness, 71;
their flesh held in p t esteem by T a m ,
Kirghis, and Kalmuck q o u m d a . 76;
their instinct in searching for food, 91;
their mgncity in fording rivers, 128;
their proceeding on the approach of a
hurricane, 134; the rich and costly t r a p
pings provided by the Kirghis for, 250;
refractory conduct of a vast herd in a
narrow pass, 256; great lola experienced
by a tribe in itn march through a monntain gorge, 257; the possible supply of
India with, 293 ; their caution in descending mountains, 309
Horse-racing among the Kirghis, 82; an
exciting contost in. 83
Hospital (the Russian) in Kopal, great
mortality at, 156; unwillingness of the
Cossacks to enter, 157
Ho-theou, a volcano north of Tourfan, 356
Houses (Russian) in the Steppe, means by
which their apartmenu am kept warm
and watertight, 152
Hunting, sense of honour manifested by
Cossa~ksand Kirghis in, 11 1 ; Captain
AbnkamoFs devotion to, 93; pursuit of
a bonr in the snow, 161
Hunting-knife, astonishment of a Kirghis
chief on seeing one that opened with a
spring, 49
Hurricanes, effects of one on the hugest
treee of the forest, 11 7 ; Bcene of d e v ~ t a tion caused by, 209
lIyran, the winter food of the Kirghis, preparation of, 41

Ibex,one shot by Sergae the hunter, 141
Ice, a bridge over the Kora formed oc
116; Author's prvgrea on the Kora ob-

.

strncted by the numerous masscs of, ib. ;
beaut~fuleffect of sunrise on, 130
Ildighis, the mineral riches of the country
iu the vicinity of, 277
Ili, the, a river of Chinese Tartary, the
sources oT, 107; territory of the bfountaiu Kirghis on, 296
Indng the, commercial importance of
the vicinity of Veruoje and Kopal to,
a93

Instinct, animal, an incident illustrative of,
163

Interview between a IEirghi Sultan and a
Russian director of mines, 73
Irbit, a town at which a considerable hir in
held. 5
Iris, varieties of, on the Steppe, 264
Irkout, Saint, the monastery of, 374
Irkoutsk. the capital of Oriental Siberia,
374; description and appeamnce of, 375;
distinguished Rumiau exila at, ib.; shops
and merchants in the Gastinoi Dvor at,
376; residence of the Governor General
at, i6.; supply of proviaions in the markets of. 378; mwciation of the Author
with the Russian exilea at, 379
Irtisch, the, a river of Western Siberia. 26;
Tatar v~llnge,with a singular miuure of
raced, on, ib.; C ! c k post and piquets
on, ib.; crossed by the route from Scmipalatinsk t o Tashkend, 281
Ivanovitcb. Andra, Ruasinn surgeon at
Kopal, 156
Izmaeloff, commander of Cossacks stationed
a t the fort of G p d , 151

Kailar, the, river rising in the ghingan
Mountains, 405
Kairan, a KirghL chief, hospitably entertains the Author at hi encampment,
241 ;the strange domestic establishment
of, 242; hie astonishment at the Author'e
poli~cnessto the women, ib.; picturceque
scene at the aoul of, 244
Kalnts, long dreesing-gowns worn by the
Kirghis, 65, 78
Kal-matai, a wealthy chief, cordial reception of tho Author by the two aons of,
198; costume and occupation of the wife
of, 200
Kalmucka: contest of Circamian exiles with
the inhabitants of one of their aouln, 21 ;
hostess, 200; regions occupied by the
tribes whose exodus in described by De
Quincy, 294; dangers encountered by
the latter in their long march, 2951 hoetility of the Kirghis to them, 296
Ealym, the marriage panion given for a
Kirghis bride. 249
Karnga, the, a river falling into the -41thRool, 20
Kaourme, a Goldi and Bfanjour eettlement
on the Lower Amoor, 485
Kaptchi, vide Zaranda
Kara, the, a river of Oriental Siberia, 396;
gold found near the mouth of, ib.; a tributary of the Shilka, 410; extensivegold
prics6s on, 410
Kara Kirghis, the, the county inhabited
by. 299; their hostility to the tribe# of
th$ steppa, ib.
Kara Kuom (Black Sand), the desert of
275

,

-

Jade, n mineral found in the vicinity of
Yarkaud. 365
Jasper, beuutiful specimens of yellow, red.
and green, 101 ; blocks of kqutiful ribbon, 102; lofty cliffs of, on the Kora.
104.;masses of green and cream-coloured,
107; specimens containing veins of pure
quartz, 123; Author obtains fine specimens of a beautiful red, 213; blocks of
r e w k a b l y fine green, 267; mllsses of
green und purple, 268
Joulbar, a powerful Kirghis chief, Author's
reception at the yourt of, 47; his enormous herds and flocks, 48; takes great
interest in the examination of the Author's arms, costume, knives, &c., 49;
a spring hunting-knifeexciten his unqualified amazement, ib.; hie astonishment
a t the Author's statement regarding the
number of knives manufactured in England, 50; his delight with a pair of grey
woollen gloves presented to him, ib.
Jous-Kouduk, the wells of,275
Juniper bashes w d as firewood, 270

.

Kara &rum, capital of: the conqueror
Genghis, near the sourcee of the Orkhon,
298

Karapta (Saghalien), the eommodioua harb u n , and extensive coal fields o& 3
Kam-tau (Black Mountains), the, a chain of
moonrains, bounding the Kirghis Steppe
to the south, 85; magnificent natural
amphitheatre in, 187; former extreme
productiveness of the region of, 1851 remarkable remains of an ancient race in,
id.; various coloured strata in, 840
Earkarella, a small mountain chain in the
Seradne (Middle) Horde, north of the
Balkanh, 142; tamuli in the Vicinity of,
150; temple of tho a White Ledy ' i n
the region of, ib.
Kashgar, the oaravan mute from Semipalstinsk to, 2R8
Kavanka, Colonel, appointed to defend
Barnaoul when threataued by a mported
Asiatic invanion, 11
&rleu, the, a tributary of the Amoor, 439
Keroulun, the, a river of Siberia, 393 j the
longest atauent of the Amoop; 338;
0

M to the qmd of a d i d o m
among. 289; impossibility of c o n m i n e
them'lnto indndtriour mecbani- 990;
manufactured articles required by, W ;
articles that Rmxia wiIl nc4 supply them
with. 293
Kiighis women: a tattered gmup at &a
cauldron, reminding the Anrhor of tb
Witches' Scene in Macbeth, 42;miserrbh
appearance of, 188;the marring0 vdue of,
248; strange cavalcade of, accompaayinp a tribe on its m i p t i o n . 255
Kirghis, the Mountain : independence of
273
their Khan, 296; desire of Re&
to
Khod-da-le, a Goldi village on the Lower
form amicable relations with. ib ; said to
Amror, 481
be now the subjeers of the " G r e a White
Wodje-Terek, a town on the Amoo-Daris.
Khan," 297.
274
Khol-Yakee, enormous masses of sand for- Kirghis Steppe. the, solitnde of, 27; An.
thor accosted by a travelling wine-mama riot^ on the Amoor at. 472
chant in, 29; prepares to pass tl~mrgha
Khona-Khour-Kha. a Manjourian village
I
dangerour district of, 31 ; u q i c event .
on the right, or Chinese, bank of the
a Coasack piqnet on, ib.; a salt lake
Amoor. 441
fringed with salsola in. SO; ancient umb.
Khor-mol-djend, a large Daonrian village
held in p e a t veneration by the Kirghiq
on the Amoor. 444
scattered over. 38; ycllow and purple
Khor-roko, plensing Tonngouz settlement
flowern resembling the wild rme on, 40;
at. 465
s e n d m of independence felt in riding
Khouk.tcher.khoorene Mountains, the, a
over, 46; an illlmense mndy waste in,
range near the Amoor. 464
Khoutl-garia, a Tounguoz village on tho
61 ; the way discovered by the eumiusMiddle Amoor, 458
tion of footprinra in. 54; Author's t u i k
on, 55 : his average rate of travelling o m ,
Kiac:hta, residence of the Rueaian Civil
66; mining engineers sent to examine
Govcrnor at, S59; circulation of guld
prohibited at. 361
an extensive district for lead and dm
ores in. 67; valuable acqoisirion m.dr
Kinaara celebrated chief of a band of
robbers, 21 1 ; the encamping grounds of,
by the Emperor of IZasbia in. 80; w o l m
in. 145; early approech of spring in,
220; believed by the Kirghis to have
168; arrival at a great granite district
been in league with Shaitan, 223
Eirghia: their extensive trnde with the
of, 184; snndy plains altd dry rutrc o u m on, 196; interesting scene premerchants of Semipalatiltsk, 6; line of
sented by the marching of the mba
Hnssian post8 amullg. 26; desperate attack on a Cussurk piquet in the Steppe
over, 244; a morning scene on, 95.3;
disaster during a fog on, 27 1; MI&
by, 31 ; menus ascd I)y Russia to extend
her influence amung. 34; a busy and
effects of uand storms in. 295
pictumrque scene in tho pa*tor*l life of, Kirma, a picturwque rocky headland m
41 ; their unclennliness. 55; their antothe Amwr, 465
nishrnent at the Authl~r'smorning ablu- Kirlnis-Khott-Konee, the lnndstane elilh
of, 473
tions, ib. ; their sulumer costume, ib.;
pride of the chiefs in their genealogy.
Kishmish, or Sultanas, a kind of dried
fruit, 168
61; the dinner of one of their Sulbns,
77; their accurate judgment of the pheKizil, a mountain, 276
Kizil-a-gash, visit to a Tatar mqrcbrmt st,
nomena indicating a change of weather,
131; i~.cident showing the danger of
158, ride to Minda-boi's shooting ground
meddling with the religious and supep
at, 169; splendid winter landscape ah
stitious feelings of, 150 ; opium trade
160; nnsuccesnful hunting expedidun #&
ib. ; a wild boar com bat at, 161
and smoking among, 159; their great
lossen of sheep and cattle during the Kizil Koom, the k n of, 275;the rtd d
of, 52; caravan routen over, 275.279
winter season, 189; the funeral music
of, 190; splendid costume and appear- Kok-sou, the, a turbulent stream, 1 M
ance of two youths. 209; the morning Koomar, the, principal affluent of the Ugpa
Amoor, 4%; yermaks held n a r t
b
devotions of, 213; tho noxious atmosphere of their abodes, 24 1 ; their capamouth of, 436; islands at the month d
bility of making excellent light cavalry,
437
246; polite inquiries on the meeting of, Koon-olee, a high canggy mar ou tbs
248; marriage ceremonies among, 249;
Amoor, 46 1
r c o n n t of one of their migrations, 254; Kopal, the, a river of Chinese T m ,97

wnddered by many the source of the
Amoor.. 416;. hietorical sssociations of,
ib.
Kezee, a lake near the Lower Amwr, 491
Khabaroff, his daring ascent of the O w mare, 466.467
Khan Tergee. the, a mountain which separ a m Russia from China, 288
Khingan Mountains, in the Transbaikd, explorations for gold in, 396; singular p
logical forn~ationon, ib.
Khiva, caravan route from Orenburg to,

pmp&

INDEX.
Kopd, the mad mntherly Rodan fort in Konven gals, the rain6 of, 97 6
Chinese Tartmy, 9 0 ; two generals sent Kouanetuo5, a distiogaiehed merchant of
Irkontsk, 877
to Bx on a site for the new fort at, 9 5 ;
anwitnble position chosen for the w o r b Kulja, a large town of Cltincre Tartary,
9 0 ; immense number of wnricts occupyat, ib.; horror of the Cossaclu on reaching the region around, ib.
ing a place to which they had been
allured by falw reports, 97; difflcnltiea
enwnntered by the snperintendlng engineer in carrying on the worlu at, 9 8 ;
completion of the hospital at, 152; mim b l e condition of the C m k a and Lady, the Whita, tradition of, 191
their families on tlte approsch of winter Lakes (salt), region of. 277
in, 153; gloomy prospect to the Author Lance exerriae, expert performance of by
the Author's Kirghis guide, 245
of wintering at, ib.; the society at. 154;
the Anthor paints the first water-wlour Landmarkn erected by a Rpesian engineer,
I23
picture ever executed at. 155; dreadful
mortality at, 156; nnwillingness of the La-ou-djan, the, an amnent of the Sonngaria, gdd mines on. 461
sick to be conveyed to tbe hospital at,
157; fearful bouran and snow storm at,
Lapis lazuli, large veins of, 339
162; the Author'lc career nearly closed Lead : the large supply sent from England
to Siberia since l 8 M stopped by the
at. 163; arrival of a caravan trom YnrCrimean war, 6 7 ; unsnccensful attempt
kand t t ~Semipalatinsk ar, 168; appalling
to discover any in the region between
earthquake at. 169; atnllsemenr afforded
the Targa-batai and the Iniach, ib.; disby a clerical soldier during the Christcovery of, by the expedirio~~
under Captain
mas holidays at, 170; wngrehs to settle
Tanarinoff. 6 8 ; rxpedition sent by the
the disputed boundaries of the G n a t and
Middle Hordes at, 174; di~~pperrartce Emperor Nicholas into thegirghis Steppe
in search of, 67
of a Russian sentinel fdm. 179; the
cemetery at, 182; the changed tbpeet of, Lepsou. the, a river of Chinese Tartary,
86 ; dsrcription of an ancient parallelo. 289; attack by the Great Horde on the
and nnmegram on, ib.; a l a m tuln~~lus
garrison of, 296
rons mounds on. ib.; a delightful valley
Korls the, a river of Chinese Tartary, difflon the most easterly branch of. 95
culty in finding a place w croci. 108;
encampment al~der magnificent pine- Limestone (yellow), cliffs of, on the banka
trees on, 103; beautiful park-like spot
of the Koru. 105; rocks of, enclosing the
valley of the Bean. 137; caverns in. 204
on the banlu of, 105; tragic incident in
a mountain gorge near, 108; danger in Listveititz. a steamboat swion on the Angara, 38%
fording it when swollen by the melting
mow. 110. 124; immenw masses of rock Litigation, case illustrding the pronenen
of the Siberians to, 5
on. 117; Author erects a larillmark on,
Loganoff. Captuin, engineer offlcer at Ko122; discovery of lead ore on, 125; singularoval-shaped Imiu on, 125; splendid
pal, 204
succession of fall6 on, 126: bridge of ice
over, ib.
Korq v~~lley
of the, dome-shaped tnmnM.
lus discorrred in, 118; glotrmy tradiMai-ma-tchin, the " place of trade." 362;
t i o ~ ~of,
s ib. ; daring visit of a Kirnovel game witnessed by the Allthor at,
ghis Sultan to the enchanted ground
363; resitlancc of the Surgootchq or
of. 119; ~ r m b sof the Geuii it), 120; the
Chinese
governor, at. 364 ; Temple
Giant's T O I Iin.
I ~123; ~uperstitia~es
{iread
of Fo at, ib.; court of justice and imof the Kirghis in appruarhil~g,ib.; terplemenb of torture at, 965; Chinese
rise I>urricane and nnow atom in, 132;
concert at, ib.; ita .thentre ornal~lrnted
a diWcult paas in, 135
with two pictured groupd from Greek
Kors.,koff, Colonel commander of the first
history, 366; hospitality of the Sargoogreat Rosrian expedition on the Amoor,
tcha, 368; tea trudc with Russia fro111.ib.
408
Malachite, a fine specimen found by the
KondeKhan, the., a river on which the
first Manjour h n t i e r anard is stationed,
Author, 86
Mangoonq a tribe on the Lower Amoor,
420
them trade in furs, 450; the imitative
Eouderenskoi Steppe, the Delta of Lake
tendencies of. 486
Baikal, 388
Koularkr, the Great, important new Coa- Manjouria, a mulltry on the Amoor. ~mr.
render by Rusuia (in 1689) of all her
mck station at, 4 10
meulrments In, 427; half of it agsin
Koumiq a liquor, 187
u l d d to Russia in 1854, 428; circnmKourehe, town of, 835
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stnnces in which Rusaia may acquire
additional territory in, 451 ; black mail "
levied (in 1651) by Khabaroff in, 452;
tyranny of the Chineae in, 460
Manjours, frontier guard of, 420; their
cruelty and extortion as rulers, 442;
marauding expeditions nnder Stephanoff
against, 452; their trade in snbles, 453
Manufactures, difficulty of introducing them
among the Kirghis, 291
Manyargs, the. a native tribe dwelling in
the valley of the Amoor, 421 ; fishing and
hunting their principal occnpations. 429;
tribute paid to his Celwtial Majesty by,
437; the religion o< ib.; the summer
dwellings of, 459; means by which the
Manjourian merchants carry on a profitable trade with. 460; their activity in
the chase, 462; their saperstition, 463
Maral, the, a large stag found in the higher
regions of the Ac-tau, Ala-tan. and Mustau, 110; its agility in climbing precipices, 1 11 ; perseverance in the chase of,
ib.; adventure of two Cossacks in pnrsuit of, 112; fearful leap of one. 113;
risk encountered in hunting the, 129
Marienrk, important Russian post on the
Amoor. 490
Marme, the, a mountain chain on the Nnman, 445
Marriage ceremonies of the Kirghis, 249
Muslinitz, the R~~esian
carnival, its celebration at Kopal, 170; manner in which it
is kept by the Russians, 171; earthquakes
preceding the first and Isst days of, 174
Med-vajaya Sop& the, wooded mountains.
of a conical form, on ench side of the
Amoor. 421
Migration of the %rghis, the, singular
spectacle presented by, 254
Minda-boi, a Tstar merchant, visit of tho
ie pleasure in opiumAuthor to. 158; h
smokia~g,ib.
Mines, the remains of ancient ones in the
region of the Great Horde. 86; medical
preparations necessary previous to openlng those of gold. 398; sufferings of the
convicts. engaged in working, ib. ; me1~ncholyevent in tlrose near Ncrtchinsk,
399

Mirage, the, beaatiful hut tantalizing effects
of, 283
Yo-dad-ze, a pictnrssqae group of rocks on
the Amoor, 474
Mon-astirke, the. a river in the valley of
the Amoor, 421
Mon-gholia, the, a tributary of the Amoor,
420; extensive meadow lmds and hunting grounda on, ib.
Mong~lS,the. visit of a Coesack ofllcer to
the ancient capital of, 357
Morasses, one with incrustations of salt on
the grass and mud, 40; the Author geta
elltangled in a deep one, 87

Motankana, the, a tributary of the Shilka,
407

Mou-Loon-do4 a tributary of the Amoor.
450

Monnda of sand, the formation of, 278
Monng-goo-Khong-ko, vide Ou-or-re-arl
Mountains, a dangerous route among. Y 16;
beautiful agates and variom kin& of
shells discovered on, 222
Monntains: Ac-tau, 271; Ala-tan, 88;
Amar-Daban, 37 1; the Grest and Iirtle
Arkat, 70; Bala-tau, 276; the k l n c k ,
36; Bsssa-gha, 273; B g d a - 0 u k 131;
Byan-ja-rouk, 183; Ral-Khads, 443; the
Bokee, 480; E-dalnin-aki-dingul, 981 ;
Eke-gou-Kooda, 436; Giong. 477; Had*
Yol, 41 ; the lldighis. 277; the I(.ra-tan.
85; Karkarella, 162; the Khingan, 396;
Khouk-tcher-Kwrene, 464; Marma, 445;
Med-vajaya-Sopka4 42 1 ; Mua-tau, 131 ;
Ou-ot-ze-arl, or Silver Monntain, 478 ;
Peueso.480; Tarbgatsi, 32; Tchol-yet-478; Yablonoi, 395
Mouravioff, Governor-Geaerd of Siberia,
874; occupies important points on rhe
banks of the Amoor. 4 19 ; hL rqdations
for the transaction of business w i ~ hthe
native tribes. 460
Mcuren, an afffuent of the Omware. 470
Mulls, a Kirghir priest, ratifia the marriage contract, 249
Music (funeral) of the K i r g h i 63
Muss, the, a species'of wild horse, the girt
ghis mode of hunting the, 325
Mne-tan, the, a mountain of Asiatic Tartary,
the glaciers of, 131; its crest indiited
by Russia as the boundary of her empire,
m 9 r Djenghir Khan's pnsturee in the
valley of, so3

Names, ancient, their desecration br the
Russians, 445
Nature, delight of the Iiirghia in the contempl~tion of. 101; reflections on its
magnilkeuce compared with that of the
grandeat works of man. 209
Negotiations with a Kirghie Sultan for the
sale of ralnable mining groand, 78
Nephrite, a mineral, 339
Nertchinak, closing of the silver mines at,
67; its pleasing associations to Earopean
travellers, 394; a convict settlement at,
i6. ; cultivation of tobacco at. 395; the
mining district of, ib.; escape of Poliah
exilea from the neighbourhood of. 493
Nertchu, a aettlement on the Amoor. 441
new^, rapid communication of, among the
Kirghis. 62
Nicholaiofak, a fort on the Amoor, the
principal defence of that river, 495
Nootch Koutch. a lgpjd torrent falling into
the b o o r , 478

INDEX.
Noro, the, an atlluent of the Onsrmre, 470
Soon, the, a tributary of the Sonngaria,
449

Noungia, a deep bay formed by the Amwr,
465

Nour-di an aged Kirghi chief, patriarchal
tableau presented by the family of. 44;
refractory steed ordered for the Author
by. 45
Numan. the. an affluent of the Upper
Amwr, 444; Russian town rising at the
mouth of, 445
No-reme, the, a tributary of the Amwr,
490

0.
Oldoi-Ya, the, a river flowing from the
Yablonoi Mountains, 421
Olkhon, an island in Lake Baikal, 384
Omogl~n, the, principal d u e n t of the
Lower Amoor. 494
Omou-an, a rocky bland in the k e r
Amwr, 481
Omula ( S a b o Onul Pall.), the, extensive
fishery of, in the Upper Angara, 384
Onee, the. a tributay of the Amwr. 485
Ong-mee-Khang too, the, an extensive
range of cliffs on the Lower Amwr, 480
Onon. the, a river regarded by some geographern aa the maree of the Amwr,
416; extensive valley watered by. 494
Opium: its iutroductiou among theKirghis
by Tatar merchants, 159; prevalence of
opinm-smoking M o n g the wealthy.ib.; its
effect after short indulgence, ib. ; Miudaboi's delight in his pipe of, 158
Orenburg, caravan mute to Khiva from,
273; to Bokhara from, 2 7 4 ; the most
westerly point to which camvans trading
with Central Asia proceed, 279; fine positiou for an indastrioas population on
the mum to, ib.
Orkhon, the, ancient capital of the Mongols
on, 357
Orokhons, the, a tribe dwelling on the
Amwr, 418
Oobera, the,
tributary of the Amoor,
446

Ouibach, Prince, leader of the Tartar 0x0dun from the b a n b of the Volga, 294
Onloo-sou Modon, a karaoul, or Chinese
military pt,on the Ammr, 439
On-otze-arl, or Moung-goo-Khong-ko "
(Silver Mountain), on the Amoor, 478;
tradition8 of the 8pirit.d that guard the
mppomd mineral richa of, 479; v e i of
~
areenic in the roch of, ib.
b n t c h e , the, a river flowing through the
valley of the Amwr, 421
h a h a s , dried apricots, a rare dainty at
Kirghis banquets, 77, 168
o&a Kofka, the, a small river of Siberia,

,
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Oussonre. the, an afluent of the Amwr,
470; difficulties experienced by Khabaroff in founding a settlement on. 466
Oust-strelka, a C o d post on the Gazimoor, 406
Oust-strelkoi Karaoul, situated near the
junction of the Argoun and Shilka, 416
Ovour Toxo, a village on the Amoor. 44 I
Owls' feathers, an ornament indicating
descent from Geughis Khan, 68

P.
Pails, a peculiar kind, made of I&,
by the Kirghis, 42
Pango, the. a tributary of the Amwr. 429
Paah-kou-a, a station in Oriental Siberia,
381

Pass (mountain), difficulty in making OW
way through one, 135
Pastoral life of the Kirghis. hnsy and picturesque scenes of. 40. 194
Path, deacent by a dnng~rousone, 88
Peasantry, tbe Russian, their ingenuity and
industry, 289 ; their qualifications as
settlers, 290
Peroffiky, General, disastesenwnntered by
the troopsof, 274
Petropavlovsk, a town on the frontiers of
Siberia, 6
Petropavalofskoi, a eavod, importance of
the iron and machine works at. 392; the
labonra of Prince Volkonskoi and other
Rnssian exiles at, ib.
Petrouka, a Cossack in attendance on the
Author, 36; acts as interpreter in an
interview with Syrdak, a Kirghis chief,
17

Peaem Monntains, the, a range on the
Lower Amoor, 486
Picta, the, a tree, 192
Piquets, Cossack, guarding the Kirghis
frontier, 26 ; night attack of Kirghis on
one, and massacre of Cossacks at, 31
Polovena (half-way) station, picturesque
prospect at. 3 9 1
Porphyry, fine specimens of variona colonrs,
obtained by the Author, 130; immense
precipices of, 265
PosolsLy, a town on Lake Baikal, the Anthor Ian& at, 987; the monastery of, ib.
Priestoff, Russian political agent with the
Kirghiq 154
Pronge, Cape, at the mouth of the Amoor,
495

Prowpope (arch-priest), a Ruminn soldier
at Kopal so named, his eventful history,
170; hb burlesque theatrical performance
eatirking the priesthood and ceremonies
of the Russian church, 172
Pal, a village on the Amwr, a great centre
of- trade, 492; characterhtic sceua Pt,
493; Polish exiled at, 494

0 0
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Ex.
Pyramids of earth, thrown u p to guide
the traveller in the Steppe, 3 1

pinnacles of slate and immense pPeipiea
of granite shattered by lightning, 1m;
mnases of greenstone in the valley of the
Bean, 138; of granite. with b r o d reinr
of rose quartz protruding, in the Scepp.
184; remarkable cliffs in the gorge of
Quagmire., a dangeroas one crossed by the
the Ac-soa. 192 ; peah of deep pnrpla
Author, 87
slate and of granite in the Kan-tan, 195;
manses of dark purple slate r i m by
granite, 198; massed of dark basalt in
the Steppe, 199; lofty pinnacles of green
Ravine, a, difficult ascent of, 87
slate in the Ac-tau, 215; immense m m
of granite with natural arches, 225;
Reeds. extensive belt of. 41 ; used by the
Kirghis in the manofactare of mats, 42
formation affordirrg an excellent m d y
' R W m d r o n chyaanthum, obserred by the
for the geologist, 233
Author in the Ac-tau. 214
h g u i l d a a ~ f f a, friend of the Author, bsna
River, risk in fording one in the KirghL
51sof his residence in Irkoutl. 376
Steppe, 268 ; method adopted to di- Route6, Cnravan and Cossack. 273; frcun
minish the force of the waters of, ib.; one
Orenburg to Khiva, 273; from Orenhag
of the Kirghin carried away by the
to Bokhara, 274; from TroiUk to Bokhara, 275; from Pemparalovsk to Boktorrent of. 269
bara, 2 i 7 ; from Petropavalovak to BokRivers : Ac-sou, 8 0 ; Aj, 49 1 ; Almatee,
289; Amagar, 414; Ama-zara. 4 2 0 ;
ham and Tasltkend, 279; from SemiAmoor, the Upper. 479; the Middle,
palrtinsk to Tashkend, 281; from the
456; the Lower, 480; Anga, 383; Aouvalley of Tnrlaou to K o b h n . Pu;
Khan. 420; Aradi 407; Argoun. 405;
from Semildatinsk to T c h w b r h a k ,
285; from Semipnlntinrk to Kulj% 287;
Ayagw, 34; Bndoan, 277; Bankova,
413 ; Bascan, 204; Ben. 2 0 ; Bean,
from &!mipalatinsk to Kashgar, 288 ; a
precipitous one among the rocks, 2% ;
187; Bel-gocsh, 2 i 8 ; Birionsna, 15;
Boulan-dei, 276 ; Bon-renda, 431 ;
ascent of one almost perpendicular among
Eon-sou-lee, 441; Bi-djan. 447; Boacliffs. 235; a dangeroar
one o v a f.Um
La-tchh 459 ; Belgo-kha-van-e-be?
rocks, 227
484; Dmu-@a man, 472; Djnny-Dana,
Ruhiea, said to have been discovered in tbs
275; Djel-ton-gee, 4 13; Doon-doon,
Mustau. 339
476; Elbean-bers, 480; Elin-tchnoi,
Ruins around A r m , 184
421; Oai-djen, 457; Oacimoor, 406;
Raasia: her reported acquisitiom in CsaGerbel-yak, 432 ; Oorbitm, 4 11 ;Goreen,
tral Asia, 1 ; position and extent of tbs
482; Ili, 107; Irtisch, 26; Isan-bei, 273;
newly acquired territory of. 2 ; the seal*
Ischim, 277; Lnau-djan, 461; Lepnou,
ment of her employ60 among the Kirghh
95; Kailar. 405; Kamga, 20; Kara, 396;
considered as banishment, 3 3 ; the rirtw
Kerleu. 439; Kcnulun, 358 ; Kok-sou,
of eprnLttes in, 95; mends a b s t q of
154; Koomar, 435; Kora. 102; Koadeartillery into the Ah-tan. 9 0 : emplop
khan, 420; Mon-astirke, 42 1 ; Mandeception to induce the (hmacb to sugholin, 420; Motankana, 407 ; Mou-koontle in the vallry of the Ala-tau and EClrr
doi, 420; Mouren, 470; Noro, 470;
tab 9.; prudence with which her aNoun, 449; Numan, 444; Nu-re-me,
thority over h e Asiatic tribes n ex490; Oldoi-Ya, 421; Omogun, 494;
cised, 150; display of her m i l i t q p o r a
Onee, 485; Onon, 416; Oulxra, 446;
to the Kirghis. 175; the cbamcwz of k
Ourankhe, 421; Ouska Kofka. 375 ;
peasantry as emigrants, 289
Oussoure, 470 ; Pango. 429 ; Selen- Ru.dsian bath, benefit experienced
the
ga, 388; Shilka, 393; Soungnris 447;
Author from ita ase after an acdent,
Tchel- boo tche, 408 ; Tchal- bouet,
167
430; Tchornoi. 410; Tvhuhar-sou, 2 i 8 ;
Tchui. 281 ; Yeniseey. 18; Zeya, 440
Rocka: singular and picturesqne groups in
the Steppe, 28; remarkable proup known Sableq the extensive trade of the t n i m
as that of " Shaitan and hie Legion," 29;
the Amoor in, 471
l a r ~ emRssea resembling animals, ib.;
&en-dm, the, remartabb mlantc cMi m
dlffi of dark purple slate, 36; pictumqne
the Amoor, 474
mlcn of yellow limeatone on the Kora, Saghalian-Onla-Khotm, or Aigoon, scst d
105; masses resembling mins on the
government of the Upper Am-, U S ;
mme river, 106; of benu~ifdrose quarts,
description of the town of. 4 3
. 123; discovery of some containing lead
~hdien,irhdof,Qpoewmhd~
ore by the Author, 125; perpendicular
unporrauca to Racah, 496

-
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physicof the
on the Amom,
485
Shaman Kamen, a msss of rocka where the
Shamans formerly exccuted their criminals. 379; held in great veneration by
the followere of Shunan. 389
Sheep, immenne floch of, reared on the
Kirghis Steppe, 6; dispcaal of them, 7
Shells, a bed containing aeverd kin& &
dug up in the Ac-tan, 222
Shilka, the, a river of Siberia, 999; receivw from the Yablonoi Moantaim
aeveral streams in which gold is found,
407 ; convict nettlementa on, ib.; a h n dance of fish in, 408 ; bitumen obtained
in caverns on the banks of, 13.; the narigation of. 409; fishing grounds and
islands on. 413 ; whirlpool in. 415
Shilkinskoi Zavod, a Cossack settlement on
the Shilka, 408 ; glass mannfactory and
tanyard at, ib.; supply of iron o w at,
409
ATU
Siberia, importation of Kirghis cattle into,
Wenga, the, a river of Siberia, 388; an6; teas and silks lnrgely smuggled into.
cient remains on the banks of. 371;
26; transit of Rnssian and Chi11e.wmerbeautiful scenery in the valley of, 391
chandlse through. 369
Sel-gha-kw. a village of Manyargs, 461
Silver: the mines at Nertchinsk cloaed, 67;
Selingi~lsk,a town of Sibria, arrival at,
failure to disrorer any in the ree(ion north
391; inquiry for Nicholai Bcstoashoff
of the Tarbagatai Mountainq ib. ; minsr
near the Tchingis-mu, 75
af ib.; hospitable reception by the b n r
them Bestoushoff at. 592 ; residence of slam cliff@,i n t m t i n g a r a t a of, 270
two E ~ ~ g l i missionaries
sb
a&. ib.
Sledge. the, used on the Sreppe, 164; hSemipalarinsk, or Seven Palaceq a town
geroua rido in one, 165; the f e u f d
riruated on the frontier between Siberia
bounding of, 166; sudden rtoppage and
and the Kirghis Steppe, 3; description
release from, ib.
of, 4; lnxnrioua mansion of a Slkrian Smiranka, aour clntted cream mid by tho
Kirghh with brick tea, 47
merchant from Tom& in. ib. ; extensive
trade 01 the Tatar merchants ot. 5; h e Snow, great incream in the depth of r i m
by the melting of, 108
e u t of a considerable trade with the
Kirghh, 6; the Author is inlbrmed of a Snow storm at Kopal. 94 .
Soldiers, Russian: robbery committed by
ntrange circumstance affecting himself
one at Kopal, 179; his fright, 180; arrest
at, 7 ; various cnravan routes oturting
h m . 281. 284. 285. 287
and strnuge det'ellce of, Idl ; ntrange hieSergae the hunter, successful hunting expek~ryof one who had k e n a priest of the
dition of. 103; his amusement at rhe
Russian church. 170
magnifying powers of the Author's glasq Songaria, ancietlr, a country of which the
125 ; pursuit ot five maral by, 125 ; the
greater p a n is now occupied by the G r c ~
Horde, 299
Authur's perplexity on the temporary
disappearallw of, 129; account of hie Son-ghe-noi, a t r i b u w nf the Shilka 415
early career among the uilles. I42 ; im- Soudlla, the, a vcnsel ruwd in conveying tea
on the Baikal. 377
men- number of bean deatro).ed by,
Souk, Sultan, his opinion on the nettlemeat
148
GsMedatal, the, magistrate at the head of
of the bonndar question, 176
the civil departmel~tat Ayaguq 32; acts Souk. son of
Timour, his warlike
M mediator at the (:ongrew barween the
character. 301; his proposed marriage
Great nnd Little Hordes. 176
with the daughter of Ujanghir Khan,
-tan
(Satan): his victory over the Genii
302; advencurons journey to viait h u
in the Valley of the Kora, 119; the
betrothed, 303 ; his conflict with banditti
in a mountain ~MC.,3 IS: his reception by
mountain dwelling of, 222; hi cavern
in the Ac-tan, 229
Djanghir Khan, 316; hia solitary journey over the mountains to can? off hir
Bh.itan and his Legion, a singular group
of r d e on the g i g h i e Steppe, 29
bride, 317; his reception by Ai Khanym,
6h.mlrrq the, religion and ceremonies of.
551 ; the elopement, 935; his distraction
on account of her melancholy fate, 368
372 i the rpiritad a d r h -md family
& k h - k h e , a promontory of W t i c r o c h
on the bay of QM-si-en-ga, 473
Salsola, a plant, growing in varioua colonn
round the ralt lakes of Siberia, 91
&It, cffioreeeent, beantitid appenranw of,
40
Salutation, the Kkgh'i manner of, 73
&ambee, a village on the Lower Amwr,
481
&and: h a r d n m of that in a dmrt of the
Kirghis Steppe, 52; numerous hillocka
of, on one of the caravan rout* 281
Sand storms in the desert, 295; the fearful
velocily of, 296; exciting scene at the
pastures on the approach of, 8.
Smdypkoi, the last b c k fort on the
Bea, 9 ; comfortable situation of the
Coanacks and their families at, ib.
Gargoowha (Chinese pverner), the, ceremonial visit of the R n m h civil governor
to. 360
Bsrhw, a rocky promontory on the Amwr,
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8 0 n n g a r i ~the, a taibnhry of the Amoor,
447, 449; immende plain at the month
of, 448; regarded by the Manjonriana as
the parent stream of the Amoor, 450;
opened up to Kossian commerce and
policy, 453; Tonngouzand T o w m u mt
tlements on, 454; the highway to the
eastcrn pmvincea of China, 476
hungaria, Valley of the, a very populow
portion of the Chinese empire, 449 ;
drawback to the s u c c a of Russia in,
ib.
Steppe, the, sonrise. in, 253; a dangerous
track in, safely traversed by the Author
during a fog. 263
Sterine, extensive works near Ekaerineburg, for the manufacture of, 7
Storms: their fur^ in the alley between
the Kam-tau and the Ala-tan, 97; their
approach indic-d
by a haze spreading
over the mountains, 131
Stratenskoi, a Cossack village, 407
Sunrise, its magnificent effect in the moantnins, 130
Sverbeef, Cape, a high cliff on the Narmm,
445

Swamp, an impassable one in the .Steppe,
41

Byenite, beautiful pink CTW
of, 271
Syrdak, a wealthy Kirghis chief, Antbor
received with marked kindness by. 85;
the appearance and costume of, ib.; hi#
eager desire for the decoration of a
medal from the Great White Khan, 37;
effect produced on hi# mind by the red
seal of the Anthor's passport, i6.; his
curiosity regarding the Great White
Khan, 38
Syr-naris, the. important porition of the
forts on, 294

Table utensils, Enropenn, amnsement excited among the Kirghia by, 7 4
Tamch Boulac, deep ravine near Kopal,
164 ; danger encountered by the Author
at, 166
Tamntns, a dangerous ride in one, with
Kirghis horaes, 70
Tarbugatai Mountains, view of the crests
of, 82; failure to discover silver ore in
an extensive region north of, 67; mineraL found north of, 68
TurtarinofC, Captain, commands a mining
expedition sent into the region north of
Ayagua, 68
Tartarus, a temfic scene believed by the
Kirghia to be the portal of, 298
Tsshkend. route from Petropavalovsk to,
279; from Semipdatinsk td, 281
Tatar merchants: the extensive trado of
those aettled in Semipalatinsk, 5; the
richly furnished houses and valuable

st& of, 6; their frequent arre of forged
notee, ib.; their great importations of
cattle into Siberia, ib.; the profitabls
trade carried on among the Kirghis by,
96; Author invited to take tea with one
on the Kirghis Steppe, 43; introduction
of opium among the Kirghb by, 159;
their extended m v a n journeys, 292;
impolicy of exciting their jealousy by
locating English trading agenta at Yarkand and Tashkend, 492; introduction of
English merchandk into the northern
province of China hy, 354
Tatar village, a, excitement caused by a
Russian equipage in, 69
Tchal-bonet, a valley running n&ward
from the Amoor, 430
Tchal-bouet, the, a river flowing from the
Lower Yahlouoi hills, 430
Tchal-boo-tche, the, smelting mrkn on,
408

Tchal-boo-tchentoi, avalley on the Shilh,
408; excellent pastures in. 409
Tchan-boshan, the great white mountain,
449

Tcher-e me, a Toungonz
village
on the
Amoor. 476
Tchimbar, wide tmwsua worn by the Kirghia women, 188
Tchingiz-tau, a region north-went of the
Balkanh. or Lake Tenghir. nil= mines
near, 75
Tchol-yat-m Mountain& a range foUowibg
the course of the Amoor, 478
Tchornoi, the, a tributary of the Shia,
410

Tchoubachak, a Chiness town, mute from
&mipalatin& to, 285, P86
Tchouo-kha, a Mangoou village on the
Lower Amoor, 488
Tchonia, the plateau of the moot elevated
Steppe in the Altai, 19
Tchubar-mu, the, a navigable river of great
importance to Bossia, 278
Tchni. a river bounding the Steppe of Bad-

Pak-Ddb 281
Tea, brick, preparation and nm or, 47;
supemtitious custom of the K i r g h befors
handing it to their guests, ib.
Tea-trade, accidents and lossen in that between R&a and China. 377
Tebak, Cape, at the mouth of the Amoor,
495

Temperature of Kopal daring the win!months, 1 6 1
Tempests: a memorable one in the monnrCri-us, 224

Tess-boulac lake, dinappointment of the
thirsty traveller on his h v d at, 284
Tigem; the traces of their footmarks i n
the Steppe, 97; destrnction of caule i n
w
the Kirghis Steppe by, 157; n
precantions on the dbcovery of their
footmarks in the Steppe, 197; the track

INDEX.
of one fonowed to its lair, 217; melancholy dinaster caused by one. 251
Timour, Sultan, chief of the Great Horde,
hin distinguished descent. 298 ; the region over which his-anthority extends,
299

Tochinskoi. Captnin, anecdote of, 151
Tom. the valley of, seat of the future Birmingham and Sheffield of Siberia, 409
Tombs of an unknown race near the Byanja-rouk, 184
Tong-don, a Manjwr village on the Chinese bank of the Amoor, 441
Torrent, rnonntsin, tragic incident at one,
108; means adopted by the Author and
his party in crossing one, 268; dangers
encountered in fording, 269
Toungouz, tribes of, in the Transbaikal,
393; trnde of the Cossacks with. 413;
mode of life of those living on islands
in the Amoor.474; dcmnrnlisa~ionamong
them causcd by the Chinew traders, ib.
Tourkinsk, hot mineral springs in Oriental
Siberia, 389
Tonrme, a Toungouz settlement below the
oussoure, 470
Track, a dangerous one in the Alat-aa
Mountains, i 0 1
Transbaikal, the, command of the Emperor
Nicholas that all the people inhabiting- it
should become C&ka-67
Trees: picta. 137. 192; pines, 159; dwarf
- cedars, 192; birches and poplars, 203;
of enormous size in the Ac-tau. 228
Troitsk, caravan route from Bokhara to,
275

Troitrha, a town of great commercial activity on the Russo-Chinese frontier, 369 ;
extensive custom-house and warehouses
a t ib. ; generally considered a place of
exile by Russian employ6s, ib.
Troubetskoi, Princeen, gives the Author an
account of her journey to Siberia, 379;
her reception by the Russian officials at
Nerrchinsk, 403; interview with her husband in the mines, id.
Tumnli: number scattered over the region
of the Great Horde, 8 5 ; several of larga
dimensions in the valley between the
Ala-tan and the Kara-tan, 9 0 ; singular
one in a valley on the Kora, 118; mark
of veneration paid by the Kirghb in
passing, ib.; numerous large ones at the
f w t of the Ac-tan, 19 1 ; reflections auggested by the sight of these ancient
tom& ib.; view over the Steppe from
one, 244.

Urtignn, a Kirghis chief, the Anthor'a interview with, 245; d o p of a fine race
belonging to, ib..
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Vait, union of aH the -branches of the
Amoor a t t h e settlement of, 495
Valley, a magnificent one between the
Ala-tau and the Knra-tan. 263
Vegetables, not used by the Rirghis, 77
Verknoi Oudinsk, a town of Siberia, 391
Vernoje, a Russian settlement on the Almatee. 287; not adapted for a manufacturing town. 29a; advantages of its
position as a commercial town, 293
Village. a Tatar one. with a curiousli
mingled population, 46
Voilocks, felt coverings for the Rirghis
ynurts, the manafacture of, 42
Volkonskoi, Prince and Princess, and other
Hnseian exiles at Irkoutsk, 3 i 9

Water, remarkable illustrations of its
powerful acrion on rock, 220, 221, 225,
238

Waterconrses (dry), frequently found in the
Kirghis Steppe, 196
Waterfalls: a beautiful one in the Ac-tan,
220; three succeeding onea, 233; a romantic one in the Ala-tau, 267
Water-fowl, their arrival the harbinger of
spring in the Steppe, 169
White Lady, the, temple of, 159; Kirghis
tradition of the vengeance of. 151
Wine- merchant, the Author's encounter
with one on the Kirghis Steppe, 28
Wodky, a apirit of which a great quantity
is consumed by the Russian employb in
the Steppe, 33
Wolves: their attacks on travellers in the
Steppe, 142; their nnpleasant vicinity t o
the Author's encampment in the Steppe,
145; destroyed by the bearcoot or black
eagle, 141
Wwdcock, Cossack tuse in the chase of,
408

Wrestlers, Kirghis, exhibition of, before the
Russian Director of Minee, 80 ; resolution with which their contests are maintained, 81

Yablonoi Monntains, a range i n Siberia,
mining operations in, 897 ; discovery of
pold on the s l o w of, 414
Yakoutsk, solitary and wretched life of
Rnssian esiles at, 401
Yapan, the, widening of the valley of the
A m w r near, 420
Yarkand, the town population of, 354; its
bazaars on market-days, 355
Yemtchicka, Russian, their driving praise
by Sir Bobert Peel, 69

INDEX.

570

Yenisse~,the,rapidsor,18;baainof.between
the %an and Tangnou mountains, i6.
Yermakn, fairs for the tranwtion of bminee8 with tlie native triben of the Amm,

Chinsee from the territory w a h d by,
441 ; Manjonr mttlemenu on, ib.

-
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Y&&, a Kirghia dwelling, mark by which
APPENDIX.

that of a Sultan is distinguished, 58

the Aumm,
b i d , 602; trseq rhraba, .nd
dowera, 508
2. Maunmdia of the Kirghii Ikeppq Ahtso, h - t a u , and Tarbagaui. MI;
b i a 589; trees. dunk and Boren.
1. Mammdh in the Valley of
499;

z
Zarandq lake, 277
Zebeck:Dorchi, a relative and coanaellor of
the renowned Kdmnck prince Onikch,
294

615
8.

Zeya, the, largest afanent of the Upper
Amoor, 440; Bus& driven by the

Mammdh in the k r b a ~ hand
l SL
beria, 534; birdq 536; trees, h h ,.8d
flowere. 641

THE END.
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